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The thesis entitled ‘Founding Women in Medieval French Prose Romance’ analyses the 
important role given to foundresses in the fictional works of 13th and 14th century 
romanciers. The study of three genealogical texts – Jean d’Arras’ Roman de Mélusine, 
the prehistory of the Tristan en Prose, and the Roman de Perceforest illustrate first and 
foremost the limits of the widely accepted assertion regarding the ‘absence’ of women in 
genealogical narratives of the time. I argue, on the contrary, that for these medieval 
authors women constitute an untapped source of literary potential, since by the 13th 
century all possible narratives surrounding Europe’s founding fathers were virtually 
exhausted. These female characters thus champion the creation of new narratives that run 
parallel to previous literature, but they also function as precious intertextual grafts that 
enable the romance author to tie his work to his literary precedents, guaranteeing a status 
of legitimacy to his own creation. 
 
By exploring the narrative trajectories of foundresses such as Mélusine, Presine 
(Mélusine), Chelinde (Tristan), Cerses and Lydoire (Peceforest) I show how these texts 
propose a new literary relationship tying fictional women to medieval romances: indeed, 
in these works the roles of generator of genealogy and generator of genealogical text 
become increasingly confused; thus, founding women often represent narrative 
trajectories which can support as much as run counter to that of their author. This unique 
quality, which marks these female characters against the passive and silent voices of their 
courtly counterparts, is due to the linguistic quality of lineage in these romances. Through 
an anthropological perspective I show how these texts envision kinship relations not as 
natural, blood bonds, but rather as linguistic alliances. Fictional foundresses are given the 
remarkable privilege to voice or deny these alliances, and thus to call the genealogy – and 
the romance itself – into being. 
Characters such as Presine and Lydoire, for example, are endowed with an authorial voice 
which allows them to craft their lineage on their own terms and even direct the narrative 
outside of the romance itself, towards new and unexpected intertexts; yet even passive 
characters such as Chelinde, Mélusine and Cerses are given the means to voice their own 
histories. What this research makes clear is that at a time when, in Capetian France, 
women were being increasingly excluded from power and even their very role in 
producing legitimate heirs is being questioned, the fictional foundresses of prose 
romances not only place themselves at the head of powerful lineages: they also write 
alternative histories of the world, and finally weave a textual genealogy for their 
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Founding women were not an essential part of the genealogical narratives developed by 
medieval historiography in Western Europe from the 7th to the 12th century, although 
women appeared often in genealogies as useful vessels of blood continuity.1 Much of the 
historical fiction produced in these centuries was primarily concerned with the ideal of 
translatio imperii et studii, as writers sought to find suitable Trojan ancestors for the new 
political players of Medieval Europe and thus compete with Rome’s legendary Aeneas.2  
Of course, ‘the Trojans were a race of founding fathers’, and thus in these genealogical 
narratives little space was dedicated to women at the origin of lineages.3 Europe was soon 
filled with the sons of Troy: amongst the most notable examples, one can find Brutus – 
Ascanius’ grandson – in England, and Francio – son of Hector – in France.4 However, by 
 
1 See Christiane Klapisch-Zuber, L’Ombre des ancêtres. Essai sur l’imaginaire médiéval de la 
parenté (Paris: Fayard, 2000), pp. 94-97 and 163-168, and Oliver de Laborderie, Histoire, 
mémoire et pouvoir. Les généalogies en rouleau des rois d’Angleterre (1250-1422) (Paris: 
Garnier, 2013), pp. 145-246. Laborderie states that in English genealogies ‘les femmes sont en 
général peu présentes dans le texte et moins encore dans l’image, même les reines d’Angleterre’ 
(p. 218), with the unique exception of Ælfled, daughter of King Alfred. The scholar nevertheless 
underlines ‘le rôle important des femmes de l’aristocratie, et en particulier de celles de l’entourage 
royal, en Angleterre comme en France, dans la préservation et la transmission de la mémoire 
lignagère, dynastique ou nationale’ (p. 220). 
2 Susan Reynolds identifies three models for medieval myths of descent. The first derives from 
Tacitus, who recorded that the Germani thought to be descended from Mannus, the son of the 
earth: this gave birth to the ‘Frankish Table of Peoples’. The other two, vastly more popular 
models traced the origo gentium of a people to biblical persons or – even more popularly – to 
Trojan roots. These last two models were often combined. See Susan Reynolds, ‘Medieval 
Origines Gentium and the Community of the Realm’, History, 68 (1983), 375-390. 
3 Jeffrey Jerome Cohen, Of Giants: Sex, Monsters, and the Middle Ages, Medieval Cultures 17 
(Minneapolis: Minnesota University Press, 1999), p. 47. 
4 The Francio myth is first found in the 7th century chronicle attributed to Fredegar, but note that 
Francio is not the only vessel medieval literature had found to connect Troy to the Capetian 
kingdom: the Partenopeus de Blois points to Marcomer, son of Priam, who escapes to Gaule 
through Italy after the destruction of Troy. The character had been originally introduced into 
Frankish history by Gregory of Tours (he is one of three duces that leads the Franks into invading 
the Gallia Belgica), although Gregory’s Marcomer has no connections with Troy or the 
foundation of the Frankish kingdom. See Partonopeus de Blois, ed. by Joseph Gildea, 2 vols 
(Villanova: Villanova University Press, 1967-1970), I, ll. 148-390; and Gregorii episcopi 
Turonensis, Libri Historiarum X ed. by Bruno Krusch and Wilhelm Levison, Monumenta 
Germaniae Historica, Scriptores Rerum Merovingicarum I (Hannover: Impensis Bibliopolii 
Hahniani, 1937-1951) II, 9. The Brutus narrative was developed from the 10th century onwards. 
To these one could add the Norman myth developed by Dudo of Saint Quentin in the early 11th 
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the 13th century, these now well-established chronicles formed the basis for new, 
distinctly literary narratives that thrived in finding innovative ways of connecting their 
original materials to those of canonical history. It is no coincidence that Adenet li Roi 
(writing sometime after 1274) at the beginning of his Berte Aus Grans Piés recounts 
drawing the material for his story of the foundress of the Carolingian empire by visiting 
Saint Denis and reading the Grandes Chroniques de France.  With the excuse of 
correcting the ‘aprentiç jougleour et escrivain mari / qui l’ont de lieus en lieus ça et la 
conqueilli’ (ll. 13-14),5 Adenet creates a story which expands upon the Grandes 
Chroniques material and that configures itself as a new enfances Charlemagne, thus 
ideally placed as a prequel to the narrative of the Chançon de Roland.6 The phenomenon 
is even more evident in regards to English historiography: when Geoffrey of Monmouth 
had described Brutus’ heroic victory over the indigenous giants of Britain, he had left a 
gap in his story ready to be filled by whoever could explain the reasons behind this 
gigantic presence, as well as the oldest name for the island, ‘Albion’. Thus, between the 
13th and 14th century, a number of manuscripts reporting the Anglo-Norman prose Brut 
chronicle appeared with the Anglo-Norman Des Granz Geanz serving as its prologue.7  
 
century, which made the Daci or Dani into the Dacians or Danai; Reynolds also notes that ‘in the 
twelfth century, Bavarian writers were finding even more ancient classical links by deriving 
Noricum, the old Latin name for their territory, from Norix, the son of Hercules’ (See Raynolds, 
‘Medieval Origines Gentium’, p. 376).  
5 Les Œuvres d’Adenet le Roi, Tome IV: Berte Aus Grans Pies, ed. by Albert Henry, Université 
Livre de Bruxelles, Travaux de la Faculté de Philosophie et Lettres 23 (Bruxelles: Presses 
Universitaires de Bruxelles; Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1963; repr. Geneva: Slatkine, 
1996). The genre of the text is disputed: see Anne Berthelot, ‘Berte as grans piés et l’abolition 
des frontières génériques chez Adenet le Roi’, Cahiers de recherches médiévales, 18 (2009), 329-
347, and in the same volume, Emmanuelle Poulain-Gautret, ‘Adenet le Roi entre chanson de geste 
et roman. Les vers d’intonation dans Berte as grans piés’, pp. 349-363. 
6 A pre-existing poetic version of this story was probably composed, or at least started, by a 
‘Robert’ at the end of the XII century, but is now lost: see Edmond Faral, ‘Pour l’histoire de Berte 
au grand pied et de Marcoul et Salomon’, Romania, 40 (1911), 93-96. On Bertha as a 
representative of ‘female enfances’, see Leslie Zarker Morgan, ‘Female Enfances: at the 
Intersection of Romance and Epic’, in The Court Reconvenes. Courtly Literature Across the 
Disciplines: Selected Papers from the Ninth Triennial Congress of the International Courtly 
Literature Society. University of British Columbia 25-31 July 1998, ed. by Barbara K. Altmann 
and Carleton W. Carroll (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2003), pp. 141-149. 
7 Des Grantz Geanz, ed. by Georgine E. Brereton (Oxford, 1937), p. xi.  The manuscript tradition 
of the tale of Albion and her sisters is complicated – interwoven as it is with the fate of the prose 
Brut – and one that has not yet been fully unearthed. As for the Anglo-Norman text, Brereton 
identifies two versions: ‘a’, where the sisters are Greek (which survives both in verse and prose, 
and whose abridged version can be found in 19 copies of the short prose Brut chronicle ), and ‘b’, 
where the foundresses become Syrian (mostly in prose, and can be found, amongst other loci, as 
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Brutus, it turned out, was not Britain’s first founder, and Britain, indeed, was not the 
island’s original name: 260 years before the Trojan warrior had first set foot on its soil, a 
Greek rebel princess named Albina had settled the country along with her sisters calling 
it Albion. The founding women had then coupled with incubi and produced the giants 
that Brutus will defeat centuries later.  
Countering contemporary representations of secular genealogical trees,8 the 
narrative fiction produced in the 13th and 14th centuries thus found a way of presenting its 
audience with female foundresses by projecting itself into mythological pre-histories. The 
examples of Bertha and Albina noted above point us to the authorial objective that lies 
behind the role of foundresses in this literature: As Patrick J. Geary puts it, founding 
women first and foremost offer explanations.  
 
[the] goal is always the present and future: their investigations are precisely 
intended to explain—to explain causes, to explain essences, to explain how the 
world was and how it should be. For these authors, the origins of a people, a family, 
a nation, does indeed hold great meaning for the present and future; the model of 
generation, of descent, whether physical or moral, is essential not only for identity 
but for value.9  
 
 
a prologue of the  long prose Brut. See Brereton’s introduction and Lesley Johnson, ‘Return to 
Albion’, Arthurian Literature, 13 (1995), 19-40, in particular pp. 21-22, n. 7. A longer, 
independent version of the story, edited by Brereton, survives only in MS London, British Library, 
Cotton Cleopatra D 9. The prose version of Des Granz Geanz acting as prologue to the long 
version of the prose Brut has been edited by Julia Marvin, ‘Albine and Isabelle: Regicidal Queens 
and the Historical Imagination of the Anglo-Norman Prose Brut Chronicles, with an Edition and 
Translation of the Prose Prologue to the Long Version of the Anglo-Norman Prose Brut’, 
Arthurian Literature, 18 (2001), 143-191. See also Anglo-Norman Literature: A Guide to Texts 
and Manuscripts, ed. by Ruth J. Dean and Maureen Barry McCann Boulton, Occasional 
Publications 3 (London: The Anglo-Norman Text Society: 1999), notice n. 36. For an updated 
general picture of the prose Brut tradition see Francesco Di Lella, Il Roman de Brut in Inghilterra: 
tradizione manoscritta e tradizioni letterarie, (unpublished doctoral dissertation, Università degli 
studi di Roma Sapienza – Sorbonne Université, 2018), pp. 360-363. On Albina and the 
genealogical role of other feminine figures in brief narratives (such as the Fille du Comte de 
Ponthieu) Danielle Régnier-Bohler, ‘Figures féminines et imaginaire généalogique: étude 
comparée de quelques récits brefs’, in Le récit bref au Moyen Âge (Paris: Champion, 1980), pp. 
73-95.  
8 See Klapisch-Zuber, L’Ombre des ancêtres, p. 310 (and following). The scholar notes that this 
is not the case for sacred genealogies: by the 13th century Saint Anne, in particular, achieved a 
matriarchal position in the genealogical trees depicting Jesus’ lineage, whilst male relatives were 
relegated to marginal positions within the arbor, thus reversing secular practices. 
9 Patrick J. Geary, Women at the Beginning: Origin Myths from the Amazons to the Virgin Mary 
(Princeton, N.J.; Woodstock: Princeton University Press, 2006), p. 10. 
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If Albina and her sisters’ sexual practices explain the presence of giants in Britain – thus 
filling the narrative interstice10 left open by Geoffrey – Bertha’s story gives a reasonable 
explanation for Charlemagne’s widely-suspected bastardy whilst redeeming the 
Carolingian ruler from accusations of illegitimacy.11  
By the 13th century, then, with all possible origines gentium apparently already 
invented, founding women offered an untapped source of narrative material as well as 
functioning as a form of exegesis for the questions left unanswered by history. At the 
same time, however, mirroring their function as providers of dynastic continuity,12 these 
characters worked as an indispensable graft enabling their authors to connect their new 
story to its literary predecessors: through genealogy and marriage, literary foundresses 
embody the possibility for a veritable network – or rather, a tree – of intertexts. As the 
author of the Roman de Perceforest puts it in describing the marriage between Alexandre 
Remanant de Joie, an illegitimate son of Alexander the Great, and Bethoine, daughter of 
King Perceforest of England: 
 
Sa [Perceforest’s] fille ot a nom Bethoine et eut a mari Remanant de Joie, qui fut 
du sang au noble roy Alixandre. De celui ne pourroit yssir fors sens, largesse, 
 
10 I have borrowed the term, which will recur widely throughout the dissertation, from Richard 
Trachsler, Disjointures-conjointures: Étude sur l’Interférence des Matières Narratives dans la 
Littérature Française du Moyen Age (Tübingen: A. Francke, 2000). 
11 On the subject see Gustav Adolf Beckmann, ‘Berthe au(x) Grand(s) Pied(s) ou plutôt: les 
enfances d’un «faux bâtard»’, Cahiers de civilisation médiévale, 51 (2008), 313-328. 
12 This is particularly evident in the Grandes Chroniques de la France, which reflected official 
ideology in matters of royal succession: ‘in these chronicles, a mythical Blitilde appeared, 
supposedly a daughter of the Merovingian king Clotaire I, she was shown to be a direct ancestress 
of Pippin, the first Carolingian king.’ See Marigold Anne Norbye, ‘Genealogies in medieval 
French’, in Broken lines: Genealogical Literature in Medieval Britain and France, ed. by Raluca 
L. Radulescu and Edward Donald Kennedy (Turnhout: Brepols, 2008), pp. 79-102 (p. 81). For 
the Chroniques, see Les grandes chroniques de France ed. by Jules Viard, 10 vols (Paris: 
Champion, 1920-1953). Dynastic continuity between the Carolingians and Capetians in turn was 
assured by the marriage of Philip II Augustus to Isabelle of Hainaut, who was of Carolingian 
ancestry.  On this issue see Gabrielle M. Spiegel, ‘The Reditus Regni ad Stirpem Karoli Magni: 
A New Look’, French Historical Studies 7 (1971), 145–174; Klapisch-Zuber, L’Ombre des 
ancêtres, pp. 163-168. Women became explicitly portrayed as grafts in 16th century genealogies, 
which developed the arbor metaphor in all its figurative possibilities: see Klapisch-Zuber, 
L’Ombre des ancêtres, p. 324 n.6. Stahuljak has noted how the Virgin Mary functions as a graft 
in the tree of Jesse in medieval French literature: see Stahuljak, Bloodless Genealogies of the 
French Middle Ages: Translatio, kinship, and metaphor (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 
2005), pp. 112-141.  
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prouesse et honneur. Qui de celle branche pourroit avoir greffe pour enter en ceste 
terre ne pourroit yssir fors bon fruit.13  
 
The female heir to the throne is thus compared to a graft upon which Alexander the 
Great’s bloodline can be implanted onto Britain: what is more, the princess’ genealogical 
function within the narrative is mirrored in the text’s own ties to its ancestors. Through 
Bethoine the author of the 14th century romance is able to graft his narrative upon his 
literary model, Jacques de Longuyon’s Vœux du Paon, and, by consequence, onto the 
entire matière d’Alexandre.  
The Perceforest was by no means the only romance to take advantage of the 
narrative role of fictional foundresses: given their extraordinary literary potential, 
narratives shaped around founding women found fertile ground in the medieval French 
prose romances produced in the 13th and 14th centuries.14 Indeed, the efforts undertaken 
 
13 Perceforest, quatrième partie, ed. by Gilles Roussineau, 2 vols, Textes littéraires français 343, 
(Geneva: Droz, 1987), 2, pp. 1133-1134. 
14 On the definition of medieval romance as genre, Hans Robert Jauss’ theoretical approach on 
which the Grundriss der romanischen Literaturen des Mittelalters bases its classifications 
(‘Theorie der Gattungen und Literatur des Mittelalters’, in Grundriss der romanischen 
Literaturen des Mittelalters, ed. by Hans Robert Jauss and Erich Khöler, 13 vols (Heidelberg: 
Winter, 1972), I, pp. 107-138  of which a French translation had been published two years prior 
under the name ‘Littérature médiévale et théorie des genres’, Poetique, I (1970) 79-101)  remains 
the starting point for any medievalist (Although see also Erich Khöler’s earlier ‘Zur Entstehung 
des altfranzösischen Prosaromans’ in Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift der Friedrich-Schiller-
Universitat Jena, 5 (1955-56), 287-92, repr. in Trobadorlyrik und höfischer Roman. Aufsätze zur 
französischen und provenzalischen Literatur des Mittelalters (Berlin: Rütten & Loening, 1962), 
pp. 213-33, 294-296; and his later Der Altfranzösische Höfischer Roman (Darmstadt: 
Wissenschaffliche Buchgesellschaft, 1978) as well as Eugène Vinaver, The Rise of Romance 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971)). Yet Jauss’ ‘synchronic’ approach to the definition of genre 
does not work for prose romances – his belief that, for example, characters stay in their own 
genres (Charelmagne in the Chanson de Geste, etc.) would make the classification of something 
like the Tristan en prose rather difficult (although it should be noted that Jauss here conflates 
matière with genre: on the subject of matière and its permeability see Richard Trachsler, 
Disjointures-conjointures: Étude sur l’Interférence des Matières Narratives dans la Littérature 
Française du Moyen Age (Tübingen: A. Francke, 2000)). In general, its validity for medieval 
literature has been recently reconsidered (See the special issue of Medioevo Romanzo, 36 (2013), 
in particular  Maria Luisa Meneghetti, ‘Sistema dei generi e/o coscienza del genere nelle 
letterature romanze medievali’, at pp. 5-23, and Simon Gaunt, ‘Genres in Motion: Rereading the 
Grundriss 40 Years On’, at pp. 24-43, as well as the volume edited by Danièle James-Raoul: Les 
genres littéraires en question au Moyen Âge, ed. by Danièle James-Raoul, Eidôlon 97 (Pessac: 
Presses universitaires de Bordeaux 2011), in particular Nelly Labère, ‘Réflexion sur la «Théorie 
des genres» de Hans Robert Jauss’, pp. 187-197). Ultimately, the Grundriss’ effort to outline 
medieval romance as a genre seems to fall back into the evolutionistic approach it had vowed to 
discard, dividing romance into a ‘B.C.’ and ‘A.C.’ (before Chretien de Troyes, after Chretien de 
Troyes) – a distinction which will inevitably see prose Grail romances as a direct evolution of 
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by these prosateurs in order to find a narrative space for literary invention and, on the 
other hand, to explain the questions left unanswered by history and finally negotiate their 
way through their anxiety of influence,15 have been widely recognised.16 Cyclicity and 
 
Chretien’s work (see Jean Frappier, ‘La naissance et l’évolution du roman arthurien en prose’, in 
Grundriss der romanischen Literaturen des Mittelalters, IV.1, pp. 503-512) and condemn later 
prose romances as ‘dépourvus d’invention,’ a genre ‘marqué par le déclin’ (Michel Zink, ‘Le 
Roman’, in Grundriss der romanischen Literaturen des Mittelalters, VIII.1, pp. 197-216, in 
particular p. 197). Jauss’ ‘dyachronic’ approach – that is to say, his aesthetics of reception – 
remains fruitful for an analysis of genre in the Middle Ages – ‘a patto, però, che si interpreti il 
concetto di variazione degli orizzonti - orizzonti dell'autore e orizzonti del fruitore - in senso meno 
filosofico-estetico e più concretamente storico-culturale’ (Meneghetti, ‘Sistema dei generi’, p. 9). 
In other words, the search for an audience’s horizon d’attente has focused in recent years on the 
compilation of single manuscripts (see the important work of Keith Busby, Codex and Context. 
Reading Old French Verse Narrative in Manuscript, 2 vols (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2002)). This is 
perhaps the most fruitful approach to the definition of ‘romance’, since generic ‘hybridity’, or 
mouvance seems to be the law rather than the exception in the Middle Ages (see Cesare Segre, ‘I 
problemi del romanzo medievale’ in Il Romanzo, ed. by Maria Luisa Meneghetti (Bologna: Il 
Mulino, 1988), pp. 125-145; and the special number of l’Esprit Créateur 33.4 (1993) Intergenres: 
Intergeneric Perspectives on Medieval French Literature, ed. by Donald Maddox, in particular 
for the distinction between genealogy and romance and history and fiction, Matilda Tomaryn 
Bruckner’s ‘From Genealogy to Romance and Continuation in the Fabulous History of 
Partonopeu de Blois’, at pp. 27-39)). Most recently Francis Gringas has published a wide-ranging 
study of medieval romance: Le Batârd Conquerant. Essor et expansion du genre romanesque au 
Moyen âge (Paris: Champion, 2011). The monograph covers the development of medieval 
romance through a combined linguistic, historical, and poetic approach, starting from the 
polysemy of the term ‘roman’ (On this see also Aurelio Roncaglia, ‘“Romanzo”. Scheda 
anamnestica d'un termine chiave’, in Aurelio Roncaglia, Tristano e Anti-Tristano. Dialettica di 
temi e d'ideologie nella narrativa medievale (Rome: Bulzoni, 1981), pp. 92-115, repr. in Il 
Romanzo, ed. by Maria Luisa Meneghetti (Bologna: Il Mulino, 1988), pp. 89-106) to its material 
manifestations in the form of a book.  Studies which more strictly identify characteristics common 
to the prose romances under investigation can be found in works such as Christine Ferlampin-
Archer, ‘Féerie romanesque et roman féerique (XIVe-XVIe siècles): naissance et déclin annoncé 
d'un genre?’ in Aspetti del meraviglioso nelle letterature medievali / Aspects du merveilleux dans 
les littératures médiévales, ed. by Franca Ela Consolino, Francesco Marzella e Lucilla Spetia 
(Turnhout: Brepols, 2016), pp. 159-171; as well as ‘Le roman arthurien tardif en prose: un corpus 
négligé et réhabilité? Pour un parcours critique et historiographique du Moyen Âge à nos jours’ 
in Expériences critiques. Approche historiographique de quelques objets littéraires médiévaux 
(Paris: Presses Université Paris-Sorbonne, 2019), pp. 187-201; Jane H. M. Taylor, ‘Experiments 
in fiction: framing and reframing romance at the end of the Middle Ages, and beyond’, Cahiers 
de Recherches Médiévales et Humanistes, 30 (2015), 287-295; See also the important works by 
Jane H.M. Taylor cited further in note 17. 
15 I am referring of course to Harold Bloom’s work, The Anxiety of Influence: a Theory of Poetry 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1973). 
16 See for example the important collected volumes on the theme of cyclicity, Cyclification: the 
Development of Narrative Cycles in the Chansons de Geste and the Arthurian Romances, ed. by 
Bart Besamusca, Willem Pieter Gerritsen, Corry Hogetoorn, Orlanda S. H. Lie (Amsterdam: 
North-Holland, 1994), and Transtextualities: Of Cycles and Cyclicity in Medieval French 
Literature, ed. by Sara Sturm-Maddox and Donald Maddox (Binghamton, NY: Medieval & 
Renaissance Texts and Studies, 1996). Jane H. M. Taylor, who contributed to the former (‘Order 
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genealogy (often combined) could be considered two fundamental structures of narrative 
creation in medieval prose romances, and foundresses have an important part to play in 
these processes. 
This thesis thus examines the role of founding women in three medieval French 
prose romances: the Roman de Mélusine by Jean d’Arras, completed in 1396 for his 
patron, Jean Duke of Berry; the initial section of the Tristan en Prose (probably written 
around the 1230s) and the aforementioned Roman de Perceforest, a text originally 
produced between 1340-1344 in the cultural milieu of Hainaut which survives only in 
Burgundian copies of the second half of the 15th century. In particular, I will look at five 
characters within these texts: Mélusine, foundress of Lusignan, and her mother the fairy 
Presine; the Babylonian princess Chelinde, who begins Marc and Tristan’s lineage; and 
finally Lydoire, the Greek-born queen of Scotland and foundress of the Greco-British line 
of kings invented by the Perceforest, along with Cerses, the failed foundress of a Roman 
dynasty in Britain and one of the chief antagonists within the text. The reasons behind 
this choice of corpus does not simply lie in the fact that all three texts recount stories of 
more or less fictional lineages by starting their narratives with female ancestors. It is 
important to note that all three romances have been the subject of criticisms – or, more 
harshly – a simple lack of attention on the part of medieval French scholarship. While the 
prehistory of the prose Tristan was declared ‘aussi ennuyeuse que longue et inutile’17 by 
Gaston Paris, and the same scholar maintained that ‘les aventures qui remplissent [le 
Roman de Perceforest] sont en général d’un médiocre intérêt’,18 Mélusine’s success with 
 
from Accident: Cyclic Consciousness at the End of the Middle Ages’, pp. 59-73) and the latter 
(‘The Sense of a Beginning: Genealogy and Plenitude in Late Medieval Narrative Cycles’, pp. 
93-123),  has studied the function of cyclicity and genealogy in late medieval romances in several 
other important works: see for example ‘The Fourteenth Century: Context, Text and Intertext’, in 
The Legacy of Chrétien de Troyes, ed. by Keith Busby, Douglas Kelly and Norris J Lacy, 2 vols, 
Faux Titre 31 (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1987), I, pp. 267-332; and ‘Arthurian Cyclicity: the 
Construction of History in the Late French Prose Romances’, in The Arthurian Yearbook II, ed. 
by Keith Busby (New York: Garland, 1992), pp. 209-223. R. Howard Bloch’s Etymologies and 
Genealogies: a Literary Anthropology of the French Middle Ages (University of Chicago Press, 
1983) remains one of the most important studies on genealogy and its role in medieval French 
literature. Richard Trachsler, in his volume Disjointures– Conjointures. Étude sur l’interférence 
des matières narratives dans la littérature française du Moyen Âge, Romanica Helvetica 120 
(Tübingen, Basel: A. Francke Verlag, 2000) has analysed the narrative structures that allowed 
medieval French authors to establish – or sever – connections with their literary predecessors.   
17 Gaston Paris, ‘Note sur les romans relatifs à Tristan’, Romania, 15 (1886), pp. 597-602 (p. 601). 




its modern audience is strictly due to its elements of the ‘conte de fées’, while its more 
historical function as a medieval genealogy has aroused little interest.19 The romances’ 
extensive length, as well as the lack of modern editions (Perceforest’s last book was only 
edited in 2014) might have added to those long-lasting prejudices. This thesis thus 
proposes to draw new attention to these works, suggesting that the little notice these 
genealogical texts gathered may be due to the fact that they betrayed modern expectations 
for what constituted a proper foundation myth – expectations that no doubt derived from 
the privileged space those traditional narratives of founding fathers held in the mind of 
19th century scholars. Yet all three prose romances expand upon Europe’s foundation 
myths in profoundly original ways. All attempt to write new, complete and definitive 
histories, they all subtly put into question the teleological direction of their own 
narratives, and finally they all offer a new representation of lineage and blood 
transmission. At the foundation of these literary innovations are the newly invented 
female ancestors that populate these romances: an analysis of the original textual – as 
well as intertextual – functions they exercise is thus long overdue. Mélusine, the 
prehistory of the prose Tristan, and Perceforest not only build their narratives upon their 
fictional foundresses: they also use these characters to negotiate fundamental intertextual 
ties with those works of literature that 13th and 14th century writers – as much as 19th 
century criticism – regarded as canonical.  
Indeed, what ties these romances together is, first and foremost, the need to 
negotiate a narrative interstice for themselves within the literary tradition that preceded 
them. The consequence of this insertion within the canon is  an expansion of its 
chronology in new, unexpected directions the objective of which is to present 
contemporary readership with an explanation for the world it inhabited – be it the 
turbulent reality of  France in the Hundred Years’ War, or the fictional geography of 
Arthurian and Tristanian matter in which it found refuge. Jean d’Arras’ text, for example, 
finds a mythical justification for Jean de Berry’s claim to Lusignan, a bitterly disputed 
territory between the French and English factions during the Hundred Years war. 
Lusignan was, according to the romance, the Duke’s birthright, having been founded by 
his ancestress Mélusine. The romance’s author thus invents the genealogical connection 
between his patron and the fairy dragon by exploring Jean de Berry’s maternal line, for 
 
19 See chapter 1 note 4. 
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no fertile ground for narrative invention could be found in the Valois cadet’s paternal 
lineage. As the son of King Jean II, his Trojan ancestry was already well established, and 
‘building Melusine into this mythos might have appeared too artificial.’20 On the other 
hand, the genealogy invented for Tristan is the first vital step in the complicated 
interweaving of matière tristanienne and matière arthurienne, the romance’s authorial 
objective. Grafting a Grail lineage onto the dynasty of Cornwall and Leonois through 
Chelinde allows the prose Tristan to insert the eponymous hero into the landscape of 
Logres without losing the original narrative of tragic love to the Grail matter. Finally, the 
Roman de Perceforest adopts this system to paradoxical lengths, as the women of 
Perceforest’s lineage act as links between its various intertexts: Bethoine and her daughter 
Alexandre connect the narrative to its Alexandrian model, while Ygerne, the latter’s 
offspring, allows the author to reconnect his text to the chronology of the Historia Regum 
Britanniae adopted at the start of the romance. These female grefes, as well as the 
direction of the text’s intertextual relationships, are governed by the fairy Lydoire, the 
foundress of the Greek lineage in Britain.  
All three romances under investigation attempt their own ‘quête du livre 
complet’,21 all, in other words, share a desire to provide their readers with everything22 – 
a story so complete that no other author could ever insert himself in the material as they 
have done with their predecessors.23 The Roman de Mélusine seeks to produce a history 
of Lusignan accounting for the entirety of medieval Europe, as the fairy’s sons become 
the rulers of Cyprus, Luxembourg, Armenia, the Marche, Bohemia and of course 
 
20 Pit Péporté, ‘Melusine and Luxembourg: A Double Memory’, in Melusine’s Footprint: Tracing 
the Legacy of a Medieval Myth, ed. by Misty Urban, Deva Kemmis and Melissa Ridley, 
Explorations in Medieval Culture 4 (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2017), pp. 162–179 (p. 165). 
21 Richard Trachsler, Clôtures du cycle arthurien: étude et textes (Genève: Droz, 1996), p. 149. 
On the Tristan en Prose, see Emmanuèle Baumgartner, ‘Compiler/accomplir’, in Nouvelles 
recherches sur le Tristan en prose, ed. by Jean Dufournet, Collection Unichamp 23 (Genève: 
Slatkine, 1990), pp. 33-49. 
22 Collette-Anne Van Coolput has noted how the 13th century is characterised by ‘le désir de 
constituer des Sommes, de globaliser le savoir et réunir, en un grande synthèse, la totalité des 
connaissances dans un domaine. On sait que le XIIIe siècle voit naître les premières encyclopédies 
en langue vulgaire ; il est le siècle de Thomas d’Aquin, de Vincent de Beauvais et du Roman de 
la Rose; la matière épique est désormais organisée en cycles, elle aussi.’ See Aventures querant 
et le sens du monde. Aspects de la réception productive des premiers romans du Graal cycliques 
dans le Tristan en prose (Leuven: Leuven University press, 1986), p. 5.  
23 As Jane H. M. Taylor notes in relation to ‘organic cycles’ (those narratives that present the rise 
and fall of a certain era or character): ‘its narrative strategies must be designed in effect to prevent 
the reader’s curiosity from turning to further preludes […]’. See ‘Order from Accident’, p. 66.  
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Lusignan itself. Thus, its totalising aspirations are, in a sense, geographic – although, as 
we shall see in chapter 1, the fairy Presine will make sure to establish genealogical – and 
intertextual – connections with Alexander the Great, elevating the Lusignan dynasty to 
the a-temporal dimensions of empire. On the other hand, the Tristan en Prose aims at 
producing a complete genealogy for Tristan right back to the time of Joseph of Arimathea, 
while also embarking upon the difficult task of inserting Tristan into the Arthurian world 
and the Grail quest. The result is an historia magna which seems to saturate all 
chronological as well as intertextual narrative possibilities.24 Finally, the Perceforest 
embarks upon the most ambitious project of all: that of tying the Alexander matter, 
Roman history, Biblical narrative and the matière de Bretaigne all together through the 
lineage of King Perceforest.  Thus we encounter the compilation of the immense 
Anciennes Croniques de la Grant Bretaigne, the fictional book ‘discovered’ in the 
(equally fictional) Mortimer Abbey and donated to William of Hainault. This volume is 
 
24 Two late manuscripts of the prose Tristan fulfill the author’s promise to accomplir the text by 
tying its intertextual loose ends with the Arthurian world: BnF MS français 758 and 24400. See 
Baumgartner, Le Tristan en prose. Essai d’interprétation d’un roman médiéval (Genève: Droz, 
1975), pp. 83-85; Jane H. M. Taylor, ‘Order from Accident’, pp. 69-70, and Trachsler, Clôtures, 
pp. 195-238. Luke Sunderland raises the interesting point that the constant effort to ‘perfect’ a 
literary antecedent which already claimed to be whole and complete (such as what the prose 
Tristan does in relation to the Vulgate cycle) produces a new ‘whole’ which in turn needs the 
previous ‘whole’ as a fundamental supplement. ‘Thus an endless chain is opened up […]. 
Ultimately, completeness is shown to be impossible.’ Luke Sunderland, Old French Narrative 
Cycles: Heroism between Ethics and Morality, Gallica 15 (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2010), p. 
102. Indeed, in the epilogue of the Tristan en prose found in Bibliothèque nationale de France 
MS Français 1628, the authorial ‘I’ claiming to be Helys de Borrom vows to complete the 
romance by request of king Henry of England ‘por ce qu’il a trové que maintes choses faillent en 
cest livre qu’il i covendroit metre’. See the text in Emmanuèle Baumgartner, ‘Luce del Gat et 
Hélie de Boron. Le chevalier et l’écriture’, Romania, 106 (1985), 326-340 (pp. 339-340). Shortly 
after the prose Tristan there appeared the Guiron le Courtois cycle, the primitive core of which 
is formed by the Roman de Méliadus, the Roman de Guiron and the Suite Guiron, proving that 
there were still stories to be told about Tristan and his relatives (Méliadus is Tristan’s father) after 
the composition of our romance. However, it is important to note that the Méliadus ‘n’a jamais 
été integré aux enfances du Tristan en prose […]. Malgré ses declarations, l’auteur du Méliadus 
a conçu son roman comme une œuvre distincte et autonome et […] même en concurrence avec 
son grand modèle.’ See Nicola Morato, ‘Formation et fortune du cycle de Guiron le Courtois’ in 
Le Cycle de Guiron le Courtois: Prolégomènes à l’édition intégrale du corpus, dir. by Lino 
Leonardi and Richard Trachsler, ed. by Luca Cadioli and Sophie Lecompte, Civilisation 
médiévale 31, Rencontres 340 (Paris: Classiques Garnier, 2018), pp. 179-247 (p. 189). See also 
Nicola Morato, Il Ciclo di Guiron le Courtois: Strutture e testi nella tradizione manoscritta, 
Archivio Romanzo 19 (Florence: Edizioni Del Galluzzo per La Fondazione Ezio Franceschini, 
2010), pp. 133-158. 
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none other than the Roman de Perceforest itself, which the author purports to translate 
into the vernacular. 
 The romances’ shared tendency toward ‘plenitude’25 affects not only the 
geographical and chronological scope of the texts, but it also conditions its narrative 
direction. Indeed, recounting every story also means exploring the wishes, personality, 
and fates of a multitude of characters who may not be willing to accommodate the 
inevitable direction of the story. This openness to different and clashing trajectories was 
noted in particular in the Tristan en Prose: the narrative conflict that invests this text has 
been aptly termed ‘la guerre des récits’ by Richard Trachsler.26 Looking at this prose 
romance and its widely diverging manuscript manifestations, the scholar highlights the 
tension created when characters from the récit tristanien are introduced into the landscape 
of Camelot and vice versa: indeed, knights such as Palamides and Marc function 
according to a logic that is contrary to that of the ideals of the Arthurian world, whilst 
Gawain – a character whose complex metamorphosis from Arthurian hero to villain is 
well at work here – interprets the romance’s inevitable trajectory (the assimilation of 
characters from the récit tristanien into the Round Table) as an intrusion into his own 
narrative space.27 From a similar perspective Sylvia Huot, starting once again from the 
prose Tristan,28 has shown how giants – so akin to Saracens in their otherness – operate 
in relation to the narrative perspective of their authors: 
 
individuals or communities marginal to the Arthurian world also operate according 
to an alternative sense of history and its narrative trajectories, one that conflicts 
with the “master narrative” of Arthurian and Christian hegemony. (…) This 
struggle for the shape, dynamics, and direction of history may be cast as one of 
deadly conflict or as one of friendly – even amorous – persuasion. And its outcome, 
 
25 Jane H. M. Taylor, ‘The Sense of a Beginning’, p. 95. 
26 Richard Trachsler, Clôtures, pp. 218-236. 
27 A process started with the Queste: see Fanni Bogdanow, ‘The Character of Gauvain in the 
Thirteenth Century Prose Romances’, Medium Aevum, 27 (1958), 154-161 (repr. in Gawain: A 
Casebook, ed. by Keith Busby and Raymond H. Thompson, Arthurian Characters and Themes 8 
(New York and London: Routledge, 2006), pp. 173-182); and Keith Busby’s article within this 
collection, ‘The Character of Gauvain in the Prose Tristan’, pp. 183-208; as well as his Gauvain 
in Old French Literature (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1980); and Jean Larmat, ‘Le Personnage de 
Gauvain dans quelques romans arthuriens du XIIe et du XIIIe siècles’ in Etudes de langue et 
littérature françaises offerts à Andre Lanly (Nancy: Presses Universitaires de Nancy, 1980), pp. 
185-202. 
28 The narrative tension in the Tristan en Prose has been also the subject of a chapter in Luke 
Sunderland, Old French Narrative Cycles, pp. 101-137. 
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in setting the contours of the Arthurian world, is one that identifies that world as 
inevitable: the incarnation of natural, cultural, and spiritual values, a matrix for the 
glory and the folly of humanity.29  
 
While the story can never fail to go in the direction that has been set out for it by its author 
– its ‘master narrative’ – texts such as the Tristan en Prose, the Roman de Mélusine, and 
Perceforest often allow space for the expression of a world view – a ‘narrative trajectory’ 
– which radically differs from what the author, as god of the narrative itself, can easily 
cast as fate.   
In other words, these genealogical texts which pretend to explain the origins of the 
lineages they describe are not simply concerned with the representation of a teleologically 
defined Ursprung – their quest for plenitude goes beyond the simple recounting of one, 
predetermined, beginning: rather, its objective is to encompass countless other possible 
beginnings. The texts’ openness to multiple possible histories allows the reader to intuit 
the arbitrary nature of the master narrative, and purposefully leaves us with the shadow 
of what might have been. A narratological perspective which explores such ‘guerres de 
récits’ – which looks for those spaces of conflict where a master narrative emerges as 
such – will inform all three chapters as I look at how these five foundresses might 
represent different narrative trajectories and how these may relate to the authors’ own 
perspective and literary objectives. Indeed, as genitrices of lineages one might expect 
these characters to embody the ideology set forth by the master narrative, as the 
genealogies they found constitute the very subject of their romances. While this may be 
true for the Scottish fairy Queens Presine and Lydoire, who both act as doubles for their 
authors within their respective texts, the same cannot be said for Mélusine and Chelinde 
– and certainly not for Cerses, an all-around villain within the Perceforest, and a failed 
foundress. Yet the Lusignan fairy and the Babylonian princess are also endowed with a 
voice, which runs counter to their role in the story and, for that matter, to history itself: 
Mélusine represents a narrative trajectory which conflicts with Jean d’Arras’ political 
aims for the romance as she attempts to avoid the serpentine fate which will allow Jean 
de Berry his claim to Lusignan, while Chelinde refuses to recognise her status as Apollo’s 
mother – and thus her role as foundress of the Leonois dynasty.  
 
29 Sylvia Huot, Outsiders. The Humanity and Inhumanity of Giants in Medieval French Prose 
Romance (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 2016), p. 156. 
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While the authors’ aim in representing conflicting trajectories is surely to present 
their own narratives as ultimately inevitable, the fact that these genealogical texts 
envisage the possibility of alternative histories – however briefly –  finds resonance with 
Michel Foucault’s own definition of genealogy, one that is not concerned with defining 
a ‘unique threshold of emergence’, but with the unmasking of the discontinuities of 
history:  
 
‘an examination of descent also permits the discovery, under the unique aspect of a 
trait or a concept, of the myriad events through which – thanks to which, against 
which – they were formed.’30 
 
If Foucault correlates the ‘historical sense’ capable of capturing this myriad of events 
(after Nietzche’s wirkliche Historie)31 with the body,32 this thesis finds the explanation 
for the romances’ narrative openness towards their genealogical telos in the doubleness 
that characterises its foundresses. Mélusine is half human and half serpent, Chelinde is 
both mother and wife of King Apollo of Leonois. Cerses, who is often personified as a 
she-wolf in the omens announcing England’s destruction, can embody both the lupa 
meretrix – the ravenous prostitute symbol of greed and lust – but also the she-wolf of 
Rome, the animal that stands at the heart of the foundation of the eternal city, a symbol 
of new beginnings. It is this polysemy – Foucault would have called it ‘a volume in 
perpetual disintegration’33 - that allows these women to voice one or the other of their 
definitions, at times in clear opposition to the master narrative. Mélusine strives to obtain 
a Christian death and burial, the Babylonian princess defies Augustine’s accusation and 
firmly defines herself as wife, and the wolfish Cerses attempts to found a new Roman 
lineage in Britain. Despite the authors’ aim to present their own master narrative as 
ineluctable, the solution for this troubling doubleness is to be found in language, rather 
 
30 Michel Foucault, ‘Nietzsche, Genealogy, History’, in Language, Counter-Memory, Practice. 
Selected Essays and Interviews, ed. by Donald F. Bouchard, trans. by Donald F. Bouchard and 
Sherry Simon (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1977), pp. 139-164 (p. 148). The 
essay first appeared in in Hommage à Jean Hyppolite (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 
1971), pp. 145-72. 
31 Foucault, ‘Nietzsche, Genealogy, History’, pp. 152-153. 
32 ‘Genealogy, as an analysis of descent, is thus situated within the articulation of the body and 
history. Its task is to expose a body totally imprinted by history and the process of history’s 
destruction of the body.’ Foucault, ‘Nietzsche, Genealogy, History’, p. 148. 
33 Foucault, ‘Nietzsche, Genealogy, History’, p. 148. 
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than fate or natural law. Indeed, the polysemic character of these founding women is 
always simplified – in favour of the author’s definition, of course – through performative 
acts: the fairy of Lusignan becomes the serpentine genitrix of inhuman offspring only 
because her husband Raymundin publicly defines her as such; Chelinde’s equally 
monstrous motherhood is peremptorily declared through St Augustine’s chastising voice; 
and Cerses herself openly renounces her narrative of foundation – based on the 
presumption that her bastard son is the legitimate heir of King Bethidès – before being 
struck by lightning and removed from the narrative she had tried to appropriate.  
This performativity, in turn, reveals that in these texts blood ties are not simply 
determined by nature, but are rather founded upon language: if Mélusine’s and Chelinde’s 
monstrous motherhood, as well as Bethidès’s paternity of the bastard Acersidorus depend 
on their public affirmation or disavowal, then ‘la parenté est avant tout un phénomène 
‘culturel’, ce qui n’empêche pas toute société de définir comme ‘naturel’ tout ou partie 
du système qui lui est propre’.34 On the other hand, the import of filiation rather than 
reproduction in the formation of kinship is nothing new. The European Middle Ages, 
which from the 10th century onwards began to structure itself ever more strictly upon 
agnatic descent, show their awareness of this principle in multiple ways. While bastards 
were increasingly marginalised to the edges of genealogical representations, the 
importance of spiritual filiations (a form of ‘parenté artificielle’)35 connecting godfathers 
and godsons was such that Justinian law included these relationships within the 
prohibition of incest, an interdiction practiced in France from the 8th century onwards.36 
Indeed, the fundamental importance of kinship nominations – of linguistic performances 
of lineage – is revealed in full the moment their univocity is threatened: the prohibition 
of incest ‘is revealed clearly enough as identical with an order of language. For without 
kinship nominations, no power is capable of instituting the order of preferences and 
 
34 Anita Guerreau-Jalabert, ‘Sur les structures de parenté dans l’Europe médiévale’, Annales. 
Economies, sociétés, civilisations, 6 (1981), 1028-1049 (p. 1032). 
35 See Anita Guerreau-Jalabert, ‘Sur les structures de parenté’ and ‘La parenté dans l’Europe 
médiévale et moderne: à propos d’une synthèse récente’, L’Homme, 110 (1989), 69-93. 
36 Elisabeth Archibald, Incest and the Medieval Imagination (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2001) and 
Joseph H. Lynch, Godparents and Kinship in Early Medieval Europe (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1986), pp. 219-258. 
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taboos that bind and weave the yarn of lineage [...].’37 In this light, as Maud Ellmann has 
concisely put it, one could say that ‘incest is bad grammar’.38 The declared genealogical 
concerns that inform these three romances invite us to read them in light of the historical 
instruments which have outlined the structures of medieval kinship and alliance. In turn, 
we must ask ourselves what medieval prose romances and their foundresses can tell us 
about contemporary views of lineage. Indeed, the doubleness, or polysemy, which affects 
characters such as Mélusine, Cerses, and Chelinde is nothing less than the linguistic 
consequence of extreme exogamic (in the case of the former two) and endogamic (the 
latter) practices. The fairy of Lusignan and the Roman noblewoman embody the looming 
threat of miscegenation, of which inhuman deformities and bastardy are the most evident 
signs; while Chelinde confuses the boundaries of language through incest. The sheer 
amount of ecclesiastical legislation between the 8th and the 13th century focusing on the 
legitimate degrees of consanguinity, and most importantly the radicalization of incest 
prohibition from the 11th century onwards carried out by reformers such as Peter Damian 
(such that sixth cousins could not marry), attests to the significance these issues held for 
the romances’ contemporaries.39  
The linguistic quality of filiation and its relationship with incest and 
miscegenation has been analysed by Zrinka Stahuljak in her Bloodless Genealogies: here 
 
37 Jacques Lacan, ‘The Function and Field of Speech in Psychoanalysis’, in Écrits. A selection, 
trans. by Alan Sheridan (London: Tavistock Publications, 1977; repr. London: Routledge, 2001), 
pp. 23-87 (p. 73). 
38 Ellmann was specifically referring to Lévi-Strauss’ and Lacan’s views on the relationship tying 
language and kinship: see her introduction in Psychoanalytic Literary Criticism, ed. by Maud 
Ellmann (London and New York: Longman, 1994), p. 16. For Claude Lévi-Strauss’ reflections 
on a linguistic approach to kinship see Structural Anthropology, trans. by Claire Jacobson and 
Brooke Grundfest Schoepf (New York: Basic Books, 1963), pp. 31-101. 
39 While the prohibition of incest had been fixed, since the 6th century, to seven degrees of kinship, 
the system for calculating consanguinity was changed by Peter Damian in the early 1060s from 
the Roman (two siblings are related in the second degree, first cousins in the 4th degree) to the 
Germanic (siblings are related to the first degree, first cousins to the second). The result was that 
while the Roman system allowed marriage for third cousins, by the 11th century the prohibitions 
extended to sixth cousins. See Jack Goody, The Development of the Family and Marriage in 
Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), pp. 136-143 especially the diagram on 
p. 138; extended analysis of the evolution of kinship prohibition in Canonical law in Karl Ubl, 
Inzestverbot und Gesetzgebung: die Konstruktion eines Verbrechens (300-1100) (Berlin: de 
Gruyter, 2008), in particular chapter 7, (‘Die Radikalisierung des Inzestverbots im 11. 
Jahrhundert’, pp. 384-476). On medieval marriage and ecclesiastical control see Georges Duby, 
Medieval marriage: two models from twelfth-century France, trans. by Elborg Forster 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1991) and Christopher Brooke, The Medieval Idea 
of Marriage (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989).  
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the scholar looks at a variety of medieval French texts, such as the Roman d’Eneas, the 
Roman de Thèbes, Arthurian romance and medieval representations of the Tree of Jesse. 
In these medieval genealogies, Stahuljak argues, linguistic alliances are revealed to be at 
the foundation of relationships of filiation, yet ‘this linguistic structure of genealogy is 
subsumed by a metaphor of blood, as the genealogical structure protects itself from its 
bloodlessness’.40 Yet, according to the critic, women are excluded from secular 
genealogy – an assertion that this thesis, in virtue of its very subject, cannot but contend. 
Stahuljak may be referring to historical representations of secular genealogy, ignoring the 
fictional ones of romance; yet when one considers the proliferations of foundational 
myths such as that of Albina explored above, one cannot but disagree with the blanket 
declaration that ‘medieval [genealogical] representation is exclusive of women.’ 
Moreover, the blurry line separating ‘history’ from ‘romance’41 is put to the test by texts 
such as the Roman de Mélusine (if not also the Perceforest), historicising works which 
aspire to effect tangible political change, and do so by building a lineage created around 
a woman. ‘If’, Stahuljak argues, ‘the woman were to be inscribed in secular genealogy, 
her presence would highlight the bloodless relation, the spiritual relation, of the father 
and the son.’42 This, I argue, is exactly how these female foundations operate: the 
medieval prose romances which form the body of work under examination here do not 
seem to hide the linguistic nature of kinship, yet they still create functioning lineages. As 
illustrated above, by the 13th century, genealogy is intimately tied with the writing 
processes of medieval French prose romance: the authors that composed these texts must 
have been keenly aware of the intimate relationship that binds words and lineage, as their 
objective is a principio that of creating what is at once a literary genealogy and a 
genealogical literature. Thus, conscious of the narrative possibilities offered by the 
linguistic creation of lineage, these romances test the relationship connecting blood and 
kinship. Jean d’Arras, for example, does not wish to bring to his audience’s attention the 
blood connection that ties his patron to the fairy and her monstrous sons; instead, rather 
than blood continuity, he makes the dragon’s appearance upon his patron’s conquest the 
 
40 Stahuljak, Bloodless Genealogies, p. 2.  
41 On the subject, see  Richard Trachsler, ‘A Question of Time: Romance and History’ in A 
Companion to the Lancelot-Grail Cycle, ed. by Carol Dover (Cambridge: D.S. Bewer, 2003) pp. 
23-33; the observations look in particular to the Lancelot-Grail cycle but can be applied to 13th 
and 14th century romance as a whole. 
42 Stahuljak, Bloodless Genealogies, p. 15. 
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legitimising force behind Jean de Berry’s claim. The author thus transforms Mélusine’s 
monstrosity and her kin’s genealogical tares into effigies: the dragon symbol which 
quickly gained currency for Jean de Berry; ‘l’ombre d’un lion de gueules’, the heraldic 
emblem of Luxembourg and Cyprus, now derives from Mélsuine’s son Anthoine’s 
grotesque disfiguration. It is upon these signs that Jean d’Arras constructs Lusignan’s 
‘mythic homogeneity’43 with the past, all the while underscoring not the importance of 
blood ties per se, but rather of their violent severing. The prehistory of the Tristan en 
Prose, on the other hand, not only recognises the power of language in the creation of a 
genealogy, but constantly presents the possibility of substituting lineage – at least the one 
created through Chelinde’s body – with the bloodless bonds of chivalric alliance, formed 
through participation in a privileged linguistic community, a shared understanding of 
knightly discourse. Finally, the Perceforest constantly confuses the boundaries between 
blood and linguistic ties to the point where one is indispensable to the other. In an England 
rebuilding itself after Caesar’s invasion, only a representative of the Greco-Breton 
dynasty may voice the genealogic identity of its members, thus calling it into being; while 
the bonds of knighthood symbolised by the dubbing ceremony can only be fashioned 
within the already defined circles of lineage.  
However, the authors’ consciousness of the links that tie language and lineage 
goes well beyond the dynamics displayed above. Along with the characters whose 
genealogical role is defined through language (Mélusine, Chelinde, Cerses), the Roman 
de Mélusine and Perceforest juxtapose another type of foundress. This second model of 
founding woman is represented by Presine and Lydoire, who actively mould not only 
their own lineage through performative utterings (such as prophecies), but the text’s 
genealogy as well. Both Scottish queens act as doubles of their authors within their works, 
carrying forth their master narratives; but they also create intertextual ties that bind their 
romances to pre-existing literary models. A vow of vengeance allows Presine to connect 
her genealogy to the Roman de Florimont and the Alexander cycle; moreover, I argue 
that the fairy rewrites Alexander’s biological father Nectanebo as a Mélusinian fairy of 
her own kin. Lydoire, on the other hand, both establishes and, perhaps most interestingly, 
breaks off the romance’s intertextual ties with its literary precedents in a cyclical 
 
43 The term is borrowed from Gabrielle M. Spiegel, ‘Genealogy: Form and Function in Medieval 
Historical Narrative’, History and Theory, 22 (1983), 43-53 (p. 50). 
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movement which mirrors the dynasty’s own oscillating fortunes. Her own vow of 
vengeance determines the rewriting of history, with Caesar’s murder presented as an 
action of Greco-Briton retaliation following the Roman victory over Perceforest’s 
England in the previous generation. This personal vendetta, which allows the Perceforest 
author to ‘invade’ traditional Roman historiography, is implemented through 
genealogical ties, since Caesar’s assassins will be the Queen’s Greco-Roman kin, the 
Ourseaus. On the other hand, Lydoire also facilitates the severing of the romance’s active 
ties to the master text, the Vœux du Paon. Jacques de Longuyon’s work had been a 
fundamental precedent to the Perceforest, which starts its story with the end of the 
Alexandrian narrative and then transfers most of its characters into Trojan England. By 
eliminating the last surviving Macedonian kinsmen of the Greco-British ruling class 
through a nepoticide (an endogenous murder), the romance is able to re-graft itself onto 
Geoffrey of Monmouth’s list of kings, with Alexander’s blood being carried down to 
Arthur covertly through the femmenin gendre.44 In other words, texts such as Mélusine 
and Perceforest, whose political agenda is strongly linked to the genealogical structure 
of their works, seem particularly conscious of the performative quality of lineage: a 
concept that must have been present in the minds of these authors as they wove fiction 
into a blood succession. Indeed, if these romances are able to claim a genealogical 
relationship tying mythical characters with contemporary political players (like Jean de 
Berry and Mélusine, or Alexander the Great and Edward III, king of England at the time 
of Perceforest’s composition and by logic last heir to Perceforest’s dynasty) then the 
creation of a fictional lineage for the romance itself is not too far away.  
In conclusion, this thesis, while it cannot possibly exhaust the subject of founding 
women in medieval French prose romance, does illustrate the importance these characters 
held in the writing processes of their authors. Foundresses not only hold the secrets to the 
creation of lineage and the dangers of its perversions, but they can also represent 
ideologies which run counter to the author’s master narrative, or on the contrary they may 
work as a fundamental tool of intertextual negotiation. Always, they prove to be the 
interstice that allows for the very creation of the text itself. 
 
44 Perceoforest, quatrième partie, II, p. 998. 
 
Chapter 1. Narrative, History, and Genealogy 
in Jean d’Arras’ Roman de Mélusine 
[…] today I must go on with the story. Or the story must go on with me, carrying me inside it, along 
the track it must travel, straight to the end, weeping like a train and deaf and single-eyed and locked 
tight shut; although I hurl myself against the walls of it and scream and cry and beg to God himself to 
let me out. (M. Atwood, Alias Grace, p. 345) 
 
Mélusine1 is the most successful literary fairy created in a late medieval vernacular text. 
The romance was commissioned by the Duchess of Bar and her brother, Jean Duke of 
Berry, with the clear intent of providing a founding myth for the Lusignan dynasty, one 
that would solidify in literature Jean de Berry’s claim to the Poitou region, which he had 
retaken from the English in 1374. The roman, completed August 7th 1393, displays a 
marked taste for structural repetitions, a quality that denounces the romance’s tendency 
towards plenitude, a characteristic of these prose texts.2 Consequentially, the central 
theme of a fairy marrying a human to whom she imposes an interdit (which is invariably 
violated) appears three times, starting with Mélusine’s mother, Presine. In the midst of a 
hunting party, King Elinas of Scotland loses himself in a forest, where he meets a 
beautiful woman by a fountain. Following his proposal, Presine consents to marriage: 
however, Elinas must swear to avoid seeing her on childbed at all costs, or she will 
disappear forever. The king readily agrees, and the happy couple is soon expecting. 
However, Mataquas – Elinas’s son from a previous marriage – jealous of his new 
stepmother, tricks Elinas into walking into the room where Presine has just delivered 
three daughters: Mélusine, Palestine and Melior. Furious, Presine leaves with the 
children, never to return. The three daughters grow up on the Isle Perdue, where their 
mother spends her days lamenting the life they have lost due to their father’s reckless 
behaviour. Misunderstanding the nature of her mother’s unhappiness, Mélusine and her 
sisters magically enclose Elinas in a mountain for his betrayal. Presine, who already 
 
1 Jean d’Arras, Mélusine ou la noble histoire de Lusignan Roman du XIVe siècle; nouvelle édition 
critique d’après le manuscrit de la bibliothèque de l’Arsenal, avec les variantes de tous les 
manuscrits; ed. by Jean-Jacques Vincensini (Paris: Lettres Gothiques, 2003) Hereafter quoted in 
the text simply by page number. 
2 See Introduction, pp. 9-11. 
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knows of her daughters’ misdeeds, punishes them: Mélusine is condemned to be 
transformed into a serpent from the navel downwards once a week. Her only hope for 
acquiring humanity (which she would have gained naturally had she not taken action 
against her father) is to marry a man who will never seek her out on a Saturday, the day 
of her transformation. Skipping forwards many years, the romance introduces the 
character of Raymundin, a cadet knight, son of Hervy, Count of Forez. The reader is 
immediately informed of his father’s exploits: originally the lord of Leon in Brittany, 
Hervy had been forced to abandon his lands after having mistakenly killed the heir to the 
Breton throne. A fortunate encounter with a fairy had allowed him to rebuild his fortunes 
in Forez: but after a fight, the fairy had left, and Hervy had married the sister of the Count 
of Poitiers. The union had been a happy one, producing many sons, amongst them 
Raymundin, who had moved into his uncle’s household in Poitiers as a teenager. 
However, during a hunting party Raymundin mistakenly kills his uncle, Aymery. 
Wandering in the forest mad with guilt, he encounters a beautiful lady who seems to know 
everything about him: it is Mélusine. She offers to make Raymundin the most noble, 
worthy and powerful lord in the kingdom: he, in return, will never ask to see her on a 
Saturday. The marriage is soon celebrated; Mélusine follows through on her vow, 
allowing Raymundin to acquire the land of Lusignan and restoring his father’s good name 
and proprieties in Brittany. The fairy produces ten sons: almost all are born with some 
aesthetic defect, but prove to be valorous knights. Most of them leave Lusignan to acquire 
land and wealth in foreign countries, frequently through marriage with high-born 
princesses. Raymundin, however, violates Mélusine’s interdit when his brother casts 
aspersions on his wife’s mysterious disappearances. Wracked with doubt, the lord of 
Lusignan drills a hole in the door of the bathroom where Mélusine is spending her 
Saturday, thereby discovering her metamorphosis. Raymundin’s betrayal, however, 
brings no negative consequences, as he does not make his wife’s weekly transformations 
public. The couple continue in their happy life, until Fromont, one of their sons, expresses 
a desire to follow in the monastic life. When his brother Geoffrey Big-Tooth learns about 
Fromont’s calling he becomes so enraged that he burns the monastery, with all the monks 
– including his brother – therein. When Raymundin is told about Geoffrey’s horrific 
action, he publicly accuses Mélusine of being a ‘tresfaulse seprente’ (p. 692): it is only 
her demonic origins, he argues, that could explain such a terrible deed on Geoffrey’s part. 
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While he immediately regrets his words, the damage is done: Mélusine has no choice but 
to transform into a dragon forever, leaving behind a desperate Raymundin. He will never 
see her again: Mélusine’s torment will continue until Judgement day. Her fate is to appear 
whenever the castle of Lusignan is about to change lords, circling the tower three times; 
and a dragon was indeed seen in the skies soon before Jean de Berry’s valorous conquest 
of the castle, proving him once and for all the rightful lord of Lusignan. 
 Mélusine’s story has been the subject of uninterrupted scholarship from the 
nineteenth century onwards. The most recent criticism has illustrated how the fairy calls 
into question medieval ideas of humanity, gender, and motherhood. However – given the 
fantastic nature of the tale – few have interpreted the narrative as a genealogy (although 
fine works have been written on Mélusine’s reproductive biology).3 To my knowledge, 
the first scholar to do so has been Jane M. H. Taylor.4 In her analysis, Taylor points out 
that while the romance’s political intent and narrative structure is coherent with 
genealogical logic, the text is also replete with ‘genealogical ambiguities’.5 Indeed, if in 
theory Jean d’Arras is meant to illustrate the mythic homogeneity of the Lusignan line, 
he is left to work with singularly unappealing characteristics to perpetuate in history, such 
as the progeny’s deforming tares or their various murderous sprees. Thus Taylor 
illustrates how the narrative schemata surrounding Mélusine’s progeny are both initiated 
and blocked by the author in an effort to minimise the ‘more uneasy consequences of 
Melusine’s fairy image’6 on the Lusignan lineage.  
 This chapter will also look at the fourteenth century text as a primarily genealogical 
text; the objective of which is to recount the story of the foundress of Lusignan. However, 
while Taylor looks at the genealogical ambiguities in the romance as stemming from the 
necessity to provide a blood continuity between Mélusine’s monstrous offspring and Jean 
de Berry, I propose that the paradox inherent in the text is precisely that blood ties have 
nothing to do with succession and filiation in Mélusine. On the contrary, I argue that in 
 
3 See for example Gabrielle M. Spiegel, ‘Maternity and Monstrosity: Reproductive Biology in the 
Roman de Mélusine’, in Melusine of Lusignan: Founding fiction in late medieval France, ed. 
Donald Maddox and Sara Sturm-Maddox (Athens & London: University of Georgia Press, 1996), 
pp. 100-125. 
4 Jane H. M. Taylor, ‘Melusine’s Progeny: Patterns and Perplexities’ in Melusine of Lusignan, 
pp. 165-184. 
5 Taylor, ‘Melusine’s Progeny’, p. 166. 
6 Taylor, ‘Melusine’s Progeny’, p. 181. 
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the narrative the violent severing of blood relationships seems to be not only legitimate, 
but legitimising, as almost every character who commits a parricidal action goes on to 
gain immeasurable riches. It is the dragon Mélusine – a metaphor for the parricidal act 
that had founded Lusignan and stripped her of her humanity – who assures Lusignan’s 
homogeneity with its past, instead of an uninterrupted perpetuation of a bloodline. This 
brings me to adopt Zrinka Stahuljak’s reading of medieval French genealogical romances 
as ‘bloodless’.7 The Roman de Mélusine indeed suggests that filiation is not a natural, but 
a linguistic act: in other words, the relationship between father and son is based on verbal 
acknowledgement rather than biological fact. This is evident in Raymundin’s 
performative accusation of Mélusine and his offspring as inhuman, which in turn 
determines the lineage’s downfall. I argue further that if lineage is no longer 
predetermined by blood, but is rather founded on linguistic relationships, then it 
inevitably opens itself up to literary creation and deviation. I submit that the Roman de 
Mélusine, conscious of its nature as a veraye merveille,8 explicitly explores the potential 
of lineage built upon linguistic and literary performance. I thus explore the ways in which 
Jean d’Arras strives to fashion semantic signs in order to provide a Lusignan genealogy 
for his patron. Inhuman genetic markers, such as Antoine’s lion-paw cheek or Mélusine’s 
dragon shape are iconified and transformed into effigies in order to insure a bloodless 
lineage for Jean de Berry. 
 Yet if it is linguistic performance, rather than natural law, that determines the 
outcome of the story, then its narrative trajectory is controlled by whoever is the most 
successful performer. Thus, in the second section I will look at the foundress’ attempt to 
re-write history as she strives to go against Jean d’Arras’ own political aims for the 
romance. While within the narrative trajectory of her human life, Christian death could 
never have come to pass, the strategies enacted by the author and character alike to ensure 
the success of their competing narratives reveal the openness of a text that is 
simultaneously the Histoire de Lusignan and the Roman de Mélusine. Throughout this 
analysis, I highlight that Mélusine’s failure in producing a successful narrative is 
 
7 Zrinka Stahuljak, Bloodless Genealogies. 
8 For the concept of veraye merveille in Jean d’Arras’ work, see Douglas Kelly, ‘The 
Domestication of the Marvelous in the Melusine Romances’ in Mélusine of Lusignan, pp. 32-48; 
and in the same volume, Sara Sturm-Maddox ‘Crossed Destinies: Narrative Programs in the 
Roman de Mélusine’, pp. 12-32. 
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primarily due to the words and actions of her mother, Presine, whom the author adopts as 
his own double within the romance. Presine inscribes Jean d’Arras master narrative in 
stone, publicly denouncing her daughter’s fairyness and the parricidal act that caused her 
inhuman status. An in-depth study of this little explored character reveals her to be the 
architect not only of Lusignan’s foundation, but of a sophisticated genealogical network 
created through intertextuality. By forging inter-textual ties with the Roman de Florimont 
and the Alexander tradition, Presine expands her genealogy to the Alexandrian dynasty, 
she re-writes Alexander’s biological father Nectanebo as a melusinian fairy, and marks 
Alexander the Great himself as her own, inhuman, progeny. 
Genealogical Ambiguities in the Roman de Mélusine 
Given both the political intent and the historical claims of the text, the modern reader 
might question the author’s choice of a non-human foundress for Lusignan. The apparent 
paradox of using as a legitimising device a character so openly ambiguous is indeed a 
commonplace of Mélusine scholarship.9 Yet the serpentine fairy’s role as foundress of 
the Lusignan domains is so important that just a few years after Jean d’Arras’ completion 
of the romance, Mélusine’s founding myth will be used by Coudrette to support another 
claim to the territory made by Guillaume VII Larchevêque, Lord of Parthenay.10 Even a 
cursory look at the plot will allow the reader to consider Mélusine the instigator of 
Lusignan’s creation and success: she is, after all, both a procreator and an establisher of 
lands. As Gabrielle Spiegel has noted, 
 
It is she who is responsible for the construction of the Lusignan domains, who 
builds castles, clears lands, provisions households, endows churches and, most 
important, gives her name to the agnatic lignage, which, since the twelfth century 
at least, had been the principal and exclusive genealogical task of males.11 
 
 
9 See for example Taylor, ‘Melusine’s Progeny’. 
10 Who should not be considered a representative of the English faction in the Hundred Years war, 
as is commonly thaught: ‘A propos des sires de Parthenay, il est impossible de faire du roman de 
Coudrette un roman pro-anglais […] Guillaume Larchevêque, pour qui Coudrette a commencé 
son ouvrage, s’est “tourné français” dès decembre 1372.’ See Laurence Harf-Lancner, 
‘Littérature et politique: Jean de Berry, Léon de Lusignan et le Roman de Mélusine’ in Histoire 
et littérature au Moyen Âge: Actes du colloque du Centre d’études médiévales de l’Université de 
Picardie, (Amiens 20-24 mars 1985), ed. by Danielle Buschinger, Göppinger Arbeiten zur 
Germanistik  546,  (Göppingen: Kümmerle, 1991), pp. 161-171 (p. 166, n. 18).  
11 Gabrielle M. Spiegel, ‘Maternity and Monstrosity’, p. 107. 
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Mélusine thus acts within the romance as a conveyor of prosperity: as Jacques Le Goff 
famously put it, she is ‘la fée de l’essor économique médiéval’.12 More precisely, in a 
genealogical perspective, Mélusine appears as an unhoped-for solution to Raymundin’s 
seemingly desperate political position. In fact, by the beginning of the narrative, the 
distraught knight is not only excluded from his father’s lands in Forez and Brittany,13 but 
his last family connection – his maternal uncle, who could have helped him acquire 
fortune – is lying dead in the forest. With all his genealogical possibilities for success 
extinguished, Raymundin accepts the only option still available to him: an exogamous 
marriage with a powerful lady. Indeed, the union with the unknown Mélusine grants him 
land, riches, and a strong progeny: in other words, a new lineage.14 In turn of course, 
Mélusine will gain public acceptance as a human woman by association with Raymundin.  
 Nonetheless, this unexpected solution to Raymundin’s predicament comes at a 
price: an exogamous marriage, by its very nature, entails uniting oneself with the Other, 
the different, the unknown. Count Bertrand of Poitou (Raymundin’s cousin) is predictably 
rather preoccupied by his lineage’s unauthorised association to this mysterious woman 
and her unknown lineage: ‘au moins beau sire, nous dictes qui elle est ne de quelle lignie 
(…) par foy, dist ly contes, veéz cy merveilles! Remondin se marie et ne scet quelle 
femme il prent ne de que lignaige!’ (p. 190). What is perhaps yet more troubling to the 
stunned Count is that Raymundin announces his marriage to the Poitevin court days 
before the ceremony, excluding Bertrand – the new head of his cousin’s lineage – from 
the decision: 
 
Dieux, dist ly contes, Remondin, beaulx cousins, estes vous si estrainges de nous 
que vous vous mariéz sans ce que nous en ayons rien sceu jusques a l’espouser?  
Nous nous en donnons grant merveille et nous cuidons, se vous eussiéz eu voulenté 
de femme prendre, que nous feussions le premier a qui vous en eussiéz prins conseil 
(p. 190). 
 
12 Jacques Le Goff, Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie, ‘Mélusine maternelle et défricheuse’, Annales. 
Économies, Sociétés, Civilisations, 26.3 (1971), 587-622 (p. 600). 
13 The county of Forez is the possession of his elder brother, Bertrand, and Raymundin is ignorant 
of the existence of his father’s Breton lands.  
14 ‘Henno, Edric, le seigneur de l’Espervier, Raymond du Château-Rousset, Raimondin de 
Lusignan, ce sont des milites. Des milites ambitieux, désireux de dilater les frontières de leur 
petite seigneurie. Voilà l’instrument de leur ambition: la fée. Mélusine apporte à la classe 
chevaleresque terres, châteaux, villes, lignage. Elle est l’incarnation symbolique et magique de 
leur ambition sociale.’ Le Goff, Le Roy Ladurie, ‘Mélusine’, p. 601. 




Arranging his cousin’s marriage might have been a viable way for Bertrand to either forge 
new political relationships for his line, or to strengthen existing ties with neighbouring 
forces. Raymundin thus not only rebels against his mother’s lineage by creating a new 
bond that benefits only him, but he also damages the family by extrapolating his new land 
from Bertrand’s domains. Thus, while the new union is immensely fruitful for 
Raymundin, it is incredibly detrimental for his Poitevin lineage, whose members not only 
fail to gain temporal power but actually lose it. Indeed, in marrying Mélusine Raymundin 
effectively severs his own blood ties with his mother’s line, a process that had begun with 
his involuntary murder of the Count. Raymundin’s reward will be the fabrication of a new 
lineage centred upon himself, as Mélusine not only grants him progeny but also an 
alternative Breton ancestry, ‘through discovery of the name and sphere of the previously 
unknown father’.15 
 Moreover, exogamous unions – while often times advantageous – carry with them 
the shadow of miscegenation. Marriage with a foreign woman means opening one’s 
lineage to dangerous pollution as well as unforeseen prosperity. This genealogical 
paradox is a central preoccupation for medieval writers of ancestral romances,16 and it is 
readily evident in Mélusine’s offspring: while the fairy produces only sons (a dream come 
true in terms of agnatic descent) they are marked by deforming tares that indicate their 
hybrid nature. In this regard, it is interesting to note that the two accusations that the 
Count of Forez will cast upon Mélusine both put into question the place of Raymundin’s 
offspring in the newly founded lineage:  
 
La commune renommee du people court partout que vostre femme vous fait 
deshonneur et que, tous le samedis, elle est en fait de fornication avec un autre. (…) 
Et les autres dient et maintiennent que c’est un esperit faé, qui le samedy fait sa 
penance (p. 658). 
 
 
15 Donald Maddox, ‘Lévi-Strauss in Camelot: Interrupted Communication in Arthurian Feudal 
Fictions’ in Culture and King. The Social Implications of the Arthurian Legend, Essays in Honour 
of Valerie M. Lagorio, ed. by Martin B. Shichtman and James P. Carley (Albany: State University 
of New York Press, 1994) pp. 35-53 (p. 43).  
16 As shown in the introduction. See also Huot’s analysis of exogamous unions in the Roman de 
Perceforest: Postcolonial Fictions in the Roman de Perceforest (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2007), 
pp. 119-140.  
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What prompts Raymundin to violate the interdit is the suspicion that his wife is either 
inhuman or adulterous. The two charges might appear to have little do to with one 
another, but their relationship is clear if one thinks of Mélusine’s role as foundress of the 
Lusignan dynasty, and the Count of Forez’ fear that his brother might be ‘dishonoured’. 
Charged with inhumanness and infidelity, what is put into question is Mélusine’s ability 
to furnish the Lord of Lusignan with legitimate heirs. Is her offspring truly Raymundin’s, 
or are the ten variously deformed men rather the product of an adulterous relationship? 
Do they harbour any blood connection to Raymundin at all? Or, if Raymundin did indeed 
father them, are they inhuman like their mother, and thus separated from Raymundin by 
an insurmountable categorical difference? This seems to be the conclusion reached by the 
aggrieved lord of Lusignan upon hearing of Geoffroy’s misdeed: 
 
Par la foy que je doy a Dieu, je croy que ce ne soit que fantosme de ceste femme ne 
ne croy pas que ja fruit qu’elle ait porté viengne a perfection de bien. Elle n’a porté 
enfant qui n’ait apporté quelque estrange signe sur terre. Ne veéz la Orrible qui n’a 
pas .vii. ans acompliz, qui a ja occiz deux de mes escuiers et, avant qu’il eust trois 
ans, avoit il fait mourir deux de ses nourrices par force de mordre leurs mamelles? 
Et ne vy je leur mere, le samedy que mon frere de Forests m’acointa les males 
nouvelles, en forme de serpente du nombril en aval? Si fiz, par Dieu! C’est aucune 
esperite ou c’est toute fantosme ou illusion qui m’a ainsi abusé (p. 688). 
 
The sons’ various tares and Geoffroy and Horrible’s murderous actions define, for 
Raymundin, the inhuman status of the offspring, the fruit of a ‘fantosme’ that cannot 
come to any good. ‘Ne ja hoir que tu ayes porté ne vendra a bon chief en la fin’ (p. 692), 
he concludes when he publicly denounces his wife. In questioning Mélusine’s ability to 
bear human children – to found a human lineage – Raymundin is doubting the extent of 
his contribution to his sons’ blood inheritance. As Spiegel has highlighted, medieval 
conceptions of reproductive biology ascribe monstrosity to the materia supplied by the 
maternal menstruum: ‘it follows again that the responsibility for monstrosity […] lies 
with the mother’.17 To borrow Sylvia Huot’s words for the Roman de Perceforest, what 
Mélusine inevitably suggests is that the foundation of a lineage with a foreign woman is 
 
17 Spiegel, ‘Maternity and Monstrosity’, p. 104. As mentioned in the introduction, the principal 
source for this reproductive theory can be found in Pseudo-Albertus Magnus’ De Secretiis 
Mulierum. 
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ultimately impossible.18 Indeed, the Lusignan dynasty is condemned to decline: ‘Sachiéz 
que aprés vous jamais homs ne tendra ensamble le paÿs que vos tenéz et auront moult voz 
hoirs apréz vous a faire. Et sachiéz que aucuns par leur folie decheront moult d’onneur et 
de heritaige’ (p. 698). This genealogic deterioration, however, is not determined by any 
inherent blood aberration, but is rather performatively dictated by Raymundin’s public 
accusation of Mélusine as foreign. If her otherness had not been voiced, she would have 
eventually died a human woman, and the line wouldn’t have faltered. Once she is 
denounced as inhuman by her enraged husband, Mélusine becomes truly Other, her sons 
consequently become the product of miscegenation, and the Lusignan empire they have 
built is sentenced to disintegration.  
  The performative nature of both this miscegenation and the dynastic fate of the 
Lusignan line calls into question the role played by blood in the foundation of this lineage. 
The success of Raymundin’s line depends entirely on his linguistic acknowledgement of 
his offspring as human, in other words, as his own genetic product. But as much as 
Mélusine attempts to enforce this linguistic connection when she argues for ‘Gieffroy, 
vostre filz’ (p. 692) Raymundin cuts off his ties to his sons when he defines them as ‘ton 
filz’, ‘hoir que tu ayes porté’ (p. 692). As Zrinka Stahuljak has pointed out,  
 
procreation does not create filiation; […] the metaphor of blood filiation hides the 
fact that filiation between father and son is linguistic. Genealogical filiation, then, 
is not natural and sanguine; instead, it is a denaturalized, because linguistic, relation 
between father and son.19 
 
 Raymundin’s uttering, then, reveals not only the performative nature of Mélusine’s 
human status, but the linguistic nature of lineage: the lord of Lusignan voices and 
simultaneously calls into existence the fundamental paradox of the Lusignan dynasty, a 
lineage built upon miscegenation. Thus, it is important to analyse further the causes of 
Mélusine’s inhumanity, as they are directly relevant to the genealogical dynamics 
displayed in the romance. Mélusine’s fairyness is, in fact, the consequence of her 
 
18 See Huot, Postcolonial Fictions, p. 134, where the statement regards the Roman Cerses 
discussed in Chapter 3. 
19 Stahuljak, Bloodless Genealogies, p. 13. 
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entombment of Elinas in Brumbarellion mountain. By isolating her paternal origins, 
Mélusine has effectively cut off her own humanity: 
 
Haa, dist Présine, qui bien le savoit, faulses et mauvaises et tresameres et dures de 
cuer ! Vous avéz mal fait quant cellui qui vous avoit engendrees vous avéz ainsy 
pugny par vostre faulx et orguilleux couraige. (...) Tu, Melusigne qui es l’ainsnee 
et celle qui deusses estre la plus congnoissans, c’est par toy, car je le sçay bien, que 
ceste dure chartre et prison a esté donnee a ton pere et pour ce en seras tu la premiere 
punie. La vertu du germe de ton pere, toy et les autres, eust attrait a sa nature 
humaine et eussiés esté brefment hors des meurs nimphes et faees sans y retourner. 
Mais, desormais, je te donne le don que tu seras tous les samedis serpent du nombril 
en aval. (p. 134) 
 
By disowning Elinas as her father, Mélusine becomes entirely her mother’s daughter, just 
as Raymundin, in branding his offspring as their mother’s sons, questions the extent of 
his biological input and labels the lineage as inhuman. As Matilda Tomaryn Bruckner 
notes, Mélusine – and Raymundin –  are guilty of ‘a parricide-like transgression just when 
they come into agency at the critical moment of adolescence’.20 Because of her act of 
rebellion toward Elinas, Mélusine is forced to take actions for the rest of her life in order 
to ensure that another authoritative male figure can eventually recognise her as a human 
woman. Indeed, because of the vertiginous cycle that binds Raymondin and Mélusine’s 
destinies, the fairy needs to employ her agency in order to earn Raymondin’s trust and 
validate him as a powerful feudal lord: thus, she in turn can be recognised as a human 
woman by a sufficiently authoritative voice. Her labours in acquiring land, building 
towers and churches, and all in all legitimising Raymondin’s precarious claim to 
Lusignan should be read in this light. The fairy’s very first action is thus particularly 
meaningful, because if her violent act against her father causes her to lose her humanity, 
it also allows her to gain temporal power. By entrapping Elinas, Mélusine triggers a 
destiny that will make of her the foundress of a (albeit temporarily) powerful dynasty. 
One cannot deny that the Lusignan lineage is a direct consequence of Mélusine’s 
parricidal action; if she had never put her mortality at risk by enclosing its source in a 
mountain, she never would have had to look for a man in a troubled situation whom she 
 
20 Matilda Tomaryn Bruckner, ‘Natural and Human Woman: Mélusine Inside and Out’ in 
Founding Feminisms in Medieval Studies: Essays in Honor of E. Jane Burns, ed. by Laine E. 
Doggett, Daniel E. O’Sullivan, (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer 2016), pp. 21-32 (p. 24). 
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could help, and through that help be helped herself. In other words, Mélusine’s identity 
as both a fairy and a foundress depends on the violent severing of her paternal blood ties.   
 By reading the romance in this light, the genealogical ambiguity inherent in the text 
acquires new explanations. In fact, Mélusine’s entrapment of Elinas is similar to many of 
the first instances of the romance in which power changes hands, where violence seems 
to be more efficacious than blood ties. While blood succession in the Roman de Mélusine 
– in many ways, the very cause of the romance’s creation – is a problematic issue due to 
the inhumanity of the lineage’s foundress, the romance also suggests that harming one’s 
monarch and father figure can be just as effective a method for effecting change as 
engaging in a productive blood tie. At this point in the story, we know already that 
betraying his father has brought Mataquas to power in Albanie;21 while Raymundin’s 
father, after having mistakenly killed the heir to the Breton throne, founds the county of 
Forez with the aid of a fairy. Later on, the learned count of Poitiers will foretell that ‘se a 
ceste presente heure, uns subgiéz occioit son seigneur qu’il devendroit ly plus riches, ly 
plus puissans, ly plus honnouréz qui feust onques en son lignaige, et de lui ystroit si 
tresnoble lignie qu’il en seroit mencion et remembrance jusques en la fin du monde’ (pp. 
152-154). Geoffrey’s vicious murder of his brother Fromont, on the other hand, does 
nothing to hinder his inheritance of the Lusignan domains proper. While it may well be 
‘contre raison que nulz homs peust avoir bien ne honneur pour faire mortelle traison’ (p. 
154), it surely is the reason for Lusignan’s founding and success.  
Mélusine then, is a problematic foundress not because she is inhuman, but because 
she is a parricide – the cause of her inhumanity in the first place. However, while 
undoubtedly  ‘the parricide usurps the place of the father, and in so doing unravels the 
hierarchical distinctions that subtend social structures of authority’,22 it is important to 
note that founding fictions often presuppose a violent break with the past – a parricidal 
act – in order to start a future. Indeed, a lineage cannot be created ex novo if the founder 
is already part of a pre-existing line. In the Roman d’Eneas, for example, Stahuljak has 
outlined how ‘all three father figures [Anchises, Dardanus, and Priam] are methodically 
 
21 After tricking Elinas into seeing Presine on childbed, Matquas is made king due to his father’s 
incapacitating grief: ‘Et disoit le peuple de son païs qu’il [Elinas] estoit affolléz et donnerent le 
gouvernement du royaume d’Albanie a Mathaquas son filz, qui gouverna vaillaument et tint son 
pere en grant chierté’. Mélusine, p. 130. 
22 Spiegel, ‘Maternity and Monstrosity’, p. 106. 
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killed off, as Eneas progressively assumes his role of founder.’23 Thus in the romance – 
clearly influenced by Dares Phrygius’ version of events24 – Eneas treacherously betrays 
Priam, condemning him to death and Troy to destruction. The same could be said for 
Brutus, who founds the Breton line after causing the death of his mother and father. These 
figures – Eneas, Brutus, Raymundin, and his father before him – are all forced by their 
violent acts to abandon their previous lives and found a new lineage.25 
  While parricide may be a necessary condition for foundation, in the Roman de 
Mélusine the murders of fathers and father figures are so frequent that they become 
structural elements of the narrative itself. What the romance seems to suggest is not 
merely that, in order to create a new political reality, founders must break off with their 
past, but that whoever violently severs ties with his own lineage is automatically entitled 
to temporal power. In other words, in the Roman de Mélusine it is the disruption of blood 
ties – rather than their continuity – that legitimises power acquisition. Indeed, continuity 
of lineage throughout history is something the author would struggle to provide for 
Lusignan, as the stronghold had not been ruled by a Lusignan heir since 1308, when Philip 
the Fair had annexed it to the French throne. It had then been alternately possessed by the 
French and English factions during the Hundred Years’ war. It is not by chance then that 
in Jean d’Arras’ text, Lusignan’s mythic homogeneity is no longer provided by the 
reproduction of one blood line through the ages, but rather by Mélusine herself in the 
shape of an immortal dragon. The stronghold’s troubled and violent history is thus given 
a figural explanation in the multiple parricidal acts that contributed to its founding. The 
symbol of the dragon Mélusine – a visual reminder of when the Lusignan bloodline had 
been doomed to fragmentation – with its regular appearances around the castle guarantees 
historical continuity while simultaneously legitimising the violent power acquisition that 
 
23 Stahuljak, Bloodless Genealogies, p. 30. 
24 In Dares’ De Excidio Troiae Historia – an immensely influential work in the Middle Ages – 
Aeneas treacherously betrays Priam by forging a secret agreement with the Greeks.  After the 
destruction of Troy, of which he is a direct cause, Aeneas is granted safe leave and a part of the 
loot. See Daretis Phrygii, De Excidio Troiae Historia, ed. by Ferdinand Meister (Leipzig: 
Teubner, 1873). 
25 As Christiane Marchello-Nizia notes, the conditions necessary for foundation are ‘venir de 
l’extérieur  […] et ajouter à cette qualité d’étranger une «étrangété» plus grande encore, à savoir: 
avoir commis un crime, avoir transgressé un interdit majeur ou en être simplement soupçonné’, 
in ‘De L’Énéide à l’Eneas: Les Attributs du Fondateur’, in Lectures médievales de Virgile, actes 
du colloque organisé par l’Ecole française de Rome, Rome, 25-28 octobre 1982, (Rome: Ecole 
française de Rome, 1985), pp. 251-266 (p. 257).  
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had characterised the stronghold’s history. Thus, through Mélusine’s apparition Jean de 
Berry’s conquest of the fortress is rewritten into a predetermined event, while in reality 
the Duke’s military success had been all but certain – he had already lost Lusignan once, 
and had spent time in prison as a hostage of the English. 
In turn, the Duke of Berry’s blood connection to the Lusignan line is entirely 
dependent on his forceful conquest of the fortress, because it can only be revealed after 
three decades of uninterrupted lordship: ‘depuis qu’elle fu fondee, pour change, pour 
acquest ou pour conquest, la dicte forteresse de Lusegnen ne demoura .xxx. ans acomplis 
en main d’ome qui ne fust extraiz de la dessus dicte lignie de par pere ou de mere’ (p. 
810). Violent power acquisition thus retroactively enables the genealogical legitimization 
of the successful besieger: by conquering the castle and holding it for three uninterrupted 
decades, the holder is bestowed with an ex post facto blood relationship to connect him 
to Lusignan. In point of fact, at the time of the romance’s completion, Jean de Berry had 
been in possession of Lusignan for nineteen years, but it is only with Jean d’Arras’ literary 
efforts that the Duke receives a genealogical link to the fairy foundress. In other words, 
the Mélusine author makes it painfully clear that a legitimising genealogy is only possible 
after it is no longer necessary; that is to say, after the lands in question have already 
violently passed into the possession of their claimant. Such an explicitly literary lineage 
cannot but found itself on linguistic sign, and, more precisely, on metaphor. Indeed, if the 
previous section has underlined the centrality of language in lineage by illustrating how 
genealogy can be destroyed by performative acts, it is clear that Jean d’Arras was equally 
conscious of the literary possibilities for genealogical creation. On a metaliterary scale, 
this is proven by the existence of the romance itself, as it calls into being Jean de Berry’s 
melusinian genealogy. However, elements internal to the text reveal the author’s 
sophisticated use of metaphor, which substitutes what would be a rather uncomfortable 
blood relationship tying the Valois cadet to a dragon and her inhuman sons.   
 Indeed, amongst the various exploits the author imagines for Mélusine’s sons are 
recounted those of Antoine and Renaud.  Antoine – born with a lion’s paw on his left 
cheek, which later sprouts fur and claws – saves the princess Chrestiene of Luxemburg 
from the military threat of the king of Alsace, and thus gains her hand and her lands in 
marriage. Renauld marries the heiress to the Bohemian throne and becomes king. Jean de 
Berry’s maternal grandfather, Jean of Bohemia, had been heir to the county of Luxemburg 
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and had additionally gained the crown of Bohemia through marriage. ‘Since the romance 
suggests that the dynasties of Luxembourg and Bohemia both descended from Melusine, 
the Duc de Berry must thus have been doubly related to her.’26 Jean d’Arras thus fashions 
a Lusignan pedigree for the Duke after his conquest of the stronghold: but the author goes 
further in his efforts to tie past and present together.  
Just as the dragon Mélusine is made into a metaphorical sign – available in the 
present – of the stronghold’s mythical homogeneity with the past, so does the author 
weave signs in the past he has created to account for the present. After Antoine’s marriage 
with Crestiene of Luxemburg is celebrated, ‘lors ot conseil le duc Anthoine de porter sur 
ses armes l’ombre d’un lion de gueules a cause de sa duchie, et aussi la duchesce l’en 
avoit par mainteffoiz requis et prié’ (p. 494,496). By writing in the romance the moment 
when a lionesque Lusignan had adopted the coat of arms that identify the Luxembourg 
counts, the author transforms a genetic mark into a semantic sign. The grotesque lion’s 
paw that had disfigured Antoine’s visage is stylised and iconified into heraldic code. The 
lion’s effigy thus becomes a metaphor that displaces the disquieting biological tara of 
Jean de Berry’s fictitious ancestor, Antoine, and concurrently legitimises the Duke’s 
genealogical claim to the Lusignan domain.  Yet ‘l’ombre d’un lion de goules’ was not 
only the coat of arms used by the Luxembourg household, but it was also the heraldic 
emblem of the Lusignan kings of Cyprus. In the romance this heraldic casualty is recast 
as ‘proof of an ancient, probably forgotten familial link’.27 Jean d’Arras thus explicitly 
plays with language, making two homographic signs, identical in form but different in 
meaning, into one and the same.  
 Yet again, this sign, this metaphor tying Luxembourg, Lusignan and Cyprus 
invented by Jean d’Arras postdates Jean de Berry’s conquest of the stronghold. In light 
of this, one could read the author’s statement quoted above in reverse: the case is not that 
every man who has successfully conquered the castle has always been of Lusignan’s 
lineage, but whomever has taken it by force is automatically bestowed with an ad hoc 
relationship to the family, one that will necessarily rely on semantic sign, language, or 
literary creation. Zrinka Stahuljak argues that in medieval depictions of genealogic 
filiation, ‘this linguistic structure of genealogy is subsumed by the metaphor of blood, as 
 
26 Péporté, ‘Melusine and Luxembourg’, p. 165. 
27 Péporté, ‘Melusine and Luxembourg’, p. 168. 
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the genealogical structure protects itself from its bloodlessness.’28 This ‘metaphor of 
blood’ is none other than genealogy itself. As we have seen, the Roman de Mélusine 
functions in a similar way: it calls into being a genealogy that, as literary creation, is 
inherently bloodless. Yet this bloodlessness is never hidden: the semantic structure of 
lineage is clearly shown to be superior to the semen that should govern its creation, as 
Jean d’Arras fashions a genealogy built upon signs. On the one hand the heraldic emblem 
of the lion, on the other, the dragon which becomes a metaphor for Lusignan itself.  
Indeed, while its corporeal appearance is written into the text repeatedly as proof of the 
Duke’s rightful conquest, it is quickly transformed, like Antoine’s lion paw, into effigy 
in the wake of the romance’s success. Pol de Limburg will inscribe Mélusine in the 
famous Très riches Heures du duc de Berry, commissioned in 1414: ‘she hovers in her 
serpent shape above the castle of Lusignan, defining it through her presence’.29 From the 
late 15th century onwards the counts of Luxemburg-Ligny and Saint-Pol adopted the crest 
of a winged dragon in a tub, as a reminder of their connection both with the crusading 
Lusignans, and the imperial branch of the family.30  
In his romance, then, Jean d’Arras plays with the multiple possibilities that 
language offers in the construction of genealogy. On the one hand, by tying the dynasty’s 
success to Raymundin’s performative uttering, he illustrates the linguistic nature of 
lineage; on the other, he strives to underline the irrelevance of blood ties in the foundation 
and acquisition of lands. Rather, it is in the violent disruption of blood relationships that 
power finds its legitimization. The dragon Mélusine – a figural reminder of the parricidal 
acts that brought Lusignan into being – accounts for Lusignan’s mythic homogeneity, one 
that is not built on uninterrupted blood filiation, but on the violent severing of familial 
bonds. Finally, Mélusine and Antoine’s disquieting genetic markers of inhumanity are 
put through a process that eliminates their corporeality and abstracts them into 
metaphorical signs, effigies devoid of any intrinsic biological meaning that can be re-used 
at will. In the following section, however, I shall illustrate Mélusine’s unwillingness to 
be subsumed into metaphor, and her attempt to construct an alternative narrative within 
 
28 Stahuljak, Bloodless Genealogies, p. 2. 
29 Pit Péporté, Constructing the Middle Ages: Historiography, Collective Memory and Nation-
Building in Luxembourg, National Cultivation of Culture (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2011) p. 83. 
30 That is to say, the Limburg-Luxembourg line, whose members acquired the title of Holy Roman 
Emperors in 1308 with Henry VII. 
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the romance itself. If her authorial efforts will inevitably fail, I will point to another 
unlikely character who, like Jean d’Arras, is well aware of the genealogical potential of 
literature: Presine’s performative prophecies will have enormous consequences not only 
for Lusignan, but for the entirety of medieval Europe, and finally for the romance’s own 
intertextual genealogy.  
Mélusine’s Clashing Narrative 
Mélusine is a problematic foundress in more ways than one. Her Otherness is so intrinsic 
that it goes beyond mere species or gender boundaries: it confounds the very limits of 
humanity as she is simultaneously super- and sub-human, immortal being and the basest 
of animals. Moreover, the parricidal actions that bring about the founding of Lusignan, 
as well as the linguistic and performative nature of the lineage she creates determine that 
her function as guarantor of Lusignan’s continuity in history will be in the shape of an 
immortal dragon. Amongst all of these markers of Otherness, however, Mélusine’s faith 
stands in stark contrast. Like any positive heroine of a medieval narrative, the foundress 
of Lusignan is a good Christian, unlike many in- (or quasi-) human characters that 
populate medieval romances. And a devout Christian she remains throughout the 
narrative, even if the archetype of the fairy – as described by Gervase of Tilbury, for 
example – was often anything but pious, but rather a representation of the dangers of 
diabolic intervention in human life.31 While sitting uncomfortably with her parricidal act, 
her religious belief marks her as a victim of the story to its medieval audience. Jacques 
Le Goff and Emmanuele Le Roy Ladurie have aptly highlighted the fairy’s unlikely 
stance within Jean d’Arras’ text: 
 
Mélusine, bien qu’elle soit traitée de « pestilentia » par Gautier Map et de «très 
fausse serpente» par Jean d’Arras (par l’intermédiaire de Raimondin en colère) est 
un personnage sinon sympathique, du moins touchant. Elle apparaît à la fin du conte 
comme la victime de la trahison de son époux. Elle devient une prétendante à la 
place de héros. (…) Mélusine est une serpente-victime et attendrissante. La notation 
finale qui la ramène, dans son invisibilité nocturne et gémissante, auprès de ses 
petit-enfants enrichit, dans le registre psychologique, la présentation émouvante de 
 
31 See Gervase of Tilbury, Otia Imperialia: Recreation for an Emperor; ed. by S.E. Banks and 
J.W. Binns (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2002).  





 As the protagonist of the romance, Mélusine certainly needs to be Christian for the 
purposes of the story Jean d’Arras is recounting: she is to be the foundress of Lusignan, 
and therefore an essentially positive figure. However, the fairy’s Christianity escapes the 
mere boundaries of narrative and political convenience: it becomes her entire raison 
d’être, her main objective. Her striving towards a Christian afterlife is what drives the 
character to function as a purveyor of prosperity to Raymundin and Lusignan itself. A 
fundamental tension between Jean d’Arras’s narrative trajectory and that which he has 
written for his protagonist begins, then, to come into focus. In making Mélusine a devout 
Christian, Jean d’Arras is forced to give her an ultimate objective which fundamentally 
disagrees with his own. The foundress will pine for Christian burial, but Jean d’Arras 
cannot grant it to her, as his master narrative – to prove Jean de Berry’s rightful conquest 
of the castle – is entirely dependent upon her periodic appearance in the shape of a dragon.  
 
 The stakes, therefore, are high: within this narrative conflict Mélusine represents an 
ideology the ultimate objective of which is Christian afterlife, while Jean d’Arras’ 
dominant aims for the romance carry the weight of France’s fate in the Hundred Years’ 
war. Nonetheless, because it is in the author’s interest that the heroine be characterised as 
a pious Christian woman – if we can apply the term to a fairy who transforms into a half-
serpent once a week – these two narratives do coincide for much of the text. The breaking 
point between the two trajectories is revealed only at the very end of the story, with the 
public accusation uttered by Raymundin. Conscious of the conflict he has created in 
making the fairy into a devout Christian, Jean d’Arras strives to defer and somewhat 
censure this inevitable narrative disjuncture. Thus, in order to delay the definite separation 
of Mélusine’s narrative trajectory from his own, the author manipulates his sources – 
namely Gervase of Tilbury and the historical chronicles which relate the biography of 
Geoffroy of Lusignan – through censure, moralising exegesis, and narrative stretch.  
 In his introduction, for example, Jean d’Arras does not inform the reader of 
Mélusine’s inevitable serpentine destiny. The fact that the myth of the dragon Mélusine 
 
32 Le Roy Ladurie, Le Goff, ‘Mélusine’, p. 598, and Harf-Lancner, Les fées au Moyen Âge: 
Morgane et Mélusine. La naissance des fées (Paris: Champion, 1984), pp. 381-390. 
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was known at the time throughout the Lusignan region makes the lack of this reference 
even more relevant. While his public knew the outcome of the story – indeed it would 
have been the very reason for its having been commissioned by the Duchess of Bar – the 
author nonetheless neglects revealing it from the very start. His manipulation of 
Gervase’s material in the prologue could be read as evidence of this censure. First of all, 
Jean d’Arras chooses to recount only the instances where, in the Otia Imperialia, fairies 
act as benevolent creatures: 
 
Les luitons vont de nuit, entrent dedens les maison sans les huys rompre ne ouvrir 
et ostent les enfants des berceulz et bestournent les membres ou les ardent, et au 
departir les laisent aussi sains comme devant et a aucuns donnent grant eur en ce 
monde. Encore dit le dit Gervaise que autres fantasies s’apperent de nuit en guise 
de femme a face ridee, basses et en petite estature, et font les besoingnes des hostelz 
liberalment et nul mal ne faisoient (p. 116). 
 
Although the author does mention the story which is clearly one of his primary sources – 
Otia Imperialia I. 15 – his own synopsis of the episode is peculiar. He briefly relates the 
story of Rogier (Raymond, in Gervase) du Chastel de Rousset, who meets a fairy and 
desires to marry her: 
 
Elle s’i consenty par tel couvenant que jamais nue ne la verroit et furent grant temps 
ensemble et croissoit le chevalier en grant prosperité. Or advint, grant temps aprés, 
que la dicte fae se baignoit, il, par sa curiosité, la voult veoir et tantost la fae bouta 
sa teste dedans l’eaue et devint serpente n’onques puis ne fu veue, et le dit chevalier 
declina petit a petit de toutes ses prosperitéz et de toutes ses choses (p. 118). 
 
Immediately after the passage above, Jean d’Arras sharply interrupts this series of 
examples carefully selected from his source and stipulates:  
 
Et ce que je vous en ay fait, c’est pour ce que je vous entend a traictier comment la 
noble et puissant forteresse de Lisignen en Poictou fu fondee par une faee et la 
maniere comment, selon la juste cronique et la vraye histoire, sans y appliquer chose 
qui ne soit veritable, et juste de la propre matiere. Et me orréz declairer la noble 
lignie qui en est yssue qui regnera jusques en la fin du monde, selon ce qu’il appert 
qu’elle a regné jusqu’a ore (p. 118). 
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The author has informed the reader that the story that is to follow regards a lineage so 
noble it has prospered until now, and will indeed reign until the end of time. It is thus 
natural for the public to presume that this particular founding fae cannot have 
disappeared, as did that of Gervase: if she had, her husband would have declined and lost 
all his properties and wealth, in concordance with the interdit. The reader, in other words, 
is hoodwinked into believing he is about to hear a happy-ending fairy tale. Thus, while 
Mélusine’s own narrative trajectory is doomed from the very start, the author endeavours 
to deceive the reader into believing otherwise.  
 However, Jean d’Arras efforts to support the narrative represented by Mélusine 
before her inevitable transformation go beyond censure: the author even goes so far as 
supporting, through the voice of the narrator, Mélusine’s positive reading of Geoffrey’s 
actions against his brother and his fellow monks. Certainly it is impossible to divine why 
Jean d’Arras added the somewhat historically accurate episode of Maillezais33 (‘a tous 
égards, faire de la mère du Geoffroy historique la Mélusine de la légende est un non-
sens’,34 claims Le Goff), if not to tinge the supernatural transformation that is about to 
follow with the verisimilitude that historical accounts often lend. Nonetheless, the story 
of how Geoffrey Big Tooth burned the monastery and all the monks therein undoubtedly 
casts a diabolical air both on him and Mélusine, as Raymundin’s reaction testifies. 
Mélusine, however, tries to re-write the massacre in a Christian light, in an attempt to 
prevent the public accusation she knows is about to be uttered by her husband.  
 
Vouléz vous argüer contre la voulenté du Createur des creatures, qui tout a fait et 
deffera a son plaisir, quant il lui plaira? Sachiéz qu’il n’a si grant pecheur ou monde 
que Dieu ne soit plus grant pardonneur et plus debonnaire, quant le pecheur se 
repent et lui crie mercy de bon cuer et de bonne voulenté. Se Gieffroy, vostre filz, 
a fait son oultraige par son courage merveilleux et fort, sachiéz que de certain c’est 
pour le pechié de moines, qui estoient de mauvaise vie et desordonnee. Et en a 
nostre Seigneur voulu avoir la punicion, combien que ceste chose soit 
incongnoissable quant a humaine creature, car le jugemens de Dieu sont si secréz 
que nul cuer mondain ne les puet comprendre en son entendement (p. 692). 
 
33 ‘Il semble bien qu’il était, au XIVe siècle du moins, identifié avec Geoffroy de Lusignan, 
vicomte de Chatellerault qui, sans brûler l’abbaye et encore moins les moines, dévasta en 1232 
les domaines de l’abbaye de Maillezais (si bien qu’il dut aller, dès l’année suivante, se faire 
pardonner par le pape à Rome), dont la devise aurait été « non est Deus » (« il n’y a pas de Dieu 
») et qui mourut sans enfant avant 1250.’ Le Roy Ladurie, Le Goff, ‘Mélusine’, p. 595. 
34 Le Roy Ladurie, Le Goff, ‘Mélusine’, p. 595. 




The fairy’s aims in presenting this violent episode in a softer tone are thus, to a certain 
extent, egoistic: they involve saving herself from a terrible destiny – although saving 
herself means saving her husband from ‘la doulour qui durra Remond tout son vivant’ (p. 
690). The narrator, on the other hand, makes it clear that he wholly agrees with the fairy’s 
interpretation of events: 
 
Quant Remond entendy parler Melusigne, si scet bien qu’elle lui dit voir de 
quanqu’elle lui avoit dit, et que c’est le meilleur selon raison, mais il fi si tresperciéz 
et oultréz de yre que raison naturelle s’en estoit fuye de lui (p. 692). 
 
 Mélusine is, after all, the foundress of Lusignan and protagonist of his narrative, while 
Geoffrey is made the temporary heir of the Lusignan domains proper: the episode, 
although re-elaborated from historical chronicles, ultimately needs to be given a Christian 
explanation in order for these characters to retain a legitimising value. In fact, Jean 
d’Arras seems to gloss his own story in a manner strikingly similar to the moralizations 
of lay writings popular at the time, such as the Ovide Moralisé. Much like the anonymous 
author of the Ovide, Jean d’Arras presents the story and then offers an interpretation, 
allowing the reader to redeem the episode, along with Mélusine and Geoffrey’s 
characters.35  
 Finally, the narrative gap between the violation of the interdit and its ramifications 
can also be read as an attempt to defer the breaking point between the two trajectories. 
The author in fact allows the reader to believe for quite some time that Raymondin’s 
voyeuristic betrayal has wrought no disastrous consequences. Indeed, Jean d’Arras 
modifies the traditional scheme of the ‘récit mélusien’,36 and again distances himself from 
 
35 While the operation may continue to go against the grain of a modern taste, it may be worth 
noting that it would be in no way unusual to a medieval ear. In attempting to write a universal 
history which would be exclusively Christian, the presence and actions of uncomfortable figures 
(often Gentiles or Jewish) are often explained as God’s will. This mode of interpretation had been 
a fixture in medieval historicism since Eusebius’s Historia Ecclesiastica.  
36 Laurence Harf-Lancner, in her Les fées, has made the important distinction between ‘recit 
mélusien’, where ‘un être surnaturel s’éprend d’un être humain, le suit dans le monde des mortels 
et l’épouse en lui imposant le respect d’un interdit. Il regagne l’autre monde après la transgression 
du pacte, laissant une descendance’; and ‘recit morganien’, where ‘un être surnaturel s’éprend 
d’un être humain et l’entraîne dans l’autre monde. Le retour du mortel parmi les siens est lié au 
respect d’un interdit dont la transgression provoque la mort du héros ou sa disparition définitive 
dans l’autre monde’ (pp. 9-10). 
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his literary model (Otia Imperialia I. 15) which – in his own words – clearly stated that 
‘tantost la fae bouta sa teste dedans l’eaue et devint serpente’ (p. 118).37 Mélusine, as is 
well known, will later clarify the matter by affirming that only the public voicing of her 
secret on Raymundin’s part could have triggered the transformation: ‘mais pour ce que 
tu ne l’avoies descouvert a personne, je le t’avoye pardonné en cuer, combien que je ne 
t’en eusse point fait de mencion’ (p. 694). It is with this narrative escamotage – an 
anticlimactic ‘suspended cadence’ as Laurence de Looze puts it38 – that Jean d’Arras 
delays the definitive separation of the two narrative trajectories: his own, and that of 
Mélusine. This manipulative stretch of the narrative model of Otia Imperialia I. 15 is 
even more noticeable in the immediate aftermath of Raymundin’s spying: after the reader 
is made privy to Mélusine’s transformation, he must wait for Raymundin to run to his 
chamber, grab some wax from an old letter, run back, repair the hole he has made in the 
door, fight with his brother, the count of Forez (who had instigated his spying), banish 
him from the castle, and retire once again to his room, where he begins a long lamentation 
due to the presumed loss of Mélusine that lasts all night. Only when the sun rises does 
Mélusine finally appear in the room, and reader and Raymundin alike are soon comforted 
in discovering that the betrayal seems to have had no negative effects.  
 This episode, moreover, reveals once again Jean d’Arras’ efforts to iconify 
Mélusine’s monstrosity. Indeed, while it has been often noted that in gazing upon 
Mélusine’s hybrid form through Raymondin’s eyes the reader is made to participate in 
his voyeuristic act;39 it is also true that this mirroring system by which we observe 
Raymondin’s spying distances us from Mélusine’s hybrid corporeality. Through 
Raymundin’s eyes, the reader sees but a reflected image of the woman-serpent. This 
image is in turn enclosed by Raymundin in wax, as if the room’s contents where those of 
a letter which can be opened and resealed at will. Just as Antoine’s deformity is made 
into heraldic sign, the fairy’s double body is isolated from the realm of immanent reality 
and made into text, a sign that can be enclosed and published at one’s discretion. As we 
shall see, it is through this recurring meta-literary procedure of textualisation that Jean 
 
37 Emphasis added. 
38 Laurence de Looze, ‘“La fourme du pié toute escripte”: Melusine and the entrance into history’ 
in Melusine of Lusignan, pp. 125-137 (p. 128). 
39 See for example Stephen G. Nichols, ‘Melusine Between Myth and History: Profile of a Female 
Demon’ in Mélusine of Lusignan, pp. 137-164. 
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d’Arras will insure the victory of his own master narrative against Mélusine’s. By 
inscribing his own narrative as text within the romance itself, the author is not only able 
to lend authority to his own recounting, he is able to control the text’s publication. Indeed, 
if Jean d’Arras agrees with Mélusine’s explanation for Geoffrey’s horrendous crime, it is 
Raymundin’s competitive interpretation that will be successful: hearing of Fromont’s 
death, he renders Mélusine’s hybrid image public. Thus, it is in entrusting his master 
narrative to Raymundin that Jean d’Arras is able to distance himself from Mélusine’s 
tragic destiny, while simultaneously ensuring its realization.  
 As mentioned in the previous section, however, Raymundin’s uttering does not 
simply affect Mélusine’s destiny, but the dynasty’s fate as well. Because of their 
ancestor’s temporary disavowal, the Lusignan offspring is condemned to failure, the 
empire created in his lifetime to dispersal. It is in effect Raymundin’s repudiation of the 
lineage Mélusine has created that forces her into her perpetual dragon state: his temporary 
refusal to engage in a blood metaphor means that Lusignan must find its mythic continuity 
in something else, namely, Mélusine’s eternal physical presence. It is not by chance that 
Mélusine’s last, belated attempt at re-writing the story – pronounced too late, in the course 
of the dramatic scene that leads to her transformation – strives to redefine the nature of 
her offspring in Raymundin’s eyes.      
 
Et toutesfoiz, je vueil bien que vous sachiéz qui je sui ne qui fui mon pere, afin que 
vous ne reprouvéz pas a mes enfans qu’ilz soient filz de mauvaise mere ne de 
serpente ne de faee. Car je suiz fille au roy Elinas d’Albanie et a la royne Presine, 
sa femme, et sommes .iii. seurs qui avons esté durement predestinees et en griefz 
penitances. Et de ce ne vous puis je plus dire ne ne vueil (p. 702, 704). 
 
Her effort at censorship is evident: not only does she avoid mentioning why she and her 
sisters have been ‘durement predestines et en griefz penitances’ (p. 704), stating she 
cannot and would not mention it, but she downright lies in saying that ‘vous ne reprouvéz 
pas a mes enfans qu’ilz soient filz de maivaise mere ne de serpente ne de faee’ (p. 704). 
Of course that’s exactly what Raymundin has just accused her and her sons of, and quite 
rightly: she may not be cruel, but she certainly is a fairy, and after Raymundin’s 
performative uttering, permanently so, in the form of a serpente. Lastly, while she is in 
fact daughter of King Elinas of Scotland, she fails to mention her mother’s origins, simply 
referring to her as ‘the wife of the king’.  
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 Unfortunately, her last attempt at manipulating her story is a failure: the truth is 
written in stone. Indeed, yet again Jean d’Arras textualises his own master narrative, 
delegating it to the inflexible testimony of stone. Mélusine’s last attempts at authorship 
are thus fruitless: the author’s truth is revealed as ‘the only possible path that (legendary) 
history might have followed’.40 Both the gold inscription Geoffrey Big Tooth finds in 
Brumbarellion mountain and the stone ledge of the window from which Mélusine takes 
flight are, I believe, narrative tools that Jean d’Arras implements in order to solidify his 
narrative trajectory by textualising it and setting it in stone. Indeed, after Mélusine’s 
definitive transformation, Geoffrey Big Tooth slays a giant that dwelled in Brumbarellion 
mountain. The giant had actually been placed there by Presine, to protect the elaborate 
gold tomb she had magically crafted for her husband Elinas at the site of his 
imprisonment.  
 
Et lors [Gieffroy] trouva ou millieu une des plus riches tombes d’or et de pierres 
precieuses qu’il cuidast jamais avoir veue. Et par dessus avoit la figure d’un 
chevalier grant a merveilles qui avoit une riche couronne d’or ou chief, ou il ot grant 
foison de bonnes pierres, et a ses piéz avoit en estant une royne d’albastre, 
couronnee richement, et tenoit un tablel qui disoit: «Cy gist mon mary, le noble roy 
Elinas d’Albanie.» Et devisoit toute la maniere comment il avoit la esté mis et pour 
quelle cause, et leurs trois filles, Mélusine, Palestine, Melior, comment elles avoient 
esté punies pour ce qu’elles avoient la enserré leur pere, et comment le jayant avoit 
la esté commis pour garder le lieu jusques atant qu’il en seroit gecté par l’oir de 
l’une des filles, et comment nulz ne pourroit jamais entrer leans s’il n’estoit de leur 
lignaige. Et le devisoit tout au long, ainsi qu’il est escript cy dessus ou chapitre du 
roy Elinas (pp. 716, 718). 
 
The use of inscriptions as a narrative ploy is not particularly surprising, especially in light 
of Jean d’Arras’ historical claims for his romance.  As Helen Solterer notes, ‘le recors à 
l’inscription funéraire en tant que source documentaire apporte une garantie 
supplémentaire au récit de l’historien médiéval’.41 As such, inscriptions find a place of 
 
40 Huot, Outsiders, p. 157. 
41 Helen Solterer, ‘Conter le terme de cest brief: l’inscription dans La mort le roi Artu’, in Actes 
du 14e Congrès international arthurien (16-21 août 1984), 2 vols (Rennes: Presses universitaires 
de Rennes 2, 1984), II, pp. 558-568 (p. 565). An in-depth analysis of the relationship between 
inscription and chronology in the Vulgate Cycle may be found in Miranda Griffin, The Object 
and the Cause in the Vulgate Cycle, Legenda 232 (London: Modern Humanities Research 
Association and Maney Publishing, 2002), pp. 19-52. 
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primary importance even in romances, which, like La Mort d’Artu, foster historical 
ambitions: ‘le narrateur l’exploite comme garantie pour l’équilibre et l’exactitude. La 
narration trouve sa légitimité dans l’invocation même de l’inscription’.42 In the passage 
quoted above, a link between the tablel’s indelible writing and Jean d’Arras’ own is 
clearly drawn (‘Et le devisoit tout au long, ainsi qu’il est escript cy dessus ou chapitre du 
roy Elinas’) creating a meta-literary legitimising dynamic by which the tablel’s words are 
validated through the author’s previous recounting and in turn, the stone lends authority 
to Jean d’Arras’ narrative scheme. Mélusine’s last effort to rewrite the story that has 
unfolded is, in light of the scene contemplated by her son, a complete failure. Her attempt 
at censure is evident when one re-reads the passage above: her words seem to follow 
closely the description of the two statues, where a great knight, adorned with gems and a 
marvellous crown, clearly signifies the grandeur of King Elinas, accompanied by the 
alabaster version of queen Presine. However, the verb deviser (‘Et devisoit toute le 
maniere’) acts as a caesura underlining the definitive separation between Mélusine’s 
narrative aims, which would have the story end here, and the master narrative, solid and 
inescapable as ever.  
 It is important to note, moreover, that Presine seems to have had a hand in this 
hegemonic narrative and its stony presence. In fact, Mélusine’s interpretation of events is 
twice betrayed by her mother: firstly by the real Presine, who made the tomb, the statue 
and authored the revealing tablel,43 and secondly by her stone counterpart, which in 
lending a first-person perspective to the writing (‘Cy gist mon mary’)44 recounts the tale 
that her daughter has utterly refused to mention in her final moments as a human. The 
fairy Presine figures thus as a double of Jean d’Arras within the romance, acting (as 
Raymundin had) as a facilitator of his narrative trajectories. Not only does she set the 
punishment for Mélusine that prompts the narrative itself, but she inscribes it within two 
highly textualised moments: the creation of the tablel and its reading by Geoffrey. This 
crucial moment of publication of the tablet’s content is also ordered by the fairy, as she 
pre-establishes whom the reader of her work shall be (‘nulz ne pourroit jamais entrer leans 
 
42 Solterer, ‘Conter le terme’, p. 566. 
43 ‘Et aux piéz de la tombe [Presine] mist un ymage d’alabastre de son hault et de sa figure, si bel 
et si riche que plus ne pouoit. Et tenoit la dicte ymage un tablel d’or ou toute l’aventure dessus 
dicte estoit escripte’, p. 138. 
44 Emphasis added. 
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s’il n’estoit de leur lignaige’, p. 618). The message is thus predestined to reach precisely 
the audience which Mélusine had tried to persuade with her competing version of events. 
Given her privileged status as both auctor and actor in the romance itself, Presine is the 
ideal delegate for Jean d’Arras’s narrative intentions, as she operates in a way strikingly 
similar to that described by Howard Bloch for Merlin: 
 
[Merlin] is the representation of that which cannot be said and of everything that 
can be said […], arbiter of value and of meaning. Also omniscient, his special 
knowledge of the past, of men’s thoughts and intentions, of paternity, of the future, 
places him in relation to the other figures of the text as the author stands in relation 
to his work: a privileged observer of its every aspect.45 
 
Presine, like Merlin (‘the embodiment of the principle of writing itself’),46 stands within 
the economy of the romance as the representation of censure (in regards to both the 
interdit imposed upon Elinas and the one established for Mélusine) and of public 
revelations. Her mere presence, the otherworldliness so evident in the construction of the 
tomb and the prophetic tablel on the very site of Mélusine’s paternal sin, constitute a 
public accusation of all that her daughter had hopelessly tried to hide: the imprisonment 
of Elinas, and her resulting condemnation as a non-human.  
 But Presine is not the only fairy to mould stone into sign. Mélusine’s inhumanity, 
in fact, is betrayed by yet another stone, that of the window ledge of the Mervent tower 
from which she takes flight in the shape of a dragon: 
 
Et lors fist un moult doulereux plaint et un moult grief souspir, puis sault en l’air et 
laisse la fenestre et trespasse le vergier, et lors se mue en une serpente grant et 
grosse et longue de la longueur de .xv. piéz. Et sachiéz que la pierre sur quoy elle 
passa a la fenestre y est encores, et y est la fourme du pié toute escripte (p. 704). 
 
Mélusine’s own inscription reveals the truth: her body’s capacity to shape stone without 
tools clearly marks it as otherworldly, in-human; the human shape of the imprint a visual 
representation of the mortality she has left behind. Thus, the fairy’s oral attempt at censure 
 
45 R. Howard Bloch, ‘Merlin and the Modes of Medieval Legal Meaning’ in Archéologie du signe, 
ed. by Lucie Brind’Amour and Eugène Vance (Toronto: Institut pontifical d’études médiévales, 
1983), pp. 127-144 (p. 130). 
46 Bloch, ‘Merlin’, p. 130. 
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is condemned by writing time and time again, until Mélusine herself becomes the 
unwilling author of her own denunciation. 
 The importance of the written word and its inscription in stone is relevant to 
Mélusine’s failed authorial attempt in more ways than one, as it offers a unique 
perspective into the competing conceptions of history that both the author and the heroine 
are advocating. To borrow St. Augustine’s words, Mélusine’s ultimate desire was to 
experience timelessness as an inhabitant of the City of God, which can only be gained 
through (Christian) death and burial. Because of Raymundin’s public accusation, 
Mélusine is now forced to remain within the City of Man, not as an actor, but as metaphor. 
As de Looze has noted, ‘for Augustine the temporality of speech is of course one of the 
primary markers of man’s fall from Edenic grace into the “syllables of time”‘.47 The critic 
is referencing Confessiones XIII. 15. 18: 
 
Sunt aliae aquae super hoc firmamentum, credo, inmortales et a terrena corruptione 
secretae. laudent nomen tuum, laudent te supercaelestes populi angelorum tuorum, 
qui non opus habent suspicere firmamentum hoc et legendo cognoscere verbum 
tuum. vident enim faciem tuam semper, et ibi legunt sine syllabis temporum, quid 
velit aeterna voluntas tua. Legunt, eligunt et diligunt; semper legunt et numquam 
praeterit quod legunt. eligendo enim et diligendo legunt ipsam incommutabilitatem 
consilii tui. non clauditur codex eorum nec plicatur liber eorum, quia tu ipse illis 
hoc es et es in aeternum, quia super hoc firmamentum ordinasti eos, quod firmasti 
super infirmitatem inferiorum populorum, ubi suspicerent et cognoscerent 
misericordiam tuam temporaliter enuntiantem te, qui fecisti tempora.48 
 
[Other Waters also there be above this Firmament, immortal they be, as I believe, and 
separated from all earthly corruption. Let those super-celestial peoples, thine angels, 
praise thee, yea, let them praise thy name: they, who have no need to gaze up at this 
firmament, and by reading to attain the knowledge of thy word. For they always 
behold thy face and there do they read without any syllables measurable by times, 
what the meaning is of thy eternal will. They read, they choose, they love. They are 
ever reading; and that never passes away which they read: because by choosing and 
by loving, they read the very unchangeableness of thy counsel. Their book is never 
closed, nor is their scroll folded up: seeing thyself art this unto them, yea, thou art so 
eternally; because thou hast arranged them above this Firmament, which thou hast 
 
47 de Looze, ‘“la fourme”‘, p. 133. 
48 Augustine, Confessions, ed. by William Watts, 2 vols, Loeb Classical Library 27 (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 1912. 
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settled over the infirmity of the lower peoples: where they might gaze up and leam 
thy mercy, which declares in time thee that madest times.] 
 
 In the corporeal inscription of ‘la fourme du pié toute escripte’ – writes de Looze – 
‘history, historicity, and historiography quite literally find a “foothold” (if one will permit 
the pun). This deliberate fixing of the Melusine tale in scripture is also a writing of and 
into history – into, as Augustine would say, the syllables of time.’49 I would add that the 
mark upon the castle window simultaneously textualises Jean d’Arras’ master narrative 
and reduces Mélusine, whose corporeality is flattened into mere ‘fourme’, to a mere icon, 
that is to say, into yet another sign which metaphorically guarantees Lusignan’s 
continuity with its past in place of a blood genealogy. 
 But the two stone inscriptions which appear during and immediately after 
Mélusine’s irremediable transformation also constitute literal representations of 
Mélusine’s new and irreversible experience of time. It is not, in other words, merely a 
matter of what is written in stone, it is the stone itself: the fairy’s time is now the time of 
stones, neither human – its endurance far surpasses the span of human life – nor heavenly, 
as God has no time.50 The fairy is now doomed to inhabit the civitas saeculi until the end 
of time, that is to say, ‘jusques au jour de Jugement’ (p. 704). The tragic nature of 
Mélusine’s lithic inhabitation of time is striking: ‘like gods who dally with mortals and 
come to know the heartbreak of noncoincident times, stone outlasts all that it touches, 
everything it loves’.51 It is only within this temporal conception, indeed, that Jean d’Arras 
can inscribe Mélusine as an effective legitimiser of his narrative aims: she thus remains 
within the bounds of history, against which she is powerless. In this regard, it is interesting 
to note that the manuscripts which report Jean d’Arras’ story provided with titles for the 
romance oscillate between Roman/Livre de Mélusine or Histoire de Lusignan. This 
dichotomy represents at a textual level ‘an embodiment of a fundamental tension between 
History and Romance’52 that can be observed throughout the long text. I propose that this 
 
49 de Looze, ‘“la fourme”‘, p. 134. 
50 In medieval thought stone may be ‘longlasting, but not eternal’. See Jeffrey Jerome Cohen, 
Stone. An Ecology of the Inhuman (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2015), p. 81. 
51 Cohen, Stone, p. 56. 
52 Emanuèle Baumgarter, ‘Fiction and History: The Cypriot Episode in Jean d’Arras’s Mélusine’ 
in Mélusine of Lusignan, pp. 185-201 (p. 186). On the ambiguity in genre generated by the 
oscillation in title displayed by manuscripts see also Christopher Lucken, ‘Roman de Mélusine ou 
Histoire de Lusignan? La fable de l’histoire’, in Mélusines continentales et insulaires. Actes du 
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inherent polarity of genre can be re-read as none other than that created by the two 
competing narrative trajectories analysed so far. In other words, Mélusine’s struggle to 
make the text a Roman de Mélusine, has clashed - and lost - against the author’s intent to 
fix his oeuvre as an Histoire de Lusignan. 
Mother-author: Presine’s Intertextual Lineage 
If Mélusine’s last efforts to forge a competing narrative are thwarted by her mother, it is 
also true that her first encounter with narratives different from the reality she inhabits – 
that is to say, the enclosed space and atemporality of the Isle Perdue – is Presine’s 
description of the fairies’ lost life in Albanie.  
 
Filles, veéz vous la le paÿs ou vous fustes neez et ou vous eussiéz eu vostre partie, 
ne feust la fausseté de vostre pere qui, vous et moy, a mis en grant misere sans fin 
jusques au jour du hault juge qui punira les maulx et essaucera les biens!  (p. 132) 
 
That this particular reality seems desirable to Mélusine is evident in the curiosity she 
displays, as she asks Presine to construct a more specific story and questions her in order 
to gain the names of people and places in Scotland: ‘et celle Melusigne remist sa mere en 
autres paroles en demandant les estres et les noms des villes et des chasteaulx du pays 
d’Albanie’ (p. 132). 
Presine thus becomes the author of the first narrative Mélusine and her sisters 
encounter, as they in turn become its readers. What is more, Melusine’s interpretation of 
Presine’s version of events is the driving force of the entire plot, the cause of her 
temporary entry into the world of humans (as wife of Raymundin), as well as the reason 
why this entry cannot be absolute: I am, of course, referring to her weekly 
transformations, which continue to mark her as a supernatural creature. Mélusine’s 
understanding of her mother’s words is also the cause for the foundation of the powerful 
dynasty of Lusignan. It is thus of vital importance not only to closely analyse the narrative 
Presine constructs for her daughters but Mélusine’s reading of it. Indeed, at first glance 
one is inclined to make Mélusine into a faulty or tendentious reader of Presine’s words: 
 
colloque international tenu les 27 et 28 mars 1997 à l’Université Paris XII et au Collège des 
Irlandais, ed. by Jeanne-Marie Boivin et Proinsias MacCana, Nouvelle bibliothèque du Moyen 
Âge (Paris: Champion, 1999), pp. 139-167; for an overview of the blurred distinction between 
history and romance see Richard Trachsler, ‘A Question of Time’. 
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but Mélusine’s decision to enclose her father lies in Presine’s tendentious account rather 
than her daughter’s inability to interpret it correctly.53 According to Presine, Mélusine 
and her sisters had nothing to lose in rebelling against their father. The fairy had in fact 
stated that Elinas’ actions ‘vous et moy, a mis en grant misere sans fin jusques au jour du 
hault juge’ (p. 132).54 If Mélusine had indeed listened to her mother, she might have been 
acting under the assumption that in seeking revenge she had nothing to lose as much as 
nothing to gain, as she accurately understood her misery to be ‘sans fin’. Thus Presine, 
with her ambiguous statement, initiates a series of events that culminate in her husband’s 
imprisonment and death, her daughter’s loss of humanity (which will truly be ‘sans fin’), 
and finally her offspring’s foundation of Lusignan. To imply that Lusignan’s existence is 
entirely due to Presine and her cryptic wording might be going too far, if other textual 
elements didn’t clearly illustrate the extent of Presine’s role in constructing an empire 
under her lineage. In fact, not only does the former queen of Scotland lie to her daughters 
by omitting that there is indeed hope for them to be reinstated in the world as humans, 
but she goes even further in subsuming under her control another narrative, effectively 
re-writing it: I am referring to Aimon de Varennes’s Roman de Florimont, dated to 
1188.55 The fairy’s manipulation of this literary material  – spurred by revenge – marks 
her as the unsuspected foundress of the Alexandrian dynasty, which is tinged in turn by 
an unsettling fairyness. 
 
Presine summons Aimon de Varennes’ romance in the immediate aftermath of 
Elinas’ inadvertent betrayal. Indeed, the fairy is well aware that his was an unwitting 
crime provoked by her hateful stepson, Mataquas: ‘Et sçay bien que c’est par ton filz 
Mataquas. Et me fault partir soubdainement, mais encore seray je vengie de ton filz ou 
de ses hoirs par ma seur et compaigne, la dame de l’Ille Perdue’ (p. 130).56 A few lines 
later Jean recounts the destiny of Mataquas, ‘qui fu pere Florimont’ (p. 120): he steps in 
 
53 Sarah Sturm-Maddox, for one, deems this to be the case: ‘Melusine’s reading of the situation 
is revealed to be inadequate.’ ‘Crossed Destinies’, p. 15. 
54 Emphasis added. 
55 Aimon de Varennes, Florimont, ed. by Alfred Hilka, Gesellschaft für romanische Literatur 48 
(Halle: Niemeyer, 1933). During the 15th century Aimon’s work was recast in prose: see Hilka, 
Florimont, pp. CXXXIX-CXLII and David J. A. Ross, Alexander Historiatus: A Guide to 
Medieval Illustrated Alexander Literature, (Frankfurt am Main: Athenäum, 1988), pp. 128-129. 
56 Emphasis added. 
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as king of Scotland when it becomes clear that Elinas has lost his mind over the loss of 
Presine and his three daughters. Moreover, ‘les barons d’Albanie lui donnerent une 
orpheline qui estoit dame de Duras et de Florimons qui depuis souffry moult de peines en 
son temps (p. 130). 
In the Roman de Florimont, which functions as a prologue57 to the Roman de 
Alexandre, Aimon de Varennes recounts the adventures of Florimont, son of Mataquas 
‘qui estoit sires de Duras’ and ‘dus d’Albanie’ (ll. 1688-1689).58 The story opens, 
however, far from Albanie, with the founding of Phelipople by Philip I of Macedonia, in 
memory of the slaying of a terrible lion which plagued the nearby countryside. Having 
married the African queen Amordyalé, Philip engenders the beautiful Romadanaple, who 
soon becomes the unwilling object of desire of the king of Hungary, Quamdiobras. The 
narrative soon moves its focus to the birth of Mataquas’ son Florimont, whose great 
destiny is already written in the stars. A brilliant youth, Florimont’s first exploit involved 
the vanquishing of an aquatic serpent in the lands of his great uncle Medon, in Puglia. 
Once he defeats the beast, a young dame appears out of the water and thanks him for his 
heroic deed. She is revealed to be the ‘Dame de l’Ile Celee’, who offers her love to 
Florimont on the condition that he not divulge her existence to anyone.59 As Douglas 
Kelly has pointed out,60 the entire romance is structured on a fine dialectic that sets 
destiny against fortune, often relying on the image of the wheel that plunges the hero from 
the height of glory to rock bottom (ll. 3665-3682). Moreover, as Laurence Harf-Lancner 
has underlined, ‘la volonté de la fée d’entraîner le héros à sa suite est […] explicitement 
 
57 Laurence Harf-Lancner, ‘Le Florimont d’Aimon de Varennes: un prologue du Roman 
d’Alexandre’, Cahiers de civiliation médiévale, 37.3 (1994), 241-253.   
58 The intertextuality between Mélusine and Florimont seems to be acknowledged by critics, who 
have not, however, fully investigated all the consequences of Presine’s vow of revenge by going 
back to Florimont. Douglas Kelly, for example, states: ‘the sister will avenge Presine on Mataquas 
(…). But in fact, like his distant ancestor Hervy de Leon, who becomes count of Forez, Florimont 
leaves the fay and later marries the daughter of the Macedonian king, Romadanaple in Aimon de 
Varennes’s romance. Alexander the Great loses thereby a supernatural ancestor; still, Florimont’s 
human wife preserves the Macedonian line from disfigured children’. Cf. Douglas Kelly, ‘The 
Domestication of the Marvellous’, pp. 38-39. While it is perfectly true that Florimont ends up 
marrying Romadanaple, this does not necessarily imply that Presine’s vengeance did not come to 
pass, nor that the Macedonian line is spared the birth of disfigured children - as we shall soon see. 
59 ‘Se nostre amor estoit seüe / A toz jors mais m’avrais perdue’ (ll. 2539-2540). 
60 Douglas Kelly, ‘The composition of Aimon de Varennes’ Florimont’, Romance Philology, 23.3 
(1969-1970), 277-292. 
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liée aux mauvais tours de la Fortune’.61 And indeed, after he vanquishes another foe – the 
cruel giant Garganeüs - the love of the dame de l’Ile Celée causes Florimont to fall into 
the sin of recreantise. His instructor Floquars – who has divined that Florimont must have 
fallen under the spell of some fairy –  hints at Florimont’s state of sin when he reprimands 
him for not making haste in fulfilling his destiny by aiding king Philippe against the king 
of Hungary, who is now waging war against Macedonia in order to forcefully marry 
Romadanople: 
 
 «Sire,» dist Floquars, «trop estez 
En cest païs, car en alez  
A roi Phelipon por aidier 
Ses anemins a guerroier. 
Per foi, mout en avrez grant los.» 
Florimons non estoit si os, 
Car il amoit muelz de s’amie 
Le de(d)dui[t] que chevalerie 
(ll. 3731-3738) 
 
The only solution – as Floquart confides to the Duchess of Albanie, Florimont’s mother 
– is for her to follow her son and take a glimpse of the fairy: in this way the interdit will 
be violated and Florimont will have to go back to his duties and his glorious destiny.  He 
will, however, suffer from heartbreak: Muelz vient qu’il remaigne dolans / Qu’il soit a li 
perdus joianz (ll- 3723-3724). Indeed Florimont loses his mind for a period (or, as 
Floquart says, ‘Que eüssiés si flebe cuer / Que jai por feme fust vencus’, ll. 3924- 3925), 
and adopts the name of ‘Povres Perdu’,62 squandering away his fortune. After his 
recovery, he will accuse the fairy of having brought him to the brink of death, as he tells 
his friend Risus, prince of Calabria: ‘La dame de l’Ile Celee, / Sire, m’avoit la mort donee, 
/ Et vos m’avez rendu la vie’ (ll. 7169-7171). Risus had come to Albanie on his way to 
aid Philip against the evil king of Hungary: now cured, Florimont takes command and 
leads the troops to victory, finally marrying Romadanaple. One last adventure forces him, 
however, to return to Albanie: the emir of Carthage has invaded his homeland in an effort 
 
61 Laurence Harf-Lancner, ‘D’Enéas à Florimont: sens et fonction de la féerie dans 
le Florimont d’Aimon de Varennes’, Bien Dire et Bien Aprandre, 12 (1994), 123-134 (p. 128). 
62 Thus Jean d’Arras’s name for the fairy, ‘Dame de l’Ile Perdue’ as opposed to the original ‘Dame 
de l’Ile Celee’ in Florimont. 
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to avenge the death of his nephew, the giant Garganeüs, and has entrapped the old 
Mataquas in the castle of Clavegris. Florimont’s valour brings him to rescue his father 
and vanquish the emir, whose daughter, Olympia, is soon married to Florimont’s own 
son, Philip.  From this union, Alexander the Great is born. 
It is this 12th century romance – which Jean d’Arras could have found in the library 
of Jean de Berry’s brother, Charles V63 – that has been incorporated into Jean d’Arras’ 
Histoire de Lusignan. Indeed with Jean d’Arras’ explicit mention of Mataquas as father 
of Florimont (notably absent in Coudrette’s version), a genealogical connection to the 
Alexandrian line is created: Mélusine is Alexander’s great grand-aunt.64 The link between 
the fairy and the Alexandrian line is specified in one of the eleven manuscripts that relate 
the founding of Lusignan, Bibliothéque Nationale de France, Français, 1484, 5r: ‘Et dit 
l’ystoire qu’il eut de sa premiere femme plusieurs enfans, dont Mathethois, qui fut pere 
Florimont, fut son premier filz, lequel Florimont fut pere du pere d’Alixandre. Et ce roy 
eust nom Elinas.’65 The reference to Alexander by the scribe of BnF MS fr. 1484 proves 
that the intertextuality between Mélusine and the Roman de Florimont would 
immediately have brought to the attention of the reader yet another intertextual link, this 
time with the medieval Alexander tradition. At the same time, this tie also creates a 
lineage for the Roman de Mélusine itself, which is now a part of network of romances 
describing ancestors and empires chained together through a common root: Presine, one 
could say, is suggesting the creation of an anthology, or, more appropriately, a cycle. 
Yet there might be more to the intertextual link that the author has crafted through 
Presine’s vow of vengeance against Florimont’s father – ‘ou de ses hoirs’. Indeed, I 
believe that Presine’s words can be read as an attempt to appropriate the Roman de 
Florimont - another story of the founding of a great dynasty. The fairy is, in fact, 
 
63 See Mélusine, p. 133 n 1. 
64 A genealogical tree connecting Mélusine and Alexander is in Jane H. M. Taylor, ‘Melusine’s 
Progeny’, p. 168.  
65 Text from Louis Stouff, Mélusine, Roman Du XIVe Siècle. Publié Pour La Première Fois, 
D’après Le Manuscrit De La Bibliothèque De L’Arsenal Avec Les Variantes Des Manuscrits De 
La Bibliothèque Nationale, (Dijon: Université De Dijon, 1932, repr. Genève: Slatkine Reprints, 
1974), p. 5 n. 2). BnF Français 1484 is a manuscript dated to the 15th century, from Picardy (see 
Mélusine, pp. 45-46). In the interior of the cover there are arms belonging to a royal abbey in 
Flanders, Hainaut or Bourgogne Ancienne, which Léo Desaivre dates to the end of the 15th 
century (see Desaivre, Léo, Le mythe de la Mère Lusine (Meurlusine, Merlusine, Mellusigne, 
Mellussine, Mélusine, Meleusine). Étude critique et bibliographique (Saint-Maixent: Imprimerie 
Ch. Reversé, 1883), pp. 230-232. 
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effectively rewriting Aimon’s text in identifying Florimont’s Dame de l’Ile Celée as her 
sister and her relationship with the hero as an act of vengeance. If Aimon de Varennes 
has already underlined the danger of this love affair by comparing it to a fall in fortune 
and describing it as recreantise, Presine’s words make her sister’s involvement with the 
protagonist an explicit attempt at blocking Floquart from reaching his destiny – that is to 
say, becoming king of Greece and grandfather to Alexander the Great.  However, if this 
is the extent of Presine’s hold on Aimon’s narrative, the reader can rest assured in the 
counsel and vast knowledge of Master Floquart, who will soon guess the fairy’s presence 
and the parallel existence of an interdit which can easily be broken.   
Nonetheless, Presine’s words may have a deeper meaning than simply identifying 
the Dame de l’Ile Celée as a morganian fairy whose main objective is to steal away the 
knight from his family, his destiny, and the rest of the world.66 One could indeed stretch 
Presine’s hold on Florimont of Albanie’s story even further, to involve another great 
dynasty in the history of Europe. In fact, Aimon de Varennes does not simply leave the 
fairy to pine away after Florimont, but briefly describes her future. After three years of 
crying over her lost love, she settles and marries Neüfas, a nephew of the king of Hungary 
Quamdiobras – Philippe of Greece’s enemy and the hostile force against whom Florimont 
is called to fight. The Dame de l’Ile Celee and Neüfas have a son: 
 
[Un fils en ot, et quant fu nez, 
Netanabus fu apelez]. 
Rois fut, tant sot d’enchantement, 
La meir faissoit meler a vent. 
Qui en l’Ile veloit entrer 
Por mal fere ne por rober, 
Les neiz faissoit plonger sovent 
En la meir per enchantement. 
Mais Florimons ot puels un fil 
Phelipon, quell mist a essil. 
Il i entreit soudaignement, 
Netanabus n’en sot noient, 
Se li destrut tot son estaige, 
La terre [a]quist en heritaige; 
 
66 As Florimont himself realises, if he follows the fairy, his father and mother would suffer 
terribly: ‘Je n’i puis aler a nul fuer, /et si iroie jai mon vuel, / Mai mes peires morroit de duel / Et 
ma meire et l’altre gent’ (ll. 2494-97). 
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Car ses peires avoit amee 
La dame de l’Ile Selee. 
Tot l’avoir prist et le(n) condut 
Quant ot le païs tot destruit, 
Et Netanabus s’en ala 
En Gresce, del roi s’acoenta, 
Alixandre son fil aprist, 
Que tans roiames puels conquist. 
Les gens en dissoient folie 
Que Oli[m]pias fut s’amie, 
Alixandres ses fils estoit. 
Mai cil mantoit qui le dissoit; 
Grant mensonge fut c’on le dist; 
Car Alexandres puels l’osist. 
Mout di(s)t on de mal per le mont.  
(ll. 3866a-93) 
 
The author of the Roman de Florimont thus adds a completely original element to 
the Alexandre tradition, making Nectanebo the necromancer – originally an Egyptian 
pharaoh in Pseudo Callisthenes’s recounting67 – the son of the Dame de l’Ile Celee. 
Aimon however, who probably follows the French 12th century romances of Alexandre68 
– Alberic de Pisançon’s, the decasyllabic Alexandre, and the version of Alexandre de 
Paris – violently refuses the dangerous notion of Alexander as the illegitimate son of 
Nectanebo and Olympia, a fundamental element of the legend of Alexander and a regular 
feature in the Latin tradition. It must be noted, however, that Nectanebo’s paternity is 
recovered in Thomas of Kent’s Roman de Toute Chevalerie and in the immensely popular 
Roman d’Alexandre en Prose.69 While the first French authors deny such a notion – 
wishing to avoid the shadow of illegitimacy over the Alexandrian empire – the reason 
they give along with Aimon de Varennes for the impossibility of such a birth is that 
‘Alexandres puels l’osist’. It may be inconceivable for these authors that a son could 
 
67 Pseudo-Callisthenes, The Greek Alexander romance, trans. by Richard Stoneman, (London: 
Penguin Books, 1991). 
68 See Harf-Lancner, ‘Le Florimont’, pp. 244-246. 
69 See Mary Franklin-Brown, ‘The Monstrous Birth of Alexander the Great: Thomas de Kent’s 
Roman de Toute Chevalerie and Twelfth-Century Natural Science’, Journal of Medieval and 
Early Modern Studies, 49.3 (2019), 541–561. 
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murder his own father, but in Mélusine, parricides, avunculicides and fratricides are, as 
we have seen, systematic, a propaedeutic to the foundation of lineage. Moreover, 
Nectanebo divines from the stars that he is to be killed by his son: like in the Roman de 
Mélusine, the violent act forges a blood relationship a posteriori, since it is in murdering 
Nectanebo that Alexander discovers his filiation. The fact, then, that Presine is defining 
the mother of the necromancer Nectanebo as her sister is highly relevant: is it possible 
that Presine’s attempt to rewrite this prologue to the Alexandre can be read as an effort 
not only to colour Florimont’s recreantise as an act of vengeance, but also to cast her 
genealogy as far as the Alexandrian empire itself? While Aimon de Varennes strives to 
deny that the fairy’s son is indeed Alexander’s father, the tradition is so pervasive that 
the author still feels the need to address it. Indeed, if one were to read the Alexander 
tradition which admits Alexander’s illegitimacy in the light of Presine’s vow, Nectanebo 
becomes de facto another Mélusine: no longer a simple magician, but a fairy creature by 
his mother; furthermore he is, along with his cousin, the founder of a great lineage, that 
of Alexander the Great. A serpentine figure himself, as we shall see, Nectanebo begets a 
son whose monstrous characteristics are akin to those of the Lusignan heirs.70 
 
Et sachés que il [Alexandre] ne ressembloit ne au pere ne a la mere, mais avoit 
proper semblant, car ces cheveulx estoient comme crins de lyon, ses yeulx estoient 
grans et replandissans et ne resembloient mie l’un a l’autre, car l’un estoit noir et 
l’autre estoit vert, ses dens estoient aguës et sa regardeure estoit comme de lyon. Et 
estoit d’estature petite et aux signes qui se monstroient, monstrerent ilz bien que 
Alixandre devoit estre, aprés qu’il fu d’aaige de mectre a l’escole.71 
 
 
70 Jean-Jacques Vincensini, in his introduction, also draws a comparison between the signes of 
Mélusine’s sons and those of Alexander. Mélusine, pp. 39-40.  
71 Roman d’Alexandre en prose: British Library, Royal 15. E.VI, fol. 2 v-24 v, ed. by Yorio Otaka, 
Hideka Fukui, Christine Ferlampin-Acher (Osaka: Centre de la Recherche Interculturelle à 
l’Université Otemae, 2003), p. 142. BL, Royal 15 E. VI is a witness of the first redaction of the 
Prose. See David J. A. Ross, Alexander historiatus, p. 55, and Maud Pérez-Simon, Mise en roman 
et mise en image: Les manuscrits du Roman d’Alexandre en prose, (Paris: Champion, 2015). 
71 Roman d’Alexandre en prose, p. 140 However, the most striking description of Alexander’s 
physique remains that of Alberic: ‘Saur ab lo peyl cum de peysson, / tot cresp cum coma de leon; 
/ L’un uyl ab glauc cum de dracon / Et l’altre neyr cum de falcon. / De la figura en aviron / Beyn 
resemplet fil de baron’ (ll. 60-65). The fragments of Alberic’s Alexandre are edited by Alfred 
Foulet in Medieval French Roman d’Alexandre, 7 vols (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1949). 
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Indeed, depending on the sources, the magician comes to Olympia either in the shape of 
a serpent, or dressed as one (along with a wool fleece with the horns still attached) or, in 
other accounts, announced by a reptile in order to lie with the queen.  He then reappears 
as a bigger snake in order to convince Philip and the court of the divine nature of this 
conception: he curls into Olympia’s lap and kisses her with his bifurcated tongue, not 
unlike the snake Guinglain encounters in the Bel Inconnu.72 Here is Thomas of Kent’s 
description of how Alexander was conceived: 
 
Quant tuit fu apresté, Nectanebus li [Olympia] dist 
Qe la chambre voidast contre ceo qu’il venist; 
Si en guise de dragon venir le dieu veist, 
Belement e suef illuec le atendist, 
E qe ele mot ne sonast, quei qe ele oist. 
Un[e] pel de moton ovec les corn[e]s prist, 
En semblance de dragon l’autre partie fist 
De virge cire e puis la[e]inz se mist. 
Le lit a la dame en tel semblance quist. 
(ll. 252-260)73 
 
While in the Roman de Toute Chevalerie Nectanebo merely dresses as a dragon, in the 
Alexandre en Prose the necromancer transforms into one, as the miniatures below 
illustrate (image 1 and 2): 
 
Et maintenant elle commanda que l’en feist ung lit en son palais pour Nectanebus. 
Et quant la premiere heure de la nuit fu passee, si ce transfigura Nectanebus en 
dragon par les enchantemens de l’art magique, et ala sifflant entour le lit de la royne, 
et puis entra ou lit, et baisa la royne, et se deduyrent grant piece ensemble.74 
 
One must admit that Nectanebo, whom the author of Florimont re-writes so as to make 
him no longer an Egyptian king and necromancer but the son of a fairy, retrospectively 
acquires many melusinian qualities. When Presine in turn appropriates the Dame de l’Ile 
Celee as her sister, these qualities become especially significant. Florimont’s destiny is 
 
72 On this subject see Caroline Jewers, ‘Slippery Custom(er)s: On Knight and Snake in the Bel 
inconnu’, Neophilologus, 94 (2010), 17–31. 
73 Thomas of Kent, Le roman d’Alexandre, ou, Le roman de toute chevalerie ed. by Catherine 
Gaullier-Bougassas, Laurence Harf-Lancner, Brian Foster, Ian Short, (Paris: Champion, 2003). 
74 Roman d’Alexandre en prose, p. 140. 
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to become king of Greece, beget Philip and thus be grandfather of Alexander the Great. 
Indeed, in Aimon de Varennes’ narrative, having apparently forgotten the pain he felt for 
his fairy lover, the protagonist marries the daughter of the king of Greece. If, however, 
one is to believe the popular tradition of Nectanebo as illegitimate father of the emperor, 
then the glorious destiny of the house of Albanie never comes to pass: not because of the 
Dame de l’Ile Celee’s efforts to keep Florimont away, but because of her son, Nectanebo. 
Not only do Mataquas and his progeny lose the imperial eagle, it is Presine who gains it, 
by extending her genealogy to include the greatest European conqueror of the East, 
Alexander. While there is no way of proving beyond doubt that Jean d’Arras’s and 
Presine’s intentions were to cast a shadow of vengeance – not to mention a disquieting 
fairiness – on the Alexander tradition, it is important to note that the extensive historical 
library of Jean de Berry held three copies of the Miroir Historial by Jean de Vignay and 
two of Wauchier de Denain’s Histoire Ancienne,75 both of which are part of the tradition 
that identifies Necatanebo the Necromancer as Alexander’s illegitimate father. While the 
Histoire Ancienne simply mentions that the Egyptian king had his way with Olympia 
while ‘en guise de mouton taillee’,76 the two editions of the Miroir belonging to the Duke 
of Berry whose locations are known (Bibliothèque nationale de France, Français 316, and 
Nouvelles Acquisitions Françaises 15939-15944) not only describe how Nectanebo 
 
75 Jean de Berry also owned another copy of the Histoire Ancienne, belonging to the second 
redaction: a ‘Histoires de Troye, de Alixandre et des Romains’ (Léopold Delisle, Le cabinet des 
manuscrits de la Bibliothèque impériale; étude sur la formation de ce dépôt comprenant les 
éléments d’une histoire de la calligraphie de la miniature, de la reliure, et du commerce des livres 
à Paris avant l’invention de l’imprimerie, 3 vols, (Paris: Imprimerie impériale,1868-1881) III, p. 
189 n. 226 and Jules Guiffrey, Inventaires de Jean duc de Berry (1401-1416) (Paris: E. Leroux, 
1894-96), I p. 239 (n  910)). This manuscript can be traced back to British Library, Royal MS 20 
D I.  However, despite the cataloguer’s description, this version focuses on Troy, eliminating the 
biblical histories and the history of Alexander. See the description in the British Library:  
(http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/FullDisplay.aspx?ref=Royal_MS_20_D_I). 
76 Bibliothèque nationale de France, Français 246, 92r (See Delisle, Le cabinet, III, p. 189 (n 232) 
and Guiffrey, Inventaires, I p. 227 (n  861) This, along with Bibliothèque nationale de France, 
Français 256 (See Delisle, Le cabinet, III, p. 189 (n 231) Guiffrey, Inventaires, I p. 241 (n. 925)), 
were the two copies of the Histoire Ancienne Jusqu’à Cesar that Jean de Berry held in his library. 
See the edition being prepared for the The Values of French Literature and Language in the 
European Middle Ages. ERC Advanced Grant at King’s College London. Accessible at the 
address: http://www.tvof.ac.uk/, The Histoire ancienne jusqu’à César. A digital edition, BnF, f. 
fr. 20125. Semi-diplomatic edition, § 774, ed. by Hannah Morcos with the collaboration of Simon 
Gaunt, Simone Ventura, Maria Teresa Rachetta and Henry Ravenhall; with technical support from 
Paul Caton, Ginestra Ferraro, Marcus Husar and Geoffroy Noël. Accessible at the address: 
http://www.tvof.ac.uk/textviewer/?p1=Fr20125, accessed: 29th May 2019. 
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announces to the queen the arrival of the god in the form of a dragon (c’est a savoir le 
dragon vulant),77 but how he dressed up in ‘la toison d’un mouton tres mole avec les 
cornes et prist une couverture tres blanche et un ceptre. Et de la subtilleté il fist l’autre 
cors aussi comme d’un dragon’.78 The highly relevant scene is even depicted in two 
miniatures of the manuscripts (image 3 and 4). It is perhaps with these images in mind – 
at least one of these manuscripts was already in Jean de Berry’s library when Jean d’Arras 
was writing Mélusine – that the author could have decided to make the connection 
between Mélusine, Florimont, and the Alexandre tradition.79 The story of Nectanebo and 
his imperial progeny thus becomes, in Presine’s hands, a truly melusinian tale, complete 
with a parricide (Nectanebo’s murder by Alexander), that has been divined in the stars.  
 As for the prologue of Mélusine, there is no doubt that Presine configures herself 
as a successful constructer of narratives, which revolve around themes of revenge, and 
most of all, genealogy. Through her words, her daughter and her nephew are made to be 
what they are: indeed, with her prophecy she creates Mélusine as a foundress and a hybrid 
creature (her identifying qualities), and with her vow she rewrites Nectanebo as her kin, 
a fairy creature rather than an Egyptian pharaoh and necromancer. Both, one could say, 
are moulded to become producers of great genealogies, potentially casting Presine’s 
shadow over the entirety of medieval Europe. Intertextuality, it seems, is as efficacious 








77 BnF, MS NAF 15939, 111r. 
78 BnF, MS NAF 15939, 111r.  
79 Cf. Delisle, Le cabinet, vol III. p. 187, n 201, and Guiffrey, Inventaires, I p. 258 (n 972). This 
copy of the Miroir Historial was composed between 1370-80 by the atelier ‘probably headed by 
a master we now call the Master of the Livre du Sacre de Charles V’ and was likely directly 
ordered by Jean de Berry. See Claudine A. Chavannes-Mazel, The Miroir Historial of Jean le 
Bon: The Leiden Manuscript and its Related Copies (unpublished doctoral thesis, Leiden 
University, 1988), pp. 88-89. It appears in Jean de Berry’s inventories in 1402 and 1413. Before 
1409, Jean had gifted it to Jean de Montagu, after his execution, he re-gifted it to his nephew Jean 
sans Peur. Paris, BnF fr. 316 – one of the oldest examples of the Miroir, composed in 1333 – was 
on the other hand gifted to the Duke around 1403 (Chavannes-Mazel, The Miroir historial, p. 28 
and Guiffrey, Inventaires, I pp. 258-259 (n 972)). 
79 Bibliothèque Nationale de France, NAF 15939, 111r.  
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IMAGE 3. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Français 316, 181r, Manuscript belonging to Jean 
de Berry. 
 




Chapter 2. Chelinde and the founding of Tristan’s lineage 
in the Tristan en Prose 
 «La prima di color di cui novelle 
tu vuo’ saper», mi disse quelli allotta, 
«fu imperadrice di molte favelle. 
A vizio di lussuria fu sì rotta, 
che libito fé licito in sua legge, 
per tòrre il biasmo in che era condotta.» 
(Dante, Inferno, V, ll. 52-57) 
 
The lengthy initial segment of the Tristan en Prose – called alternatively the “prehistory” 
or “genealogy” – enjoyed intermittent moments of scholarly interest 
following Renée Curtis’ 1963 edition.1 Indeed in the context of this immense prose 
amplification of Béroul and Thomas’ earlier works, the invention of Tristan and Marc’s 
family origins at the time of Joseph of Arimathea stands out as an entirely new creation 
of the Tristan en prose.2 It is a completely original narrative,3 indebted to its verse 
 
1 Le roman de Tristan en prose, I, ed. by Renée L Curtis, (München: M. Hueber, 1963; repr. 
Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 1985), cited hereafter as Tristan en Prose, prose Tristan or simply 
Tristan, with reference to the paragraph number and line. 
2 As is well known, the prose Tristan contains mentions of two different authors: Luce del Gat, 
who signs the prologue, and Hélie de Boron, who names himself in the epilogue. The question 
regarding what is to be assigned to which author has been much debated. Renée L. Curtis (in ‘The 
Problems of the Authorship of the Prose Tristan’, Romania, 79 (1958), 314-338; ‘Who wrote the 
Prose Tristan? A new look at an old problem’, Neophilologus, 67 (1983), 35-41), addressed the 
issue by affirming that Luce del Gat had very probably left the romance incomplete – possibly 
due to his death – and the work must have been continued by Hélie. From this perspective, both 
authors took part in the composition of the earlier version of the Tristan (known as V I). 
Emmanuèle Baumgartner (Essai, pp. 88-98), following Eugene Vinaver (Études sur le Tristan en 
prose. Les sources, les manuscrits. Bibliographie critique (Paris, Champion, 1925), p. 31) and 
James Douglas Bruce (The Evolution of Arthurian Romance, from the beginnings down to the 
year 1300,  2nd edn, 2 vols (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1928, repr. Gloucester, 
Mass.: Peter Smith, 1958), I, p. 485) argues that the first, shorter, version was written by Luce del 
Gat, and the second longer and heavily interpolated version (V II) by Hélie de Boron. In light of 
this problematic question, I have preferred to address the author(s) of the prose Tristan 
anonymously.  
3 ‘A genealogy is not found in the poetic versions of the Tristan, nor did Malory include it in his 
later treatment of the romance which he adapted from the 14th century French manuscripts. As an 
“invention”, however, it is all the more precious as it is the art of its creator.’ See Janet H. 
Caulkins, ‘The genealogy of the prose Tristan and the theme of a debased knighthood’ in The 
Medieval Court in Europe ed. by Edward R. Haymes (München: Fink, 1986), pp. 105-122 (p. 
106). Eilhart Löseth and Eugène Vinaver argued that the genealogy of Tristan’s ancestors, like 
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antecedents yet, in the landscape of the matière Tristanienne, completely unprecedented. 
The critical attention given to this section was primarily concerned, quite rightly, with 
unveiling its relationship with the following narrative of the prose Tristan.4 As this initial 
 
the MSS that relate it, must have been part of the later, cyclic and heavily interpolated version (V 
II) of the prose Tristan. Emmanuèle Baumgartner, however, has argued in her Essai that what 
corresponds to Löseth’s § 1-183 (of which the genealogy is § 1-19) is a ‘version unique’ and that 
‘il faut au contraire la considerer […] comme partie intégrante et relativement ancienne du Trisan 
en Prose tel qu’il nous a été transmis’(p. 40). It is only after Löseth § 184 that the scholar notes 
that ‘les divergences entre les deux versions, V.I. et V.II., sont de plus en plus accentuées’ (p. 40). 
See the introduction in Eilhart Löseth, Le roman en prose de Tristan: le roman de Palamède, et 
la compilation de Rusticien de Pise; analyse critique d’après les manuscrits de Paris (Paris: É. 
Bouillon, 1890); and Eugène Vinaver, Études sur le “Tristan” and ‘The Prose Tristan’ in 
Arthurian Literature in the Middle Ages, ed. by Roger Sherman Loomis (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1959), pp. 339-347; and ‘Un chevalier errant à la recherche du sens du monde: quelques 
remarques sur le caractère de Dinadan dans le Tristan en prose’, in Mélanges de linguistique 
romane et de philologie médiévale offerts à M. Maurice Delbouille, professeur à l’Université de 
Liège, 2 vols (Gembloux: Duculot, 1964), II, pp. 677-686. Löseth’s and Vinaver’s theories are 
reviewed in Baumgartner, Essai, pp. 29-35. It is important to note that Curtis’ stemma was put 
into question with Ménard’s first volume of his edition of the vulgate (Le roman de Tristan en 
prose, I, ed. by Philippe Ménard (Genève: Droz, 1987), pp. 7-32. The impact of his philological 
work on the prehistory is analysed in Janina P. Traxler, ‘Back to the Future: the Prehistory in 
Ménard’s Edition of the Prose Tristan and its Implications for Textual Criticism’, in Tristan-
Studien. Die Tristan-Rezeption in den europäischen Literaturen des Mittelalters, ed. by Alain 
Kerdelhué (Greifswald: Reineke-Verlag, 1993), pp. 155-163. Most recently, Dominik Hess took 
stock of both the critical and philological approaches to the prehistory in ‘À quoi bon la préhistoire 
du Tristan en prose? Mise au point et nouvelles perspectives’, Journal of the International 
Arthurian Society, 5.1 (2017), 110–140. See also Huw Grange’s reformulation of the term 
‘version’ in ‘The versions of the prose Tristan, with particular reference to Ms. 164 of the 
Fondation Martin Bodmer’, Medioevo romanzo, 39 (2015), 321-349. 
4 See Baumgartner, Essai, pp. 36-39; Fanni Bogdanow, ‘Quelques remarques sur la composition 
du roman en prose de Tristan’ in Mélanges offerts à Rita Lejeune professeur à l’université de 
Liège, ed. by Fred Dethier, 2 vols (Gembloux: J. Duculot, 1969), II, pp. 971-981; Janet H. 
Caulkins, ‘Chelinde et la naissance du Tristan en prose’, Moyen Age, 93 (1987), 41– 50; ‘The 
genealogy of the prose Tristan’; Donald Maddox, ‘Fictions étiologiques dans le Tristan en prose’ 
in Des Tristan en vers au Tristan en prose. Hommage à Emmanuèle Baumgartner, ed. by 
Laurence Harf-Lancner, Laurence Mathey-Maille, Bénédicte Milland-Bove and Michelle 
Szkilnik (Paris: Honoré Champion, 2009), pp. 131-146; Emmanuel J. Mickel, ‘The ordeal of 
Chelynde in the Tristan en Prose’, Zeitschrift für romanische Philologie, 105 (1989), 50-59; Jean-
Marc Pastré, ‘Le passé éclaire le présent: les ascendants du héros dans le Tristan en prose’, in 
Lignes et Lignages dans la Littérature Arthurienne, ed. by Christine Ferlampin-Acher, Denis Hüe 
(Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2007), pp. 47-56; Ernstpeter Ruhe, ‘Repetition und 
Integration, Strukturprobleme des Roman de Tristan en prose’, in Der Altfranzösische 
Prosaroman. Funktion, Funktionswandel und Ideologie am Beispiel des Roman de Tristan en 
prose. Kolloquium Würzburg 1977, ed by Ernstpeter Ruhe et Richard Schwaderer, Beiträge zur 
romanischen Philologie des Mittelalters 12 (München: Fink, 1979), pp. 131-172; Jeanina P. 
Traxler, ‘Observations on the Importance of the Prehistory in the Tristan en prose’ Romania, 108 
(1987), 539-548; Colette-Anne Van Coolput, ‘La "préhistoire arthurienne". Quelques réflexions 
à propos de la première partie du Tristan en prose’, Lettres romanes, 38 (1984), 275-282, and an 
amplified argument in Aventures querant, pp. 18-39. 
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section is fundamentally concerned with questions of genealogy (it endeavours – in the 
wake of the prose Lancelot – to furnish its protagonists with a lineage) this chapter will 
be primarily dedicated to uncovering the genealogical processes that are revealed within 
the prehistory – although, as we have seen in chapter 1, the relationship between lineage 
and text is a fundamental feature of these prose romances and the Tristan en prose is no 
exception. The author of the Tristan traces Marc and his nephew’s ancestors to their 
common progenitor, the Babylonian princess Chelinde: through a series of adventures 
involving shipwreck, rape, abduction and incest, Chelinde generates Apollo and 
Cicorades, two half-brothers who become the first Christian kings of Leonois and 
Cornwall, and unwittingly becomes the foundress of both Marc and Tristan’s line. 
Chelinde’s narrative exacerbates to an almost ridiculous degree the dangers that Mélusine 
herself had posed to the lignage system, to the point that her role as foundress is almost 
secondary to the narrative of social destruction recounted in the prehistory. Moreover, 
while Mélusine’s monstrous motherhood had stemmed from her irreducible otherness – 
an inhumanity which had affected her offspring in turn – Chelinde’s aberrant status as 
both mother and foundress derives, specularly, from the sin of incest: the lineage she 
creates is thus borne under the aegis of endogamy, rather than the excessive 
miscegenation incarnated by the fairy of Lusigan.  
 The Babylonian princess jump-starts the plot-line when, en route to be married to 
the King of Persia, her boat shipwrecks off the coast of Britain. She is the only survivor; 
Sador, a nephew of Joseph of Arimathea, happens upon the wreckage and sees her. He 
decides to have her baptised and marries her, in a plot development which mirrors the Jus 
Naufragii practiced at the time.5 However, his brother Naburzadan becomes enamoured 
of the foreign princess and rapes her. Upon discovering what his brother has done, Sador 
kills him. Now guilty of fratricide, Sador, along with Chelinde, flees the scene of the 
crime and embarks on a ship. However, a fierce tempest soon threatens the vessel; the 
pagan sailors, who fear that it is the result of harbouring a criminal on board, perform 
rituals revealing Sador as the cause of the storm. He is abandoned at sea, and the ship 
sails safely to Cornwall. The Cornish king, Canor, sees Chelinde and marries her without 
 
5 Or Jus Litoris, whereby goods or people stranded on the beaches after shipwreck were regularly 
claimed by the coastal inhabitants. 
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her consent under pagan law. She is, however, already pregnant by Sador: Canor is 
warned in a dream that the child will kill him, and at his birth he abandons him by a 
fountain, where the infant is found by a couple who decides to raise him under the name 
of Apollo li Aventureus. At the Cornish court, Canor takes in King Pelias of Leonois, 
having found him wandering in the nearby forest lost after a hunting party. Pelias 
glimpses the new queen, and immediately lusts after her; that night he ambushes Canor, 
who flees. Pelias then lies with Chelinde who, in the dark of night, has no reason to think 
he is not Canor. Soon after, the king of Leonois wages war on Cornwall in order to take 
Chelinde as his wife: however, Canor’s brother Peladés consults a ‘philosophe’ who 
advises him to find Sador – who survives on a lonely island – and make him fight Pelias 
in front of the king of Gaule, Merovex. Sador is thus saved: in gratitude he fights Pelias 
in the name of Cornwall, and wins. Canor is freed: however, recognising Sador as 
Chelinde’s legitimate husband, he ousts his saviour from the land.  
After a series of adventures, Sador becomes Pelias’ loyal knight. Seeing his liege 
desperate for love of a woman, the Christian knight vows to deliver her to him, not 
knowing the woman in question is his long-lost wife. However, after the kidnapping the 
two recognise each other. Sador thus asks Pelias for a don contraignant: the king is 
obliged against his will to surrender Chelinde, whom he had married.  Not trusting Pelias, 
who is still madly in love with the Babylonian princess, the newly reunited couple flee. 
However, the two soon run into a giant in the forest: he threatens to kill Sador unless he 
solves a riddle. Though Sador easily manages to guess the solution, he and Chelinde are 
imprisoned by the Riddler, who wants them for company. They eventually escape when 
Sador helps the giant imprison Pelias, who was hunting in the forest, instead. On their 
way to the coast, the couple spend the night in a castle named Teriadan l’Enchanteor, 
after its founder. The lord of the castle makes Sador his heir, dying soon thereafter. 
Chelinde and Sador live in peace in the castle for fifteen years but forget their Christian 
faith. The narrative trajectories of all the characters start converging when the feast of 
Venus is celebrated in the Bois Hercules on the 8th of May, thereby accelerating the end 
of this narrative segment. During the feast, Sador is wounded by Canor and later killed 
by Apollo, who doesn’t know he has just murdered his father. Chelinde, arriving too late 
on the scene, tries to ensure Sador’s burial at Teriadan, but Luce, heir to Leonois, has 
already ordered that Sador, Pelias and Canor (killed by Apollo in the meantime) be 
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interred together. Luce, himself mortally wounded by Canor, entrusts the kingdom of 
Leonois to Apollo. Chelinde, now a widow, fears that her neighbours may take her lands 
by force: she resolves to put them under the lordship and protection of the new king of 
Leonois, Apollo. Unfortunately, this means she is forced to obey the royal decree 
stipulating that all available women must go to the city of Albine, where Apollo is to 
choose a wife. The king, naturally, chooses Chelinde, unaware that she is his mother. 
Years later, Saint Augustine appears in Leonois: brought to court, he reveals that Apollo 
has killed his father and married his mother. Chelinde, enraged at the slander, decides to 
have the saint burnt at the stake. Apollo, to whom the true path of Christianity has been 
revealed in a dream, is reluctant to have Augustine punished, but Chelinde is adamant in 
silencing the saint’s voice. However, the fire she has had built does not harm Augustine, 
whilst she is struck by divine lightning. Chelinde’s supernatural demise thus proves the 
truth evoked by the holy man, and indelibly marks Chelinde as the foundress of the 
lineages of Cornwall and Leonois.   
The fundamental aim of this chapter is to analyse exactly how ‘the very 
embodiment of an illicit and individualistic passion that undermines the structures of 
civilization [i.e.] dynastic marriage, lineage, feudal alliances’6 is made into the foundress 
of Tristan’s line; the more so in a romance which is fundamentally concerned with the 
hero’s insertion into the ranks of Arthurian chivalry. Saracen, Christian, and apostate, 
mother and wife of her son, the Babylonian princess is a truly problematic ancestor, yet 
somehow through her body two legitimate kings are conceived: Apollo – future king of 
Leonois – and  Cicorades, heir to Cornwall, whom she had borne from her non-consensual 
marriage to Canor. Time and time again Chelinde reveals herself to be a genealogical 
nightmare, yet her body is forced to produce a new and convoluted network of blood ties.  
Ultimately, the princess’ maternal body links the kingdoms that she herself had 
unwittingly and mortally pitted against one another. To this convoluted lineage formed 
throughout Chelinde’s various marriages the author of the Tristan juxtaposes another 
system of alliance, one that does not require women: knightly fellowship. Chelinde 
proves to be an equal threat to both: while she does furnish Sador and Canor with male 
sons, within the Arimathean lineage as well as the Cornish kingdom Chelinde becomes a 
 
6 See Sylvia Huot, ‘Unspeakable Horror, Ineffable Bliss: Riddles and Marvels in the 
Prose Tristan’, Medium Ævum, 71.1 (2002), 47-65 (p. 53). 
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genealogical agent of destruction; and the idyllic all-male community she intrudes upon 
at the beginning of the narrative is brought to its knees thanks to the apocalyptic effect 
she has on society. The Babylonian princess, I argue, fails both systems in virtue of the 
polysemy she has acquired throughout the narrative. Her multiplicity (wife of Sador, 
Canor and Pelias, mother and wife of Apollo) resists univocal expression and thus 
impedes the formation of linguistic alliances on which both systems are built. It is only 
with Saint Augustine’s intervention that the Cornish and Leonois societies are liberated 
from Chelinde’s polysemous nature, and that she herself is finally defined as a 
(monstrous) mother, becoming, against her will, the foundress in a narrative of genealogy. 
Finally, I analyse Chelinde’s function as graft in the formation of a textual lineage able 
to connect Tristan and the romance itself to its Lancelot/Grail model; and I argue that it 
is precisely through the Babylonian princess’ sin of incest that the author is able to project 
his romance into a cycle.  
Chelinde and the Paradox of Romance 
Before analyzing the complex genealogical narrative that makes the Babylonian princess 
into the founding woman of the Tristan, it is first and foremost important to look at the 
role Chelinde plays in the context of the male society she is brought to inhabit. It is 
indicative, indeed, that the princess is virtually the only female character within the entire 
prehistory – with the two small yet significant exceptions of Apollo’s adoptive mother 
Madule, a specular double of Chelinde herself,7 who appears briefly to save the child and 
to reveal his adoptive status years later, and the silent figure of the giantess, daughter of 
the Riddler. Indeed, were it not for Chelinde, the social landscape of Cornwall and 
Leonois would be populated virtually exclusively by male knights, a status quo which is 
clearly presented positively when confronted to the social upheaval unwillingly created 
by the Babylonian princess. Indeed, Chelinde functions as a centripetal force within the 
narrative: the attraction she holds is such that many of the knights’ narrative trajectories 
come to gravitate around her figure only to inevitably clash with one another, with 
disastrous consequences for knightly society. In this sense, the prehistory of the Tristan 
 
7 Madule takes on Chelinde’s biological role as mother without having any blood relationship 
with Apollo («vos ne nos apartenez fors de norreture» § 129,10-11), while Chelinde will reject 
her status as mother of Apollo to the point of sacrificing her life. 
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is an ideal representation of what Simon Gaunt has aptly called ‘the paradox of romance’,8 
defined by the tension between a hero’s striving for social cohesion and the impossibility 
of suppressing his own antisocial private desires. Chelinde’s beauty, like the Iliad’s 
Helen’s, tests homosocial bonds to the point of utter disorder and war.9 It is not by chance 
that she appears in the narrative immediately after Sador has expressed his rebellion 
against his uncle’s wishes: the union between the cadet knight and the mysterious foreign 
princess is a direct product of this disobedience. Lust for her makes Naburzadan betray 
his brother, whilst Sador, mad with rage, ends up committing fratricide.10 What is more, 
Naburzadan, as Sador’s elder brother and owner of the castle where his brother and his 
newly-baptised wife live, is acting as lord of the household: thus, Sador’s crime is even 
more grievous as it is enacted against a blood relative and a suzerain. When, after the 
Christian knight is left to die for his crime at sea, the princess is introduced into the 
landscape of Cornwall and Leonois, her beauty causes the drastic end of the long-lasting 
personal and political friendship between the two kings, followed by Pelias’s 
unchivalrous attempted murder of an unarmed man, and finally Canor’s cowardly 
escape.11 Yet again, the crime committed is that much more heinous given Canor’s role 
as host: he had offered Pelias - found lost in the woods - refuge in his home, honouring 
him to the point of sharing his room: ‘La chambre ou li rois gisoit estoit mout grant et por 
ce comande li rois Canor que li liz au roi Pelias i fust faiz, bien loig del sien’(§ 36, 15-
 
8 Simon Gaunt, Gender and Genre in Medieval French Literature (Cambridge; New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1995), p. 109. 
9 Cf. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, Between Men: English Literature and Male Homosocial Desire 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1985). I follow Sedgwick’s definition of homosocial, 
which she distinguishes from homosexual. Thus, homosocial bonds are those relationships 
between men that are not inherently erotic (although they might be). With the concept of 
‘homosocial desire’ Sedgwick creates a spectrum of possible homosocial ties, ranging from the 
non-erotic to the erotic: within this spectrum, men negotiate their own homosocial desires through 
their relationship with women. 
10 As Janet H. Caulkins notes, ‘Sador, tout chevalier qu’il est, ne se comporte pas comme un 
chevalier exemplaire. Il ne cherche pas de confrontation formelle. Il dit qu’il a été honni et qu’il 
veut donc payer Naburzadan de retour, mais ce n’est pas le cas: il ne désire que la vengeance et 
il tue Naburzadan sans le défier en bonne et due forme, selon les conventions chevaleresques.’ 
See ‘Recompense et châtiment dans la structure narrative de la généalogie du Tristan en prose’, 
in Rewards and Punishments in the Arthurian Romances and Lyric Poetry of Mediaeval France: 
Essays Presented to Kenneth Varty on the Occasion of his Sixtieth Birthday, ed. by Peter V. 
Davies and Angus J. Kennedy (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 1987), pp. 9-19 (p. 12). Sador seems to 
be aware of his actions when the sailors decide to throw him overboard: ‘Se je i peris, ce n’est 
pas merveille, car je l’ai bien deservi’ § 16, 9-10.   
11 See Janet H. Caulkins, ‘The genealogy of the prose Tristan’. 
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17). Pelias himself is aware of the villainy he is about to carry out: ‘aprés se propense que 
s’il ocist cest roi, qui par sa cortoisie l’amena en sa meson, et li a faites totes les honors 
qu’il pot, ce sera la gregnor traïson et la greignor deleauté del monde’ (§ 37, 13-15). 
Nonetheless he proceeds to dishonour his host, such is the passion Chelinde inspires in 
him. And he does so once more, when Canor is delivered to him as a prisoner, in the midst 
of a war he is waging on a kingless kingdom: 
 
 Ha! gardez le moi! Ne le faites asavoir a nul [5] autre que je l'aie en ma terre, car 
aprés ce que il m'a servi et honoré en sa terre, se je aucun gerredon ne l'en rendoie 
en la moie, a felonie le porroit l'en tenir. Por ce vel je que vos le gardez, que nus 
n'en saiche plus noveles, ne que s'il estoit morz (§ 46, 4-8). 
 
Canor, on the other hand, ignores the customs of vassalage towards Sador, who has 
won him his freedom through single combat with Pelias, along with the end of all 
hostilities between the two kingdoms. Because the Cornish king recognises the knight as 
Chelinde’s legitimate husband, he turns Sador away without rewarding his services. He 
would have killed him, if a ‘philosophe’ hadn’t advised him against it (§ 62, 10-19). The 
text comments on Sador’s surprise at the treatment he has received:  
 
Quant Sador vit que li roys li ot feit defendre qu'il demorast plus en Cornoaille, si 
quier com il avoit son cors, il s'en parti assés dolanz, ausi povrement com il estoit 
venus. A piés i vint, e a piés s'en vait, molt esbahiz e molt coreciez, e dit que mauvés 
guerredon li ont rendu cil de Cornoaille (§ 63, 1-5). 
 
It is clear that, from a narrative standpoint, Chelinde is of fundamental importance 
in driving  the plot of the prehistory along: as Sylvia Huot has noted, she is one of two 
‘foci [the other being the riddling giant] for the elliptical movements of the narrative’.12 
However, while the giant creates new homosocial bonds, first using ‘his riddles to form 
a community of knights capable of understanding his behaviour and narrating it in explicit 
terms’13 and consequently uniting these men against him (such is the origin of the bond 
that links Luce, Pelias and Apollo, so tightly woven that the kingdom of Leonois will be 
bequeathed to Apollo), Chelinde’s body breaks any positive male partnership. Her very 
presence induces the male protagonists of the prehistory to sever any promising 
 
12 Huot, Outsiders, p. 193. 
13 Huot, Outsiders, p. 193. 
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homosocial network. This is the case for the burgeoning friendship between Pelias and 
Sador at the court of the Merovingian king Marovex, suzerain of Cornwall and Leonois. 
The two knights are meant to engage in mortal combat: though both fight honourably, it 
becomes clear that the Christian knight will prevail. Chivalrously Sador, ‘qui mout prisoit 
la chevalerie del roi Pelias et la proece’ (§ 58, 10), decides to spare the king’s life. Pelias 
in turn agrees to Sador’s terms of surrender: ‘vos estes le meilor chevalier que je onques 
acointasse, e por ce vos rendrai je le roy e layserai la guere. Et sachiés que je le faiz plus 
por avoir vostre acontance que por autre chose’ (§ 58, 21-24). This new acontance, 
created under the auspices of Merovex’s kingship in the exclusively male space of 
regulated combat, is only possible because of Chelinde’s absence from the scene, and will 
be inevitably shattered once the narrative gravitates yet again around the Saracen 
princess. The budding friendship brings Pelias to the point of sacrificing his own son Luce 
for the life of Sador, in a narrative development that has been aptly compared to that of 
Athis et Prophilias.14 However, if in Alexandre de Paris’ romance Athis gladly cedes his 
wife to a love-struck Prophilias, the fellowship between Sador and Pelias does not pass 
the same test. The two attempt to respect their bond by gifting what one most desires to 
the other, but in both cases neither Sador nor Pelias knows exactly what they are giving 
away. Sador abducts Chelinde from Canor in order to appease his lord, not knowing the 
woman’s identity; but once he recognises her, he uses the device of the don contraignant 
to regain possession of his rightful wife. When the king of Leonois discovers the nature 
of the gift he has promised to bequeath he becomes enraged: ‘Vassal, fait il, trahi m’avez, 
qui ensi m’avez sorpris par paroles. Se je cuidasse que vos tele chose me demandesoiz, 
je nel vos eüsse otroié en nule maniere.’15 
 The episode of the feast of Venus (§ 143-154), in particular, highlights Chelinde’s 
disruptive influence on feudal society and the knightly network at its core. On the one 
hand, the violent deaths of most of the male protagonists that take place in the Bois 
 
14 See Eilert Löseth, Analyse, p. 7; and Gustav Gröber and others, Grundriss der romanischen 
Philologie, 2 vols (Strasbourg: J. Trübner: 1888-1902), II.1, p. 1007. For Alexandre de Paris’ 
romance, see Li romans d’Athis et Procelias, ed. by Marie-Madeleine Castellani, Les classiques 
français du Moyen Âge 150 (Paris: Champion, 2006). 
15 § 95, 3-5. As James R. Simpson notes, ‘‘vassal’ is clearly used pejoratively in challenges and 
hostile greetings in medieval French literary works’. See his ‘Feudalism and Kingship’ in The 
Cambridge Companion to Medieval French Literature ed. by Simon Gaunt and Sarah Kay 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), pp. 197-209 (p. 198). 
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Hercules emphasise the state of disarray in which their homosocial bonds lie by the end 
of the war (involuntarily caused by Chelinde); on the other, the episode’s ending suggests 
that these ties might be re-tightened, albeit in death.  Narratively, the temple of Venus in 
the Bois Hercules functions as an exclusively male space from which Chelinde is 
excluded, and where all of her suitors’ narrative trajectories collide.16 Having established 
that even with Ireland’s costly military aid the Cornish will not win the war against 
Leonois, a peace treaty is signed by both parties; and King Pelias, killed in battle, is 
interred in the temple of the goddess. Soon it is time for the yearly pagan feast, where 
‘venoient chascun an li dui roi por ce qu’il eüst entr’iaus pais’ (§ 143, 10-11). Canor, 
however, arrives armed ‘com cil qui toutes voies se doutoit que li rois de Leonois [Luce] 
nel feïst sorprendre per aucune aventure’ (§ 144, 10-11). Sador, who has taken no part in 
this second war, travels to the wood in order to visit the tomb of Pelias ‘qui 
merveillousement l’avoit amé’ (§ 144, 5), apparently forgetting the king’s resentment 
towards him for having tricked him into giving away his wife. Nonetheless, the knight 
leaves the princess behind ‘chiés un forestier’ (§ 144, 5). The King of Cornwall recognises 
the knight lost in thought by a fountain as the man who had abducted his wife long ago: 
 
«Estes vos donc celui Sador, fait li rois, qui se combati au rois Pelias por ciaus de 
Cornoaille?» «Oïl, fait il, celui sui ge voirement. Mauvais gueredon m’en rendirent 
cil de Cornoaille de cele bonté que je lor fis adonc!» «Certes, fait li rois, se vos 
bonté lor feïstes adonc, e vos puis lor feïstes honte de tout vostre pooir, car vos la 
roïne Chelinde en menastes en Loenois assés mauvaisement. Et ce est une chose 
que vos acheterés mout chierement; a tant en estes venus.» «Coment! Ce dit Sador, 
ai ge donc de vos garde?» «Oïl, certes, ce dit li rois, a morir vos covient» (§ 145, 5-
13). 
 
Villainously, the Cornish king attacks the unarmed knight.  Having established that the 
wound he has inflicted is mortal, he leaves. On the brink of death, Sador tries to re-join 
his wife in order to die in her arms. On his way out of the woods, however, he comes 
across Luce and Apollo, both armed (albeit ‘assés ligierement’, §146, 8-9). Mistaking 
Apollo for Canor because of their identical armour, he attacks him by hitting him with 
 
16 Laurence Harf-Lancner has noted that Chelinde operates as an avatar of the goddess of love. 
See ‘L’Eau magique et la Femme-Fée, le mythe fondateur du Tristan en prose’ in L’Eau au 
Moyen Age, Sénéfiance 15 (Aix-en-Provence, Presses universitaires de Provence: 1985), 201-
212. 
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his bare hands. Angry, Apollo responds to the unwarranted aggression and once again a 
weaponless Sador finds himself wounded by sword and dies. Soon after, Luce and Apollo 
run into Canor, and consecutively attack him. Luce is fatally wounded by his enemy, and 
immediately avenged by Apollo who in turn manages to kill the Cornish king.  
None of the collisions and murders described thus far are unequivocally honourable or 
even entirely justified. Both Canor and Apollo, armed, attack a defenceless Sador, 
entering into unequal battle with him. Apollo, on the other hand, had been ‘mesfait sans 
raison’ (§ 148, 8-9) by his father. As for Luce, his motive for charging Canor seems 
feeble: when Apollo announces Canor’s arrival, ‘cil est de ceste novele mout liés, si 
respont: “Il a fait fol hardement, qui sanz mon congié c’est mis en ma terre. Cist bois ou 
nos somes est dou roiaume de Loenois”‘ (§ 150, 9-12). Yet Canor had ventured into the 
forest to confirm the peace treaty, and thus had every right to be there, although he had 
come armed, fearing precisely an attack from Luce. Even Apollo’s murder of the Cornish 
ruler is not entirely blameless. Though his act is warranted by Luce’s request that his 
death be avenged, Canor himself had knighted Apollo, as he reminds him: ‘Esta arieres, 
Apolo! Ne vien avant por nul mal faire moi, quar tu ne le dois faire, que tu ses bien que 
je te fis chevalier devant maint proudomes; e por ce ne dois tu metre main en moi por 
nule aventure’ (§ 151, 2-5).  
The image of knighthood that transpires from the scene in the Bois Hercules is, 
thus, ambiguous: the degree of conflict created directly and indirectly by Chelinde’s 
beauty has left no knight’s honour untouched. All have ventured into dishonourable 
deeds, while the Saracen princess has – up to this point at least – never acted of her own 
accord, and thus never willingly transgressed. Given the extent of homosocial discord 
within the group, the subsequent scene in the temple of Venus may be surprising to a 
modern reader. The death toll, after the various confrontations in the forest, is high: Luce, 
Canor, and Sador have been murdered, while Pelias’ body is interred close by, the first to 
die in the war. A moribund Luce issues a peculiar order to his men: 
 
Et encore vos comans ge que vos faciés metre mon cors el temple ma dame Venus, 
delés le sarqueu le rois Pelias, mon pere. E en ma sepulture avec moi faites metre 
le roi Canor e le cors Sador; nos avons tuit troi esté mors ensemble (§ 152, 12-15). 
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Pelias, Canor, Luce and Sador are to be buried next to each other in the temple – three of 
them destined even to share the same tomb for all eternity. If thus far Chelinde has been 
the focal point around which these characters’ narrative trajectories have turned, often 
even colliding with each other, their stories come to end – finally at peace – in a sacred 
space where a new and perennial brotherhood can be formed. The Saracen princess is 
recognised as a threat to the homosocial space, and rejected:  
 
Quant ele voit son seignor mort, ele comense son duel a faire, le greignor que vos 
veïssiés onques, e le plus merveillous. «Ha! fait ele, biaus seignors, soufrés que ge 
le cors de mon seignor en face porter a mon chastel, si le ferai enterrer entre ses 
homes.» E il distrent: «Dame, nos nel ferons pas. Tot ensi con li rois Luces l'a 
comandé, [10] covient qu'il soit. Saienz covient qu'il soient tuit troi mis en terre.» 
E cele s'en suefre aitant, puis qu'ele voit que sa proiere n'i a mestier. (§ 154, 5-11). 
 
Her attempt to extrapolate Sador from this community and abandon the master narrative 
with him fails. Luce’s royal status allows a bond to be forged, stronger and more 
indispensable than its conjugal counterpart, overriding even Sador’s own wishes.17 
 The brief overview of the despicable acts accomplished by these male protagonists 
makes it clear that while these knights endeavour time and time again to rewrite Chelinde 
into different roles – Christian lady, Queen of Cornwall, Queen of Leonois – they 
themselves are re-written as cowards (Canor), libidinous and unlawful (Pelias), rebels 
against their own kin (Sador, Naburzadan, Apollo), even heathens (Sador).18 All fail to 
respect the laws and customs that regulate the feudal social order. The paradox inherent 
in the princess’ passivity and the dishonourable actions her presence inspires has been 
highlighted by Janet H. Caulkins: 
 
Personnage qui a priori semble effacé et qui a peu d’accès à la parole et à l’action, 
Chelinde devient ainsi un des personnages générateurs du récit du Tristan en Prose. 
D’une manière assez paradoxale, son importance tient essentiellement aux 
transgressions qu’elle commet ou bien fait commettre à son entourage (…).19 
 
17 As mentioned, Sador’s last efforts before mistaking Apollo for Canor constitute attempts at 
leaving the forest and re-joining Chelinde in order to die with her. It is not unreasonable to 
presume that he would have wished to be interred within Chastel Teriadan ‘entre ses homes’ (§ 
158, 8) as Chelinde puts it.  
18 I am referencing here the period of fifteen years in which Sador and Chelinde abandon 
Christianity: see § 121, 11-15. 
19 Janet H. Caulkins, ‘Chelinde et la naissance’, p. 49. 
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In other words, if Chelinde’s state as other within this culture remains substantially 
undisturbed, her insertion into the narrative serves to precipitate the state of society into 
the debased and licentious community of knights and rulers that populate Cornwall and 
Leonois up to the birth of Tristan.20 On the one hand, Marc’s cowardice resembles 
Canor’s; on the other, Tristan’s uncle seems also to inherit his lineage’s incestuous 
history. The author fleetingly mentions his relationship with his niece: Marc dispenses of 
the offspring of this union – a child named Maraugis – by leaving (or drowning, the text 
is vague) the infant by a fountain, the same solution that Canor had adopted for Apollo.21 
By the time the romance arrives at Tristan’s adulthood, Cornwall has become a  sort of 
Thebes against Logres’ Athens. Yet the Leonois dynastic line does not fare much better: 
Meliadus proves as lustful as his predecessor Pelias, abandoning his pregnant wife for a 
fairy.22 As for Tristan, his relationship with Iseut is both adulterous and incestuous.23 
What is more, Tristan repeats his ancestor Sador’s betrayal when he delivers a bride to 
his lord only to take her for himself. Thus, from a narrative standpoint, if Chelinde’s body 
operates as a focal point around which the characters’ trajectories gravitate, she also 
 
20 On this point see the bibliography cited in note 4. 
21 ‘Et devant cele fontaine meïsmes perdié puis li rois Mars Maraugis, son fil, qu’il avoit eü de sa 
niece, si petite creature qu’il n’avoit pas encores set jors entiers.’ (§ 178, 17-19). 
22  Merlin describes Meliadus’ “imprisonment” thus to Eliabel: ‘Dame, dit il, je vos di vraiement 
qu’il est sains et hetiez, et plus aese de cors qu’il ne pleroit a aucune gent’. (§ 227, 8-10). 
23 Because in the romance Tristan and Yseut fall for each other before taking the lovendrins, the 
hero should be held accountable for the relationship he establishes with the Cornish queen – 
whom, after marrying Mark, becomes his aunt. Moreover, the episode of Seguradés’ wife (who 
engages in an adulterous relationship with Tristan) further troubles the image of the romance’s 
hero.  Too afraid of Mark’s jealousy to run after his lover when she is abducted by Blioberis, 
Tristan is accused by her of being ‘si mauvés et si coarz’ (§ 393, 15), so much so that the lady 
even decides to stay with her abductor rather than return to Tristan (§ 367-394). Finally, one must 
note that Tristan’s inscription as a knight of the Round Table does not constitute, on the author’s 
part, a complete rehabilitation of the hero’s adulterous and treasonous actions. It is indicative that 
Tristan, for example, almost misses the Grail appearance at Pentecost in order to spend more time 
with Iseut (Löseth, Analyse, § 387-390), and even considers not going: ‘Dame, fait il, puis que 
vous n’i volés venir, or saciés que je n’irai mie’ Le Roman de Tristan en prose, VI, ed. by 
Emmanuèle Baumgartner and Michèle Szkilnik (Genève: Droz, 1993) § 86, 29-30). The short 
version (V I) is even more explicit. It adds a scene where the lovers meet none other than  the Roi 
pêcheur, who unequivocally condemns Tristan’s actions against Marc: ‘Certes, si dit li rois, vos 
estes des bons chevaliers du monde, et por vostre bonne chevalerie et por vostre grant prouesce 
fuissiéz vos a loer sor toz les chevaliers erranz que je oucques veïsse, se ne fust solement ce que 
vos estes desloiaus envers vostre oncle roi Marc. Icelui fet vos avile et abesse vostre lox et vostre 
pris durement.’ (Le roman de Tristan en prose, version du manuscrit fr. 757 de la Bibliothèque 
nationale de Paris, II, ed. by Noëlle Laborderie and Thierry Delcourt (Paris: Honoré Champion, 
1999), § 168, 31-37). 
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functions as an unwitting agent of destruction, the bodily origin of Cornwall’s and 
Leonois’ almost genetic deficiencies against which Camelot stands as a beacon of 
chivalry and courtesy.  
Linguistic Alliances and Babelic Confusion 
With Chelinde the author of the prose Tristan introduces sexuality within the entirely 
homosocial landscape of Cornwall and Leonois. Yet this does not give way to an ordered 
creation of blood-ties onto which one might expect a lineage to be founded. On the 
contrary, the convoluted reproductivity the Babylonian princess embodies only marks the 
male bloodless relationships that exist outside of her in an idyllic light. Indeed, the text 
often stages knightly networks capable of creating feudal bonds more solid than marital 
or blood relations themselves. Canor and Pelias, Pelias and Sador, Luce and Apollo all 
create alliances strong enough to sacrifice actual family members, or to gift one another 
property and titles without objection. However, these ties are inevitably destroyed once 
Chelinde is inserted into this discourse. It is clear that the foundress of Tristan’s lineage 
hinders the creation of these bloodless ties, and the politically or economically fruitful 
male fellowships they produce. This is evident in Sador’s narrative trajectory: the knight 
attempts to fashion homosocial relationships throughout the prehistory, but the force of 
Chelinde’s attraction inevitably thwarts his efforts. Canor, who should, by all standards, 
have rewarded Sador’s bravery in fighting Pelias, ousts him in the fear he might recognise 
his wife; and, as outlined above, the bond of vassalage that Sador had established with 
Pelias is broken the moment Chelinde sets foot in Leonois. 
 Given her destructive role within knightly society, it is not altogether surprising that 
Chelinde – a ‘medium for transgression’24 – is introduced as ‘fille au roi de Babilonie’ (§ 
6, 6) to the reader. Babylon works as a locus omen, given its strong symbolic significance 
in the Bible, first and foremost with the episode of the tower of Babel (Genesis 11, 1-9), 
as the city that opposed God, the origin and symbol par excellence of social disorder.25 
Indeed, as we shall see in the following section, the underlying reasons behind the 
 
24 Huot, ‘Unspeakable horror’, p. 53. 
25 While medieval writers often used the term ‘Babylon’ to designate Cairo, the name nonetheless 
carried strong symbolic meaning throughout western culture: see Andrew P. Scheil, Babylon 
under Western Eyes: a Study of Allusion and Myth (Toronto; Buffalo; London: University of 
Toronto Press, 2016) pp. 123-196. Pastré underlines that Chelinde’s racial background might 
recall the ‘whore of Babylon’ from John’s Apocalypse. Pastré, ‘Le passé éclaire le présent’, p. 49.  
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Babylonian princess’ cataclysmic function within the structures of lineage go deeper than 
her unescapable desirability. Like the tower of Babel, Chelinde brings disarray in 
language itself, leaving the men who encounter her unable to take part in the privileged 
linguistic community that is knighthood. Indeed, by looking at the pattern of broken male 
fellowships left behind by the Babylonian princess, it is possible to understand exactly 
why this extraordinarily passive woman should sow such profound discord in the men 
that encounter her. The danger represented by Chelinde cannot be reduced to her body: it 
is rather the polysemous status it has acquired that threatens homosociality to its core.  
 These mechanisms are made evident in the relationships formed in the make-shift 
court created by the riddling giant. Apollo and Pelias’ vassalatic tie, fashioned through a 
linguistic alliance at the perron del jaiant, is an obvious example.26 At this point in the 
narrative, the Riddler has acquired for company Luce, prince of Leonois, along with 
Sador and Chelinde, whilst they were attempting to flee the region. Pelias, losing himself 
in the forest once again, also comes upon the giant’s domain. He is forced to answer two 
riddles in order to save his life. He then poses his own devinaille to the giant, with the 
agreement that if he is not able to answer, Pelias will be free to kill him. Sador, who fears 
that the king of Leonois will want to take Chelinde by force if he is freed from the giant’s 
clutches, supplies the stumped Riddler with the solution in order to escape the King’s 
lust. Thus Pelias is forced to replace Sador (now free) as the giant’s companion, ‘mes 
quant plus saige i vendra, adonc t’en porras aler, que ja plus ne te tendrai’ (§ 117, 15-16). 
Such a man comes in the form of Apollo, who stumbles upon the perron in the midst of 
his queste for his true father.27 After guessing the solution to a riddle the giant has 
proposed, he offers one in turn. The devinaille points to Apollo’s future slaying of the 
giant. Once again, the giant turns to his captives for help, as he remains woefully ignorant 
of this knightly discourse. Pelias, on the other hand, immediately guesses the riddle’s 
hidden meaning, and consequently refuses to supply the answer to his captor:  Apollo is 
thus free to kill the giant. Both knights speak the same language, as their mutual 
understanding of Apollo’s devinaille against the giant’s ignorance proves. While Sador 
betrays the knightly discourse which inherently bars the giant from this privileged textual 
 
26 On the ‘alternative narrative’ fashioned by these knights in the presence of the Riddler, see 
Huot, Outsiders, pp. 192-196. 
27 Upon discovering his adoptive state, Apollo starts a quest in order to discover his paternal 
origins, yet he is singularly uninterested in his mother’s identity: see § 129. 
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community, Pelias uses it to his own advantage in order to create an exclusive network 
which binds himself, Luce and Apollo together against their captor.28 He decides against 
his individualistic interests (the giant would free him if he delivered the solution): ‘Mes 
il pense d’autre part que se il le jaiant delivre de mort a cesti point, il n’i gaaingnera riens 
fors la delivrance de son cors, s’a tant en vient encores. Et son fil qu’il tant aime covendra 
a remenoir aprés li, et estre leanz avec la fille au jaiant tote sa vie’ (§ 135, 5-8). Pelias 
chooses to respect the linguistic alliance which intrinsically binds him to Apollo, and 
prevents the Riddler from appropriating it: ‘et li rois en lasse atant la parole’ (§ 135, 15).29 
His choice has immediate consequences: not only is the giant slain, but a new, 
unbreakable bond is created between himself, his son, and the knight who saved them: 
‘«Que vos volés faire? A venir vos [Apollo] estuet avec moi. Ge vos donrai terre bone e 
riche, tant que bien vos en tendrois a paié»‘ (§ 137, 10-12). Thus, the blood tie that unites 
Apollo to the biological father he is searching for – unrecognizable and unfruitful – is 
replaced by the symbolic bond of vassalage that binds the young knight to Pelias. This 
bloodless kinship, on the other hand, proves to be extremely valuable: the king’s promise 
of land and riches is maintained by his son, who bequeaths the entire Leonois to Apollo 
upon his death. Thus, through this newly formed linguistic alliance, Apollo grafts the 
lineage of Joseph of Arimathea onto the dynasty of the Leonois rulers, compensating for 
his mother’s inability to provide a kingdom to his line. 
Such fortuitous ties, however, are inevitably demolished when Chelinde is not 
excluded from this linguistic network. Indeed, because the princess is continuously re-
written into new roles by the men who encounter her, she constantly embodies an 
impossible clashing of meanings which scrambles language to its breaking point; thus, 
the verbal alliances established by these knights inevitably fall into Babelic disarray. The 
friendship between Pelias and Sador is revealing in this regard, as it stages the linguistic 
confusion caused by Chelinde’s double role as wife of both knights. Immediately 
following the scene of mutual recognition between the queen and Sador in the Leonois 
 
28 Jacques Marquet’s definition, already adapted by Jacques Le Goff to the ritual of medieval 
vassalage, seems relevant: vassalage is ‘une relation sociétale à l’origine d’un réseau, identifiée 
par un nom connu par tous les membres de la société globale.’ See Pouvoir et Société en Afrique 
(Paris: Hachette, 1970) p. 196, Le Goff, Jacques, ‘Le ritual symbolique de la vassalité’, in Pour 
un autre moyen âge. Temps, travail et culture en Occident: 18 essais (Paris: Gallimard, 1977), 
pp. 349-420 (pp. 371-372).  
29 Emphasis added. 
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court, the knight speaks to the king in order to regain what he deems his by right: ‘Sachiez 
que je ne vos demanderoie riens dou vostre, mes dou mien. Et se vos le me voleez rendre, 
je le demanderoie’ (§ 94, 9-11). Pelias, who believes it impossible for something to be 
both his and Sador’s, grants him the gift immediately. Because Sador does not trust him 
(‘comment vos en creroie je?’, § 94, 15) the king is forced into performing an oath: ‘et li 
rois li jure sor ses diex tot devant ses barons, et sor tote sa creance, qu’il li rendra tot 
maintenant ce dont il est tant a malaise’ (§ 94, 15-17). Pelias’ formal vow is, of course, 
performative: the promise of a gift comprises the act of gifting in and of itself, as the 
device of the don contraignant precludes any possibility of refusal. Because Pelias thinks 
Chelinde to be his own, he has no reason to deny his vassal’s request.30 Their alliance, 
however, breaks down once Chelinde’s double role as wife of Sador and of Pelias is 
finally revealed. With such semantic confusion, Jean-Charles Huchet would argue, ‘la 
possibilité d’établissement d’un lien social par un échange de paroles (l’hommage ou le 
mariage) s’en trouve invalidée.’31 The linguistic chaos her status has created is voiced by 
an irate Pelias: ‘Vassal, fait il, trahi m’avez, qui ensi m’avez sorpris par paroles’ (§ 95, 
3-4).32 
What is more, the ambiguity Chelinde inspires returns once Pelias voices the story 
from his perspective: 
Uns hons prist ja a un lyepart 
Compaignie et li fist part 
De toz les biens de son ostel. 
Li lieparz pensa puis tot el, 
Car quant li preudons l’ot fait riche, 
Li lyeparz saut, si se desniche. 
 
30 On the don contraignant see Jean Frappier, ‘Le motif du don contraignant dans la littérature du 
Moyen Âge’, Travaux de Linguistique et de Littérature, 7.2 (1969), 7-46; repr. in his Amours 
courtois et Table ronde (Genève: Droz, 1973), pp. 225-264, and Philippe Ménard, ‘Le don en 
blanc qui lie le donateur. Réflexions sur un motif de conte’, in An Arthurian Tapestry. Essays in 
honor of Lewis Thorpe, ed. by Kenneth Varty (Glasgow: French Department of the University of 
Glasgow, 1981), pp. 37-53. For its use in the Tristan romances, see Jean-Marc Pastré, ‘Le motif 
du don contraignant dans les romans de Tristan’ in Serment, promesse et engagement. Rituels et 
modalités au Moyen Âge, Actes du Sixième Colloque International de Montpellier, Université 
Paul Valéry, 21-24 novembre 2001, ed. by Françoise Laurent (Montpellier: Presses universitaires 
de la Méditerranée, 2008), pp. 181-194. 
31 Jean Charles Huchet, Le Roman Médieval, p. 118. The critic applies this reasoning to another 
foundress, Dido, who has created linguistic confusion with the trick of the deer’s hide (which 
Mélusine imitates).  
32 Emphasis added. 
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Au preudon saut, et si li oste 
Le cuer dou cors atot la coste (§ 111, p. 16). 
 
The devinaille refers to Sador (un lyepart) who had been well received by the King (li 
preudons) and had repaid this kindness by stealing his wife Chelinde (le cuer). However, 
as Huot notes, ‘the riddle might just as well be seen as referring to Pelias’s own designs 
on Celinde as Canor’s wife.’33 Because the Queen’s body has acquired such a surplus of 
meaning – wife of Sador, Canor, and Pelias – ‘the riddle admits at least two solutions, as 
Pelias is first the perpetrator and then the victim of the same crime.’34 Thus Pelias, 
affected by a double signification himself, is unable to speak univocally. The Queen has 
affected language to such a degree that riddles – which, by definition, should only accept 
one signification – become open to interpretation. However, no matter how many 
solutions hide within the enigma, the Riddler is unable to give an answer, as he is a 
stranger to the shared discourse that binds knightly society.  It is a testament to the force 
of Chelinde’s attraction that Sador is willing to betray this linguistic covenant and include 
the giant in this ‘alternative narrative […] of male bonding and sexual rivalry’.35 What is 
more, if Sador treacherously makes the giant part of this linguistic community, he also 
excludes himself from it when Pelias attempts to engage him in conversation, the night 
the two are forced to spend together under the perron:  
 
Et dit li rois a Sador qu’il estoit mout dolanz de ce qu’il s’estoit de li departiz en tel 
maniere, «car bien sachez que je vos amoie tant, et vos et vostre compaignie, que 
vostre vie poïssiez demorer avec moi, et vos et vostre feme, que ja ne vos feïsse 
chose qui vos depleüst» (§ 113, 9-13). 
 
But Sador knows well that Chelinde is also Pelias’s feme, and fears – perhaps rightly, 
given the king’s history of rape – that he might reclaim by force what could be considered 
his own (‘il la voudra maintenant avoir a force’, § 114, 13). To this misleading vow of 
peace and allegiance the only possible answer is silence: ‘Sador se test atant qu’il ne li 
respond riens’ (§ 113, 13-14).  
 
 
33 Huot, ‘Unspeakable horror’, p. 53. 
34 Huot, ‘Unspeakable horror’, p. 53. 
35 See Huot, Outsiders, pp. 193.  
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Thus the princess’ body not only fails to supply any productive ties, but it brings 
forth a Babelic confusion which more often than not makes these alliances fall apart. 
Sador thus remains completely landless up until the fortuitous introduction of the lord of 
Chastel Teriadan l’Enchanteor. After freeing themselves from the forced company of the 
riddling giant, Sador and Chelinde flee the forest in an attempt to return to Great Britain. 
By chance, they come upon a castle built upon a river: the lord of the household, seeing 
that Sador is armed, stops them. Upon hearing that he is a ‘chevaliers d’estrange terre’ (§ 
118, 9), he offers them hospitality. Sador initially refuses (‘il ne remandroit en nule 
maniere, car il chevauche a grant besoig, car mout a aillors faire’, § 118, 11-13), but soon 
complies with the châtelain’s insistent request. After studying him over dinner, the lord 
becomes convinced that his mysterious guest is in fact the knight that had defeated king 
Pelias in single combat at Merovex’s court. Sador admits to his identity and continues to 
answer the lord’s insistent questions regarding his current situation. The Christian knight 
responds by declaring that ‘s’en vet en la Grant Bretaigne, car s’il estoit illeques, totevoies 
cuideroit il vivre plus aese entre ses amis charnax que en estrange terre entre genz dont il 
ne coneüst nul qui ne li poteroient de leauté se petit non’ (§ 119, 15-18). Indeed Sador 
has lost all hope of establishing any productive male bond in Cornwall or Leonois: his 
wife’s excessive desirability has rendered it impossible. Now – somehow forgetting his 
ties with his ‘amis charnax’ in Great Britain had also been indirectly shattered by 
Chelinde when he murdered his brother – Sador aims to forge new and lasting political 
bonds through his pre-existing blood ties. His haste in leaving the castle as soon as 
possible is evident, but the lord seems equally keen in keeping him there, as ‘ce estoit li 
chevaliers ou monde qu’il plus prisoit de chevalerie, et que il plus amoit’ (§ 118, 18-20). 
Sador’s allure lies, then, in his extraordinary valor (‘por la bonté que je sai en vos de 
proece’, § 120, 7-8), which, incidentally, would make him an ideal heir to the châtelain’s 
lands: and indeed Sador is persuaded to stay in this unknown territory when the heirless 
châtelain offers him the loyalty of his men and the ownership of the castle upon his death.  
 
Je ferai tant que tuit mi home vos feront homaige, en ceste maniere que tout mon 
heritaige sera vostre aprés ma mort. Et vos lor creanteroiz que vos les deffendroiz 
encontre touz homes, et les feroiz estre en pes et en repos, si cum preudome et leal 
doit maintenir ses homes lealment (§ 120, 10-14). 
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In return, Sador swears to abandon all plans to leave: ‘Se vos ce me fesiez, fait Sador, je 
demorroie’ (§120, 18-19). A verbal agreement is reached, and the lord performatively 
upholds his end of the bargain on the spot by voicing his bequeathal: ‘tenez ma terre; je 
la vos doig aprés ma mort, et ferai que mi home vos feront homaige dedenz trois jorz’ (§ 
120, 19-21).36  
In Chastel Teriadan Sador is finally able to acquire the political and economic ties 
that Chelinde had not only failed to provide but had actually hindered. However, one may 
wonder if the verbal agreement into which the Christian knight enters is as positive as it 
initially appears. Through this covenant, Sador virtually exits the narrative as well as the 
knightly space of Cornwall and Leonois, entering into an isolation that lasts as long as 
fifteen years. Along the way, in the comfortable recesses of Chastel Teriadan, he and his 
wife will lose the faith that they had strenuously maintained in the face of adversity: 
Ensi remest Sador et sa feme el chastel de Teriadan. Et sachiez que adonc avoit il 
oublié si/la crestianité et la creance de Jesu Crist que a riens ne lor en estoit mes. Et 
cil meïsmes qui avec eus demoroient, ne cuidoient pas qu’il fussent crestien, car il 
se mantenoient de totes choses a la loi paiene (§121, 11-15). 
 
 The pagan chatelâin’s desire to impede Sador’s return to Great Britain and his 
desire to ‘collect’ the knight in an attempt to insure the protection of his lands seems 
suspect. Another such character in the Tristan en Prose will foster similar aims, the giant 
Dyaletes of the Loigtiegnes Isles.37 Dyaletes, a fierce persecutor of Christians, establishes 
a custom which dictates that the knights who arrive in the kingdom must be imprisoned 
or defeat in single combat the lord and become lord themselves.38 Just like the Riddler, 
Dyaletes seems bent on collecting the best examples of chivalry.39 In this way, the giant 
insures that his kingdom will always be ruled by the most valorous knight alive. Similarly, 
the lord of Chastel Teriadan is attracted to Sador by virtue of his proece, which has 
already proven to be superior to the land’s most powerful veisin, Pelias of Leonois. 
 
36 Emphasis added. 
37 The episode can be found in the second volume of Curtis’ edition: see Le roman de Tristan en 
prose, II ed. by Renée L. Curtis (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1976; repr. Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 1985) 
§ 445-482. 
38 For this reading of the episode of the Isle del Jaiant see Huot, Outsiders, pp. 158-169. 
39 As the Riddler says to Pelias: ‘Et por ce te retendrai je avec moi, dusqu’a tant que 
aventure amoint ceste part home que je teigne a plus saige de toi. Mes quant plus saige i vendra, 
adonc t’en porras aler, que ja plus ne te tendrai.’ (§ 117, 14-16). On Dyaletes and the Riddler as 
collectors, see Huot, Outsiders, p. 196. 
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Indeed, the text subtly implies that there might be something more sinister to what could 
otherwise be considered a Joyeuse Guarde ante litteram: ‘Ensi remest Sador leanz el 
chastel que l’en apeloit le chastel Teriadan l’Enchanteor. Et sanz faille Teriadan avoit esté 
enchanteor merveilleus, et avoit ce chastel fondé’ (§121, 1-3).40 The castle was founded 
by an enchanter, and while it seems to gift Sador all that Chelinde had been unable of 
providing,41 it also retains the (admittedly willing) couple in its enclosed space for more 
than a decade.42 Sador abandons all thoughts of the outside world until – years and an 
entire war later – word arrives of Pelias’ death, and he re-joins the knightly world for the 
feast of Venus (perhaps a perverse doubling of the Grail Pentecost which will separate 
Tristan and Yseut generations later?). Finally, the author’s mention that the chatelâin ‘si 
ne cuidoit mie qu’il [Sador] fust crestiens’ (§ 118, 20) renders the agreement that much 
more suspect, as it suggests that the lord intends to bequeath his lands only on the 
condition that his heir share in his paganism.  
 The peculiar isolation – whether or not due to some enchantment – of Chastel 
Teriadan and the apostasy which seems to be tied to its possession recasts the lord’s 
bequeathal in a sinister light. Is Chastel Teriadan just another golden prison like the 
Chastel de Pleurs in the Loigtiegnes Isles, which was built on the blood of Christians and 
which will function as both shelter and jail to Tristan and Iseut? Be that as it may, the 
episode of Chastel Teriadan (which tellingly immediately follows the couple’s 
imprisonment by the giant) makes clear that by the end of the narrative Sador is only able 
to establish productive alliances with those figures who resolutely stand on the outside of 
the knightly network, such as the mysterious châtelain or the Riddler.   
Chelinde and the Structures of Lineage 
Chelinde, however, causes proliferation along with destruction. If by the end of the 
narrative segment at hand almost everyone that has lusted after her has died, at the same 
 
40 Not to mention the position of the castle next to a body of water (a river): ‘les forces obscures 
qui menacent [la communauté humaine, celle du lignage, du royaume, de la chretianité] sont […] 
assimilées peu à peu au paganism et inséparables de l’image de l’eau.’ Harf-Lancner, ‘L’Eau 
magique’, p. 204. 
41 Mickel, ‘The Ordeal of Chelynde’, p. 59, also speaks of the couple’s enchanted existence in the 
castle and infers that this must be the significance of its name.  
42 Sylvia Huot, in reference to the Isle del Jaiant. Huot’s definition of the Isle del Jaiant can be 
applied to Teriadan: it ‘functions as a ‘kind of “black hole” at the edges of the Arthurian world’. 
See Huot, Outsiders, p. 161. 
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time the erotic desire she inspires has produced two kings; and she too becomes an 
ancestor of an important, albeit not entirely honourable, lineage. The foundress, however, 
proves to be utterly unadaptable to the genealogical system, as more than once she brings 
the institution of lineage to the brink of destruction. Of course, this is not surprising: if 
Chelinde is represented from the start as the anti-homosocial force par excellence, one 
cannot expect her to function differently within the economics of genealogy, incardinated 
as they are on the exchange of women by males.43  Indeed throughout the several unions 
she is forced in, the Babylonian princess is never exchanged, and thus never produces the 
homosocial alliances marriage grants men: rather, by entering into a union with Chelinde, 
Sador, Canor, and Pelias all lose vital male fellowships. The same could be said for 
Mélusine’s marriage, as the fairy purposefully seeks out a husband who, like her, has 
severed his family ties. With Raymundin’s uncle dead in the forest, the founding union 
of Lusignan purposefully escapes the control of Raymundin’s lineage - yet it retains its 
immense profitability. Quite on the contrary, Chelinde is unable to furnish her four 
consecutive husbands with any kind of property, and as we shall see, the productivity her 
body is forced to engage in leaves Sador and Canor’s lineages in a sorry state.  
  Indeed, while we are meant to understand Sador’s union with the Babylonian 
princess as the only legitimate relationship Chelinde engages in – by virtue of its being 
established under Christian law – it does pose serious difficulties in the matter of lineage.  
In fact, the union had been a product of Sador’s disobedience towards his uncle: in 
choosing a wife for himself, the knight effectively engages his lineage in a blood tie 
without his elder’s approval. At first, the marriage seems to represent perfectly the dreams 
of 11th and 12th century cadets, thus mirroring Mélusine’s function as both ‘maternelle et 
défricheuse’:44 an exogamous union that could immensely enrich the knight courageous 
enough to seek it out (Chelinde is after all a princess, while Sador is merely a knight - 
one of twelve male children - with no land to his name). As Sarah Kay has shown, in the 
 
43 I am referencing of course Claude Lévi-Strauss’ classic work The Elementary Structures of 
Kinship. Put simply, ‘no matter what form it takes, whether direct or indirect, general or special, 
immediate or deferred, explicit or implicit, closed or open, concrete or symbolic, it is exchange, 
always exchange, that emerges as the fundamental and common basis of all modalities of the 
institution of marriage.’ The Elementary Structures of Kinship (Les Structures Élémentaires De 
La Parenté), trans. By James Harle Bell, John Richard Von Sturmer and Rodney Needham 
(Boston: Beacon Press, 1969), pp. 478-479. 
44 Le Goff, Le Roy Ladurie, ‘Mélusine’. 
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chansons de geste marriage to a Saracen princess is politically fruitful for the hero whose 
story we are meant to follow: 
 
In fact in every case the princess is the daughter of an emir, almassor or other 
potentate, nearly always of higher rank than her beloved. Her conversion brings 
vast estates under Christian control. The ‘help’ she gives to the Christian knights 
can involve her assuming military leadership, actively pursuing the defeat of the 
Saracen force, and killing or punishing their leader.45 
 
But, as Kay herself has illustrated, chansons de geste and courtly romances often 
do not share the same outlook, particularly in relation to women. If marriage to a Saracen 
princess within epic fiction benefits the entire Frankish community, the same cannot be 
said for the romance’s prehistory, where the master narrative never reverts back to 
Babylon: Sador never travels to the Eastern land to assert his sovereignty.  Rather, 
Chelinde is left alone in the British Isles without any male family member to recognise 
her; therefore, no political or economic agreement can be reached that could benefit 
Sador’s lineage. She remains politically infertile, the mere phantom of a hyper-gamic 
marriage. As a matter of fact, the text seems to imply that without a king of Babylon to 
bargain with, the princess can bring neither lands nor riches, only her beauty and her 
body.46 Sador’s choice, like Raymundin’s, is thus wholly individualistic: motivated by 
love or lust, it constitutes a rebellion against his lineage, excluding as it does his elders’ 
wishes for what could be considered a productive blood-tie.47 As soon as Chelinde’s 
narrative trajectory diverges from that of her husband, and she is left yet again without 
any male authority, Joseph of Arimathea’s fears come to pass, and she is left to be 
superducta – the technical term for a woman who is remarried while her husband is still 
alive – not once but twice. The union’s issue is lost, fatherhood and sonship alike become 
unrecognizable, and these blood ties become unknowingly perverted. Quite unlike her 
 
45 Sarah Kay, The Chansons de Geste in the Age of Romance: Political Fictions (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1995), pp. 32-33. 
46 On the contrary, in the chansons de geste Saracen princesses enter into marriage with the 
Frankish heroes often against the wishes of their fathers, thus disrupting their own family ties for 
the political benefit of western Christendom. See Kay, The Chansons de Geste, p. 31. 
47 See R. Howard Bloch: ‘the autonomy of the individual to determine the biological course of 
lineage, which remained coterminous with its economic course, posed the possibility of 
overmanipulation and division – fragmentation and diffusion of race as well as of lands.’ 
Etymologies, p. 163.   
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epic counterparts, Chelinde proves to be a representation of the worst possible fears of 
the juvenis.48  
The queen’s function in the prehistory itself further emphasises the damage she 
inflicts upon the institution of lineage. Surely Chelinde’s character is used to furnish the 
Cornish and Leonois people with a genealogical explanation for the family’s faults, but 
her role is also fundamental in order to explain the Irish tribute, and thus Tristan’s pivotal 
victory over the Morholt. As mentioned above, it is because of the war she has caused 
between Cornwall and Leonois that the latter finds itself indebted to the Irish king 
Gonosor: 
 
Li rois d’Irlande, por ce que il estoit venus en Cornoaille o grant gent, e qu’il 
reconoissoient qu’il eüssent tout perdu se cil d’Irlande ne lor fussent venu aidier, 
por ce fu li treüs yluec establis, tex que cil de Cornoaille rendroient a ciaus d’Irlande 
chascun an cent damoiseles e cent damoisiaus touz de l’a/age de quinze ans et de 
gentil lignage, e cent chevaus de pris (§ 142, 9-14). 
 
Just as Chelinde disperses Sador’s lineage by losing Apollo, she becomes the cause of a 
true haemorrhage of Cornwall’s sons and daughters, all of high status. What is more, 
these damoiseles and damoisiaus are all of marriageable age: the loss is that much more 
heinous, as it deprives the kingdom of all the genealogical and political ties those unions 
could have established. Forcing the kingdom in an exclusive bond with the people of 
Ireland, the treüs constitutes a perversion of exogamic exchange, as Cornwall will never 
receive anything in turn; if anything, the only two Irish women who will marry Cornish 
kings will just destabilise the crown further.49  Thus, if Chelinde is the foundress of the 
Cornish dynasty through her non-consensual relationship with Canor and the birth of 
Cicorades, she also exposes the kingdom to the risk of virtual obliteration. Forced to 
surrender its young, Cornwall finds itself cripplingly unable to exercise exogamy for its 
own benefit, and thus loses all possibility to flourish or expand. In this sense, the 
 
48 Georges Duby, ‘Les «jeunes» dans la société aristocratique’, in Hommes et Structures du Moyen 
Âge (Paris, La Haye: Mouton, 1973), pp. 213-225, defines jeunesse ‘la part de l’existence [of a 
knight] comprise entre l’adoubement et la paternité’ (p. 214), characterised by errance as opposed 
to the fixity of the household which marks the life of the puer or vir. 
49 These would be Yseut and Joene. The latter will marry Chelinde’s son Cicorades. She will start 
an adulterous affair with a knight that will bring about the king’s death and signify the end of 
Canor’s line: the next king of Cornwall will be Candace, Apollo’s son, who will also rule over 
Leonois. See § 181-196. 
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Babylonian princess’ function within Cornish society does not differ from the one she 
exercises in Leonois. Without committing incest as she will with Apollo, the Cornish line 
she has founded can never develop outside of itself; moreover, just as Sador will lose his 
son and be excluded from the homosocial relationships Apollo will fashion for himself, 
so will Cornwall remain unable to reap the benefits inherent in the exchange of kin which 
Ireland will claim for itself. Nothing could be farther from the roman de Mélusine, where 
the fairy’s offspring establishes almost ludicrously productive alliances with the principal 
kingdoms of the Mediterranean. The Babylonian foundress, on the other hand, creates 
genealogies inherently unwilling or unable to exercise exogamy. 
Indeed, while the Babylonian princess does produce a lineage which ties Cornwall 
and Leonois, it is only in light of her death – rather than her womb – that both kingdoms 
find the basis for a linear and peaceful social structure. Firstly, with her demise, both 
regions are evangelised and converted to Christianity. The Queen’s refusal to recognise 
Saint Augustine’s authority brings forth a divine punishment in the form of fire,50 and, as 
Janet Caulkins notes, her violent death is crucial to the establishment of Christian law. 
 
Chelinde est une héroïne qui permet une «synthèse généalogique» par la reunion 
des populations sous l’égide chrétienne: le sort de Chelinde ébranle les esprits des 
gens du Léonois qui se convertissent au christianisme.51 
 
  The text implies that social order can be established only if insured by a Christian 
superstructure, which demands the death of the Babylonian princess. Chelinde’s body 
had posed an inescapable threat to male society, even as it had fashioned it into a lineage. 
Most importantly, immediately after her death both kingdoms are not only converted, but 
brought to a lasting peace by Saint Augustine’s words: 
 
 
50 Critics have often assumed that Chelinde’s death is punishment for her incest. See for example 
Emmanuel J. Mickel, ‘The ordeal of Chelynde’ p. 59: ‘[Chelinde] chose to live her life in a 
mundane world dominated by the whim of Fortune and the caprice of passion. This form of 
existence led her to the crime of incest, for which her punishment is a fitting conclusion’. 
However, this is not strictly the case. Apollo is equally guilty of the sin of incest, but from the 
very beginning he is more open than his spouse to Saint Augustine’s counsel. It is Chelinde’s 
refusal to accept Augustine words and more importantly, her attempted murder of the saint that 
cause her untimely demise. Quite to the contrary, incest was often used in the Middle Ages for 
redemption narratives, where the heinous sin was used as an example of God’s infinite 
forgiveness. See later on, note 63. 
51 Janet Caulkins, ‘Chelinde et la naissance’, p. 49. 
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En tel maniere com je vos cont, fu tornee Cornoaille a la loi crestiene. Et 
s’entrevindrent veoir li dui roi, cil de Cornoaille et cil de Lyonois, car bien lor avoit 
dit Sainz Augustins la verité de lor linaige, et coment il estoient sanz faille oissu 
d’une mere. Si est adonc la pes fermee des deus reaumes (§ 180, 1-5).  
 
Pagan law, in the form of the temple of Venus, had failed to reinstate political 
consensus; whereas Chelinde’s body, genetrix of the very consanguinity that will unite 
the two kingdoms, had only fomented war: the only authority that can reveal familial 
bonds and establish harmony within this entirely male community is the Christian word 
of Augustine. In other words, the holy man’s intervention is posed in the text as a solution 
to the disruptive power generated by Chelinde, and it underlines the role of Christian 
structures as guarantors of a functioning (male) society. At the same time, the foreign 
princess’ body is used as a cautionary tale for the misfortunes that un-regulated marriages 
cause feudal society throughout the prehistory. Beyond the legality and legitimacy that 
the Church can provide lie dangerous unions; after all, these are the warning words of 
Joseph of Arimathea himself, at the very beginning of the Tristan:  
 
«Sire, je ne vel mie que vos me mariez, que je meïsmes me marierai a ma volenté.» 
«Coment! Ce dit Joseph, ne veus tu pas estre desoz mon chastiement ausi cum sunt 
ti autre frere tuit?» «Sire, fait il, oïl, de totes choses veil je bien ovrer a vostre 
volenté, fors que de feme prendre solement. Mes de cele chose voudrai je ovrer a 
mon sens.» «Or t’en coviegne bien, fait Joseph; puis que ce veus faire a ta volenté, 
je m’en soferrai. Mes je dout que tu en la fin ne t’en repentes» (§3, 2-8). 
 
Joseph here speaks as a representative both of lineage (as Sador’s uncle) and of the 
Church. Indeed, in the course of the 11th and 12th centuries, both institutions had found a 
common ground mutually beneficial to each other in the practice of marriage. As the 
aristocracy relied more and more on the clergy to recognise and legitimate carnal unions 
and their offspring, the Church gained in power and authority. Moreover, if many – even 
amongst the royal – had initially fought against the ever more stringent control that 
ecclesiastical forces exerted on marriage and on the matter of consanguinity52 – when 
obtaining what constituted a legitimate, non-incestuous union was becoming increasingly 
 
52 Georges Duby, The Knight, the Lady and the Priest: The making of modern marriage in 
Medieval France, trans. by Barbara Bray (The University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 1993), pp. 
3-23. 
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difficult – by the beginning of the 13th century the feudal system had found a way to 
exploit the Church’s new rulings: 
 
The restriction[s] provided an immensely powerful instrument for parents to control 
the marriages of their children, and lords of their serfs. This was critical for many 
noble and knightly families. Prosperity and its transmission down the generations 
were now being seen more and more to depend on the accumulation and effective 
management of landed property. This depended, among other things, on preventing 
its fragmentation through the claims that would otherwise arise on the marriage 
either of sons or of daughters, all of whom, traditionally, had until now had equal 
claims.53  
 
Marriage, as the basis of lineage, had become a fundamental institution; and by the end 
of the 12th century,54 the Church had established itself as the only structure able to exercise 
any control over this system. It is no surprise that the genealogical romances of the 13th 
and 14th centuries reflect this position: in the Rorman de Mélusine, the fairy Mélior will 
refuse the king of Armenia on the grounds that such an incestuous marriage would never 
be approved by the Church (‘povre fol, n’es  tu pas descendu de la lignie du toy Guiron, 
qui fu filz Melusigne, ma seur, et je sui sta tante. Et tu es si prez de mon lignaige, posé 
que je me voulzisse assentir a toy avoir, que l’Eglise ne s’i vouldroit accorder’ p. 804). 
Similarly, the prehistory’s multiple marriages narrative functions as a literary witness to 
the importance of familial and ecclesiastical authority in matters of lineage: Chelinde’s 
incestuous marriage is the clearest illustration of the dangers that lie in rebelling against 
such a structure.  
Mother-lover: Incest and the Drama of Genealogy   
In the final section of Tristan’s prehistory, it is made clear that the linguistic confusion 
brought forth by Chelinde’s body does not only affect symbolic alliances: it threatens 
blood ties as well. Indeed, with her marriage to Apollo, Chelinde becomes both mother 
and wife of her son, scrambling the genealogic line beyond recognition. The union, into 
 
53  Robert I. Moore, The War on Heresy (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press of Harvard 
University Press, 2012), p. 231. 
54 See Brooke, The Medieval Idea of Marriage, pp. 126-8 on the dispute among historians as to 
exactly when the Church assumed total control over marriage: ‘For all this we can discern clearly 
enough that by the middle of the twelfth century it had happened: the lay courts might determine 
all the details of an inheritance, but the church courts settled first the issue of marriage, its validity 
and its qualities.’ (p. 128). 
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which the Saracen princess had entered unwillingly, turns out to be a happy one, lasting 
many years. It is during the feast commemorating the king’s coronation – and the day 
Apollo had started looking for a wife – that Saint Augustine’s ‘disruptive mouth’55 comes 
to court. The saint’s privileged knowledge of lineage reveals the exclusive power 
acquired by the Church in these matters. By the 13th century it was indeed the clergy’s 
unique right to establish, by consulting genealogies and calculating the degrees of kinship, 
whether a union should be considered incestuous or not.  It is in this context that one 
should understand the considerable interest the Œdipus myth held for ecclesiastical 
thought throughout the Middle Ages.56 
Thus the final episode of Chelinde’s life is used within the economy of the 
prehistory to illustrate the importance of ecclesiastical authority as a guarantor of an 
orderly society, and in particular its substructure: lineage. Without Christian control – the 
author implies – blood ties are bound to degenerate into incest.57 The holy man – who 
functions as the author’s narrative double – disrupts the pagan court’s celebrations with 
his devastating revelation, hidden under the guise of a simile: he initially compares the 
monarchs to a lous and a love, but then declares that a wolf, at least, would never fail to 
recognise its father, nor would it dare touch its father’s rightful prey. With the saint’s 
uttering, the lineage of Cornwall and Leonois is simultaneously created and almost 
destroyed. Augustine not only uncovers the hitherto unknown blood ties binding 
Chelinde, Cicorades and Apollo, but he also reveals the perilous status of this newfound 
lineage which, through incest, runs the risk of curtailing ‘[its] infinite (descending) 
progression into time and space and bring [...] about a genealogical dead end’.58 
 
55 I borrow the term from Jane Burns’ chapter ‘Enide’s disruptive mouths’ in Bodytalk: When 
Women Speak in Old French Literature (Philadelphia: The University of Pennsylvania Press, 
1993). 
56 ‘La Iglesia encontró en la leyenda de Edipo un buen ejemplo para combatir el incesto entre la 
nobleza y, sobre todo, en el caso de los monarcas. Quizá fuera el mito de Edipo el que uniera 
definitivamente el incesto a la profecía y, sobre todo, a la fatalidad’. See Paloma Gracia, ‘La 
prehistoria del Tristan en Prose y el incesto’, Romania 111 (1990), 385-398 (p. 395). For the 
Tristan en Prose’s prehistory and the Œdipus narrative as it is described in the Roman de Thebes 
see Jöel H. Grisward, ‘Un schème narratif du Tristan en prose: le mythe d’Œdipe’ in Mélanges 
de langue et de littérature médiévales offerts à Pierre Le Gentil, professeur à la Sorbonne (Paris: 
S.E.D.E.S., 1973), pp. 329-339. 
57 It is interesting that Saint Augustine  seemed to share the same preoccupation over incest with 
his fictional counterpart, as evidenced by the letter he sends to pope Gregory asking the legitimate 
number of degrees allowed for marriage: see Book I, XXVII of Bede’s Ecclesiastical History, ed. 
by Bertran Colgrave and R.A.B. Mynors (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969). 
58 Stahuljak, Bloodless Genealogies, p. 66.  
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Fortunately enough for the male members of the community, Augustine’s role as a 
clergyman gives him the key to this biological impasse: under Christian law an incestuous 
marriage is automatically invalid. Thus, the nuptial ties that bind Chelinde and Apollo are 
automatically dissolved with the saint’s mere uttering, and the threat of endogamy is 
neutralised. 
However, Augustine’s revelation does not simply constitute an exercise of the 
ecclesiastical power to name and punish incest, but it also unveils Chelinde’s status of 
motherhood, a pivotal element for the narrative’s trajectory. With his words, in fact, the 
saint publicly marks the Queen as mother of Apollo, ‘ta mere est ele voirement’ (§ 162, 
5-6), and of Cicorades: ‘E encore te di je autres noveles, que saches que Cicorades, li rois 
de Cornoaille, qui coronés a esté novelement, est tes frerez par ta mere; e l’engendra en 
ta mere li rois Canor un poi après celui termine que tu fu nés’ (§ 162, 7-10). Thus, 
Augustine exposes Chelinde’s profound genealogical function as foundress of the 
bloodline which will give birth to Marc and Tristan. The Tristan en Prose, like Jean 
d’Arras’ romance, confronts us with the performative power of words in matter of 
lineage: just as it was Raymundin’s prerogative to voice Mélusine into a monstrous 
mother, and just as Presine had taken it upon herself to weave a complicated 
intertextuality into a genealogy, so Augustine’s linguistic act immediately calls into being 
the Arimathean lineage of Cornwall and Leonois. Chelinde’s role as a mother is not 
established simply through the act of giving birth, it is defined performatively through 
language.  However, this power does not seem to reside with the Queen: the prose Tristan 
firmly places the ability of verbally forging lineage under Augustine’s ecclesiastical 
authority. Yet the saint’s linguistic power does not end here: his uttering stages the 
doubleness that characterises Chelinde’s body, as it now plays the mutually exclusive 
roles of both mother and wife of Apollo. The polysemy that had crippled the linguistic 
community of knights now affects blood ties as well, revealing the linguistic nature of 
both systems of alliance. Indicatively, Chelinde’s incestuous doubleness is reflected in 
Augustine’s speech, where she simultaneously embodies the role of she-wolf and prey: 
‘je me sui entre vos deus enbatu ausi con li aigniax qui s’enbat entre le lou e la love’ ( § 
160,15-17), ‘li lous est de tele manière qu’il ne vera ja son pere venir de si loing qu’il nel 
conoisse au flaire e au regart. Adonc avient il que c’il chace sa proie, e il l’ataint, il la 
laisera e n’i touchera por paor de son pere’ (§ 161, 3-6). This surplus of signification 
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demands to be resolved, as incest dangerously scrambles ‘the positions of difference such 
as “father”, “son”, “brother”, which gain their signification only in their mutual relation, 
which must be singular’.59 The Babylonian princess, transformed into an impossible 
clashing of meanings, dangerously confuses the laws of language, and must thus obtain 
some sort of linguistic univocity. The text stresses Chelinde’s outrageous doubleness 
incessantly: ‘et aprés as ta mere espousee’ (§ 161, 9) ‘ne pregne a moiller sa mere’ (§ 
161, 12) ‘ma mere prise a moillier’ (§ 162, 4) ‘ma feme est ma mere?’ (162, 5). Just as 
Mélusine confuses the limits between human and serpent until Raymundin’s utterance 
simplifies her doubleness by condemning her to a perpetual dragon state – a form which, 
as shown in the previous chapter, is necessary for the narrative to achieve its genealogic 
function – Chelinde’s body confuses the boundaries of language, and thus necessitates a 
semantic simplification. 
In firmly denying Augustine’s words, Chelinde makes clear her own auto-
definition: she exclusively represents herself as wife of Apollo, completely refusing the 
status of motherhood which the saint has made public. This is not surprising, as it is only 
in function of her sexuality – attributed to her by Sador, Naburzadan, Canor, Pelias, and 
Apollo himself – that Chelinde has been allowed a place in the narrative. Surely, she had 
been unwillingly claimed by these male characters throughout the story; and surely these 
successive appropriations of her body had re-written her time and time again against her 
desire. In the space of twenty years she had been transformed into the Christian wife of 
Sador, Naburzadan’s rape victim, the pagan queen of Cornwall, Pelias’s rape victim and 
wife, and once again the (pagan) wife of Sador until, finally, she had gained the title of 
pagan queen of Leonois. While the author is careful to underline the princess’ 
unhappiness as her body is taken and re-cast into a new role time and time again, it is also 
true that her excessively erotic nature had granted her a minimum legal status within the 
narrative: most times Chelinde is married off, she does not end up as a mere concubine,60 
 
59 Stahuljak, Bloodless genealogies, p. 67. 
60 As does Chelinde’s Italian adaptation, in Boccaccio’s novella II.7 of the Decameron. The 
relationships between the two texts was first noticed by Douglas Bruce (‘A Boccaccio 
Analogue in the Old French Prose Tristan’, Romanic Review, 1 (1910), 384-94) who refused to 
conjecture that Boccaccio might be referencing the Tristan directly: ‘I will say at once that I do 
not believe that Boccaccio derived his tale from the prose Tristan. It seems incredible that he 
should have selected from the long narrative of Chelinde’s adventure in that romance just these 
incidents as the basis of a separate tale’ (p. 392). He argues instead that both medieval authors 
were deriving their narratives from an unknown Byzantine model. The intertextuality and 
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and more often than not she maintains her regal rank. Thus, if the unbridled force of her 
attraction has been used within the prehistory as a cautionary tale of the dangers hidden 
in the pursuit of individualistic desires, it had also ensured her survival – along with her 
position as one of the centripetal foci of the narrative itself. The accusation of incest now 
throws Chelinde into a state of utter illegality: Augustine’s words strip her of the function 
which had characterised her up until that point, and that had afforded her, to some extent, 
protection. Indeed, if she had always been detached from the very narrative she 
unwillingly produced, with the saint’s revelation the Queen becomes an illegal alien in 
all respects: her last marriage deemed invalid, and fresh out of husbands, there is no way 
her otherness can be assimilated in this new Christian society, nor, for that matter, in the 
narrative itself.   
It is in this light that one must read Chelinde’s reaction of anger towards the saint, 
which could otherwise surprise the reader,61 especially when compared to Apollo’s own 
open attitude. It was she, after all, and not her husband/son, who had known and practiced 
Christianity: it would have been more likely for her, rather than Apollo, to accept 
Augustine’s truth without question. The princess could have easily re-embraced 
Christianity, submitted to Augustine’s revelation and turned to a nunnery, becoming a 
bride of God – a common narrative escamotage for eliminating female characters in 
medieval French texts.62 What is more, the popularity that the incest narrative had gained 
throughout the 12th and 13th centuries was not exclusively restricted to its chastising 
moral: ‘incest, as a particularly heinous form of lust, offered a splendid opportunity for 
propaganda about contrition and penance as the roads to salvation.’63 Thus, Chelinde, like 
 
Boccaccio’s debt to the Tristan en Prose has since been wholly confirmed by Franca Brambilla 
Ageno, ‘Una fonte della novella di Alatiel’, Studi sul Boccaccio, 10 (1977), 145-148. Daniela 
Delcorno Branca notes that in light of the absence of the entire genealogy section from what she 
calls the Italian ‘redaction R’ (the Tristano Riccardiano and ms. Firenze, Biblioteca Nazionale 
Centrale, Panciatichiano 33) ‘tanto più notevole appare l’utilizzazione da parte di Boccaccio delle 
avventurose vicende di Chelinde e Sadoc nella novella di Alatiel (Decameron II, 7), pur 
comprensibile qualora si ricordi l’origine napoletana di fr[ançais] 756 o quella pisano-genovese 
di L [Firenze, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Ashburnham 123 (50)]. See Tristano e Lancillotto 
in Italia: studi di letteratura arturiana (Ravenna: Longo, 1998), pp. 72-73. 
61 Emmanuel J Mickel Jr., for example, states: ‘the change in Chelynde is so dramatic that one 
might even suggest a change of author or that he had forgotten the character as she appeared in 
earlier passages.’ See ‘The Ordeal of Chelynde’, pp. 51-52. 
62 Guinevere finishes her days in a convent in La Mort le Roi Artu; Guildeluec, in Marie de 
France’s Eliduc, becomes the abbess of a new convent founded on her ex-husband’s lands.  
63 Elizabeth Archibald, ‘Incest in Medieval Literature and Society’, Forum for Modern Language 
Studies, 25 (1989), 1-15 (p. 2). 
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her son, might have taken the chance to repent her sins, and chosen a life of pious 
devotion: contemporary readers familiar with texts such as the life of Pope Gregory, Saint 
Albanus, the Dit du Boef and the Dit de la Bourgeoise de Rome might have expected such 
an ending.64 
However, Chelinde refuses to exit the story peacefully and lose, with the charge of 
incest, the sexuality that had placed her at the centre of a disintegrating male society. Like 
Mélusine, the queen represents a challenge to the narrative of her (monstrous) 
motherhood, providing her own version of events, one devoided of genealogical 
repercussions. It is only in her final moments, then, that the Saracen princess finally 
resembles her epic counterparts: in her examination of the chansons de geste, Sarah Kay 
underlines how these female figures are not only politically fruitful, as seen above, but 
how they often ‘exercise moral and emotional choices very much as do the Frankish 
heroes’.65 The agency of these princesses is evident, although often misconstrued by 
critics. In her last – and possibly her first – actions, Chelinde finally comes to exercise 
her will (‘se ge i ai pechié, mien soit; – she says –  mais soufrés que je en fasse ma 
volenté’, § 165, 11-12), in an attempt to control the story that Saint Augustine has written 
for her. Aligning herself with the pagan system – which is clearly unable to detect not 
only genealogical perversions but lineage per se – the Queen endeavours to censure 
Augustine’s truth. Thus, by her reaction to the saint’s words – ‘foles paroles’ (§ 162, 17) 
she cries – Chelinde transforms into a ‘stereotype of the vengeful pagan tyrant’66 and 
 
64 For French versions of the life of Saint Gregory, see La Vie du Pape Saint Gregoire: Huit 
versions françaises médiévales de la légende du bon pécheur, ed. by Hendrik B. Sol (Amsterdam: 
Rodopi, 1977); For Albanus, see Die Albanuslegende: Deutsche Fassungen und ihre Beziehungen 
zur lateinischen Überlieferung, ed. by Karin Morvey, Medium Aevum: Philologische Studien 32 
(Munich: W. Fink, 1977). Both Le Dit du du Buef and Le Dit de la Bourgeoise de Rome are edited 
in Nouveau recueil de contes, dits, fabliaux, et autres pièces inédites des XIIIe, XIVe et XVe 
siècles, pour faire suite aux collections Legrand d’Aussy, Barbazan et Méon, ed. by Achille 
Jubinal, 2 vols (Paris, É. Pannier, 1839), I, pp. 42-72 and pp. 79-87. On incest as material for 
edifying narratives see Elizabeth Archibald, ‘Incest in Medieval Literature and Society’, and 
Incest and the Medieval Imagination, pp. 104-133; See also Anita Guerreau-Jalabert, ‘Inceste et 
sainteté: la vie de saint Gregoire en français (XIIe siècle)’, Annales. Économies, Sociétés, 
Civilisations, 43 (1988), 1291–1319. To these one might add the Vie de Saint Gilles, where 
Charlemagne is finally saved from his sin of incest with his sister thanks to the saint’s prayers. 
See Guillaume de Berneville, La Vie de saint Gilles. Texte du XIIe siècle, publié d'après le 
manuscrit de la Bibliothèque Laurentienne de Florence, ed. by Françoise Laurent (Paris: 
Champion, 2003). 
65 Kay, The Chansons de Geste, p. 36. 
66 Huot, Outsiders, p. 179. 
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effectively constructs a story of her own, re-writing Augustine as a devil and a perjurer. 
Her attempt to finally ‘[participate] in the activities of narration’67 brings her closer still 
to her epic counterparts, who ‘do not […] merely acquire control over the plots of these 
stories, they also exercise an uncanny authority at the level of their telling’.68 
 
Sire, merveilles faites qui escotés cest deable, cest ennemi! Sachés, se est un 
enchanteres, e se vos le creez, vos vos en tendrois a honi en la fin. […] C’est uns 
diables, uns enchantieres, et por ce ne quier ge ja qu’il viegne en leu ou nos soions, 
qu’il ne nos en poroit venir se mal non (§ 162, 12-14; § 165, 14-16). 
 
But her rebellious words cannot deny Augustine’s performative utterance, nor can she 
extract herself from the new linguistic bonds he has established between herself and 
Apollo. Inescapably different from the Saracen princesses of the chansons de geste, her 
attempt to take control of the story fails, and not surprisingly: Chelinde’s effort to 
compose a story of sexual orthodoxy and deny her motherhood could never have come to 
pass. Both the Queen’s excessive sexuality and her role as mother are fundamental to the 
narrative itself:  the depravities her body had inspired in Sador, Canor, Pelias and Apollo 
function as an anticipation of the lust that will characterise Marc and Tristan’s generation; 
her genealogical destiny is the prehistory’s very raison d’être, as it proves the inborn 
quality of the family’s immoderate cupidity. 
Then again, the anti-ecclesiastical narrative Chelinde represents could have never 
transpired, as the story’s trajectory inevitably unfolds towards the insertion of the matière 
Tristanienne into the Christian world of Arthur. Indeed, the divine suppression of 
Chelinde’s dissenting voice is the very cause of the kingdom’s evangelization. Somehow, 
the Christian wife of Joseph of Arimathea’s nephew has failed in providing the kingdom 
with a linear family tree and Christian law: only Augustine’s authority is able, on 
Chelinde’s incinerated body, to re-establish social order.  Borrowing Jeffrey Jerome 
Cohen’s words, one could say that it is only by virtue of the saint’s words that Cornwall 
and Leonois will finally gain ‘the imprint of a new, masculine language to materialise an 
order, to precipitate culture through some foundational prohibition, through some heroic 
 
67 Kay, The Chansons de Geste, p. 46. 
68 Kay, The Chansons de Geste, p. 46. 




It could be said that in her attempt  censure Augustine’s narrative the Queen fails 
to grasp not only the inevitable trajectory of the story she inhabits, but its very genre.  The 
initial section of the Tristan en Prose is, above all, a genealogy. Chelinde’s role is that of 
foundress of the lineages of Cornwall and Leonois: as such, her motherhood is 
inescapable. It is her body that furnishes this lineage with the materia on which it is to be 
formed: in refusing the label of mother, Chelinde is refusing to recognise the true purpose 
of the initial section of the Tristan en Prose: to furnish Marc and Tristan with a fitting 
genealogy, and to inscribe Cornwall and Leonois in the landscape of Christian England. 
In other words, the prehistory of the romance is not yet – as Chelinde seems to think – 
the romance itself: Augustine cannot be silenced and her marriage with Apollo will not 
be a happy, lasting one.  
Thus, while Chelinde’s motherhood cannot be eliminated from the narrative, she 
herself can and must be disposed of.  The unavoidable nature of the master narrative is 
materialised and inscribed in the story itself through Chelinde’s perjured body: not unlike 
Mélusine, whose super-human corporality had betrayed the fairyhood she had attempted 
to suppress, the Queen’s competing narrative is revealed as false by her own flesh. 
Fittingly, her attempted murder of Augustine and her resulting death have been compared 
by Emmanuel J. Mickel to a medieval ordeal: ‘Chelynde considers [Augustine’s] 
testimony outrageous slander, a criminal act against the person of the queen. […] When 
Chelynde has Augustine cast into the fire, he does not burn because he has spoken the 
truth. He has succeeded in the ‘judicium dei’.’70 Accordingly, it is Chelinde’s body that 
attracts the judicial fire upon itself, revealing the fallacy of her own narrative of sexual 
order against Augustine’s Christian narrative of monstrous motherhood: 
 
Il trovent devant la fenestre la roïne, qui toute ardoit dou foudre que li Souverains 
Maistres avoit envoiee sor lui. Si s’estoit en tel maniere la devine venjance mostree, 
que tout droitement a celui point / que li fuex destaint ou Saint Augustins devoit 
estre mis, a cele hore meïsmes vint li fuex dou ciel qui sor la roïne chaï (§ 168, 5-9). 
 
The Queen’s body continues to denounce itself even after death, as it burns for an 
 
69 The quotation originally referenced Albion under Albina’s control: see Jeffrey Jerome Cohen, 
Of Giants, p. 56. 
70 Mickel, ‘The Ordeal of Chelynde’, p. 53.  
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astonishingly long time: ‘[Apollo] vit que la royne estoit ja morte piesa avoit, e ardoit 
encore si merveillousement que nus le la veïst adonc qui ne fust esbahiz’(§ 169,4); 
bringing Apollo to recognise that the event is directly correlated with his wife’s attempt 
to silence the truth teller.71 While the divine thunderbolt that kills Chelinde is reminiscent 
of the Apollonius of Tyre legend,72 the cadaver’s extraordinarily foul odour seems to be 
particular to the Tristan author, as it underlines further the falsity of Chelinde’s narrative: 
‘Et sachiés que la roïne estoit ja si arse que la char de lui e ses os estoient ja tornés en 
cendre; e ele puoit si durement que a paine pooit home demorer au palais’ (§ 169, 14-16). 
The body’s stench – traditionally associated with sin, false religion, but also martyr 
persecution73 – further places the Queen in sharp contrast with the saint’s holy truth, and 
proves that her own denial of motherhood, and a narrative of sexual order against a ‘devil’ 
Augustine, could never have been possible.   
The alternative narrative Chelinde represents thus utterly fails against the truth 
 
71 ‘«Ha! Dit li rois, mal avons fait! Ceste chose nos est avenue par le pechié dou prodome que nos 
avions abandoné a mort. Il est bons hons, e nos somes pecheors».’ § 169, 5-7. 
72 The story begins with an act of incest between king Antiochus and his daughter: the king is 
later found, burnt to a crisp by a divine thunderbolt, in his daughter’s bed. The intertextuality 
Huot has outlined between the prehistory and the French verse version of the Apollonius legend 
(from which the Riddling Giant of the Prose Tristan borrows his riddles) makes us certain that 
the Tristan author knew the story well (see Huot, ‘Unspeakable horror’, pp. 59-61). Fragments of 
the French verse version of the Apollonius of Tyre matter along with later prose versions are 
edited by Charles B. Lewis, ‘Die altfranzösischen Prosaversionen des Apolloniusromans’, 
Romanische Forschungen, 34 (1915), 1-277. It should also be noted that the same association of 
incest and divine lightening recurs in the Historia Brittonum, which recounts how Vortigern 
knowingly married his own daughter and how he refused to repent to St Germanus; finally the 
saint’s prayers call forth fire from heaven which burns the King alive. See Nennius, British 
History and The Welsh Annals, ed. by John Morris, Arthurian Period Sources 8 (London: 
Phillimore, 1980) Chapters 39-48. 
73 Susan Ashbrook Harvey, Scenting Salvation: Ancient Christianity and the Olfactory 
Imagination (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006), pp. 206-210.  As for persecutors 
who died a wretched and foul death, the critic points to the late antique Christian legend of the 
death of Herod of Judea, a fitting punishment for his murder of John the Baptist. See Ashbrook 
Harvey, Scenting Salvation pp. 208-209; Michel Evans, The Death of Kings: Royal Deaths in 
Medieval England (London, New York: Hambledon and London, 2003), pp. 69-71, cites the foul 
death of Herod Agrippa as punishment for having killed Stephen and Peter; along with the demise 
of Emperor Galerius. On the other hand, Mickel, as we have seen, in his ‘The ordeal of Chelynde’ 
interprets the stench as revealing of Chelinde’s love for the pleasures of mundane life, such as 
that of William I (Ordericus Vitalis, The Ecclesiastical History of Orderic Vitalis, ed. and trans. 
by Marjorie Chiball (Oxford: Calrendon Press, 1973), vol 4, pp. 106-107). As I have already 
argued, I believe the Queen’s punishment has little to do with her luxurious or incestuous 
behavior, and is more strictly related to her rebellion to the Saint. On the subject see Evans, The 
Death of Kings, pp. 61-87, where the reading of the deaths of William I, Henry I and John I also 
look at the contemporary tensions between monarchy and the ecclesiastical body.  
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spoken by Augustine. The holy man’s words mould her into the unwilling foundress of a 
convoluted lineage, but they also simultaneously condemn her to exit what has truly 
become a narrative of genealogy. Her demise is necessary in order to straighten into a 
vertical line the very lineage which she has created. Not unlike the Roman de Mélusine, 
whose genealogical function depended on the removal of the human Mélusine from the 
narrative, the prehistory bases its genealogical claims on Chelinde’s incinerated maternal 
body: God’s divine punishment proves at once the truth of Augustine’s narrative of 
motherhood, while eliminating the dangerous linguistic confusion she had unwittingly 
created from this narrative of lineage. One could indeed ask, with Huchet: ‘Mésuser du 
langage, ou compromettre la parole, peut-il rester impuni?’74  
Chelinde, the Grail, and the Narrative Programme of the Tristan en Prose 
Thus in the prose Tristan history of lineage establishes itself upon the elimination of its 
own genetrix: Chelinde’s polysemous body is necessarily relegated to a moment before 
the establishment of linear time, to which the dangerous circularity of incest poses an 
impossible threat. It is perhaps in this light that one must read the complete isolation that 
characterises the prehistory’s narrative from the rest of the Tristan, a caesura which has 
vexed critics of the romance. The autonomy of the prehistory – which will allow 
Boccaccio to easily recast the narrative as a novella – strongly differentiates the prose 
romance from its literary antecedents, and in particular the Lancelot-Grail cycle, where 
the hero’s ancestors continue to be heard throughout the narrative.  
 
Toute forme de communication entre les personnages de la période pré-arthurienne 
et leur postérité est abolie. Les ancêtres n’ont rien à transmettre, pas même le 
témoignage qu’ils ont existé. Tristan ignore donc tout sur ses origines. Et l’inverse 
est également vrai: Sador, Chelinde, Apollo ont les yeux fixés sur leur propre vie, 
ils ne voient pas ce qu’il y a au-delà.75 
 
Tristan’s ancestors are never heard of again, a silence which becomes all the more 
deafening when one considers that all the complete manuscripts which record the 
 
74 Jean Charles Huchet, Le Roman Médieval, p. 119. 
75 Van Coolput, ‘La “préhistoire arthurienne”‘, p. 280. 
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prehistory76 also relate passages from the Lancelot-Grail recounting both Lancelot’s 
discovery of his lineage77 and the long episode of Solomon’s boat, in which Galahad 
uncovers the messages sent for him by his Biblical ancestress, Solomon’s wife.  
 Yet the risk Chelinde is made to represent for the authorial project of the romance 
does not stem from her unwitting act of incest, but rather form her attempt to stop its 
voicing.78 Indeed, what has escaped critics of the prehistory so far is that the act of incest 
– and most importantly its denunciation by Augustine – is fundamental for the 
establishment of Trisan’s Grailian roots, in the same way as Raymundin’s denunciation 
insures Mélusine’s function as the dragon who will legitimise Jean de Berry’s claims. 
Had Apollo never married Chelinde, and had Augustine never denounced the union as 
incestuous, Apollo’s Arimathean lineage would have been lost, as he would have never 
gained knowledge of his father’s identity. Thus, by denying the King’s parentage, 
Chelinde threatens to erase the connection binding Joseph of Arimathea to Tristan 
through Sador. Yet the genealogical suture tying matière tristanienne and Grail matter is 
the first, vital step in the weaving of Tristan’s narrative into that of the Round Table. An 
Arimathean lineage is an essential pedigree for the knights of Camelot, especially after 
the Estoire del Saint Graal extended the honour from Galahad to Yvain and the Lot line 
(but took it away from Lancelot).79 As Carol J. Chase notes, the Estoire is essentially 
 
76 As one might recall, all representatives of V II or ‘Vulgate’, are characterised by an intense 
interpolation of passages from the Lancelot-Grail cycle. 
77 As mentioned in chapter 3, in the Lancelot proper the hero is descendant from Joseph of 
Arimathea, but the Queste del Saint Graal and the Estoire del Saint Graal re-write this lineage – 
too pious for such a sinful knight – and make Lancelot a descendant of Nascien, the king of Sarras 
and Joseph’s first convert. This is the tradition repeated by the prose Tristan. Tristan’s genealogy 
on the other hand seems to be modelled on Robert de Boron’s Joseph d’Arimathie rather than the 
Estoire’s. See Baumgartner, Essai, pp. 37-38. For a detailed analysis of Lancelot’s genealogical 
shift see Carol J.  Chase, ‘The gateway to the Lancelot-Grail Cycle: L’Estoire del Saint Graal’ in 
A Companion to the Lancelot-Grail Cycle, pp. 65-75. 
78 Thus the Tristan en prose uses the Oedipus myth in a completely original way: incest is now a 
device to uncover parental roots. In this sense, it must be voiced – and as we have seen, Augustine 
does so almost obsessively. See Miranda Griffin, ‘Writing Out the Sin: Charlemagne, Arthur and 
the Spectre of Incest’, Neophilologus, 88.4 (2004), 499-519 (p. 513), where, by contrast, the 
scholar notes how Charlemagne and Arthur’s sin is always carefully left unmentioned. 
79 For Lancelot’s shift in lineage from the Lancelot proper to the Queste and the Estoire see 
Chapter 3. For genealogical trees connecting Yvain and Gawain to Joseph, see Carol J. Chase, 
‘La conversion des païennes dans l’Estoire del Saint Graal’ in Arthurian Romance and Gender: 
Selected Proceedings of the XVIIth International Arthurian Congress / Masculin/féminin dans le 
roman arthurien médiéval. Actes choisis du XVIIe Congrès International Arthurien ed. by 
Friedrich Wolfzettel (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1995), pp. 251-264 (pp. 262-263). 
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made up of a series of marriages ‘unissant des jeunes gens qui seront les ancêtres des 
chevaliers arthuriens […] ces unions lient des hommes chrétiens qui sont tous des parents 
de Joseph d’Arimathie et des païennes converties, toutes filles de roi.’80 The ‘invention’ 
of this eleventh son of Bron is an ingenious ploy on the part of the Tristan author: the 
narrative of Sador’s marriage with Chelinde apparently respects the model of the Estoire 
– where the union of a relative of Joseph’s with a ‘converted pagan princess’ is the norm 
– yet it completely changes its significance. Born within the Grail family yet defining his 
life by the pursuit of carnal love, Sador (‘les héros non-conformiste’)81 prefigures 
Tristan’s own role in the Arthurian holy quest.82 As a descendant of Joseph of Arimathea 
Tristan is allowed to take part in the Round Table’s final  adventure, yet he repeats his 
ancestor’s choices: the pursuit of Yseut  is always the hero’s main destiny; thus he 
abandons the holy quest when his absence allows Marc to abduct Yseut from the Joyeuse 
Guarde.83  Like Sador, who deserted his Arimathean lineage in the pursuit of sexual love, 
so Tristan makes his own choice: his ominously tardy arrival to the feast of the Grail 
Pentecost is the first clear sign of the hero’s priorities, which are later confirmed in his 
infamous letter to Yseut:  
 
Ma douce dame, bien savés conment la queste fu juree et moi poise que je onques 
le jurai. Se Diex m’aïst, maintes fois m’en sui repentis puis celui jor. Mais puis que 
il est ensi, Dieu merci, que je ai tout ce acompli a honneur de cevalerie et a sauveté 
de mon cors, – et je ai en ceste queste travaillié tant, conme Diex set, et tant j’ai 
fait, Dieu merchi, que j’ai conquis et pris et los plus que je n’avoie devant – or m’en 
reporai je sans blasme a vous retourner, car assés j’ai demouré.84 
 
 
80 Carol J. Chase, ‘La conversion des païennes’, p. 257. 
81 See Emmanuèle Baumgartner, La Harpe & l’épée. Tradition et renouvellement dans le Tristan 
en prose, (Paris: S.E.D.E.S., 1990), p. 18. The critic expresses a similar position regarding Sador’s 
role in the relationship tying prose Tristan and Lancelot-Grail cycle.  
82 The opposite view is held by Colette-Anne Van Coolput who sees the romance as practicing an 
‘art de la disjonction’: ‘Au bloc monolithique présent dans les premiers romans du Graal en prose 
– l’histoire des ancêtres venant se superposer à la destinée du héros principal, et ces deux aspects 
coïncidant à leur tour avec l’histoire du Graal – le Tristan oppose une simple juxtaposition: la vie 
des fondateurs du lignage est sans rapports avec celle du héros éponyme; le destin de Tristan ne 
se confond plus avec celui du chevalier qui mène à bien la Quête du Graal’. See ‘La “préhistoire 
arthurienne”’, p. 282. 
83 Löseth, Analyse, § 516. 
84 Le roman de Tristan en prose, VII, ed. by Danielle Queruel and Monique Santucci (Genève: 
Droz, 1994) § 39, 51-59. 
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 In refusing to accept that the child from her marriage with Sador has survived 
Canor’s attempted infanticide, Chelinde is rejecting her own role as the graft connecting 
the Grail material to the Tristanian landscape of Cornwall and Leonois. Her defiance of 
the narrative suture is the very first act of resistance to the intermingling of the two worlds, 
a narrative friction that Ernspeter Ruhe and Richard Trachsler have defined as constitutive 
of the Tristan en Prose.85 From this perspective, one can read Chelinde’s anti-homosocial 
role throughout the prehistory as the narrative embodiment of a resistance to the insertion 
of a Grailian hero – Sador – into a Cornish and Leonnois recit. Be that as it may, from a 
textual standpoint Chelinde’s first and only act of agency does not endanger merely the 
prehistory: it jeopardises both the biographical déroulement of the romance (its intra-
textual structure), and the new project of an ‘estoire del Saint Graal’ – as the author names 
it86 – that must include the Cornish hero Tristan (its intertextual enterprise). This vital 
genealogical and intertextual connection to the Grail narrative is forged precisely through 
 
85 Trachsler, Clôtures, pp. 164-188, and Ernspeter Ruhe, ‘Repetition und integration: 
Strukturprobleme des Roman de Tristan en prose’ in Funktion, Funktionswandel und Ideologie 
am Beispiel des Roman de Tristan en prose: Kolloquium Würzburg 1977, ed. by Ernstpeter Ruhe 
und Richard Schwadere (München: W. Fink, 1979), pp.  131-172. However, Ruhe asserts that the 
connection between Sador and Tristan is not figural: ‘Mit den genannten Fakten wird formal die 
Beziehung der vor- und Frühgeschlchte Tristans zur Präfigurationsfunktion 
der Estoire akzentuiert, jedoch werden vor dieser Folie zugleich auch die grundlegenden 
Differenzen zu ihr umso deutlicher greifbar. Das Strukturverfahren ist im Prosa-Tristan imitiert, 
jedoch in diesem Text um alle für die Estoire und Queste konstitutiven heilsgeschichtlichen 
Bezüge verkürzt; statt von “präfigurieren” kann deshalb nur von “präludieren” gesprochen 
werden. Entsprechend seiner schuldhaften Verstrickung, deren Ursprung zur Entlastung des 
Helden von persönlicher Verantwortung bis an den Anfang seines Geschlechts zurückverlegt 
ist, bleibt Tristan aus dem Gralsgeschehen als Heilsgeschehen ausgeschlossen; seine Teilnahme 
an der Queste, vor deren Abschluß er wie viele andere Ritter der Table Ronde bereits stirbt, 
beschränkt sich auf die auch ohne diese denkbaren, üblichen Aventüren eines fahrenden Ritters.’ 
The scholar here clearly intends figura as strictly applying to Christian salvation. However, in 
Auerbach’s words, figural interpretation simply ‘establishes a connection between two events or 
persons the first of which signifies not only itself but also the second, while the second 
encompasses or fulfils the first’. (Erich Auerbach, ‘Figura’, in Scenes from the Drama of 
European Literature, Theory and History of Literature 9 (Manchester: Manchester University 
Press, 1984), pp. 11-76, (p. 53)). When Auerbach reads Dante’s Cato or Beatrice as figural, he 
does not do so merely in virtue of their Christian salvation, but because, in the Commedia, these 
characters represent the fulfillment of their historical personas. Thus, the relationship between 
prefiguration and fulfillment does not simply concern stories of salvation, but of damnation as 
well: the lost souls we meet in Inferno, which will one day be flesh, are to be considered equally 
as fulfillments of their historical pre-figurations. Most importantly, this fulfillment will be as real, 
in the flesh, as their historical counterpart. (Auberbach, ‘Figura’, p. 74). Thus one can read 
Tristan’s choice of abandoning the Grail quest as a fulfillment of Sador’s role in the prehistory. 
86 In his prologue, § 1, 1-21. Indeed, if one were to read only the first 15 lines of the romance, one 
would be hard pressed to imagine this is a romance of Tristan and not a Grail text. 
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– and not despite of - incest. And how else could the lover of King Marc’s wife be inserted 
in the Grail landscape, without running the risk of losing the Tristan’s fundamental 
narrative of carnal desire?  
 Moreover, I argue that it is precisely the combination of incest and Grail matter 
which characterises the prehistory that insures the cyclicity of the romance. The 
destructive potential embodied by the holy vessel on the one hand and by an incestuous 
union on the other reappears in ring komposition at the end of the romance – the other 
remarkable invention the prose Tristan has added to its verse antecedents. As is well 
known, the death of the two lovers undergoes a profound rewriting,87 one that proves that 
the Tristan en prose author was an exceptionally attentive reader of his model, the 
Lancelot-Grail. Indeed, the deep-seated connection tying incest and Holy Grail is not a 
new feature of Arthurian romance.88 In La Mort le roi Artu, the shadow of Arthur’s incest 
lurks behind the scene: the King’s sin is as much to blame for the end of the Round Table 
– and of the narrative itself – as is the Grail quest which depletes his kingdom. This lethal 
mix of endogamous and exogamous forces is adopted by the Tristan as well, where the 
lovers do not die because of Iseut Blanche Mains’ treachery, as tradition would have it. 
Rather, the end of the hero’s life – with which most manuscript witnesses choose to end 
their tale – acquires decidedly Œdipal overtones, since it is caused by his incestuous 
relationship with his aunt, which instigates his murder at the hand of his uncle and king.89 
Just as in La Mort le roi Artu, the text explicitly connects the endogenous murder to the 
holy quest, responsible for Tristan’s absence and Camelot’s weakness. The appearance 
of the two centripetal and centrifugal forces at the beginning and end of the romance 
establishes a cyclical ‘chronology of the symbolic’ for the prose Tristan, connecting the 
hero to his ancestors, and reaching down to Arthur’s dramatic end.90 The compilers 
behind Bibliothèque Nationale de France MS français 758 and 24400, which add the 
narrative of the fall of Arthur’s reign, may have been responding to such a structure.  
 
87 With the exception of Bibliothèque nationale de France, français 103. See Joseph Bédier, ‘La 
mort de Tristan et d’Iseut, d’après le manuscrit fr. 103 de la Bibliothèque nationale comparé au 
poème allemand d’Eilhart d’Oberg’, Romania, 15 (1886), 481-510. 
88 Jacques Ribaud argues that the shadow of incest haunts the genealogical tree of the Grail kings: 
see ‘Généalogie morale des Rois-Pêcheurs’ Change, 16–17 (1973), 228–247. 
89 See Andre de Mandach, ‘Le Triangle Marc-Iseut-Tristan: un drame de double inceste’, Etudes 
Celtiques, 33 (1986), 193-213, where the scholar argues that Marc was Tristan’s father. 
90 I have adopted the terminology from Miranda Griffin, The Object, p. 147. 
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 It is with this view of cyclicity in mind that we can interpret one of the most 
perplexing passages of the Tristan which appears near that recounting the tragic deaths 
of the two lovers: the peculiar story of the Chastel Felon. When the tower of this evil 
pagan castle is finally destroyed by divine intervention elicited by Galahad’s prayers, 
Arthur decides to rebuild it: his efforts, like those of Vortigern at Mount Snowdon,91 
prove fruitless. Finally, a prophecy informs Arthur that the fortress will only be rebuilt 
by his descendant, Charlemagne. 
 
Roi Artus, tu te traveilles pour noient, qui de ceste tour restorer t’entremés, car a 
Nostre Signeur ne plaist mie qu’ele soit restoree, ains querra jusq’a tant que li rois 
de Gaule qui Charles sera apelés vienra, qui atournera a la loy crestienne le pule, et 
ne sera pas si nobles rois ne de si grant poissance conme tu es, ne n’ara si boine 
cevalerie conme tu as, mais il sera miudres cevaliers et plus loiaus hom de Sainte 
Eglyse. Cil metra en sa subjection le roiaume de Logres et plusieursautres roiaumes, 
et restorera ceste tour, et cil castiax sera plus fort que nus qui soit u roiaume. Cil 
rois descendera del lingnage le roi Ban et resemblera auques de bonté et de cevalerie 
a cel lingnage.92 
 
The text goes on to describe Charlemagne’s conquest of England and his rebuilding of 
the castle ‘for love of Galahad’. The king also orders the construction of a glorious statue 
of the Grail hero, who appears seated under an arc holding a pomme d’or, a marvelous 
jewel in his chest. ‘Ensi fist faire li rois Charlemainne cele ymage si ricement en l’onneur 
de Galaad, qui tant avoit esté boins cevaliers, et de qui lingnage il estoit descendus.’93 
The genealogical link connecting Galahad to Charlemagne, as well as the statue’s regal 
attire, creates a strong identification between the two characters.94 This figural 
relationship established by the text seems to hint to a final cycle of apogee and decline in 
England, which from Salesbières will extend to Charlemagne and finally to the ‘mauvais 
rois d’Engletere, qui vindrent a povreté et avoient, par defaute d’aus, entrelaissié lor 
chevalerie’.95 But perhaps this genealogical tie connecting the Carolingians to Galahad is 
 
91 Geoffrey of Monmouth, The History of the Kings of Britain, ed. by Michael D. Reeve and trans. 
by Neil Wright (Woodbridge: Boydell, 2007), VI, 499-577. 
92 Le Roman de Tristan en prose, IX, ed. by Laurence Harf-Lancner (Genève: Droz, 1997), § 44, 
39-52. 
93 Le Roman de Tristan en prose, IX, § 45, 32-35. 
94 See Trachsler, Clôtures, p. 194; Disjointures, p. 111. 
95 Le Roman de Tristan en prose, IX, § 45, 36-39. 
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also an intertextual operation, like that connecting Tristan to Joseph of Arimathea. While 
no text recounts a conquest of England by Charles the Great,96 the striking notion is 
mentioned in none other than the Chanson de Roland,97 and in its wake it is picked up by 
an impressive number of Chansons de Geste as well as the Pseudo-Turpin chronicle.98 
Yet while the Tristan rewrites Charles’ famed battles against the Saracens as a Galahadian 
feat, one cannot but be reminded of the fact that the Carolingian ruler had been accused 
of the sin of incest, the product of which was widely rumoured to be Roland himself. 
Indeed, according to Alexandre Micha, it is precisely Charles’ widely reported 
relationship with his sister that influenced Arthur’s conception of Mordred with Anna in 
the Mort Artu.99 An abundance of Latin, French, Occitan and German texts recount the 
story of Charlemagne’s incest, the forgiveness he gained thanks to St Gilles’ intercession 
and the miraculous appearance of an angel bearing a letter describing the sin during Mass. 
This narrative – describing the terrible sin with various degrees of explicitness – is present 
from the 10th century on (Vita Aegidii), and, according to Paris, Lejeune, Roncaglia, and 
Demoulin, it appears ‘in filigrane’ in the Roland itself.100 
 The author of the Tristan thus creates a last genealogical link, one able to connect 
the Grail hero to Charlemagne – whose story is amongst the most notorious incest 
narratives of the Middle Ages. Yet, whilst it could be argued that Charles is punished for 
 
96  In his Histoire poétique de Charlemagne (Paris: Librairie A. Franck, 1865), p. 295, Gaston 
Paris  considered the existence of a lost text describing the feat ‘extrêmement probable’, a theory 
later dismissed by Peter Rickard (Britain in Medieval French Literature: 1100-1500 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1956), p. 57. Giron le Courtois recounts a story similar to that of 
the prose Tristan, where Arthur commissions a statue (of Meliadus, in this case) that is admired 
by Charlemagne centuries later. See Roger Lathuillère, Guiron le Courtois: étude de la tradition 
manuscrite et analyse critique (Genève: Droz, 1966), §28. 
97 In the words of Blancandrin: ‘Vers Engletere passat il la mer Salse, / Ad oes seint Perre en 
cunquist le chevage (ll 372-373); and Roland: ‘Jo l’en cunquis e Escoce e I[rla]nde / E Engletere, 
quë il teneit sa chambre; (ll 2331-2332) La Chanson de Roland, ed. by Cesare Segre (Milan and 
Naples: Ricciardi, 1971). 
98 For a full analysis of the texts which mention Charles’ conquest of England see Peter Rickard, 
Britain in Medieval French Literature, pp. 45-70. 
99 Alexandre Micha, ‘Deux sources de la Mort Artu’, Zeitschrift für romanische Philologie, 60 
(1950), 369-372. 
100 Rita Lejeune, ‘Le péché de Charlemagne et la Chanson de Roland’, in Studia Philologica; 
Homenaje offrecido a Dámaso Alonso, 3 vols (Madrid: Editorial Gredos, 1962), II, pp. 339-371; 
Auguste Demoulin, ‘Charlemagne, la légende de son péché et le choix de Ganelon pour 
l’ambassade’, Marche romane, 25 (1978), 105-126; Aurelio Roncaglia; ‘Roland e il peccato di 
Carlomagno’, in Symposium in honorem prof. M. de Riquer (Barcelona: Quaderns Crema, 1986), 
pp. 315-347. 
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his sin by the death of his nephew/son,101  his reign will not fall because of it, precisely 
because he was ‘plus loiaus hom de Sainte Eglyse’, and unlike Arthur, Tristan or 
Chelinde, he confesses his sins to Saint Gilles and is saved. Indeed, as both the 
Plantagenets and the Capetians will claim, Charlemagne’s glorious empire never truly 
ended.102  While it is impossible to gauge from which literary (or oral) tradition the author 
of the Tristan extrapolated the notion of Charlemagne’s conquest of England, his new 
genealogical pedigree – present only in the vulgate version of the prose Tristan (V II) – 
must be considered an intertextual effort  towards the matière de France, to which the 
reader, having finished the Tristan en prose, could turn  for yet another cycle of 
adventures.103 If the author was aware of Charlemagne’s infamous incest, then his 
rewriting of the Emperor as the last Grailian hero may have constituted the last chain in 
the cycle connecting genealogical taboo and holy vessel that begins and concludes 
Tristan’s biography, as well as destroying the golden age of Camelot. 
 
101 Archibald, Incest and the Medieval Imagination, p. 202. 
102 The ties established by the Anglo-Norman milieu with Charlemagne go back to William the 
Conqueror: ‘the narratives of William of Malmesbury, Henry de Huntingdon, Gaimar, Wace, 
Benoît de Sainte-Maure and the Carmen de Hastingae Proelio all recount the singing of a song 
of Roland at [the battle of] Hastings’, Phillipa Hardman, Marianne Ailes, The Matter of France 
in Middle English and Anglo-Norman Literature (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2017), p. 231 n. 25. 
Critics agree that the references to Charlemagne as conqueror of England in the Oxford Roland 
establish a tie with William, especially given that Charles is credited with inaugurating Peter’s 
pence, the tax owed by England to the pope, explicitly re-established by William (see lines 372-
3723 quoted above). Rickard, Britain in Medieval French Literature, pp. 45-70; Hardman, Ailes, 
The Matter of France, pp. 221-263; Ian Short, ‘Literary Culture at the Court of Henry II’, in Henry 
II: New Interpretations, ed. by Christopher Harper-Bill and Nicholas Vincent (Cambridge: 
Boydell & Brewer, 2007), pp. 335-361. The tie between Plantagenets and Charlemagne was 
reinforced by Henry II’s marriage with Eleanor of Aquitaine: ‘her line was the line of Louis le 
Pieux, king of Aquitaine, the son to whom Charlemagne had given half his kingdom and 
bequeathed his own title as Emperor and Augustus.’ Lori J. Walters, ‘More Bread from Stone: 
Gauvain as a Figure of Plenitude in the French, Dutch and English Traditions’, in Arthurian 
Literature, 24 (2007), 15-33 (p. 19). The production of Middle English Charlemagne texts during 
the Hundred Years war has been widely read as an act of cultural appropriation by the English to 
accompany Edward III’s political claim over France: see Hardman, Ailes, The Matter of France, 
and in particular pp. 15-16 for an extended bibliography.  
103 In V I, on the contrary, Charlemagne has decidedly un-Grailian characteristics: he prizes 
Tristan as ‘li non per de toz chevaliers, et plus loët Tristan q’il ne fesoit Galaad et Palamidés ne 
qe Lancelot. Mes ce ne sai ge qelle raison ill i trovoit, car l’Estoire del Saint Graal ne dit mie qe 
Lancelot ne feist plus a priser qe Palamidés’. Le roman de Tristan en prose, version du manuscrit 
fr. 757 de la Bibliothèque nationale de Paris, IV, ed. by Monique Léonard and Francine Mora, 
(Paris: Honoré Champion, 2003), § 331, 83-88. 
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            Chelinde’s story, called by Gaston Paris ‘une introduction aussi ennuyeuse que 
longue et inutile’104 finally reveals itself to be of fundamental importance to both Tristan’s 
biography – at least as it was envisioned in the prose Tristan – and to the larger 
programme of a new ‘estoire del sainte graal’ – one that hints at a future beyond the 
glorious reign of Arthur. Chelinde’s body englobes the two centripetal and centrifugal 
forces that will dominate the narrative of her last descendant, yet like so many of the 
characters who follow in the romance, she utterly resists the grafting of matière 
tristanienne and matière arthurienne onto each other. It is left to Augustine’s chastising 
voice to make her Tristan’s biological ancestor and, on a textual level, the founding 
mother of this new ‘Tristan-Grail cycle’. In the following chapter, we shall see how the 
complex system tying cyclicity, intertextuality, and lineage comes to be governed by a 
new prophetic voice, that of Lydoire, Queen of Scotland, foundress of the Greco-British 
kingdom invented by the Roman de Perceforest. However, like the Tristan en prose, this 
romance too will have to face the dissenting voice of a foreign woman whose plans for 
the narrative are dangerously different from those of its author.
 
104 In ‘Note sur les romans relatifs à Tristan’, p. 600. 
 
 
Chapter 3. Before Arthur’s Britain: The Women of the 
Roman De Perceforest 
 
She-wolf of France, but worse than wolves of France, 
Whose tongue more poisons than the adder’s tooth! 
How ill-beseeming is it in thy sex 
To triumph, like an Amazonian trull, 
Upon their woes whom fortune captivates! 
(Shakespeare, Henry VI, part III, ll. 551-555) 
 
The story told in the Tristan en Prose of a foreign princess introduced with cataclysmic 
results into a pre-Arthurian Britain is by no means unique. Many dangerous women are 
to be found at the beginning of histories, romances, and lineages, as generators of the 
narrative itself and, at the same time, as an overwhelming threat to it. In particular, the 
perils represented by Chelinde in the prose Tristan are echoed in the Roman Cerses, a 
central character in the plot development of the Roman de Perceforest.1 The danger both 
women pose to lineage and narrative alike is such that they share the same terrible, 
dramatic end, struck by a divine thunderbolt.  
The pre-Arthurian romance of Perceforest – presumably composed in Hainaut 
between 1337 and 1344 – survives only in its 15th century re-writing, completed in the 
cultural milieu of Philip the Good’s court.2 The purpose of this immense work lies, quite 
 
1 The text is cited from Gilles Roussineau’s complete edition, with reference to book number, 
volume, and page. See Perceforest: première partie, ed. by Gilles Roussineau, 2 vols, Textes 
littéraires français 592 (Geneva: Droz, 2007); deuxième partie, 2 vols, Textes littéraires français 
506, 540 (Geneva: Droz 1999, 2001); troisième partie, 3 vols, Textes littéraires français 365, 409, 
434 (Geneva: Droz, 1988, 1991, 1993); quatrième partie; cinquième partie, 2 vols, Textes 
littéraires français 615, Geneva: Droz, 2012); sixième partie, 2 vols, Textes littéraires français 
631, Geneva: Droz, 2014). 
2 For a discussion of the romance’s dating see Perceforest: quatrième partie, I, pp. I-XIV, as well 
as his mise en point in Perceforest, première partie, I, pp. IX-XLVI. In recent years Christine 
Ferlampin-Acher has proposed that the romance should be considered a wholly Burgundian 
product, ascribing paternity to David Aubert (who redacted Paris, Bibliothèque nationale, 
Arsenal, 3483-3494). See Christine Ferlampin-Archer, Perceforest et Zéphir. Propositions autour 
d'un récit arthurien bourguignon (Genève: Droz, 2010); ‘Perceforest: l’invention d'une mémoire’ 
in Temps et mémoire dans la littérature arthurienne: actes du colloque International de la 
Branche roumaine de la Société Internationale Arthurienne, Bucarest, 14 - 15 mai 2010 ed. by 
C. Gîrbea, A. Popescu, and M. Voicu (Bucarest: Editura universității din Bucureşti, 2011), pp. 9-
26;  ‘Perceforest entre Pays-Bas et Haute-Bretagne. Élargissement à l'Est et translatio imperii’, 
in Vérité poétique, vérité politique: mythes, modèles et idéologies politiques au Moyen Age: actes 
du colloque de Brest, 22-24 septembre 2005, ed. by J-C. Cassard, E. Gaucher et J.Kerhervé (Brest: 
Centre de recherche bretonne et celtique, 2007), pp. 147-164. The most recent discussion on 
dating can be found in Perceforest: un roman arthurien et sa reception, ed. by Christine 
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extraordinarily, in furnishing King Arthur with a Greek lineage. In an attempt to acquire 
historical legitimacy for the invention of a Greek settlement in England, the romance 
draws on Geoffrey of Monmouth’s chronology,3 translating the Historia Regum 
Britanniae from the Trojan Brutus’s arrival on the island to his descendant King Pir, at 
which point the author’s own narrative begins with the arrival of Alexander the Great 
accompanied by most of the court invented for him by Jacques de Longuyon in his Vœux 
du Paon.4 Alexander gifts the British people – left without a ruler at Pir’s death – with 
two new kings: the Efezonian brothers Betis (later renamed Perceforest)5 in England and 
Gadifer in Scotland. The text follows their adventures as they strive to re-civilise the 
impoverished island, whose Trojan inhabitants have long forgotten their cultured ways.  
Kings Gadifer and Perceforest relegate the evil indigenous clan headed by Darnant 
the enchanter to the forests, and the kingdom prospers. Polytheistic religion is soon 
abandoned for the monotheistic cult of the ‘Dieu Souverain’, a Christian god avant la 
lettre. In keeping with the cyclical structure of the romance, however, after this period of 
prosperity the newly-founded Greek kingdom suffers a terrible invasion by Roman troops 
led by Julius Caesar. The Greco-British dynasty will flourish once more under the rule of 
Gallafur (Gadifer’s grandson) and Alexandre Fin de Liesse (Alexander’s granddaughter 
and Perceforest’s heir) before being destroyed yet again – this time definitively – by a 
new Trojan invasion, a combination of Sicambrians, Danish, and Bretons. Nevertheless, 
Alexander the Great’s blood will be carried on to Arthur by covert means through the 
female line: the Trojan invader Scapiol (the Capoir of the Historia Regum Britanniae) 
and new king of England, will marry Ygerne, great-granddaughter of Perceforest, 
 
Ferlampin-Acher (Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2012), which hosts both Ferlampin-
Archer’s newest proposals for a 15th century dating  (‘La jument Liene dans Perceforest: un galop 
d’essai de la Bretagne à la Bourgogne’, pp. 269-285) as well as Gilles Roussineau’s philological 
examination for the affirmation of the existence of a 14th century redaction (‘Réflexions sur la 
genèse de Perceforest’, pp. 255-267). 
3 See Géraldine Veysseyre, ‘L’Historia Regum Britannie, ou l’enfance de Perceforest’, in 
Enfances arthuriennes. Actes du deuxième colloque arthurien de Rennes, 6-7 mars 2003 ed. by 
Denis Hüe and Christine Ferlampin-Acher, Medievalia 57, (Orléans: Paradigme, 2006), pp. 99-
126. 
4 See Michelle Szkilnik, ‘Conquering Alexander. Perceforest and the Alexandrian tradition’, in 
The Medieval French Alexander ed. by Donald Maddox and Sara Sturm-Maddox, SUNY Series 
in Medieval Studies (Albany: SUNY, 2002), pp. 203-221. 
5 On names in the Perceforest, see Anne Berthelot, ‘Etymologies, dérivations et “connaissances”. 
Tours et détours de l'onomastique dans le Roman de Perceforest’, Le Moyen Français, 60-61 
(2007), 51-61. 
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Gadifer, and Alexander. The insistence in the romance on the ‘femmenin gendre’ (IV.ii. 
p. 998) and its role in dynastic transmission has led critics to draw a comparison with 
Edward III’s claims to the French throne via his mother, Queen Isabelle, daughter of 
Philip the Fair.6 The romance itself begins with the fictional discovery of the original text 
of Perceforest  by William of Hainaut, Edward’s father-in-law, relating William’s visit 
to England on the occasion of Isabelle’s marriage to Edward II. During his tour of the 
island the count stumbles upon a monastery where an ancient book written in Greek has 
recently been discovered and translated into Latin – the Roman de Perceforest itself, also 
known as the Anciennes Cronicques de la Grant Bretaigne. William brings the text back 
to Hainaut to be translated into French by a monk, the text’s authorial persona. Given the 
prominence granted to these historical figures, a connection with the English claim to the 
French throne seems very possible. William’s brother, Jean d’Avesnes, marshals 
Edward’s army in what will be known as the Hundred Years war, and Hainaut will prove 
a solid military base for the English.7 Isabelle’s dynastic role must have been very much 
on the mind of the Perceforest author, as his female characters prove to be fundamental 
for his narrative programme. They are not only vessels of dynastic power, but also 
function intertextually as a viable means of connecting the new narrative of the 
Perceforest to an Arthurian literature that, by the 14th century, was all but saturated. 
Indeed, the prose Lancelot and its prequels seemed already to have explored all possible 
pre-historic matter, but the author of the Perceforest ingeniously grafts his genealogical 
narrative through the little-explored female line, which he claims is of Alexandrian 
descent. It is no surprise, then, that powerful women inhabit this romance: the character 
of Lydoire, Queen of Scotland and foundress of the Alexandrian-Arthurian line 
(discussed in later sections), is the most obvious example.  
Yet the role of women in lineage is by no means a straightforward matter in the 
romance. Women also pose an unyielding threat to dynastic power: their bodies, 
 
6 See for example Sylvia Huot, Postcolonial Fictions, pp. 179-181. 
7 The new count of Hainaut, William II (Philippa’s brother) joins Edward’s anti-French league in 
1337. Although he abandons it in 1339 to side with Philip VI, most of the Hainaut nobility, 
following his uncle Jean, remains on the English side. See Jonathan Sumption, The Hundred 
Years War, Volume 1:  Trial by battle (Philadelphia: The University of Pennsylvania Press, 1999), 
p. 282. Huot has also argued that ‘Alexander’s role in establishing Perceforest as King of Britain 
offers a parallel with the role played by William of Hainaut and his brother, Jean d’Avesnes, in 
securing the English throne for the young Edward’ in 1326. See Huot, Postcolonial Fictions, p. 
180. 
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fundamental for the creation of lineage itself, are charged with an anxiety about 
illegitimacy embodied within the Perceforest text by the character of the adulterous 
Roman Cerses. This story of cross-dressing, homoerotic imagery,8 stillborn heirs and 
illegitimate offspring takes the narrative of the adulterous queen to unheard-of levels, 
with the birth of a bastard son who threatens to rewrite the Greco-English narrative into 
a story of Roman foundation.  
Cerses, the She-wolf of Rome 
Cerses becomes Queen of England by marrying Perceforest’s son Bethidès. The two meet 
in curious circumstances, when Bethidès allies himself with the Roman knight Luces 
during the siege of the rebel Roman colony of Nerve (Tournai). Luces’ squire, Malaquin, 
challenges Bethidès to a duel; upon defeating him, Bethidès discovers that under his torn 
clothing Malaquin is in fact a woman: she is Cerses, Luces’ lover, who has been cross-
dressing as a squire in order to follow Luces in his military campaign. She soon abandons 
him in favour of Bethidès and the two return to Britain, where Cerses continues to pose 
as Malaquin.  Eventually, Bethidès asks Perceforest to bless their marriage but the King, 
alarmed by Cerses’ Roman ethnicity, refuses. Only when Cerses manages to win over 
Bethidès’ mother does Perceforest grudgingly give his consent. The elderly King 
abdicates in favour of his son and the couple marry, but the only child they bear is 
stillborn.  In due time, Cerses encounters her ex-lover Luces, who is scouting Britain in 
order to gauge the chances of a successful Roman invasion. The newly-crowned Queen 
re-kindles her affair with the Roman knight, convincing him to pose as her squire in court; 
from this illegitimate union a son is born, variously named ‘Cersidorus’, ‘Acersidorus’ 
and ‘Bethiluc’ throughout the text. The boy’s patently Roman looks make his paternity 
obvious throughout the court, although Bethidès turns a blind eye to his wife’s adultery. 
The couple plot the conquest of the island by Roman forces and the crowning of Luces 
in Bethidès’ stead. When Julius Caesar’s army lands off the coast of Britain, Cerses 
treacherously forges a letter calling Bethidès with his army away to Scotland, thus leaving 
England unprotected. However, the British forces return before the Romans reach the 
royal castle, the Franc Palais. Upon seeing her husband’s army an enraged Cerses tries to 
throw herself out of a window, but is stopped by one of the court’s elders, at which point 
 
8 See Huot, Postcolonial Fictions, pp. 147-152. 
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she is struck by a divine thunderbolt. Though she is on fire, the Queen manages to strangle 
her illegitimate son in an attempt to punish his father, Luces, for not conquering the palace 
in time, before finally perishing in the flames.  
In the historical context of the romance, the harm Cerses wreaks on the genealogy 
of Greco-English kings is highly telling. If Ygerne’s role as saviour of the Greek dynasty 
– along with the importance granted to female lineage per se – is a likely reference to 
Isabelle of France and her son Edward, the narrative of Queen Cerses can be seen to 
function as a bleak commentary on the events leading up to the Tour de Nesle affair. The 
Roman Cerses – a character who embodies misogynistic views of queenship to an 
unprecedented degree in medieval French romance9 – actualises the French crown’s fears 
of dynastic pollution which led to the imprisonment of Philip IV’s daughters-in-law 
Margaret, Blanche and Joan on charges of adultery in 1314. Not only is Cerses an 
adulteress, but her illicit affair is fertile: she bears a bastard son who seems destined to 
inherit the Greco-English throne. The destruction she wreaks on Perceforest’s dynasty is 
reflected on – and perhaps shifted to  –  the British territory, which opens itself up to a 
terrible Roman invasion, while the Queen and heir-apparent, with their narrative of a 
Roman re-foundation of Britain, are hastily eliminated through a convenient deus ex 
machina. In her final moments, we are told by a witness to the events that Cerses has 
publicly revealed the child’s illegitimacy:  
 
 […] quant Bethiluc vostre filz ouy sa mere ainsi crier, Il couru a elle comme 
innocent qu’il estoit, puis l’embraça par les gambes en lui demandant qu’elle avoit. 
Mais elle, comme femme desesperee, le print et l’estrangla en disant: «Questron 
bastard, je te occiray ou despit de ton pere Luces qui tant a demouré, car pour 
l’advancier j’emblay les lettres au messagier du roy Gadiffer, puis en fis unes autres 
contraires pour eslongier mon seigneur et mary de cestuy royaume qu’il eust saisy 
toute la terre.» Et plus n’en dist, car le feu dont elle estoit esprinse lui toully le parler 
(IV.i. p. 608-609). 
 
 
9 In her work on adultery and queenship, Peggy McCracken has underlined that in 12th and 13th 
century courtly romances a queen’s adultery is always infertile, except in one case: Le livre de 
Caradoc, although this is a peculiar example as magic is involved. The Queen’s lover is a 
magician, and the episode of adultery seems to me to recall, in some elements at least, Alexander’s 
conception in the Roman d’Alexandre. See The Romance of Adultery: Queenship and Sexual 
Transgression in Old French Literature (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1998), 
pp. 119-143. 
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Unlike Chelinde and Mélusine, who continue to defend their version of history until their 
deaths, Cerses actually admits that her claim is false: the dangerous narrative of Bethidès’ 
fatherhood, which Cerses consistently upholds despite the visible proof of the child’s 
Roman features, needs to be openly disavowed before both mother and son can be 
disposed of.  Yet it is important to note that this public disavowal is recounted to Bethidès 
by a messenger who disconcertingly refers to the infant as ‘vostre filz’. Moreover, this is 
the only time that the child is called ‘Bethiluc’ – a name obviously derived from Bethidès 
– rather than ‘Acersidorus’ or ‘Cersidorus’,10 insinuating Bethidès’ paternity even as it is 
publicly disavowed. Thus, the language itself with which Cerses’ failure is announced 
troubles the mendacious status of her narrative, and the shadow of Bethiluc’s connection 
to the Greek crown is reiterated at the same time that it is denied.  
Even a generation later, when an heir to Perceforest’s throne needs to be found, 
the ghost of Bethiluc is again raised only to be decidedly renounced:  
 
Sire, dist Ourseau, vous ditez bien, mais j’ay ouy dire que le noble roy n’eut que un 
filz et une fille. Le filz fut roy aprés le gentil prince son pere et fut nommé Bethidés, 
qui moru sans hoir a la destruction du païs. Et s’il avoit hoir vivant, sy seroit il de 
tant mauvais sang de par la mere que aucunement ne me pourroye accorder qu’il 
regnast (IV.ii. p. 1133). 
 
Not only is Bethidès’ heirless state asserted and immediately questioned (‘sans hoir… et 
s’il avoit hoir vivant’), but the illegitimate status of his offspring disappears from the 
argument of the kingdom’s succession, as if of secondary importance when compared to 
the child’s genealogical vices. We are told that any heir of the king – legitimate or 
illegitimate – must be excluded a priori from the crown, given that he or she will 
necessarily be corrupted by their mother’s blood. Thus Bethidès’ filiation is no longer 
called into question. On the contrary, the knight’s argument for excluding Bethidès’ 
 
10 Cerses’ and Bethiluc’s demises are recounted differently. Whilst the reader witnesses Cerses’ 
burning directly, the news of how, while on fire, she strangled Bethiluc – and proclaimed his 
bastardy – is recounted through hypotyposis. The public announcement of illegitimacy is thus 
delivered behind the screen of the messenger’s tale, as if too dangerous to be directly witnessed. 
It can also be argued that the hypotyposis was added in the 15th century rewriting; after all, the 
fact that Cerses’ filicide postdates her own divine punishment sits rather awkwardly within the 
narration. Moreover, a later addition would explain the child’s name change from a matronymic 
to a patronymic and the text’s awkward insistence on the child’s death in Book V: see further, 
note 22. 
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offspring from dynastic succession follows Cerses’ own narrative for the legitimisation 
of Bethiluc, which she used to answer questions regarding his paternity: 
 
Or advint que quant Cersses, qui sçavoit toute la murmure qui avoit esté de son 
enffant, fut relevee de sa gesine en bon point, comme Betidés se doubtast elle ne 
s’en mult oncques comme tres malicieuse qu’elle estoit, ainçois en vint a son mary 
qui aucun pou le portoit dur et lui dist tant d’unes parolles et d’autres, et y mist les 
raisons, qu’il convint que l’enffant demourast sien, car mauvaisement  pouoit estre 
que la dame appourtast enffant qui aucunement ressamblast a autrui que a ceulx de 
son païs, veu que de par pere et de par  mere elle estoit rommaine ; et pour ce ne 
pouoit le sang et la nature de Bretaigne estre fourmé en celle du prumier enfant 
masle, mais se le second venoit samblable a ceulx de son pays, ce seroit a douter, 
si comme elle disoit (IV.i. p. 494). 
 
The Queen’s argument rests on the strength of a mother’s blood in procreation as a means 
of justifying the child’s evident Romanness; yet the same logic is used, years later, to 
exclude any of Bethidès’ offspring from claims to the throne. Thus, if Cerses’ attempt to 
install her illegitimate Roman child in the Greco-English dynasty is decidedly rejected in 
the romance’s master narrative, the text itself subtly undermines the alleged falsity of the 
Queen’s narrative of Greek filiation. The reader is left with an ineradicable uncertainty, 
and the prospect of a Roman kingdom of England, with Cerses as its foundress, is never 
truly eliminated: we are left wondering whether the shadow of illegitimacy in matters of 
succession can ever be fully erased. Filiation may rest on a father’s public recognition of 
a son, yet this does not obviate the mother’s privileged knowledge of paternity; moreover, 
its performative quality leaves it open to a plurality of voices that can either claim or 
disavow it. The question raised by Cerses’ narrative in the Roman de Perceforest is a 
vivid manifestation of the fears that gripped the French crown during the tour de Nesle 
scandal, which led directly to the dramatic end of the Capetian dynasty. An end which, 
according to Edward III, could have been avoided through the lineage’s female line. In 
the romance, indeed, it will be Bethoine (Bethidès’sister) who carries on the royal name 
through her daughter Alexandre, thus saving Perceforest’s dynasty from Cerses’ polluting 
influence, and further exalting the Anglo-Greek lineage by Alexander the Great’s blood. 
The uncertain status of Cerses’ competing narrative is quite unique. Though 
Chelinde and Mélusine are allowed to voice their own versions of history, the Babylonian 
princess’ narrative is deemed impossible from the very moment of Augustine’s arrival at 
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court, whilst the fairy’s fate as the immortal dragon of Lusignan is written in stone. As I 
have already shown, there may be an historical explanation for Cerses’ special status 
within the romance: the text’s inability — or unwillingness — to dispel the stain of 
illegitimacy completely from its narrative can be read in light of the fact that, in the 
aftermath of the tour de Nesle affair, it  could no longer be wiped out.  Female adultery 
had already destroyed a royal lineage, one of the oldest and most powerful of European 
history. Another perspective may offer a different interpretation of the Queen’s character 
and narrative trajectory within the romance. I wish to look at the particular symbolisation 
that Cerses undergoes in the Perceforest, and, as we shall see, the intertextual potential 
offered – or threatened – by her role as Roman Queen of England.  
In the immediate aftermath of Cerses’ marriage to Bethidès, the newly appointed 
Queen becomes the object of multiple prophecies foreboding England’s downfall, in 
which she is consistently represented as a she-wolf. Chapter 2 has illustrated that this 
particular symbolisation affects Chelinde as well.11 Cerses is twice figured as a wolf, first 
in the sibylline discourse of the Teste Vemineuse, the dismembered head of a knight 
which hangs in the Franc Palais. It speaks its prophecy on the day of the royal wedding:  
 
Occis est le lÿon qui le paÿs tensa.  
Engendree est la leuve qui tout le destruira. 
Mais du sang du lÿon en point remis sera 
Ens ou tamps avenir (IV.i. p. 393). 
 
The ‘death of a lion who protected the kingdom’ is a reference to Estonné, a formidable 
Scottish knight in the service of King Gadifer, and protégé of the luiton Zephir. A 
trickster, Zephir nonetheless protects Greco-British knights against the clan Darnant. The 
she-wolf, naturally, refers to Cerses, while the ‘sang du lÿon’ refers to Estonné’s son 
Passelion, from whose line Merlin will be born.  The image of the she-wolf returns in a 




11 Tristan, I, § 160-161. 
12 See Charles Ridoux, ‘Astres et désastres dans le Perceforest’, in Richesses médiévales du Nord 
et du Hainaut, ed. by Jean-Charles Herbin (Valenciennes: Presses universitaires de Valenciennes, 
2002), pp. 217-227. 
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Aussy sçay je bien qu’il s’appert ou ciel ung signe a fachon de leuve ravissant qui 
a, ce m’est advis, sa force et son regner en la Grant Bretagne; et sachiés que se signe 
signifie occision d’hommes et destruction de paÿs. (IV.i. p. 475) 
 
The use of the she-wolf symbol in relation to both Chelinde and Cerses is no coincidence: 
the animal is strictly linked to misogynistic anxieties regarding women endowed with 
sexual or political agency.13  Thus the image is often used to condemn feminine 
promiscuity, yet at the same time the she-wolf is a staple of classical and medieval 
narratives of foundation and lineage. The double meaning of the Latin word lupa – with 
its double signification as ‘female wolf’ and ‘prostitute’14 – perfectly reflects the 
problematic stance of these women in their respective narratives. Through the Latin 
meaning of ‘prostitute’, the figure of the she-wolf acquired a long-standing association 
with licentious women, well documented in medieval French literature.15 However, the 
she-wolf cannot but call to mind – especially in the case of Cerses – one of the most 
famous founding myths of Western literature: that of Romulus and Remus, the founders 
of Rome, saved from certain death by a nursing she-wolf sent by Mars. The ambiguity of 
the lupa affects the founding myth of the eternal city as well, since ancient interpretations 
re-read the narrative as referencing not a female wolf, but the prostitute Acca Laurentia, 
wife of the shepherd who finds the twins under the fig tree. Because in the romance Cerses 
is strongly connoted by her Roman ethnicity – so much so that she can be considered a 
figure of the city itself16 – her symbolisation as the feral mother of Rome seems 
 
13 The image of the she-wolf haunts two other English Queens of strong agency; first Margaret of 
Anjou in Shakespeare’s Henry VI, Part Three (cited at the head of the chapter) but also, and 
somewhat ironically in view of this chapter’s argument, the term ‘she-wolf of France’ is applied 
with enormous success by Thomas Gray to none other than Isabelle of France, Edward III’s 
mother: ‘She-Wolf of France, with unrelenting fangs, / That tear’st the bowels of thy mangled 
Mate, / From thee be born, who o’er thy country hangs / The scourge of Heav’n.’ The Bard, ll. 
57-60, in The Complete Poems of Thomas Gray: English, Latin and Greek ed. by H. W. Starr and 
J. R. Hendrickson (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1966). 
14 See for example Isidore of Seville: “Lupa, meretrix, a rapacitate vocata, quod ad se rapiat 
miseros et adprehendat.” Etymologies, book 10, L, 163. See Isidoro di Siviglia, Etimologie o 
Origini, ed. by A. Valastro Canale, Classici Latini, 2 vols (Torino: UTET 2004). 
15 On the subject see Cristina Mazzoni, She-wolf: The Story of a Roman Icon (Cambridge and 
New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010), esp. pp. 117-137, on the literary occurrences of 
the she-wolf in medieval and Renaissance literature. 
16 Not only does she perpetuate, on a genealogical level, the destruction that Caesar carries out 
through war, but her name – an old French translation of Circe – is telling. In antiquity the 
sorceress Circe, lover of Ulysses, was often connected to Rome and its founding, possibly because 
her dwellings were widely thought to be close to near-by Monte Circeo, in Latium. In his Life of 
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particularly appropriate.17 The polysemy of the Roman she-wolf creates a semantic space 
between the meretrix – excluded from genealogical creation, given the impossibility of 
naming the father of her offspring – and the nurturing mother of the city, and the symbol 
par excellance of its empire. Such a complex of conflicting symbolisations, then, 
perfectly represents the problematic narrative centered around the lupine Cerses, as she 
attempts to found a new Anglo-Roman dynasty with her adulterous lover and their 
offspring.  The instability of this illegitimate lineage built upon adultery is reflected in 
the bastard child’s multiple names, which derive from those of both his mother and his 
alleged father. Yet the personification of Cerses as she-wolf, even with its strong 
connotations of meretriciousness, cannot but summon up the spectre of Roman 
foundation, especially given the Queen’s dynastic aims. And indeed, in the Middle Ages, 
the ancient lupa was not only credited with the birth of Rome, but new myths grew up 
around the beast as its figure was used to build new foundational narratives able to 
connect up-and-coming political forces to the Roman empire. By the 14th century, for 
example, Siena had claimed the lupa for itself, maintaining that it had been founded by 
another couple of twins who, like Romolus ans Remus, had sucked at its udders: Senio 
and Aschio, sons of Remus, who, fleeing their uncle, ‘brought with them to Siena a carved 
image of the she-wolf that had saved their father’.18 The nursing she-wolf was 
methodically adopted in municipal art from the 1300s onwards, and  is still the emblem 
of Siena to this day. The appearance of the she-wolf symbol, then, is powerful enough to 
immediately recall and justify new narratives of Roman foundation. The ‘leuve ravissant 
qui a […] sa force et son regner en la Grant Bretagne’ may well signify the destruction 
 
Romulus Plutarch relates that some believed that Circe and Ulysses had a son, Romanus, who 
founded Rome. See Plutarch, Lives, vol. I. Theseus and Romulus; Lycurgus and Numa; Solon and 
Publicola, trans by. Bernadotte Perrin, Loeb Classical Library 46 (Cambridge, Mass. and London: 
Harvard University, 1914), II.1. In the Theogony, Hesiod claims that Circe and Ulysses generated 
Latinus (father of Lavinia, wife of Aeneas), a notion which survived in the Middle Ages through 
Servius, Servii grammatici qui feruntur in Vergilii carmina commentarii, ed. by Georg Thilo and 
Hermann Hagen, 3 vols (Leipzig: Teubner, 1881-87; repr. Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2011), XII, 164. 
17 Moreover, it should be noted that in the Perceforest the notion of origin and animal are strictly 
related: see Miranda Griffin, ‘Animal Origins in Perceforest’, Cahiers de recherches médiévales 
et humanistes, 21 (2011), 169-184. 
18 Mazzoni, She-wolf, pp. 200-201; See also Dietmar Popp, ‘Lupa Senese. Zur Inszenierung einer 
mythischen Vergangenheit in Siena (1260-1560)’, Marburger Jahrbuch für Kunstwissenschaft, 
24 (1997), 41-58 and Carrie E. Benes, Urban Legends: Civic Identity and the Classical Past in 
Northern Italy, 1250-1350 (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2011), pp. 89-
113. 
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of Britain as a Greek territory to Lydoire but, as we have seen in regard to Mélusine, 
every foundation necessarily entails a destruction, as a beginning cannot but follow an 
end. So we may ask ourselves: is the Queen of Scotland reading the stars correctly? Is the 
sign in the sky a prefiguration of Britain’s destruction or of its Roman re-birth?  
 An in-depth look at the intertextual consequences of a possible Roman re-
founding of England illustrates exactly why Cerses’ narrative trajectory is never utterly 
neutralised and, at the same time, the urgency with which the text itself rejects the Roman 
woman from the romance. The Queen’s efforts to implant her illicit Roman family in the 
English crown jeopardise the author’s fundamental aim for his romance – a new, original 
genealogy which rewrites Arthur, and his royal heirs, as Greek descendants of Alexander 
the Great.  
 
Cersses sa femme la Rommaine et Luces son chevalier en estoient tant joyeulx que 
plus ne pouoient, pensans que se Bethidés est couronné du royaume, mauvaisement 
leur pouoit eschaper de lors en avant, veu que tous deux sçavoient bien que 
Cersidorus estoit issu de leur sang; avecq ce pensoyent tresbien a pourchasser la 
mort de Bethidés, et puis Luces le Rommain espouseroit Cerses la rouyne. Ainsi 
comme vous avés ouy se delictoient la mauvaise rouyne et le traïttre rommain pour 
l’esperance qu’ilz avoient d’aucunement parvenir a la couronne. (IV.i. p. 501) 
 
This competing narrative is particularly dangerous because, to the reader of the 
Perceforest, the Romanisation of the English dynasty would not only have seemed very 
plausible, but was already familiar from Geoffrey of Monmouth’s historical account 
which the text draws on for its chronology. Although interbreeding with the Roman 
nobility occurs in the Historia Regum Britanniae only after Capoir (where Perceforest’s 
timeline re-joins that of Geoffrey with Ygerne’s marriage to the Trojan king)19 thereafter 
it is a regular phenomenon, resulting in varying degrees of prosperity or destruction. As 
Sylvia Huot has pointed out,20 Cerses may be an echo of the Roman Ganhumara, Arthur’s 
bride, who is said to have repudiated her wedding vows and united with Mordred nefanda 
venere (‘in sinful love’).21 Then again, Gewissa, daughter of emperor Claudius and wife 
 
19 It is telling that the author of the Perceforest grafts his narrative onto Geoffrey’s Historia at a 
point where Roman blood has yet to be re-introduced into the Breton dynasty after Brutus’ 
colonisation.  
20 Huot, Postcolonial Fictions, p. 119.  
21 See Geoffrey of Monmouth, The History of the Kings of Britain, X, 484. 
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of the Breton king Arviragus, proves a wise and noble woman whose racial background 
ends up saving Britain from yet another unfortunate confrontation with the Roman 
empire. Allying one’s lineage with the Romans is, in this case, an excellent defence 
strategy – an argument Bethidès himself will use in his attempt to gain his father’s 
approval of his betrothed (IV.i. p. 98). Indeed, Geoffrey’s characterisation of the Roman 
empire is never clear-cut or entirely negative: the bonds that tie it to the British dynasty 
are too tightly woven; Brutus was, after all, the great-grandson of Aeneas. Cerses’ 
narrative of a Romano-British dynasty is not merely disquieting because it represents the 
pollution of the Greco-British royal lineage: her deadly exogamous force incarnates, on 
an intertextual level, the romance’s dangerous openness to its source, the Historia Regum 
Britanniae, with its narrative of British Trojanness. The Roman Queen thus embodies the 
impending threat of a definite closure in the narrative interstice opened by the Perceforest 
in Geoffrey’s Historia well before the Greek genealogical programme of the romance is 
accomplished. As we have seen, Cerses is planning a new foundation within the British 
kingdom, but in a genealogical romance such as Perceforest, putting an end to the ordered 
succession of Perceforest’s  line will spell the end of the romance itself, just as the 
definitive decline of the Trojan royal dynasty determined its beginning. Cerses’ act of 
adultery thus constitutes too much of a risk to the narrative itself, just as Chelinde’s incest 
and her refusal to recognise Apollo as her son endangered the déroulement of the prose 
Tristan as well as it intertextual aims towards the Lancelot-Grail cycle. If Cerses were 
allowed to succeed, the British dynasty would be Romanised too soon – at least for the 
15th century Perceforest22 – and not on the author’s terms. The Perceforest envisages its 
 
22 The earlier, 14th century Perceoforest cited by Jacques de Guise in his Annales Hannoniae 
(Book III chapter XXXVI) featured four (‘quatuor magnis voluminibus’), not six books: see 
Jacques de Guise, Annales historiae illustrium principum Hannoniae, ed. by Ernest Sackur, 
Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Scriptores XXX (Hanover: Impensis Bibliopolii Hahniani, 
1883) p. 102. The historian informs us that the text had been written by Cresus (‘Cresus 
historiographus’): in our romance Cresus is indeed the author of what corresponds to the first four 
books (Perceforest’s reign); yet when the book is discovered in the aftermath of the Roman 
destruction, the task of writing the new Greco-English adventures is given to Ponchonnet, who 
writes much of Books V-VI (Gallafur’s reign). There is no codicological or philological element 
which would indicate that the lost 14th century Perceforest ended with the Romanisation of the 
Greek kingdom. Yet from a narratological perspective it is quite possible: following the 
chronology found in most universal histories, Perceforest’s England, as a former Alexandrian 
territory, is  conquered by Rome; while the ‘re-trojanization’ of the kingdom, along with the re-
syncing of the romance’s chronology to Geoffrey’s Historia, could easily take place at this stage 
rather than in Book VI with the invasion of the Sicambro-Trojans. In other words, the earlier 
Perceforest may only represent what Jane H. M. Taylor calls ‘Cycle 1’ (from Pir to Caesar) while 
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reconnection to Geoffrey’s list of Brito-Trojan kings quite differently, with the dynasty 
becoming nominally Trojan while secretly passing on Greek blood. Cerses on the other 
hand imagines a new dynasty that is Greek only in name, but Roman, and thus Trojan, in 
blood. Naturally, the Roman re-foundation she plans will never materialise, and history 
will prove that Lydoire’s interpretation of the stars was correct. The story that is being 
told is one of foul invasion, not glorious foundation. Yet, with its ambiguous wording, its 
conflicting symbolisations, and the uncomfortable presence of Geoffrey’s intertext, the 
romance fails to neutralize completely Cerses’ foundational narrative built upon 
illegitimacy and adultery. 
We may add that the salvation of the Greek dynasty itself rests on a bastard, 
Alexandre Remanant de Joie, the illegitimate son of Alexander the Great and of a 
powerful fairy, Sebille, for Remanant de Joie marries none other than Bethoine, 
Perceforest’s daughter. When the nascent Greek chivalry meets to establish an heir to the 
throne years after the Roman invasion, and Bethidès’ heirs are forcefully excluded, the 
search turns towards this line of Perceforest’s dynasty: 
 
Sa [Perceforest’s] fille ot a nom Bethoine et eut a mari Remanant de Joie, qui fut 
du sang au noble roy Alixandre. De celui ne pourroit yssir fors sens, largesse, 
prouesse et honneur. Qui de celle branche pourroit avoir greffe pour enter en ceste 
terre ne pourroit yssir fors bon fruit (IV.ii. pp. 1133-1134) 
 
 
Yet Bethoine’s offspring’s legitimate status can be questioned, given the unsavory origins 
of Remanant de Joie. His bastardy, however, is carefully left un-mentioned – a precaution 
that makes clear  why the illegitimacy argument had not been used for Bethidès’ line: to 
exclude any of his heirs on these grounds would undermine the choice of Bethoine and 
Alexander’s progeny, the fruit of Alexander the Great’s bastard son. The discussion thus 
turns to blood. What attracts the Greco-British knights is the chance of inserting 
Alexander the Great’s seed into the English crown. Legitimacy is granted by Bethoine 
 
Cycle 2 (Gallafur-Sicambrians) and the announcement of a Cycle 3 (Sicambrians-Arthur) can be 
considered an addition of the 15th century text. The awkward narrative construction and retelling 
of Cerses’ death (see note 10) could be explained as one of those textual loci the 15th century 
remanieur would have had to work into the text to suture his new narrative to the pre-existing 
macrostructure of Books I-IV. However, in the absence of solid material evidence, this remains 
but a theory. For Jane H. M. Taylor’s definition, see ‘Arthurian cyclicity’, pp. 212-213. 
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and her dynastic name: the princess, then, is revealed to be nothing more than a 
convenient means for furthering the intrusion and legitimisation of Alexander’s blood-
line in the royal dynasty: not unlike her brother Bethidès, when Cerses attempted an all-
too-similar dynastic take-over.  
      The particular terminology used in the passage above is revealing not only in relation 
to the narrative strategies of Perceforest, but for the overall argument of this thesis. 
Bethoine is explicitly compared to a graft (‘greffe’) which would allow the implantation 
(‘pour enter’) of Alexander’s offspring into the English royal family. As I have argued in 
the Introduction, the metaphor perfectly encapsulates women’s narrative and intertextual 
roles in genealogical prose romances: they are grafts which allow authors to create a 
coherent space for their new narratives in the canonical material of Arthurian and 
historical writings. Like any scion, the new narration does not merely rest upon its host, 
it irreversibly changes its composition: grafting the Perceforest onto Geoffrey’s Historia 
changes the 12th century chronicle radically – from an account of Trojan beginnings to a 
narrative of Greek foundation. Cerses’ unforgivable sin, then, is to have actively 
implemented this genealogical and narrative process in an attempt to make Bethidès the 
‘greffe’ for her own foundational schemes, thus opening the narrative of Perceforest to a 
dangerously precocious re-grafting with its original Trojan roots.  
After Caesar: Lydoire’s Restoration 
In her work on queenship and adultery Peggy McCracken argues that in courtly romances 
narratives built around adulterous queens not only betray an anxiety surrounding dynastic 
succession, but they also reveal a more widespread fear of women in power: 
 
After the adultery scandal late in the reign of Philip IV the representation of the 
courtly adulterous queen is no longer a viable way to represent anxieties about 
queenship. […] the appearance of adultery and the suspicion of illegitimacy in the 
royal family realizes the scenario that is consistently avoided in romances and 
makes the oblique representation of this very crisis irrelevant. Finally, and most 
importantly, the adultery scandal corresponds to a succession crisis. In 1316 for the 
first time in France, females are excluded from royal succession. The question of 
women and power receives a definitive answer, at least on one front: a woman may 
not rule in France.23  
 
 
23 McCracken, The Romance of Adultery, p. 24. 
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Cerses is by no means a courtly queen, although her ability to convince the majority of 
the English court otherwise is highly disconcerting. Her story is not a censored 
representation of contemporary anxieties of succession, but an accurate mirror of the 
dynastic nightmare that was the tour de Nesle scandal. Yet the question of women in 
power is very much an open one in the Perceforest, especially given the romance’s 
plausible political ties to the English claim in the Hundred Years’ war. (Greek) women 
do not merely ensure the transmission of the crown through the ages – right down to 
Edward III himself24 – but one queen, Lydoire of Scotland, fashions the Greco-British 
lineage into a dynasty, positioning herself as its foundress.25 Lydoire, who plays a minor 
role in the Vœux du Paon, becomes fundamental in the Perceforest. The romance author 
now informs us that the Queen, a niece of Parmenio, was educated by Aristotle himself. 
After Gadifer is paralysed by a boar, Lydoire takes it upon herself to learn the magic arts 
as well: she hides her husband in an enchanted castle which only appears on her 
command, and becomes known throughout England as the Reine Fee. From this moment 
on Lydoire is the de facto ruler of Scotland, since Gadifer’s kingship becomes 
increasingly symbolic. The Queen exercises her power above all through the strategic 
alliances she brings about through carefully controlled marriages, substituting herself for 
her husband Gadifer in selecting the individuals who can partake of the lineage’s dynastic 
name. Moreover, by keeping guard over the women of the Scottish court – her daughter 
Blanche, Lyriope ruler of the Selve Carbonnière, Priande, an indigenous Brito-Trojan; 
and finally her two future daughters-in-law – Lydoire is able to control their would-be 
lovers and direct them in performing chivalrous deeds aimed at enriching the Scottish 
throne with new lands and territories.26 The Scottish Queen resembles her historical 
 
24 In the fiction recounted in the romance’s prologue we are told that the Greek book which 
narrates the history of Perceforest’s Britain was found along with a crown, which we later 
discover to be Perceforest’s. The abbot who finds the treasure sends the crown to the king of 
England, Edward II, who, we must imagine, then passes it on to Edward III.  As Huot has shown, 
‘this double transference represents the process of translatio studii et imperii, the 
translation/transference of learning and imperial authority from Greece to Rome to medieval 
Europe’. See ‘Chronicle, Lai, and Romance: Orality and Writing in the Roman de Perceforest’ in 
Vox intexta: Orality and textuality in the Middle Ages ed. by A.N. Doane and Carol Braun 
Pasternack (Madison, Wis.: University of Wisconsin Press, 1991), pp. 203-223 (205).  
25 On Lydoire see  Christine Ferlampin-Acher, ‘Le rôle des mères dans Perceforest’, in Arthurian 
romance and gender, pp. 274-284; and ‘Fées et déesses dans Perceforest’, Bien dire et bien 
aprandre, 12 (1994), 53-71. 
26 Huot, Postcolonial Fictions, pp. 127-130.  
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contemporaries in this exercise of power: the union between Edward III and Philippa of 
Hainaut, for example, was negotiated by Isabelle of France and her cousin Joan of Valois, 
the direct consequence of this marriage being the deposition of Edward II and Isabelle’s 
rule over England as regent until 1330.27 To control the reproduction of a lineage means 
to exercise the priceless right of bestowing one’s own genealogical identity: it is in these 
terms that one can read the Reine Fee’s foundation of the Alexandro-Arthurian lineage. 
However, due to the enormous size of the romance, and Lydoire’s continuing action 
throughout all six volumes, this section and the following will be concerned primarily 
with the genealogical strategies the Queen adopts in the aftermath of Cerses’ failed 
attempt to highjack the Greek dynasty. Indeed, Lydoire’s genealogical aims within the 
romance are only fully revealed after the Roman invasion. She not only ensures the 
unification of the Scottish and English crown through her lineage, but secures the 
perpetuation and insertion of Alexander’s blood in the Greco-English dynasty, and finally 
connects it to Arthur.  
     The Scottish queen not only survives Caesar’s disastrous invasion, but in the 
immediate aftermath of the battle, she appears with an escort of young maidens to retrieve 
the dying Perceforest, along with her sons and son-in-law from the battlefield. Nestor, 
Gadifer2 and Lyonel die soon after seeing their wives: Lydoire transports their bodies and 
the alive but mangled Perceforest with Gadifer and the hermit Dardanon to the Isle de 
Vie, where there is no dying.  It is from this remote island that Lydoire enacts the narrative 
and genealogical strategies which mould her as the foundress of the Arthurian line. 
Functioning as the author’s double, the Queen works tirelessly in order to gradually re-
establish chivalry throughout Britain.  
The first, obvious, definition of Lydoire’s genealogical policy in post-invasion 
England is endogamy, a reaction to the previous generation’s fatal exogamous marriage 
between Bethidès and Cerses, the cause of England’s downfall. As she herself states: ‘Il 
ne fait pas bon estraindre estrange boiel au sien, car on se doit alier selon soy et a ce que 
l’en congnoit’ (IV.i. p. 70).  Unsurprisingly the marriages contracted through her designs 
are tainted by incest. From the Isle de Vie, Lydoire orders the marriage of two cousins, 
her grandson Gallafur and Perceforest’s only heir – Alexandre. This marriage allows her 
 
27 See Natalie Fryde, The Tyranny and Fall of Edward II, 1321-1326 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1979), pp. 176-194 and pp. 207-227. 
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not only to marry her offspring into Alexander’s bloodline, but to bring England’s crown 
into the hands of the Scottish royal family. Moreover, through Gallafur and Alexandre’s 
daughter Ygerne the Greek bloodline will survive the second Trojan invasion. Ygerne’s 
offspring too marry incestuously in order to ensure the re-establishment of Greek 
kingship: her son Oliguellius marries Olofer’s daughter Eracle. This union is once again 
a reaction to an exogamous marriage – the alliance of Ygerne and Scapiol, the Sicambrian 
head of the new Trojan invaders. 
The endogamous nature of Lydoire’s genealogical programme for the Greek 
renaissance is staged against an opposing manner of lineage creation clearly founded 
upon exogamy. With the Aventure de l’Espee Vermeille – also called the Espreuve des 
Vrais Amans –the romance enacts the conflict of these two opposing views of lineage 
creation, a contrast already reflected in the adventure’s two different names. The Aventure 
de l’Espee Vermeille is started by Morgane’s four nieces in order to try to insert 
themselves into Gadifer’s  line, because their divinations have revealed that from him 
will descend ‘ung chevalier (…) roy de la Grant Bretaigne comme le plus preu, le plus 
puissant, le plus Courtois et le plus renommé qui onques y fut ne jemais sera’ (V. i. p. 
23): Arthur. Since such a king will issue from one of Gadifer’s descendants, they argue 
that a lady would be fortunate indeed to conceive a child of that line. They aim only to 
procreate, unencumbered by the laws of amour courtois or marriage’s more stringent 
legal concerns. As in the episode’s model – Amite’s conception of Galahad in the 
Lancelot-Grail28 – love and deduit are of secondary importance: ‘Moult mist grant paine 
la jenne pucelle a ce qu’elle peust avoir le chevalier [Gallafur] a son vouloir, non pas tant 
pour le plaisir du deduit comme pour estre mere du fruit qui devoit issir du chevalier’ 
(V.i. pp. 291-292).29 The adventure states that any knight capable of removing the sword 
 
28 The daughter of king Pelles seduces Lancelot because of a prophecy stating that from him 
would issue the man who would liberate the terre gaste: ‘Einsinc sont mis ensemble le millor 
chevalier et le plus bel qui or fust et la plus bele pucele et de haut lignage que fust alors; si se 
desirrent par diverses entancions, car ele ne le fait mie tant por la biauté de celui ne por la luxure 
ne por eschaufement de char come ele fait por le fruit recevoir dont toz li païs doit venir a sa 
premiere biauté’. See Lancelot, IV, ed. by. Alexandre Micha, (Geneva: Droz, 1979), pp. 209-210. 
Lancelot is drugged so as to think Amite is Queen Gueneviere, a trick also used by Capraise, who 
pretends to be Venus and later on, Alexandre.  
29 On the subject see Sylvia Huot, ‘Amorous Performances: The Aventure de l’espee vermeille in 
Perceforest’, in Cultural Performances in Medieval France, Essays in Honor of Nancy Freeman 
Regalado, ed. by Eglal Doss Quinby, Roberta L. Krueger, E. Jane Burns, Gallica 5 (Cambridge: 
D.S. Brewer, 2007), pp. 91-98. 
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from its resting place must carry it with him through the Foreste Merveilleuse without it 
losing its original rosy colour. Of course, only knights of the Scottish royal dynasty can 
actually extract the sword from its pillar, ensuring that the four sisters ensnare the right 
men. When the knight is seduced, the sword inevitably turns black and is put back again 
on its pillar at the edge of the forest, ready to identify another Scottish heir.  
Though the trick is devised by Morgane’s four nieces, its inception had been already 
announced by Lydoire years before, on the day of Alexandre’s birth. Indeed, as we learn 
in Book VI, that very day Lydoire had proclaimed that only the knight able to perform 
the Adventure of the Red Sword could reveal the child’s name and lineage, which remain 
secret until the great gathering at the Perron Merveilleux. As Alexandre’s nurse admits 
when questioned by the gathered knights, 
  
[l’enfant, la Pucelle aux Deux Dragons] [...] est issu de sang roial et de lui istera 
roialle lignie, dont le chief sera de haulteur passant tous ses anchestres. […] Son 
droit nom estoit enterré par la soubtillesse de la Sage Roine. [...] moy ne autrui ne 
le sçavroit jusques a ce que il avroit en Bretaigne ung chevalier qui acompliroit 
l’Adventure de l’Espee Vermeille et qu’il mettroit a fin les males adventures de la 
Forest Darnant, lequel chevallier descouvrira le nom (VI.i.  p. 384). 
 
Until then Alexandre had gone by the names Fin de Liesse and Pucelle aux Deux 
Dragons: she herself did not know her real name (given to her by Lydoire herself) nor her 
parentage. Alexandre thus hijacks the four sisters’ adventure in order to identify the man 
who will in turn identify her, one who will remain faithful to her despite the sisters’ sexual 
advances. As she tells a smitten Gallafur, the only knight she will accept is the one who 
emerges from the forest with the still-rosy sword and, with that sword, end the terrible 
marvels of the Darnant forest. Utran, Nero, and Gadifferus manage to pull the sword from 
its resting place, but none succeed in maintaining its rose colour, since they are all 
seduced in turn by one of Morgane’s nieces, each of whom becomes pregnant. Only the 
youngest sister, Capraise, fails to seduce her knight, who remains steadfast in his love for 
the Pucelle Aux Deux Dragons.   
The two competing trajectories of this genealogical narrative both aim at having 
their writers – Alexandre on the one hand, and the four sisters on the other – insert 
themselves into the lineage which will bring forth ‘Restor d’Angleterre’ (V.i, p. 282), 
although in mutually exclusive ways. Morgane’s nieces can hope to succeed only by the 
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consistent failure of the adventure and regular blackening of the sword when Gadifer’s 
offspring attempt the enterprise, while Alexandre, rewriting the adventure as an Espreuve 
de Vrais Amants, uses it as a test to ensure her would-be lover’s loyalty. By proving 
Gallafur’s faithfulness she makes sure that only through her, and no other woman, will 
he father his glorious heirs. Conversely, the four sisters attempt to further procreation 
outside marriage, engaging in random exogamous unions for the dual purposes of 
repopulation and genealogic lustre: Capraise, Cersora, Canonès, and Cahaus are strangers 
to England, ‘filles de l’une des seurs de Morgane la faee qui vint en sa jennesce demourer 
en la Grant Bretaigne pour le païs qui estoit delittable et renommé’ (V.i. p. 23). Very 
possibly natives of Zeeland, where Perceforest’s author places Morgane, the fairies’ 
attempt to insert themselves into the increasingly closed lineage of Scotland is 
counteracted by Alexandre and her great-aunt, the Reine Fee. Indeed, the Adventure de 
l’Espee Vermeille can also be interpreted as Alexandre and Lydoire’s30 joint endeavour 
to find the princess a husband amongst her own kin (as only Gadifer’s heirs can hold the 
sword), one who refuses to engage in exogamous unions (proven by the sword’s enduring 
rose colour), and whose chivalric career is dedicated to dispelling the remnants of the 
Trojan lineage from England (Gallafur will have to put an end to the evil adventures of 
the Darnant forest).  Needless to say, Lydoire and Alexandre’s trajectory for the adventure 
is successful: Gallafur ultimately resists temptation and in Book VI, after he has helped 
reveal her name, marries Alexandre. It is clear that the possibility her cousin offers her to 
‘remettre a ung le sang et le lignaige’ (VI.i. p. 415) constitutes for Alexandre Gallafur’s 
main attraction. She will say so herself on their wedding day, parroting the words Lydoire 
had used to scold Bethidès a generation earlier. Asked if she would still choose Gallafur 
as a husband if another, equally worthy candidate for kingship were to appear, she 
answers:   
 
Seigneur […]. Il est bien vray que j’ay ouy dire que mieulx vault a prendre le grain 
d’un bon terroir que d’un autre, ja soient ilz tous d’une couleur et d’une fachon, car 
tousjours sent le grain le terroir dont il vient et si dist on communement que cellui 
 
30 As Lydoire has the Teste Voir Disant say the day of Alexandre’s marriage to Gallafur: ‘Gallafur 
[…] toutes les merveilles qui depuis ung an sont advenues en ceste terre […] n’ont esté faittes 
fors pour vous attraire au roiaulme de la Grant Bretaigne et pour ajoindre le droit sang du bon roy 
Perceforest au droit sang du sage Roy Mehaignié, par quoy le chief de leur lignaige ne soit empirié 
de pieur sang’ (VI.i. pp. 414-415). 
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est fol qui adjoint estrange boiel au sien, car fort est de faire de deux contraires 
unité. Pour ce le dy que tant a cestuy baceler d’advantaige qu’il est issu de si bon 
terroir, comme chascun scet, qu’il n’est ja mestier de le recommender, car il se 
recommende lui meismes par son bien fait et si sommes tous d’un sang, la unité est 
legiere a faire. Si me trairoie par ces deux raisons ainchois a cestuy chevallier que 
a ung autre d’estrange sang […] (VI.i. p. 421). 
 
Thus, with the cousins’ marriage the endogamous nature of the union is ensured, and the 
crown of an increasingly closed-off and purified Britain falls to the hands of Lydoire’s 
eldest grandson.31 
However, a closer analysis of the adventure reveals that the four sisters’ failure to 
achieve their genealogical goals does not entirely rest on their exogamous practice; and, 
in turn, Lydoire’s victory in ensuring that her dynasty will bring forth King Arthur is not 
simply the result of her endogenous policies. Morgane’s nieces fail to understand that 
with their casual sexual encounters they can never insert themselves into Gallafur’s line: 
rather, their practice undermines the notion of lineage itself. With their one-off encounters 
with wandering knights, the sisters engage in acts of procreation completely unhindered 
by the filiation needed to construct a lineage. The four fairies are convinced that they will 
become Arthur’s forbears merely through Gadifer’s seed: they do not seek to marry the 
Scottish heirs, nor, convinced that procreation without filiation suffices, do they 
understand the importance of the Greek dynastic name in the creation of this new 
Alexandrian  lineage. The sisters’ fundamental mistake sheds new light on Lydoire’s own 
intent. Conscious of the importance of filiation, and knowing well that this is not ensured 
merely by blood, the Queen re-writes the adventure as a genealogical performance, as the 
affirmation of Alexandre’s name. By tying the Espee Vermeille to Alexandre’s 
genealogical identity, the Reine Fee firmly establishes the re-creation of the Anglo-Greek 
lineage, a genealogical operation which is, first and foremost, a linguistic rather than 
reproductive act. Arthur has to descend from the Pucelle aux Deux Dragons, Alexander’s 
only heir, and from no-one else,32 yet the very genealogical identity which assures her 
 
31 On this argument, see Huot, Postcolonial Fictions, pp. 207-215. 
32 Not only is Alexandre the granddaughter of Alexander the Great but the rightful heir to the 
throne: it is through her, not Gallafur, that the royal dynasty is allowed to continue. See Huot, 
‘Amorous Performances’, pp. 96-97. 
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role as foundress of the Arthurian lineage is strictly contingent on Gallafur and his success 
in the adventure of the Red Sword.  
As conceived by the Queen and the Pucelle aux Deux Dragons the adventure thus 
becomes a performance of lineage. As mentioned above, the Reine Fee’s genealogical 
strategy is a reaction to Cerses’ own attempt at a Roman re-foundation. But Cerses’ 
greatest sin was not her pollution of the Greek lineage with Roman blood but rather her 
performance of Bethiluc’s Greek filiation, a performance that, as we have seen, is never 
quite eliminated from the narrative. Thus, in post-invasion Britain Lydoire strictly 
controls the formation of the new Greco-British dynasty by restricting the privileged 
linguistic community able to voice this genealogical identity to the members of the 
lineage themselves. The question is not simply one of endogenous procreation, but of 
endogenous filiation.33 This, however, creates a circular system by which the members 
of this privileged linguistic community (in this case, lineage) can only be identified by 
the very act of bestowing genealogical membership to members of this same lineage. This 
is what happens to Gallafur, whose genealogical identity is determined by his ability to 
extend kinship only upon members already of his own kin, as one specific episode proves. 
In the course of his first night’s temptation by Capraise, while the young girl is pretending 
to be Venus, and moments before falling into her trap, the knight is saved by a vision of 
Alexandre. The Pucelle aux Deux Dragons appears to him in a rage, scolding the maiden 
who had dared assert that Gallafur was of Gadifer’s line. 
 
Damoiselle, vous poez maintenant veoir la faulceté du chevalier: folle est la femme 
qui a homme monstre son couraige devant qu’elle ne l’ait esprouvé. Et vous 
mesmes me avez dit qu’il estoit filz a la belle Flamine et que son pere fut filz au 
bon roy d’Escoce nommé Gadiffer, dont le noble Restor d’Angleterre doit issir. 
Non est, pour vray ce n’est il pas. Il ne le eust daigné avoir pensé (V.i. p. 282). 
 
Surely this knight, so ready to disperse his seed in illegitimate unions, cannot be the heir 
to the Scottish throne; nor a man stupid enough to believe in the divinity of an ordinary 
human be Gadifer2’s son, whose renown had come from vanquishing Aroès, the arrogant 
king of the Roide Montaigne who pretended to be a god. Gallafur’s genealogical identity 
 
33 On the fundamental distinction between procreation and filiation, already discussed in Chapter 
2, see Stahuljak, Bloodless genealogies, p. 68. 
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thus literally depends on his ability to preserve his seed, almost as though by dispersing 
his genealogical baggage he may lose that  identity himself.34 Thus, the endogamous 
union of Perceforest’s granddaughter and Gadifer’s grandson is not simply a reaction to 
dangerous miscegenation, but an affirmation of the Greek name, performed and reiterated 
in the union of two of the same lineage, of the same name. Indeed, the revelation of 
Alexandre’s name – a woman, one recalls, whose paternal legitimacy could be questioned 
– depends upon Gallafur’s own continuing chastity. Only a man capable of resisting the 
wiles of the magical women who live in the English forest and who stands in stark 
opposition to bastardy may reveal her identity. Ironically, then, Alexandre’s genealogical 
status and her future role in the Greco-English dynasty are determined by a knight who 
is defined as antithetical to her own grandfather, Alexander the Great, whose affair with 
the fairy Sebille generated an illegitimate son, Alexandre Remnant de Joie, Fin de 
Liesse’s own father. In post-invasion England, Alexander’s name can only be pronounced 
in an environment purged of the bastardy he himself contributed to.  
Not surprisingly, the revelation of the Pucelle aux Deux Dragons’ identity is highly 
formalised, a complicated succession of ritual steps performed for the benefit of the entire 
Greco-British population. Planned by the Reine Fee before Caesar’s invasion, it is 
 
34 One could argue that this is what happens to Lancelot the moment his illegitimate son is 
conceived. The hero loses his baptismal and genealogical name, Galahad, which is transferred 
upon his son: ‘et tout ainsi com li nons de Galaad avoit esté perduz en Lancelot par eschaufement 
de luxure, tout ainsi fu recouvrez en cestui par atenance de char’. Lancelot, IV, p. 211. This 
genealogical loss is confirmed in the Queste and Estoire’s rewriting, where Lancelot’s 
Arimathean lineage is transferred upon Galahad via Amite, and Lancelot is re-cast as the 
descendant of Nascien, ‘the slow to convert’. See Carol J. Chase, ‘The gateway to the Lancelot-
Grail Cycle’, pp. 65-75. Interestingly, Galahad’s filiation, whilst it seems to pose no problems in 
the prose Lancelot (Lancelot is told by Pelles of his son and reacts joyfully, Galahad then moves 
to a nunnery to be closer to his father, who visits him often) – is a central issue in the Queste. 
Lancelot refuses to recognise the knight he has dubbed as his son; Galahad on his part deliberately 
refuses to name his father even though Guenevière incites him to. Lancelot learns of his son’s 
identity – or rather recognises it – only when a hermit interprets his dream, in conjunction with 
the knight’s long-awaited repentance. Only after Lancelot has made amends for his sins do the 
two openly admit their relationship. On Lancelot’s double identity as Lancelot-Galahad and its 
eventual splitting into father and son in the Lancelot proper, see Florence Plet-Nicolas, ‘Comment 
nommer un bâtard arthurien?’ in Lignes et Lignages dans la Littérature Arthurienne, pp. 57-71; 
Emmanuèle Baumgartner, ‘From Lancelot to Galahad: The Stakes of Filiation’, in The Lancelot-
Grail Cycle: Text and Transformations, ed. by William W Kibler (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 1994), pp. 14-30; Annie Combes, ‘From Quest to Quest: Perceval and Galahad in the Prose 
Lancelot’, Arthuriana, 12 (2002), 7-30; and Marie-Luce Chênerie, ‘Le thème du nom dans la 
carrière héroïque de Lancelot du Lac. Deuxième partie: la révélation du nom et du lignage’, 
Littératures, 12 (1985), 15-30. 
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orchestrated by a talking head she has sent on her behalf: the head summons Gallafur, 
whose winning of the red sword and freeing of the forest of the Trojan enemies has proved 
his right to voice Alexandre’s name. The knight points to a secret cabinet in the Franc 
Palais; in there, the head states, the English can find the heir to Perceforest’s throne. The 
name of Alexandre is first revealed as a physical inscription left by Lydoire on the 
cabinet’s door (VI.i. p. 376): 
 
Ne vous esteult de riens pener 
pour ceste aulmaire deffermer. 
Tel s’en cuidera mieulx chevir 
qu’il s’en pourra pour fol tenir 
 et en deüst son sang espandre, 
se ce n’est la belle Alexandre 
qui a son doy l’ uis ouvrira. 
Aultres a chief ja n’en vendra. 
 
Because a woman called Alexandre cannot be found – the Pucelle aux Deux Dragons and 
her nurse having explained that her name has been kept secret by will of the Queen – all 
the maidens present at the gathering try but fail to open the cabinet door until, at last, Fin 
de Liesse pushes it open with her finger. Inside the cavity lie Perceforest’s crown, the 
book of the Anciennes Croniques de la Grant Bretaigne and a charter from the old King, 
explaining how Lydoire instructed him to hide the crown and the book, and how, with the 
help of Zephir, she had set up the adventure in order to reveal the rightful heir to the 
throne: 
 
 Et pour ce que ma chiere et bien amee la Sage Roine et Zephir sçavoient par leur 
soubtillesse que ma fille estait enchainte d’une fille, ilz lui mirent des lors a nom 
Alexandre a l’onneur du tres excellent roy Alexandre, de qui sang elle estait 
descendue, c’est à dire du costé paternel. Mais telle estoit l’adventure du tresor que 
le droit huis ne pouoit estre ouvert fors par le doy de celle pucelle pour ce qu’ilz 
vouloient que le roiaulme revenist a son droit oir (…). Mais par ceste aventure 
pretendoient la Sage Roine et Zephir de mener ma generation a sa droitte ligne et 
de hoir en hoir tant qu elle vendra a l’excellent chief qui sera le deseurain de mon 
lignaige et de celluy du gentil roy Gadiffer mon frere (Vi.i. pp. 388-289). 
 
Alexandre’s identity is quite literally performed into being, firstly through the act of 
touching the name, ‘Alexandre’, engraved upon the stone huis, and secondly through its 
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further inscription in Perceforest’s writing. The King of England seems to hold the 
exclusive power of pronouncing the name ‘Alexandre’; that is to say, to recognise the 
Emperor’s heirs: one generation prior, it had once again fallen on him to reveal the true 
name of Remanant de Joie, Alexander the Great’s illegitimate son by the fairy Sebille. 
Perceforest is the ideal figure for the legitimisation of both Alexandres. Like his nephew 
Gallafur, the King had achieved his own royal identity by opposing bastardy: Betis 
acquired the name ‘Perceforest’ by killing Darnant, whose evil character is defined in 
strict relation to his production of illegitimate offspring.35 Perceforest’s own handwritten 
acknowledgment of Fin de Liesse’s identity, in turn, is ensured by the authority of the 
royal seal: 
 
«En tesmoingnaige de laquelle chose, j’ay pendu mon seel a ceste chartre, qui 
demoustre la congnoissance de l’escu que je levay dehors le crocq ou temple de 
Dardanom le saint heremite.» Adont ilz [the gathered knights] encommencierent a 
regarder le seel pour veoir le signe dont le gentil roy Perceforest faisoit mention. Si 
voient qu’il y avoit ung roy armé sur ung cheval, l’escu au col a une lampe pour 
congnoissance (VI.i. p. 389-390). 
 
And finally, the seal refers to the shield Perceforest took from Dardanon in Book I, ‘dont 
la campagne estoit de fin or a une lampe d’asur a ung ray de feu vermeil’ (I.i. p. 359). 
The lamp depicted on the shield ultimately points to the knowledge of the one true god, 
the Dieu Souverain. The elaborate scene marks the recognition of the Pucelle aux Deux 
Dragons by none other than King Perceforest with a sense of fatality; yet one is left to 
wonder if the scene described above is indeed an anagnorisis: is it not rather a bestowal 
of identity? In other words, is Fin de Liesse able to open the door because she is Alexandre 
or is she Alexandre because she can open the door? Because Alexandre’s name is 
performed as a sign which refers to yet another sign, in a vertiginous cycle of linguistic 
performances, the question is left without answer. Just as lineage is defined only by 
 
35 As the lady of the forest who first names Betis ‘Perceforest’ says: ‘Car entre ses [Darnant’s] 
malfais, il ne pouoit demourer ne belle dame ne damoiselle sy loing qu’ il le pouoit sçavoir qu’ il 
ne voulsist avoir ou par force ou par amour ou par enchantemens, de quoy il a bien en ceste forest 
habitans .LX. bastars tous chevaliers et n ‘ y a celluy qui ne se mesle d’ enchantemens. Et sy en 
a .X. d’ une dame qu’ il eut espousee, qui fut fille du seigneur de Carbrant, et tous sont chevaliers. 
Et sachiez qu ‘ il y en a bien .L. qui devoient estre chevaliers au prin temps. Et n’a pas .VIII. jours 
qu’ il voult viser quantz enfans ses filz avoient, mais il ne peult sçavoir le nombre. Sy en compta 
il .C., tous chevaliers’ (I,i, pp. 149-50). 
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lineage, sign is only defined by sign, in a self-validating endogenous circularity with no 
beginning and no end. This tautological system is reflected not only in the performance 
of Alexandre’s name as sign, but in its very essence. Surely her name is Alexandre 
because she is Alexander the Great’s kin, yet one could argue that she is Alexander’s kin 
because her name is Alexandre. The repetition of the Macedonian emperor’s name 
through the ages calls this filiation into being whilst purifying it of its illegitimate status: 
unlike Cerses, whose bastard child’s uncertain lineage made it impossible for him to be 
univocally named, Lydoire ordains that the English descendants of the Greek emperor 
represent their filiation by appropriating and embodying Alexander’s name. 
Dubbing Genealogies 
Cerses’ insertion into the English landscape and her relationship to Bethidès not only 
threatened lineage, but, like her Babylonian counterpart in the Tristan en Prose, it also 
troubled symbolic alliances.  In marrying the Roman woman, Bethidès alienated his own 
court, his Scottish allies and his own king and father. He had also established a dangerous 
bloodless bond with Luces, first in the siege of Nerve, and secondly in his own court, 
where the Roman knight posed as an English squire. Thus, Lydoire’s renaissance 
programme for post-invasion Britain does not simply entail the closure of Greek society 
to the outside world in matters of genealogy, but in homosocial relationships as well. In 
the previous chapter we saw how the author of the prose Tristan envisages the formation 
of homosocial bonds as a social structure able to replace lineage. The Reine Fee on the 
other hand ensures the overlapping of these two systems of alliance by ensuring that her 
descendants are knighted exclusively by her kin: Lydoire yet again carefully controls the 
creation of the new Greco-British society by establishing a restricted linguistic 
community delimited by genealogy. 
Through Flamine’s account of the immediate aftermath of the battle of the Franc 
Palais, we learn of Gadifer’s despair at the thought that his offspring will have to be 
knighted by someone outside their lineage.  
 
Haa! treschieres filles, qui fera au tamps advenir chevaliers de vos enffans, parquoy 
ils puissent concquerre leurs heritaiges et deffendre s’aucun estrangier leur voulait 
toullir, et le commun pueple rassambler et mettre a ung, parquoy ils puissent 
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restorer les citez qui maintenant son destruites? Trop me doute que jamais ne soyent 
chevaliers de aussi bonne main comme de nostre lignaige (IV.ii. p. 828). 
 
This concern for the racial purity of the bloodless bonds uniting a newly dubbed knight 
to the one who bestows the accolade establishes an equivalence between genealogical and 
linguistic ties: in the hand that performs the act must run the same blood as in the youth 
it touches. Thus, while Lydoire arranges marriages from the Isle de Vie in order to protect 
her lineage from miscegenation, she also ensures the endogamous dubbing of her 
progeny.  
 
 Lors dist la saige royne au roy son seigneur: «Sire, vous ne dittes pas merveille, 
car meschief seroit se tant noble semence estait empiree par mauvaise beneisçon. 
Sy soiez a vostre paix, car hoir yssu de vostre sang ne recevera collee de chevalier 
ne chevalier ne sera qui pourra lever le bras pour ce faire s’il n’est de vostre 
generation.» (p. 828) 
 
The apparent impasse that this enchantment provokes (there seem to be no living heirs to 
Gadifer’s line) is resolved by the sudden arrival of the Roman Ourseau2 in England on a 
quest to discover his Scottish grandparents’ identity. He is the son of Ourseau, the 
youngest of Lydoire’s offspring, whom she had sent away from the island because of his 
bear-like appearance and a prophecy that stated he would find fortune only outside the 
British kingdom. Ourseau is raised by a Scottish woman before being brought to Rome, 
where he becomes a renowned knight and marries a cousin of Caesar’s. Knowing only 
that his parents are Scottish and of noble stock, Ourseau bids his son to discover his 
origins. It is through Ourseau2’s arrival in Britain that Lydoire’s enchantment is first 
broken and Gadifer’s heirs knighted.  
According to Lydoire’s pronouncement, the new symbolic bonds established 
between knight and dubber simply re-enforce existing family ties, without forging new 
alliances outside of the Greek bloodline. What is more, the ritual of vassallage is put to 
the service of genealogy, since it provides tangible evidence of parentage. Thus Ourseau2 
discovers his family origins when he knights Gallafur, who had been roaming the land in 
search of a knight able to raise his arm and dub him. 
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Et quand le bacelier se senti chevalier, il se leva et acolla cellui qui chevalier le 
avoit fait, puis dist: «Chier cousin, vous soiés le bien venu: loing tamps vous ay 
quis, or vous ay trouvé. Jasoit ce que ne vous congnoisse de veue ne vous moy, sy 
sçay je bien que vostre pere fut frere au preu Gadiffer, filz du Roy Mehaingnié et 
engendré en la saige rouyne qui par son sens est nommee la Rouine Faee; celle fut 
mere a vostre pere» (p. 959). 
 
Lydoire’s role in the Greco-British renaissance is fully revealed when Gallafur explains 
his knowledge of Ourseau2’s ancestry. She had sent Flamine on purpose to her native 
Ireland to wait for Ourseau2 and instruct him to find and dub the squire who could not be 
knighted. At the same time, she kept Gallafur with her in Momonie. When he came of 
age, she told him to go back to England and ask every knight he meets to try and dub him, 
at the same time naming the man he is looking for. At  first glance this  seems 
contradictory, or a cruel joke on Lydoire’s part – why should Gallafur stop every knight 
he meets if he already knows that only one named Ourseau2 will be successful? – but the 
Queen’s aim is to provide her Roman nephew with irrefutable proof of his lineage, as 
well as to illustrate the infallibility of her enchantment. In order to test the merveille 
further, Gallafur goes against Lydoire’s instructions – which specificy that after receiving 
the investiture, he must knight his brothers Utran and Sanguin – and asks Ourseau2 to dub 
one of them, ‘pour voir et esprouver la merveille de vostre grant mere’ (p. 963). Having 
publicly performed his own genealogical identity not once but twice, the Roman knight’s 
lineage can no longer be questioned. Simultaneously, Ourseau2 – whose fealty to his 
Greco-British roots can reasonably be doubted given his Roman identity – is forced time 
and time again to enter into symbolically performed alliances with the Greco-British 
chivalry, which bind him ever more tightly to British society. 
Through these strategies Queen Lydoire successfully ensures Greek hegemony in 
Britain’s renaissance. The merveille she has set up for her kin’s knighting allows her to 
create a parallel ‘dubbing genealogy’ with which she effectively controls the very 
establishment of knighthood. Apart from Passelion, at first only Ourseau2 is able to knight 
the British youths, who in turn will be able to knight other baceliers, ensuring that even 
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when all of Gadifer’s descendants have been knighted, the new symbolic bonds thus 
created will be borne under the aegis of her Greek lineage.36  
 
 
The endogenous system invented by Lydoire allows us to investigate further the 
author’s ideas on the role of lineage in the transmission of virtues and vices. If the author 
purports on some occasions to believe that ‘«Le bon fruict vient de bonne ente», et ainsy 
du contraire’ (I.i. 165), this is not always the case.37 Certainly lineage plays an important 
part in Cerses’characterisation38 – being Roman inevitably means that she is evil, and the 
genealogy she may produce will certainly be ‘convoiteuse et raemplie de despit’ (IV. i. 
p. 152) – but the text also often stresses the importance of external factors in reproduction. 
Bossu de Suave’s or Ourseau’s appearances, for example, have nothing to do with that of 
 
36 As the graph makes clear, all of Gadifer’s descendants are knighted by their own kin (in bold). 
Passelion, on the other hand, starts a dubbing genealogy that involves almost all of the ‘Greco-
Trojan’ heirs – the offspring of the Trojans that had become part of the Greek entourage when 
Perceforest became king: Le Tor’s offspring (Pedracus, Torès, Pédrac) Troylus’ (Benuiq), 
Belinant du Glat’s (Pernehan) and the progeny of the hermit Pergamon (Maronex2, Pergamon2, 
Norgal2, Orcanus2, Nieppus, and Sorrus2) are all knighted by Passelion. Panthonés2, Ticonés2, 
Listeus2 and Luces (other sons of the twelve knights of the vows) are also knighted by their 
kinsmen, although the dubber is not mentioned. The exceptions to the rule are Blanor2, ‘the First 
Knight’, and Pallidés2, Ourseau’s brother-in-law. It is interesting that Pedracus, who first 
encounters Ourseau2 as a squire, changes his mind about being knighted by the Roman ‘quant 
j’entendi qu’il ne sçavoit qui estoit son grant pere et sa grant mere’, and prefers to go looking for 
his cousin Passelion, ‘car me semble que de meilleur ne de plus prouchain de lui a moy ne puis 
recevoir l’ordre de chevallerie’ (IV. ii. 798). Genealogy and racial purity seem also to be a concern 
of the second-generation Greco-Trojans.  
37 Even the setting of the proverb within the romance reveals the author’s ambiguous stance on 
the matter of nature and norreture: the phrase is uttered in Book I by a forest maiden in reference 
to Pinel, whom she considers a good knight because of his father, Gelinant du Glat. But the same 
proverb cannot be applied to Gelinant himself, who is the only noble knight in the Darnant 
lineage. 
38 See Huot, Postcolonial Fictions, pp. 130-135. 
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their parents, but with their mothers’ preoccupations at the time of conception. On the 
other hand, not every member of the Darnant clan is necessary evil, as Geliant du Glat 
and his progeny prove. Indeed, Gadifer’s despair at the thought that his offspring may be 
knighted by someone whose prowess is inferior to that of his lineage suggests a 
conceptual shift by which virtues are transmitted by the establishment of symbolic bonds 
rather than by genealogical ones. The Scottish king’s anguish implies that a knight’s 
prowess depends on the valour of the man who dubs him: while his own offspring are 
certainly among the most valiant of the kingdom, blood alone does not seem to be enough 
to ensure the success of one’s progeny. As Perceforest himself says while instructing his 
son and nephews during their pre-accolade vigil: ‘le sage dist que celluy ne nourrist pas 
l’enfant qui luy donne a boire et a mengier, mais cellui qui l’introduit en vertus’ (II.ii. p. 
389).  
An obvious example of the failure of genealogical transmission is Bethidès. The 
second Greek king of Britain is of noble stock, yet he is key in the destruction of 
Perceforest’s kingdom. By all standards, his noble lineage should have assured his ability 
to carry on the chivalric virtues of his father, yet his prolonged pre-marital affair with the 
cross-dressed Cerses, his military alliance with the Romans in the siege of Nerve, and his 
silence in front of his wife’s blatant adultery clearly betoken the knight’s lack of 
conformity to the Anglo-Greek norms of conduct. Though his faults do not stem, like his 
wife’s, from genealogical deficiencies, Gadifer’s concern for the nature of his offspring’s 
accolade in Book IV may point us towards another cause for Bethidès’s vices: his rather 
peculiar dubbing ceremony described in Book II. When Perceforest – who has his doubts 
about Bethidès’ readiness for knighthood – is about to give his son the accolade, his 
cousin Nestor, disguised as the Chevalier Dorée, steals it by running onto the scene and 
placing his own neck under his uncle’s hand. Instead of saying ‘Chevalier, soyes preux 
et loyal’ (II.ii p. 398) – the phrase Perceforest had intended for Betidès before it was 
intercepted by Nestor – the King tells Bethidès ‘Chevalier, soyes preux et hardy et loyal 
a meilleure heure que devant n’eussez esté, afin que jamais ne retournez du tournoy, sy 
me sachez a dire qui le chevalier est qui te supplanta la colee.’ (p. 398). The mere fact 
that Bethidès has, through no fault of his own, lost the accolade intended for him casts 
doubts on his merit: his failure in entering into this symbolic aliance calls into question 
his membership to the linguistic community of knighthood. The interruption and deferral 
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of the linguistic bond represented by the investiture is worrisome, as Perceforest himself 
notes: ‘[Perceforest] ala prier que le hault et excellent Dieu le [Bethidès] voulsist 
hastivement et sans delay prendre en sa sainte et bonne garde, car moult se doubtoit que 
la supplantacion de la colee ne fust signe de son dommaige.’ (p. 408). Thus the usurping 
of the symbolic tie seems to have symbolic meaning in itself. Bethidès’ chivalric identity 
is now completely dependent upon the discovery of the Chevalier Doree’s true name, the 
genealogical identity which lies behind his chivalric one. The latter is something that 
Bethidès will never fully recover: it falls to Nestor and not Perceforest’s son to confront 
Caesar heroically in single combat in the battle of the Franc Palais, while the young King 
only unwittingly aids the Romans in their invasion. Perceforest’s qualms are assuaged 
and cast aside by building a temple dedicated to the Dieu Souverein, but the hiccup in 
Bethidès’ investiture seems to taint the promising knight’s future while suggesting a 
cause for his doubtful choices in alliances and his less than brilliant career, inexplicable 
in terms of bloodline. 
 Bethidès’ failed dubbing ritual underlines the importance of linguistic 
performance in the transmission of virtue and genealogical identity in the Roman de 
Perceforest. Lydoire ordains that homosocial bonds can only be created on pre-existing 
blood relationships, yet the statement can be reversed: it is the performance of bloodless, 
symbolic ties that establishes blood relationships – perhaps calls them into being. After 
all, Lydoire instigates Orseau2 discovery of his genealogical ties to Gadifer’s line by 
forcing him to perform them through the establishment of bloodless bonds with his own 
British kin.   
            Lydoire’s genealogical strategies in post-invasion England, then, are striking not 
simply because of their endogenous nature, but because of their performative quality 
based on linguistic acts. The Reine Fee does not simply force the closed-circuited 
reproduction of blood ties: she creates a linguistic endogamy. The name of Alexander – 
unchangingly repeated throughout the generations – now can only be revealed and 
pronounced within the context of the Greco-British royal dynasty, and by one, like 
Gallafur, who stands as a bulwark against exogamy. The symbolic ties of knighthood are 
revealed to be stronger than lineage and the nascent Greco-British chivalry can only 
reproduce itself through endogenous yet bloodless bonds. Building her Greek 
genealogical tree from the Isle the Vie, Lydoire finally imposes an endogenous 
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performance of genealogical identity based on the linguistic symbols that tie dubber and 
squire. In the next section we shall see how Lydoire’s genealogical practices are reflected 
in the text’s intertextual strategies, and the Reine Fee’s own role in implementing the 
author’s fluctuating attitude toward his own literary ancestors.  
Closing the Narrative Interstice and Invading New Intertexts: India and 
Rome39 
In recent years critical scholarship has consistently underlined the Roman de 
Perceforest’s cyclical construction by which eras of apogee and decline follow one 
another on a regular basis: Jane Taylor traces this representation of history to Orosius and 
ultimately Augustine.40 I here propose Richard Trachsler’s model41 for the Perceforest, 
which includes eras (such as the end of Troy and Arthur’s rise and fall) that are not 
recounted in the romance but are considered common knowledge for its readers:  
 
As Trachsler notes, the oscillations described in the romance are always caused ‘par 
l’irruption d’une matière étrangère. […] ces éléments allogènes ne produisent pas 
toujours les mêmes effets. Autant l’apport de la matière d’Alexandre est bénéfique à la 
chevalerie bretonne, autant l’apparition de la matière de César en Bretagne s’avère 
néfaste.’42 The cyclical opening of the romance to its intertexts is inevitably followed by 
 
39 A reworked version of this research is currently in press: see the forthcoming Giulia Boitani, 
‘From Alexander to Caesar: the Roman de Perceforest’, Critica del Testo XXII/3 (2019). 
40 See Jane H. M. Taylor, ‘Arthurian Cyclicity’, and ‘The Sense of a Beginning’, p. 102; Richard 
Trachsler, Disjointures, pp. 239-281. 
41 Trachsler, Disjointures, p. 257. 
42 Trachsler, Disjointures, p. 258. 
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the author’s attempt to close these interstices and bring the narrative back to the original 
matter of the Perceforest. This regular intertextual dilation and constriction follows the 
continuing oscillations of the English royal lineage, which endeavors to find a balance 
between a necessary openness to exogamous forces (such as Betis’ conquest of the island) 
and a secure endogamous closure to the outside world (the period after Caesar). Viewing 
the model above as a whole, it is clear that these two extremes are considered equally 
dangerous for the well-being of Britain: an exogamous union with the Roman Cerses 
triggers deadly miscegenation, while generations later, Arthur’s reign will fall due to the 
king’s act of incest.43 This fundamental tension between centripetal and centrifugal forces 
affects both the fictional Greco-British dynasty and the romance itself, in so far as its 
literary and historical models are invested by the author with an anxiety of influence. As 
we have observed, Cerses’ narrative of a Roman re-foundation of Britain does not merely 
embody the dangers of genealogical pollution, but the romance’s fatal openness to its 
own source, Geoffrey’s Historia Regum Britanniae and its narrative of Trojan 
Britishness. In the course of this section, I will highlight instances where the romance’s 
genealogical master narrative – relentlessly carried forth by Lydoire – is reflected upon 
the text’s relationship with its intertexts. Thus, in the period immediately following 
Cerses’ treachery, the Reine Fee, acting as the author’s double, adds to her endogenous 
policies by cutting the romance’s ties both to the dangerous matière de Rome, and the 
Vœux du Paon, the Alexandrian romance which lent its main characters to the text. Yet 
in the Golden Age of Greco-British domination – before Cerses’ arrival in England – 
Lydoire also played a key role in the colonialist expansion of the Greek dynasty, a policy 
often implemented through exogamous practices.44 On an intertextual level this initial 
dilation of Greek power corresponded to a veritable conquest of intertexts for the 
romance. This phenomenon can be observed in the development of secondary plot-lines: 
during Perceforest’s reign, characters from the Vœux du Paon (Porrus and Cassiel, kings 
of India and Badres related to the British monarchs through marriages established by 
 
43 Mordred is the cause of Arthur’s death and the end of the Round Table. On this subject see 
Elizabeth Archibald, ‘Arthur and Mordred: Variations on an Incest Theme’, Arthurian Literature, 
8 (1989), 1-27; and Miranda Griffin, ‘Writing Out the Sin’. The dangerous closure of a kingdom 
to the outside world (and its incestuous consequences) are tackled in the Perceforest through the 
episode of king Aroès of the Roide Montaigne (III.ii. pp. 58-129) and the Golden-Haired Giant 
(II.i. pp. 347-364): on the subject see Huot, Postcolonial Fictions, pp. 120-130.  
44 Huot, Postcolonial Fictions, pp. 127-130. 
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Alexander) invade the matière de Rome by allying themselves with Hannibal in the course 
of his glorious victories against the Romans. Shortly after, the Scottish Queen puts into 
motion an elaborate plan entailing her son Ourseau’s expatriation: this results not only in 
Ourseau’s insertion into the Julian dynasty (by marrying Caesar’s niece) but, one 
generation later, this exogamous marriage allows Lydoire to take over the traditional 
narrative recounting Caesar’s death and to re-write it as her own personal act of 
vengeance. Due to the convoluted nature of these plot-lines, I will not discuss these 
episodes chronologically (before and after Caesar’s invasion) but by intertext, starting 
with the narrative surrounding the kings of India and Badres. 
 
As we know, the author of the Perceforest borrows his main characters from 
Jacques de Longuyon’s continuation of the Fuerre de Gadres, the Vœux du Paon: thus, 
in Book I the author briefly describes the plot of this late Alexandrian romance. Before 
the narrative moves to England, the reader is told how Alexander’s marshal Parmenio 
killed Gadifer du Larris in battle, leaving his heirs open to attack by neighbouring 
kingdoms. In an attempt to make peace, Alexander vows to protect Betis, Gadifer, and 
their sister Fezonas from the King of India Clarvorus, who is intent on forcefully 
kidnapping Fezonas. The old Indian king is slain and Alexander arranges the marriages 
of the three young heirs. Perceforest is married to Ydorus, Gadifer to Lydoire, and 
Fezonas to her would-be abductor’s son, Porrus. Perceforest’s younger sister thus 
becomes Queen of India. In addition, the King of Badres, Cassiel (also part of 
Alexander’s Eastern entourage), marries Edea, Ydorus’ cousin. When Alexander arrives 
in England the four couples are with him and Porrus and Cassiel are fundamental in the 
establishment of Gadifer and Perceforest’s rule in the island against the Darnant clan. 
  Even after securely settling his Alexandrian characters in England – and marking 
this change with Betis’ new name, Perceforest – the author never completely severs his 
ties with the Vœux du Paon and its original settings. Throughout the first four books we 
follow the adventures of the Kings of India and Badres in their Alexandrian domains, and 
their links with Perceforest’s throne. Thus, after helping their cousins settle their 
kingdom, Porrus and Cassiel leave with their new-born sons and return to their own lands. 
Nothing more of them is heard until Book II, when Fezonas and Edea arrive in England 
with their sons. A distraught Fezonas tells Perceforest of how, while the two royal 
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families met on the île de Citeron to celebrate Venus, a ship with Alexander’s insignia 
had sailed in. Porrus and Cassiel rushed to greet it but were savagely murdered by the 
men on board; Fezonas and Edeas barely escaped alive with their sons. Later on, the 
killer’s identity is revealed: it is Antipater, Alexander the Great’s murderer. With 
Alexander dead, Fezonas and Edea remain with Perceforest, and Porrus2, Cassiporrus and 
Cassiel2 are raised at the British court with their cousins.  
      An embassy to the English court brings further news of the kingdom of India. Lacking 
a rightful heir to claim the throne, the country has passed under the rule of Salphar, ‘qui 
se faisoit roy par sa force’ (II.ii. p. 365). During his reign the Roman forces decide to 
absorb the land into their growing empire: if the Indians do not submit willingly, ‘ilz 
soient tous certains qu’ilz viendront sur eulx si efforceement qu’ilz mectront peres et 
meres et enfans a mort’ (p. 364). Desperate – and certain that Rome will be defeated if 
Porrus’s heir is found – the citizens congregate to make a decision. Nabin the sailor 
informs them that Porrus’s offspring are indeed alive at Perceforest’s court. Salphar, 
afraid he may lose the throne, tries to have Nabin executed but is killed in turn by popular 
insurrection. The Indian subjects elect an embassy to England where Porrus2, 
Cassiporrus, and Cassiel2 are knighted by Perceforest and return to their homelands to 
rule.  
In Book IV, the Indian embassy returns once again with happy news: the Romans 
have been defeated thanks to an alliance with Hannibal of Carthage. The romance briefly 
relates Hannibal’s exploits in Italy: how in his first battle45 so many Roman knights were 
murdered that he was able to send ‘deux muits d’anneaux d’or’(IV.i. p. 85) back to 
Carthage, how the Romans were forced to knight criminals in order to repopulate their 
army, and finally how Hannibal – with Porrus2 and Cassiel2 – had laid siege to the city of 
Rome. The Carthago-Indians and the Romans never come to battle under the city walls, 
however, as divinely-sent rain stops the troops in their tracks more than once. 
 
Quant Hanibal fut en son tref pensant aux deux journees qu’il avoit eues, il dist que 
les dieux ne vouloient point que les Rommains fussent totalement destruis et qu’ilz 
avoient tant fait qu’ilz ne avroient jamais pouoir de lui mener guerre (IV.i. p. 86). 
 
 
45 This is clearly Cannae, although it was not Hannibal’s first battle in Italy. 
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     Here the author of Perceforest plays off the Alexandrian material he has taken from 
the Vœux du Paon against traditional Roman historiography, allowing these secondary 
characters to take over the Hannibal narrative and re-appropriate the Carthaginian victory 
as Greek expansion against their traditional Trojan enemies. Not only is the Roman 
attempt to gain control of the Alexandrian empire a complete failure, but Perceforest’s 
kin arrive at the gates of Rome.  
The episode which the Perceforest author weaves his narrative into is probably 
extracted from Orosius – cited extensively in Book I46 – (or from its medieval French 
translations and adaptations, such as those found in the Histoire Ancienne jusqu’a Cesar, 
Vincent de Beauvais’ Speculum Historiale and Jean de Vignay’s translation), where the 
modii47 of rings are mentioned, along with Rome’s desperate need for soldiers, and the 
divine intervention that spared the city from destruction.48 The surprising alliance 
between Hannibal and Perceforest’s kin is explained by their common enemy, and may 
find its justification in the historical pact forged between Carthage and Philip V of 
Macedonia against Rome.49 Of course Hannibal’s efforts to curb Roman imperialism in 
 
46 Orosius is mentioned explicitly in I.i. pp. 1,3,56,57 and quoted without reference on p. 73 (§ 
86, 1-15). 
47 An ancient Roman unit of grain measure. Orosius and his Old French imitators report that 
Hannibal had sent to Carthage three modii of rings (about three pecks), while Perceforest cites 
two, as seen above.  
48 Adversos Paganos IV, 16,5; 7-9; 17, 4-11. Orosius reads the divine salvation of Rome in terms 
of the city’s future role in the Christian mission of evangelization. Cf. Paulus Orosius, 
Historiarum adversum paganos libri VII, ed. by Carolus Zangemeister (Vienna: Lokay, 1882, 
repr. Hildesheim: Holms, 1967). 
49 Orosius’ version of the Hannibal story is recounted in Book 6, chapters 42-59 of the Speculum 
Historiale along with the Histoire Ancienne; it relates the episode of the modii, the recruitment 
of criminals as Roman soldiers, and the supernatural rain, although the Histoire adds Hannibal’s 
search for anti-Roman alliances in the Mediterranean. See The Histoire ancienne jusqu’à César. A 
digital edition, BnF, f. fr. 20125. Interpretative edition, § 936-969, in particular par 936, 2-3: ‘Cis 
rois Hanibal avoit bien oï et entendu com li Romain avoient maumené les Cartaginentiens et ceaus 
d'Aufrique et de Libe et tos ceaus qui lor avoient esté en aïe. Por ceste cremance quist il gens et 
assambla a merveilles de tot le regne d'Aufrique et de Gresse et de par tot la o il pooit avoir socors 
ne aïe, ne par force ne par amor ne par doner ne par proiere’. Moreover, the Histoire often 
appeared in manuscripts immediately preceding the Fet des Romains, the literary model for the 
Perceforest’s rewriting of Caesar’s death. For the Speculum Historiale (edited following version 
SM trifaria [Ms Douai BM 797]) see the Atelier Vincent de Beauvais (IRHT). The project is now 
part of SOURCENCYME (SOURCes des ENCYclopédies MEdiévales): 
http://sourcencyme.irht.cnrs.fr/. A critical edition in nine volumes of Jean de Vignay’s Miroir 
Historial is being prepared by Mattia Cavagna: see Jean de Vignay, Le miroir historial, volume 
I, tome I (livres I-IV), ed. by Mattia Cavagna, Publications de la Société des anciens textes français 
110 (Paris: Société des anciens textes français, 2017). For the story of Hannibal in the Miroir, see 
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the Mediterranean must ultimately be unsuccessful, but the Perceforest author fails to 
mention the loss of the second Punic war and leaves Porrus2 and Cassiel2 victorious at the 
gates of Rome: nothing more is said of Indian Greeks until after Caesar’s invasion of 
England, when, as we shall see, the trend of intertextual expansion reverses and the 
romance definitively cuts its ties to the Vœux du Paon.50 
 Only after Greco-British chivalry is destroyed and Perceforest’s line is left without 
a male heir are we given the last piece of information on the Indian line of the family 
from an unlikely source: Ourseau2. He reveals that the Alexandrian rulers haven’t just 
been defeated in England but their appendages outside of the British Isles have also been 
exterminated. As Ourseau2 informs his grandmother Lydoire: 
 
Madame, dist Ourseau, a grant honneur est il [Ourseau senior] venu par sa bonne 
conduitte, car tenu a esté pour l’un des preux de Romme. Et pour ce fut il envoié 
en Inde a mon departement et fut gouverneur de deux legions pour submettre le roy 
Panulf et le roy Clarvaran qui rebelles estoient aux Rommains, mais tant y a fait le 
preudhomme qu’il les a occis et mis tout le païs en la seignourie rommaine (IV.ii. 
pp. 996-997). 
 
Lydoire’s estranged son, Ourseau the Elder, has thus conquered India on behalf of Rome 
not knowing that the land had belonged to his family.51 Because by the beginning of Book 
IV the Alexandrian domain is safely in the hands of Porrus2 and Cassiporrus, one must 
assume that ‘le roy Clarvaran’ and ‘le roy Panulf’ are their heirs. The family tie is 
reinforced by the link to their grandfather, also called Clarvaran, a character originally in 
Jacques de Longuyon’s romance, the man who had attempted to kidnap Ydorus at the 
beginning of Perceforest (and in its model, the Vœux du Paon). The attentive reader 
concludes that Ourseau the Elder has unwittingly killed his own distantly-related 
nephews.52 
 
BnF, MS français 316 (Cavagna’s base manuscript for his volume I) ff. 229v-233v, in particular 
231r-231v (Cannae and the Hannibal ad Portas episode). 
50 On this subject see Noémie Chardonnens, ‘Broderies alexandrines. L'intégration des Voeux du 
Paon dans le Roman de Perceforest’ in Les Voeux du Paon de Jacques de Longuyon. Originalité 
et rayonnement (Paris: Klincksieck, 2011), pp. 171-187. 
51 The conquest of India is also mentioned in Book IV along with Caesar’s invasion, when 
Ourseau the Elder’s fate in Rome is briefly described; see IV.i. pp. 534-535. 
52 The blood ties that bind Porrus2 and Cassiporrus to Clarvaran and Panulf are not explicit. 
However, in Britain only one generation has passed, so it could be assumed that they are the sons 
of the Indian rulers that had been called to India from Perceforest’s court. 
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Both the causes and consequences of this nepoticide are directly related to 
Lydoire’s genealogical schemes. On the one hand her efforts in removing her furry son 
from England ensured the endogamous reformation of Greco-British chivalry in the next 
generation, since Ourseau2 is the only knight capable of dubbing Gadifer’s heirs. 
However, in an Œdipical plot twist, Ourseau the Elder’s estrangement also means he is 
unable to recognise his family members: though he doesn’t marry any, he does end up 
killing some. So, while his own son is re-absorbed into Greco-British society – thus 
enabling Lydoire’s plans of vengeance against Caesar (himself Ourseau2’s own uncle) – 
Ourseau the Elder assists his adopted family in carrying Roman imperialism forward, to 
the point of enslaving his own lineage’s kingdom and murdering Fezonas’ grandsons. In 
sending her youngest son away, Lydoire both secures the future of Perceforest and 
Gadifer’s line and at the same time cancels its origins.  Indeed, if in the prehistory of the 
Tristan en Prose, ignorance of family ties has almost brought the romance to a dead end, 
in the Perceforest it causes the obliteration of its beginnings. The last of the Indo-Greek 
heirs are eliminated, and India is absorbed into the Roman empire.  
From an intertextual standpoint Ourseau the Elder’s act enables the romance’s 
author to sever his ties with the Vœux du Paon. If the link with the late Alexander romance 
was useful at the beginning of the text, bestowing an aura of legitimacy on the Greek 
characters that suddenly appear in Britain, by Book IV, and nearing the end of the 
Perceforest, its continuing presence might have hindered the romance’s reconnection 
with the Historia Regum Britanniae. What if these male heirs to the Greek lineage had 
survived Ourseau’s conquest in India? How could the author explain a Trojan re-
settlement of England with Scapiol (Geoffrey’s Capoir), if there are still Alexandrian 
kings alive and well, ready to reclaim their uncle’s throne? Twice, in the romance, the 
female line saves the Greek bloodline of Britain from extinction, first with Alexandre, 
daughter of Betoine and Alexandre Remanant de Joie, and then with Ygerne. Moreover, 
as we have seen, the promotion of female transmission of kingship is an important part 
of the author’s own political aims for the narrative, since it enforces Edward III’s claims 
on France, which sparked the Hundred Years war. The survival of male heirs in India 
directly related to Perceforest could have demanded a re-conquest of England against the 
Sicambro-Trojan invaders and the rightful passage of the British throne to the Greco-
Indian kings, without the need for a woman to carry on the lineage secretly. In other 
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words, the continued presence of the Vœux du Paon narrative would have made it 
impossible to graft the end of the Perceforest to the Historia, since only a female member 
of Perceforest’s dynasty can reconnect it with Geoffrey’s list of kings – in this case, 
Scapiol/Capoir. In cutting its ties with the Alexandrian romance and its original setting, 
the romance’s author enables the return of the Trojan dynasty in accordance with 
traditional historiography. The endogamy which Lydoire orchestrates at the time of the 
renaissance of the Greco-British lineage is echoed in the romance’s relationship with its 
intertextual model of the Vœux, in view of its impending re-attachment to Geoffrey of 
Monmouth’s chronology and a concomitant exogamous union of Perceforest’s line with 
Ygerne’s marriage to Scapiol.  
Yet beyond the narrative constraints which render the intertextual caesura 
necessary, it is important to note that the text describes the nephews’ murder as a direct 
consequence of the previous generation’s exogamous policies. Whilst Bethidès’ marriage 
to Cerses wreaks terrible destruction in the British Isles, Lydoire’s expatriation of 
Ourseau the Elder and his insertion into Caesar’s lineage causes the end of the 
Alexandrian line in the Mediterranean. It is only when Lydoire reclaims the Britishness 
of Ourseau’s offspring and Ourseau2 is made an integral part of England’s second Golden 
Age that the interstice in the matière de Rome created with this Romano-Scottish marriage 
can be profitably exploited. Thus, exactly one generation after Ourseau the Elder brings 
about the end of the romance’s ties to the Vœux du Paon, his son prepares Lydoire’s 
invasion of Roman historiography. The new narrative of Caesar’s death will not only re-
write the history of Rome, but that of Britain, since the implications of this murder carry 
on to a second intertext, Geoffrey’s Historia.  
The Perceforest section which has attracted most scholarly attention is the re-
writing of Caesar’s death as an act of vengeance orchestrated by the Reine Fee and 
enacted by her half-Roman offspring – the Ourseaus.53 Whilst the death of Caesar is 
 
53 Primarily thanks to Flutre’s article, which made the narrative known before an edition of Book 
V was published: see Louis-Fernand Flutre, ‘Études sur le roman de Perceforêt (Septième 
article)’, Romania, 90 (1969), 341-370. See also Michelle Szkilnik, ‘César est-il un personnage 
de roman? Du Perceforest au Jouvencel’, in La figure de Jules César au Moyen Âge et à la 
Renaissance, ed. by Bruno Méniel, Cahiers de recherches médiévales 13 (Paris: Champion, 
2006), pp. 77-89; and Trachsler, Disjointures, pp. 239-281. 
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recounted faithfully following the Suetonian narrative54 – omens announce Caesar’s 
death;55 he is killed in the senate while holding a note in his hand warning him of the plot; 
Brutus and Cassius are amongst the assassins; the conspirators use ‘grefes’56 as weapons  
– in the Roman de Perceforest Caesar’s assassination is the result of Lydoire’s personal 
vendetta. The murder of the Roman general is planned in the immediate aftermath of the 
battle of the Franc Palais – decades before it takes place. The scene, I believe, is modelled 
after Morgane’s own vow of vengeance against Tristan in the Tristan en Prose. Here, the 
eponymous hero kills the fairy’s lover Hunesdon with a lance. When Morgane finds 
Hunesdon she vows that Tristan will die by that very weapon.57 Similarly, Lydoire, in 
extracting the spearhead with which Caesar had killed her son Nestor, vows that ‘or vive 
[Caesar] autant qu’il puet, car de ce fer morir lui convendra’ (IV.ii. 826). When the young 
Ourseau2 finally reaches his grandparents on the Isle de Vie, Lydore takes advantage of 
a ready-made executioner: a man of Greek blood with easy access to Caesar. Indeed 
Ourseau the Elder’s union with the daughter of Gaius – a powerful Roman senator – 
produces Romano-Scottish (or Greco-Trojan) heirs eager to reclaim their Britishness and 
ready to sever their blood ties with Caesar on their progenitor’s orders.58 All that is left 
to be done is to rouse Ourseau2’s sense of pity and outrage at the carnage caused by the 
Romans, which is exactly what happens when Zephir brings Ourseau2 to gaze upon the 
 
54 See the Lives of the Caesars, I, LXXX-LXXXII in Suetonius, Lives of the Caesars, Volume I: 
Julius. Augustus. Tiberius. Gaius. Caligula, ed. by. John Carew Rolfe, Loeb Classical Library 31 
(Cambridge, M.A. and London: Harvard University Press, 1998). Suetonius’ account is the model 
for the episode in the Fet des Romains, which Jane Taylor points to as the source for the author 
of Perceforest. See Jane Taylor, ‘The Fourteenth Century’, pp. 312-315, and Roussineau, 
Perceforest. Cinquième partie, II, pp. 932-933. For the Fet des Romains, see Li Fet des Romains 
compilé ensemble de Saluste et de Suetoine et de Lucan. Texte du XIIIe siècle publié pour la 
première fois d’après les meilleurs manuscrits, ed. by Louis-Ferdinand Flutre and Kornelius 
Sneyders de Vogel, 2 vols (Paris, Groningue: E. Droz, J.B. Wolters, 1938). 
55 ‘Et lues avint soudainement que totes les finestres de la sale et li huis de la chambre ou il gisoit 
ovrierent ensamble de son gré a un froïs’, Li Fet des Romains, I, p. 739. 
56 Cassius le feri de son grefe ne la gorge … Brutus le feri dou sien grefe el piz’, Li Fet des 
Romains, I, p. 740. 
57 ‘Tristan, ki ocheïs Hunesdon ki chi desous gist, saches bien tout chertainnement que sa mors 
ne fu pas si cruele com la toie mort sera, car tu morras de double mort a grant angousse et a grant 
martire, et mout aras desiré la mort avant que tu l’aies. Et encore te di je bien une autre cose don’t 
jou voeil que tu soies chertains: tu ne morras devans che que tu morras de chele meïsmes lanche 
dont tu l’ocheis, vraiement le saches tu.’ Le Roman de Tristan en Prose, III, ed. by Gilles 
Roussineau (Genève: Droz, 1991), § 182, 20-27.  
58 As Sylvia Huot notes, ‘Ourseau’s Britishness can only be purchased […] at the price of excising 
his Romanness.’ Postcolonial Fictions, p. 136. 
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dismembered bodies of his uncles. Having completely converted her nephew to the Greek 
cause, Lydoire intrusts the spearhead to him: ‘Si vous prie, beau nieps, que ne soie tenue 
mensongniere et que par ce fer soit vengié vostre lignaige’ (IV.ii. p. 1011).  
However, knitting together the narrative of Perceforest (in itself inspired by yet 
another intertext, the prose Tristan) with the traditional episode recorded in classical 
historiography (Suetonius’s account and its vernacular rewriting in the Fet des Romains) 
is no easy feat. The Queen’s resolve not to be made as a liar – in other words, to render 
her narrative a reality – works against the author’s need to respect his source: if Caesar 
doesn’t die in the Roman senate assailed by ‘grefes’ the entire romance could stand 
accused of falsehood. At first glance, then, Caesar’s death causes a clash between 
Lydoire’s narrative and the author’s own need for authenticity. Fortunately, Ourseau2’s 
wife Camille, trying to prevent her husband going to Rome, has the spearhead turned into 
styluses: her attempt at obstructing Lydoire’s narrative of vengeance is not only 
unsuccessful, but allows ‘de faire cadrer le récit du Perceforest avec un fait donné comme 
immuable par la tradition historiographique: César, on le sait, n’a pas été tué par un fer 
de lance. L’auteur du Perceforest est bien obligé de tenir compte des contraintes de la 
matière de Rome’.59  
It is important, however, to note that the author of the Perceforest needs to account 
not only for the death of Caesar as recounted in classical historiography, but with the 
Roman general as described in Geoffrey of Moumouth’s Historia.  Our romance stages 
Caesar’s invasion of the English island at the time of Perceforest, but Geoffrey had 
written of the general’s victory against King Cassibellanus, who, in the chronology of the 
Perceforest, becomes Ygerne and Scapiol’s great grandson. Thus, in order to concord 
with Geoffrey’s narrative, Caesar must return to England at the time of King 
Cassibellanus in order to complete his conquest of the island and subject it to Roman 
tribute once and for all.60  
The intertextual constraints which strictly define the time and place for Caesar’s 
murder are addressed by the Queen herself: acting as the author’s double, she ensures that 
 
59 Trachsler, Disjointures, p. 261. 
60 The Cassibellanus episode recounted in Geoffrey’s Historia may possibly have influenced the 
writing of Caesar’s invasion in the time of Perceforest: the duel between Caesar and Lydoire’s 
second-born Nestor, with the latter’s tragic death, recalls the confrontation between Caesar and  
Nennius, Cassibellanus’ cadet brother: see IV.i. pp. 929-630; and Historia of the Kings of Britain, 
III, 54-83. 
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the Roman general’s demise respects the chronological and geographic contours imposed 
by the romance’s literary predecessors; nonetheless, these intertexts do not survive 
Lydoire’s re-writing unscathed. Both the historical narratives of Caesar’s British conquest 
and his death acquire new interpretations in light of the Queen’s personal vendetta. 
 By analysing the episode of the Fontaine Venimeuse recounted in Book IV we 
can shed light on Lydoire’s role in determining the romance’s relationship with its 
intertexts. Before getting involved in traditional Roman historiography and weaving new 
ties with Geoffrey’s Historia in Book V, the Queen frees the island from the 
uncomfortable presence of the Roman conqueror, which would have prevented the 
endogenous renaissance of Greco-British chivalry, as well as endangering the traditional 
account of the Ides of March. Indeed, Caesar must at all costs return from his conquest of 
Britain in Book IV alive in order to be killed by the conspirators in the Senate, after 
Cassibellanus’s time. However, after the battle of the Franc Palais, there is no immediate 
obstacle to Caesar’s roaming the country freely: he moves north with his army, 
conquering the entire island, a narrative trajectory which runs counter to the author’s 
intertextual interests, as well as Lydoire’s own vow of vengeance. If Caesar had survived 
the English knights, he may well be defeated by the island’s unpredictable and often 
deadly merveilles. For Julius Caesar to die by Lydoire’s spearhead, in the setting 
described by the Fet des Romains, and after defeating Cassibellanus, the Queen must first 
ensure his safe return to the mainland. Thus, in order to fulfill her own vow and the 
intertextual obligations of her author, Lydoire must save the Roman conqueror’s life by 
the adventure of the Fontaine Venimeuse.  
After pronouncing her vow of vengeance, the Reine Fee and her entourage escape 
the Roman conquerors by heading north, towards the Isle de Vie. Once in the Deserts 
d’Escoce, they pass by the infamous fountain, inhabited by an evil spirit that poisons the 
water and the surrounding area.  The Queen entrusts a local to guard the spring until the 
arrival of Passelion, who will be able to carry out its adventure and purify its waters. In 
the meantime, Lydoire commands the man to warn everyone who attempts to drink from 
its poisonous waters. When, quite rightly, he asks why he should be left to await the 
conquering Roman forces while she herself is escaping them, the Queen answers: 
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N’aies doute, car ceste fontaine sauvera ta vie et tout le paÿs, car icy endroit fauldra 
la fureur des Rommains. Mais demourez icy, si gardes bien que nulz ne soit deceu 
de la fontaine, et tu en verras merveilles advenir ainçois que tu muyres (IV.i.682). 
 
When the thirsty Roman army arrives some time later, the guardian warns Julius Caesar 
not to drink, saving the Roman leader and his entire army from certain death. It seems 
counter-intuitive that Lydoire should not make use of such an easy way of thoroughly 
wiping out the Roman enemy, but of course, by this point, she has already vowed that 
Caesar must be killed by the spearhead. In exchange for saving his life, the guardian asks 
for Caesar to halt his advance through the Deserts d’Escoce and leave the island:  
 
Sy vous demande (…) que aucunement vous vueilliés oster de vostre cuer l’ire et 
hayne que vous avés sur ceste terre, car bien doit souffir et sanchier vostre aÿr ce 
que fait en avés.  Sy vous vueilliés retraire sans plus faire mal au païs (…) car ce 
tant de païs qui aincoires est a gaster est tant pou peuplé et de si povres gens que ja 
honneur n’avrés a le destruire, ainçois blasme avecq tres grant perte de vos hommes 
parmi les mauvais desers que passer vous convendra (IV.i. 687). 
 
Caesar readily agrees and returns to Rome, ready to be assassinated some years later by 
Ourseau2’s nephews – all of whom are named Ourseau. By saving his life and 
simultaneously ensuring his departure from Britain, Lydoire closes the interstice opened 
by dislocating Caesar to Perceforest’s England and redirects the narrative onto the right 
track, which will eventually lead to her own invasion of the Fet des Romains with 
Caesar’s assassination.  
 It is through Zephir that Lydoire is able to synchronise Caesar’s death with the 
chronology imposed by the Historia Regum Britanniae. The luiton shows the Romano-
British Ourseaus the importance of striking at the right time: ‘Et ne sera jamais Fortune 
contre Julius que une nuit et ung jour, et s’il echappe ce pas, son nom et sa puissance 
croistera tousjours et morra de belle mort’ (IV.ii.1098). Caesar must be killed on a 
specific day, announced by foreboding omens – the windows of his palace will open and 
close all at once. If the Ourseaus don’t strike then, Caesar will never be killed, and his 
power will steadily rise. Thus, the supernatural phenomena which in the Suetonian 
narrative of the Fet des Romains had simply represented an omen of Caesar’s impending 
doom are re-written by Zephir as a coded signal for action, without which the Ourseaus 
cannot avenge their British kin. In this way, the Roman side of Perceforest’s kin is kept 
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at bay, and Caesar lives till Cassibellanus’s reign, fulfilling the narrative described in 
Geoffrey’s Historia. 
 
[Among the Ourseaus] tout ce que cy devant a esté racompté [of Lydoire’s oders] 
fut mis en memoire et les douse greffes furent mises en lieu secret. Ainsi que Zephir 
avoit prophetisié, il advent, car Julius Cesar monta depuis en sy grant honneur qu’il 
fut fait empereur de Romme, mais ainchois fut envoyé en Gaule. Et quant il eut 
concquis tout le païs, il sceut que le royaume de Bretaigne restoit en bon estat et a 
ce temps en estoit roy Cassibelanus. Et pour ce qu’il ne rendoit point de treu aux 
Rommains, Julius Cesar en eut grant despit et de fait alla sur lui a gros navire pour 
concquerre le païs. Mais il l’en convint retourner honteusement, car il trouva 
Cassibelanus tres vaillant et fort garny de bonne chevalerie par tout son païs. Mais 
depuis Cassibelanus eut discort a l’encontre de Androgeo, ducq de Trinovant […]. 
Cestui Androgeo manda Julius Cesar […]. Et quant il fut descendu en Bretaigne, 
eulx deux firent tant que Cassibelanus fut submis a la cité de Romme, ou il [Caesar] 
fist tant assez tost aprés par sa puissance qu’il mist a mort Pompee son serourge et 
enchassa le saige Cathon morir en Libe. Et aprés ce, il conduisi tellement son fait 
qu’il fut empereur de Romme, tousjours demourant les haines sur lui es couraiges 
de ceulx qui estoient descendus du bon lignaige au roy Perceforest, comme dit est 
(V.i. p. 75). 
 
  Thus Caesar’s murder by Lydoire’s heirs is executed after his victory over Cassibellanus 
which gains him the title of emperor.  
Nonetheless, the interpolation of the Historia Regum Britanniae used to introduce 
Caesar’s death does not simply allow the author – however awkwardly61 – to synchronise 
his own narrative with Geoffrey’s, it also entails a rewriting of the Cassibellanus’s 
episode in the Historia. In Geoffrey’s narrative, Cassibellanus is the noble king who 
stands up to Caesar and refuses to pay tribute to Rome, on the grounds that both peoples 
are descended from Aeneas and are thus brothers, neither subject to the other.62 The first 
battles between the Roman forces and Cassibellanus’ Britons are described in heroic 
terms: Caesar is defeated and forced to flee in dishonourable retreat. Cassibellanus’s later 
disastrous defeat by the Roman leader, due to treason within his ranks, prompts the 
 
61 Caesar must live for seven generations to fight both the second-generation Anglo-Greeks and 
Cassibellanus.  
62  History of the Kings of Britain, III, 55: ‘Opprobrium itaque tibi petiuisti, Caesar, cum 
communis nobilitatis uena Britonibus et Romanis ab Aenea defluat et eiusdem cognationis una et 
eadem catena praefulgeat, qua in firmam amicitiam coniungi deberent.’ 
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creation of the British tribute to Rome, which Arthur will refuse to pay, starting the war 
with Lucius Hiberius that indirectly brings about his death.63 Cassibellanus’s reign was 
thus of vital importance in the economy of Geoffrey’s narrative. In the Perceforest, 
however, the new Greco-British context that surrounds the interpolation profoundly 
changes its significance. Because of the author’s Alexandrian narrative, Cassibellanus is 
now for all intents and purposes Greek, a member of Perceforest’s lineage, although he 
shares his great-grandfather Scapiol’s Trojan blood. It is no surprise, then, that the 
argument of a Trojan brotherhood used in the Historia is carefully avoided in 
Perceforest’s interpolation, and that, thanks to a widespread 12th century foundation 
myth,64 it is shifted outside Britain onto the city of Nerve: it is this Roman colony, and 
not Britain, which refuses to pay tribute to the kindred city, which first causes a failed 
invasion by Luces, and later Caesar’s conquest. 
 
 mais quant la cite, qui Seconde Romme fut nommee, fut peuplee de bonnes gens 
et ilz se commencerent a adviser qui ils estoient et dont ilz venoient et aussi qu’ilz 
sentirent le pouoir qu’ilz avoient, ilz s’esmerveillerent dont ilz venoient a ester serfs 
de rendre treu aux enfans dont riens n’avoient deu aux peres et duquel sang ils 




63 In his absence, caused by the Roman war, Mordred seizes the throne forcing Arthur to retreat 
and concentrate his forces in England, where he will die in battle with the usurper. 
64 The legend of Tournai/Nerve, a city which rebelled against Rome’s imperialistic pretentions 
and was destroyed by Caesar, is found first and foremost in the Liber de antiquitate urbis 
Tornacensis ex reuelatione Heinrici, Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Scriptores XIV 
(Hannover: Impensis Bibliopolii Hahniani 1883), pp. 352-357, and the Historiae Tornacenses 
partim ex Herimanni libris excerptae (in the same volume, pp. 327-352). The story, originally 
invented by the abbot Heriman in the hopes of obtaining the independence of Tournai from the 
bishopric of Noyon, had enormous success. Amongst the French texts that relate the legend in the 
14th century one can list Jacques de Guise’s Annales, as well as the Les vraies chroniques de 
Tournai, ed. by Yves Coutant, Art et Histoire 18 (Tournai: Louvain-la-Neuve, 2012). Within the 
15th century Burgundian milieu the narrative was incorporated into a romance, a remaniement of 
a 13th century text, the as yet unedited Roman de Buscalus. Here, the city’s Trojaness did not stop 
the citizens from battling the Franco-Trojan King Faramond. The narrative is a clear reflection of 
Philip the Good’s attempts to incorporate the stubbornly pro-French city into his territories. See 
Graeme Small, ‘Les origines de la ville de Tournai dans les chroniques légendaires du bas Moyen-
Âge’, in Les grands siècles de Tournai, Tournai, Art et Histoire 7 (Tournai: Louvain-la-Neuve, 
1993), pp. 81-113. On Tournai’s histories see also Paul Rolland, ’Les monumenta Historiae 
Tornacensis (saec. XII)’, Annales de l’Académie d’Archéologie Royale de Belgique, 73 
(1926), 253-313. 
 




Moreover, Geoffrey’s Cassibellanus episode, transplanted into the fifth book of 
Perceforest, is profoundly affected by the account of Caesar’s death immediately 
following it. As an act of vengeance and retaliation on the Greco-Britons’ part, Caesar’s 
murder can now be read as compensation not only for his first invasion of the island, but 
for the second as well. Through Lydoire’s act of vengeance, moral victory at least is in 
the hands of the British dynasty, although from this point on the internal chronology of 
the romance re-joins Geoffrey’s, and we must thus expect the succeeding kings of Britain 
to be subject to Roman rule. Nonetheless, the exogenous strategies enacted by the Queen 
before Caesar’s arrival in England – the instalment of a pocket of Greek resistance in 
Rome with the Ourseaus – not only enables her personal retaliation against Caesar, but 
the romance’s own invasion of its intertexts, the consequences of which re-write Roman 
and British history in new and unexpected ways. The Ides of March, originally recounted 
as an attempt to safeguard the Republic’s liberties against Caesar’s monarchical aims, are 
voided of their original meaning and rewritten as a decisive retaliation against a Roman 
invader at the hands of the ever-unyielding Greco-Britons. The price of this intertextual 
invasion, however, is paid by the elimination of the last remaining strands that tie the 
romance to its original source, the Vœux du Paon, whose Eastern narrative trajectories 
within the Perceforest must be eliminated in order for the Greco-Britons to continue 
playing a decisive role in this new, Romanised, European history.  
Like Presine, the Reine Fee takes advantage of the intertextual potential inherent 
in genealogical narratives. Both Scottish Queens are motivated by revenge, and, although 
the two foundresses stand on opposite sides of the Hundred Years’ war, both succeed in 
expanding their romance’s influence and safeguarding it from history’s upheavals. As for 
Lydoire, she ensures the creation and perpetuation of the Greek dynasty throughout the 
centuries. In particular, after the Roman invasion she re-designs herself as the head of a 
united Scottish and English dynasty that perpetuates itself through endogenous 
performance. This genealogical control of the lineage’s endurance is mirrored in the 
Reine Fee’s privileged status within the narrative, since the author endows her with the 
power to expand or constrict the romance’s relationship with its literary models. 
Ultimately, the foundress of the Greco-British dynasty emerges as the architect of the 
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translatio imperii et studii enacted by the romance,65 guiding the Greek lineage through 
its intertexts: from the Macedonian empire, through Rome, up to Arthur and finally to its 
own textual community, the ruling class of contemporary England and Hainaut. Indeed, 
one could argue that the foundress’ greatest achievement is that enacted by the periodic 
concealment and re-publication of the Roman de Perceforest itself (or rather, to give it its 
other name, the Anciennes Croniques de la Grant Bretaigne) along with Perceforest’s 
crown. By ordering first Perceforest and then Gallafur to hide the textual and material 
representation of her Greco-British narrative of hegemony, Lydoire makes sure that 
history will be written only on her own terms, protected from those competing narratives, 
those threatening intertexts, which would re-write Britain’s glory as a history of Trojan 
conquest. The publication of the Anciennes Croniques, ordered by Lydoire at the time of 
Gallafur and Alexandre’s marriage, as well as the concomitant unification of England and 
Scotland, not only allows the new Greek ruling class to rediscover its past, but to write 
new chapters of their collective history in the book itself. Gallafur and Alexandre’s 
daughter Ygerne will thus be able to preserve Greek memory and pass on Alexander’s 
blood secretly through the new Sicambrian rulers. Correspondingly, the discovery of the 
treasure in the fictitious Wortimer Abbey near the Humber at the time of Edward II’s 
marriage to Isabelle of France66 rewrites Edward III as the last of Perceforest’s line. This 
second publication of the book’s contents also seems to have been planned by Lydoire: 
 
Et quant vous verrez apparoir la destruction de nostre lignage, faites le livre 
encasser dedens le mur du Temple du Dieu Souverain que le noble roi Perceforest 
fist ja piecha fonder, car la endroit sera fondee ou temps de grace un abbaÿe de la 
nouvelle loy, car j’espoir que en aulcun temps le livre sera trouvé et mis en auctorité 
(V.i. p. 590). 
 
 
65 See Huot, ‘Chronicle, Lai, and Romance’, p. 205. 
66 It is important to note, however, that Jacques de Guise, in citing the earlier 13th century version 
of Perceforest (under the title ‘Historia Scotorum’) tells us that it was William II, not his father, 
who discovered the book in England. The occasion had been the wedding of Philippa and Edward 
III rather than that of his father and Isabelle, although Guise calls Philippa William’s matertera, 
though the two were siblings. In this case, one can imagine Perceforest’s crown being sent directly 
to Edward III. See Jacques de Guise, Annales, p. 102. For an overview of Jacques de Guise’s 
Annales see Daniel Overstraeten, ‘La version originelle: les Annales Hannoniae’, in Chroniques 
de Hainaut ou les Ambitions d’un Prince Bourguignon, sous la direction de Pierre Cockshaw, ed. 
by Christiane Van den Bergen-Pantens (Turnhout: Brepols, 2000). pp. 33- 35. 
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Book I recounts the abbot’s discovery: he sends Perceforest’s crown ‘au roy Edouart qui 
ore est’ (I.i. p. 70) – that is,  Edward II – yet he tries to delay the book’s appearance in 
England at this time: ‘car je ne vouldroie pas qu’ il fust encore leu en ce paÿs’67 (p. 71). 
The book, now translated from Greek to Latin, travels with William to Hainaut, where its 
secrets are unlocked. Whilst Edward III will undoubtedly inherit Perceforest’s ancient 
crown, it is only with his marriage to William’s daughter Philippa that the evidence of 
England’s glorious Greek past will re-join the royal relic and finally explain its 
significance.68 Through her final decree, revealing both the treasure’s concealment and 
its resting place, Queen Lydoire thus points us towards her last descendants. With 
Edward’s marriage to the princess of Hainaut – the Selve Carbonnière that Alexander the 
Great himself had bestowed upon Liriope, Lydoire’s closest handmaiden – book and 
crown will be reunited, paving the way for Lydoire’s final Greek renaissance, and a new 
chapter in the Anciennes Croniques de la Grant Bretaigne.  
The Reine Fee’s genealogical and intertextual programme for the Perceforest 
romance rewrites history to an almost unbelievable extent. As seen above, the traditional 
recounting of Arthur’s Roman war can no longer be read through the lens of Geoffrey’s 
Historia. Rome is no longer Britain’s oppressing older sister, a force that needs to be 
reminded of the equal dignity shared by all of Troy’s heirs. The clash should now be seen 
as another incarnation of the perennial hostility between Greeks and Trojans that initiated 
the Western literary tradition. However, if Lydoire’s political aims do indeed reach into 
her contemporary readership, one is left to wonder whether this dichotomy is meant to 
carry into 14th and even 15th century Europe. Has the Reine Fee formed a Greek alliance 
uniting England and Hainaut against the Trojan Valois? 69 Is the Hundred Years war the 
 
67 Italics mine. 
68 Richard Barber defines the Perceforest as a ‘work that combines the histories of the hero with 
whom the counts of Hainault were most associated, Alexander, and of Arthur, to whom Edward 
III has frequently been compared. The union of Edward and Philippa is reflected in the joining of 
these two epic cycles by the author’s inventions.’ See ‘Edward III’s Arthurian Enthusiasms 
Revisited: Perceforest in the Context of Philippa of Hainault and the Round Table Feast of 1344’, 
Arthurian Literature, 30 (2013), 55-74 (pp. 59-60). 
69 It is possible that the Perceforest reference to an ancient Greco-British alliance with Nerve 
could be read as a not too concealed statement regarding Tournai, a town whose inflexible pro-
French stance would prove annoying to both Edward III and Philip the Good. In particular, the 
Greco-English knights’ glorious entrance in the city seems to be a not too-concealed re-writing 
of the rather disastrous siege of Tournai by Edward in 1340. However, because the episode 
escapes Lydoire’s immediate action, I hope to discuss this possibility in a future setting.  
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ultimate incarnation of the Trojan war? If these are indeed the underlying plans of the 
Perceforest author in constructing an Alexandrian lineage for Edward and Philippa, 
unfortunately for him, two can play at that game. On the other side of the battle field, as 
we have seen in Chapter 1, another foundress will prove capable of extending her own 
genealogical romance to the Alexander intertext: Presine. Against the English claim on 
Lusignan the ancient fairy has erected a powerful empire for Jean de Berry that goes 
beyond the traditional Trojan heritage the Valois could refer to, and that harkens back, 
yet gain, to Alexander the Great. If the two authors have indeed both attempted to gift 
their side the upper hand by forging a connection with the great Greek Emperor, their 
work is a true testament to the immense literary potential that 14th century romance could 
appeal to in the invention of new, decidedly un-Trojan, narratives. Both Jean d’Arras and 
the Perceforest author point us toward the matrilineal lines of genealogy, which one must 




Even from the limited corpus of texts analysed in this thesis, it is clear that the blanket 
assertion found both in historical and literary scholarship1 maintaining women’s 
exclusion from secular genealogies after the 13th century needs to be revisited in light of 
the works of literature produced during this period, often with very real political agendas. 
While some of these fictional women do appear within these narratives as genealogical 
or intertextual grafts, as guarantors of a dynastic or literary continuity – thus to some 
extent mirroring their historical counterparts – they also very clearly resist this role and 
carry forward their own narrative trajectories. Most importantly, what this research makes 
clear is that at a time when, in Capetian France, women were being increasingly excluded 
from power and even their very role in producing legitimate heirs is being questioned, 
founding women of prose romances do not simply place themselves at the head of 
powerful lineages: they also write alternative histories of the world. The tremendous 
success of the Alexander matter in this century not only brought about the invention of a 
brand-new cycle with the Peacock romances, but it also led to the introduction of an 
Alexandrian genealogy in Europe. To the Trojan standard of foundation women like 
Presine and Lydoire respond with a Greek history of the West built upon the Alexander 
myth. This shift marks a profound change in the medieval conception of European 
history, as the traditional narratives of Trojan settlement undergo a thorough process of 
rewriting which marks 12th century mythology as no longer satisfying the literary, and 
perhaps the political, expectations of contemporary readership. Perhaps the ideal of 
translatio imperii from one Trojan place to another was beginning to feel less satisfactory 
when compared to the possibility of the progressive accumulation of territories, 
something that Alexander the Great had achieved in his time. The 15th century 
Burgundian readers of Perceforest, with their well-documented interest in Alexander, 
 
1 See the Introduction, pp. 10-11. There I cited Stahuljak, Bloodless Genealogies, but see also 
Klapisch-Zuber, L’Ombre des ancêtres and Bloch, Etymologies and Genealogies. Both argue that 
the gradual transformation from cognatic to agnatic kinship determined the relegation of women 
in matters of kinship. While this is historically true for France (though the same cannot be said 





certainly held such imperialistic aspirations (which they would realise come Charles V),2 
while Edward III spent his life claiming his rights to not one but two crowns. The fact 
that this literary process of hellenisation is brought about through the work of foundresses 
may simply be due to an authorial need for a narrative space of invention, yet the 
association is striking. In the beginning of this thesis I cited Jeffrey Jerome Cohen, who 
stated that ‘the Trojans were a race of founding fathers.’3 Texts such as Mélusine and 
Perceforest, as well as Des Granz Geanz analysed by Cohen, might well indicate that, in 
the minds of 14th century romanciers, the Greeks were a race of founding mothers.  
   This connection highlights processes of rewriting that we have seen in highly 
agentic characters such as Presine and Lydoire, but even those foundresses who 
ultimately fail to carry out their own narrative trajectories present their readers with a new 
perception of history, or even an alternative notion of time itself. Mélusine’s rebellion 
against Jean d’Arras’ overtly political mission actively challenges the author’s efforts of 
mythologisation; her objective is to escape the realm of timelessness that Jean d’Arras 
restricts her to. On the other hand, the incestuous Chelinde embodies an obstacle to 
lineage – to the linear progression of time. She rejects Augustine’s narrative of genealogy, 
and in so doing, she challenges the very objective of the prehistory and the larger 
intertextual aims of the Tristan en Prose, whose Lancelot/Grail model demands an 
Arimathean lineage for the heroes of the round table. Finally, Cerses – setting herself 
against the invention of the Perceforest author – attempts to re-establish canonical 
history, that of the chronicles, which saw Britain as a Trojan and Roman settlement. 
Ultimately, what this thesis shows is that texts such as the Roman de Mélusine, the 
prehistory of the Tristan en Prose, and the Roman de Perceforest propose a new literary 
relationship tying fictional women to medieval romance: the roles of generator of 
genealogy and generator of genealogical text become increasingly confused. Thus, 
characters such as Presine and Lydoire are endowed with authorial voices which allow 
them to direct the narrative even outside of the romance itself, towards new and 
unexpected intertexts; and even figures such as Chelinde, Mélusine and Cerses are given 
 
2 Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor, inherited the dukedom of Burgundy from his father, Philip 
the Fair (son in turn of Mary of Burgundy). On the Dukes of Burgundy and their fascination with 
Alexander the Great, see Chrystèle Blondeau, Un conquérant pour quatre ducs: Alexandre le 
Grand à la cour de Bourgogne (Paris: CTHS and Institut national d'histoire de l'art, 2009). 




the means to voice their own histories, even if just for a  short time and with ultimately 
tragic consequences. 
 
Throughout this thesis I have, albeit limitedly, used anthropological terminology. 
In particular, I have looked at how the texts under examination represent exogamous and 
endogamous relationships in the formation of kinship ties. These romances are deeply 
concerned with questions of lineage, and often represent genealogical extremes of 
foreignness (Mélusine, Cerses) and identity (Chelinde, Alexandre Fin de Liesse) in both 
positive and negative terms. I have argued that these centripetal and centrifugal 
tendencies are mirrored in the text’s own genealogy – its relationship with its intertexts. 
This is clearest in the Roman de Perceforest, but the prehistory of the Tristan and 
Mélusine share in this mechanism. Chelinde’s incestuous crime, if left undenounced, 
would have eliminated all trace of the Grail matter from Tristan’s genealogy, since the 
knowledge of Apollo’s Arimathean blood would have been lost. When Mataquas gets rid 
of his foreign stepmother and stepsisters, Presine enacts her revenge by claiming his 
future imperial lineage as her own, through a rewriting of the Roman de Florimont and 
the Alexander romances. Whilst the anthropological conception of kinship has informed 
this study throughout its three chapters, I have so far avoided questioning it in light of the 
issues raised by these genealogical romances. The analysis that follows illustrates the 
potential that these medieval prose works hold for testing accepted assumptions about the 
medieval practice of kinship and its anthropological definitions. 
Indeed, these texts fundamentally challenge ‘the picture familiar from male-
authored anthropology of men exchanging women and thus founding society’.4 None of 
the characters analysed in this thesis respects the Lévi-Straussian dogma. This is in part 
justified by the natural constraints of the foundation narrative – as I have already claimed, 
to found a lineage the hero or heroine in question must be isolated from his or her past, 
to the point that foundation myths often rest on the violent elimination of the founder’s 
father figure. Thus, when these romances place a woman at the origin of a lineage, it 
follows that the very existence of a patriarchal figure with the power to exchange her is 
challenged. Mélusine is a parricide; Chelinde is brought into the Tristanian landscape 
with no family to claim her as their own, and her very presence forces Sador to sever his 
 




own ties to his Arimathean lineage. Finally, both Alexandre Fin de Liesse and Cerses 
choose their own spouses, since Alexandre is an orphan by the time she reaches adulthood 
and Cerses is isolated from her Roman roots. None are thus the object of an exchange 
between male representatives of lineage. The sole exception to this rule is Lydoire, who, 
in her previous life in the Vœux du Paon, constituted a prime example of medieval 
matrimonial strategy.  She was given in marriage to Gadifer by her uncle Parmenio (who 
had killed Gadifer’s father) to broker a peace treaty between Alexander’s conquering 
forces and the Efezonians. Already married when she enters into the Perceforest text, 
Lydoire breaks with the anthropological schema because she challenges the assumption 
that the exchange of women is an exclusively male activity: it is she, and not her husband, 
who oversees nuptial negotiations. This is most clearly illustrated in episodes defining 
her relationship with Lyonel du Glat, her daughter Blanche’s suitor. It is with Lydoire, 
not Gadifer, that the young knight has to deal in order to gain an audience with his 
beloved; to do so he almost single-handedly defends Scotland from a Roman invasion. 
This service to the kingdom prompts Gadifer to offer him a gift in return, correctly 
assuming that the knight will ask for his daughter’s hand in marriage. But Lydoire cuts 
her husband off by saying that Blanche will only marry a king – although she later 
facilitates the knight’s rise up the social ladder by convincing her brother-in-law to 
establish a tournament with an entire kingdom for a prize (Leonois), which Lyonel 
naturally wins. 
So far I have used the term ‘exchange’, a somewhat vague term for the social 
practice that regulates alliances. Indicatively, throughout the tense scene where Lyonel 
sees his wish denied, the term used is don. Indeed, the Strathernian distinction defining 
marital unions in terms of a gift or commodity economy – already adopted by Kay in her 
study of epic5 – is a useful tool for this analysis. In her the Gender of the Gift, Strathern 
makes clear that the dichotomy between these two systems does not lie in the presence or 
absence of a reciprocity – the givers of gifts always receive something in return, a social 
bond tying them to the receiver. Rather, ‘in a commodity oriented economy, people thus 
experience their interest in commodities as a desire to appropriate goods; in a gift-oriented 
 




economy, the desire is to expand social relations’.6 Thus, in a commodity economy 
‘things and persons take the form of things […] objects (of whatever kind) are reified as 
things-in-themselves. Concomitantly, in a gift economy, objects act as persons in relation 
to one another’.7 On the basis of this distinction, I argue that these romances put up a 
façade meant to emulate a gift economy by employing a ‘rhetoric of the gift’. Yet the 
foundresses at the centre of this system thoroughly undermine and confuse the positions 
within the equation – not only the role of gift and donor (as Kay has underlined is the 
case for some Saracen princesses in the chansons de geste) but also of recipient. In what 
way, then, do the societies founded by these women function? 
Chelinde’s various abductions clearly remind us that she is never ‘gifted’, but 
taken. Indeed, it is exactly the failure of the gift system around her that creates the vacuum 
of homosocial relationships I have examined in Chapter 2. Be that as it may, at least on 
one occasion the text explicitly stages the gifting of the princess from one man to another, 
and in doing so reveals how such a system cannot but crumble when confronted with the 
polysemy impersonated by the foundress of Tristan’s line. As I have already discussed, 
Sador attempts to offer her to Pelias in an effort to establish a relationship with the King 
of Leonois which cannot but benefit the hapless knight. But the roles of donor and 
recipient are inevitably inverted as soon as Chelinde’s identity is revealed, and Pelias is 
immediately forced to give Sador’s gift right back to him. While both employ a rhetoric 
of the gift (‘je vos promet que vos l’avré’,8 says Sador to Pelias; later on, Pelias is forced 
into a don contragnant: ‘granz merciz de cest don que vos m’avez fait’,9 replies Sador) 
Chelinde’s resistance to any single signification in fact short-circuits the system. If the 
value of the gift stands in its ability to act as a constant reminder of the bond it has created 
– a physical representation of the donor – then Chelinde’s body is forced yet again to 
acquire a surplus of meaning. Because, in this theatre of gift-giving, both men end up 
occupying both positions, Chelinde cannot represent Pelias as the party of the donor, 
because that role is already embodied by Sador: ‘vos l’eüstes par moi et par moi la devez 
perdre’.10 The charade both men engage in only reveals the failure of the gift economy, 
 
6 Marilyn Strathern, The Gender of the Gift: Problems with Women and Problems with Society in 
Melanesia (Berkley: University of California Press, 1988), p. 143. 
7 Strathern, The Gender of the Gift, p. 176. 
8 Tristan en Prose, I, § 84, 13-14. 
9 Tristan en Prose, I, § 93, 18, italics mine. 




as Chelinde’s polysemy spreads to all parties, and both Sador and Pelias gift and receive 
the same object; finally, it is in the very act of donner that these homosocial relations 
perish. The princess’ marriage to Apollo confuses the statutes of the gift in the same way. 
As her lord, Apollo essentially gifts her to himself: he also embodies both donor and 
recipient – this time simultaneously. He thus fails to expand his social relations, the very 
objective, in Strathern’s terms, of a gift economy. In this sense one could speak of a 
double incest in the marriage of Apollo and Chelinde. It not only unites mother and son, 
but a vassal to her own political father. The same endogenous system governs the 
marriage of Gallafur and Alexandre orchestrated by Lydoire and discussed in Chapter 3. 
The Scottish Queen presents her niece to her own grandson: as representative of the 
lineage of both parties, Lydoire once again embodies both positions of donor and 
recipient.  
Finally, a rhetoric of the gift also serves to dress up the union of Cerses and 
Bethidès. The heir to the English throne tries to present his marriage to the Roman as an 
ingenious way of forcing the Romans into a relationship with Perceforest’s dynasty, an 
act that will help avert future hostilities between the countries; but Cerses, like Chelinde, 
is isolated from her homeland: she is not the gift, as Bethidès hopes, but the recipient, and 
in reality it is the young prince, with his claim to the English throne, who acts as gift. 
Once he and the commodity he represents are in her hands, she can easily turn around 
and bestow both to Luces, who, she expects, will govern England as a Roman province 
and kill Bethidès. 
The relationship tying Raymundin and Mélusine offers some insight as to how 
these foundresses, who muddle the gift system staged by their male counterparts to such 
a degree, can envision the system of exchange, and through it build a society. As is well 
known, neither Mélusine nor Raymundin’s families have anything to do with the 
marriage, which is presented as a mutual agreement between fairy and knight. By gifting 
herself to Raymundin, Mélusine establishes a social relationship with him that allows her 
to temporarily – and possibly indefinitely – enter into society. Raymundin, on his part, 
also gains social standing from his promise to Mélusine, but it is telling that the knight 
does not receive his earthly possessions as a result of his marriage; rather, they seem to 
be a pre-requisite to the union, since Mélusine gives him the means to extract Lusignan 




fairy thus moulds Raymundin into an adequate receiver of her person. From that moment 
on the newly appointed lord is able to fashion social relationships in his own right: the 
fairy, in other words, has allowed him to re-enter into society. The same system governs 
Lydoire’s relationship with Lyonel. The knight is denied his gift because the Reine Fee 
refuses for the time being to embody the role of donor and enter into a social relationship 
with him –  it may be useful to point out that Lyonel’s Trojan origins are very much an 
issue for the Greek Queen.11 As the knight says to a mortified Gadifer, who prays him to 
choose some other gift: 
 
la vostre bon merci, je voeul bien attendre jusques a une autre fois, car je ne sçay 
don qui puist attaindre a celui, et aussi il est de trop grant valeur pour moy, combien 
que ce soit don de roy, et s’y n’est point don a moy ne a autrui qui ne le rechoit au 
gré du donnant.12 
 
Lydoire thus exposes the pantomime enacted by the two men in their apparently selfless 
gifts to each other: Lyonel’s gratuitous military aid against the Romans had in fact forced 
the Scottish crown into an immediate debt, opening itself up to a social relationship the 
knight now wishes to enhance and formalise through marriage. Lydoire, like Mélusine, 
defers the agreement, choosing instead to make Lyonel into an adequate receiver of such 
a gift as her daughter Blanche. She thus instructs Perceforest to set up a tournament and 
to make its winner a king: ironically Lyonel, like Raymondin, receives in fief those lands 
that had already been part of his lineage – the Darnant forest, once dominated by the most 
evil members of his clan. It is the Reine Fee who, like Mélusine, manages to shape the 
men around her into viable recipients of her gifts; that is to say, into new social relations 
capable, thanks to her efforts, of creating a network of relationships in turn – a society. 
However, in tying Lyonel and Raymundin to the lands of the lineages both knights are 
meant to escape, to what extent are they actually allowing them to take part in the new 
societies – be it Greek civilization or the nascent Lusignan empire – they found? And, 
more importantly, in defying both men strictly in relation to land, aren’t Mélusine and 
Lydoire rather commodifying the knights they should be socialising?  Is it this conceptual 
shift that prompts an angry Lyonel to say dryly ‘ma chiere dame, tel acroist sa terre qui 
 
11 Huot, Postcolonial Fictions, pp.191-195. 




ne acroist point pour tant son honneur’?13 Are these women exposing the travesty of gift 
economies established by males, or is the foundation process in their hands a 
transformation of a homo-socially viable gift economy into a commodity-driven society?  
 In summarising Strathern’s awareness of the effect of a gift on both donor and 
recipient, Kay states that ‘in giving of your own, you give up a part of yourself and claim 
a part of the recipient, you deal simultaneously in intimacy and rivalry, alliance and 
oppression, you mark both community of interest with the exchange partners and 
severance from them.’14 This definition perfectly conceptualises to me what in the 
Introduction, following Howard Bloom, I defined the particular anxiety of influence that 
affects these medieval prose romances in relation to their literary precedents. And indeed 
we might not be going too far in rethinking what I have up until now termed ‘the grafts’ 
of women in romance in terms of Strathernian gifts. The Roman de Mélusine, the 
prehistory of the Tristan en Prose, and the Roman de Perceforest all gift their newly 
invented fictional women to their models: the fairy of the Isle Celee enters into the 
Alexander myth, aided by Florimont, as the aunt of Mélusine; Chelinde is introduced in 
the Grail matter as the Saracen wife of one of Joseph of Arimathea’s twelve nephews; 
and finally Ygerne is gifted to the Historia Regum Britanniae as the Greek wife of Capoir. 
Ostensibly offers of completeness, these gifts forced upon their model texts carry within 
them more or less explicit accusations of deficiency,15 and, more importantly, change the 
composition of the original work profoundly, to the point of turning its meaning upside 
down. The Lancelot-Grail, forced into a textual relationship with the Tristan en Prose, is 
left undoubtedly diminished – perhaps the greatest knight at Arthur’s court is neither 
Lancelot nor Galahad, but Tristan, and perhaps the Holy Quest does not represent the 
ultimate adventure – Salvation – but the woeful cause of the death of the two greatest 
lovers the world has ever seen.  And what should we think of the merit of Alexander’s 
imperial exploits, if behind them lurks the all-mighty figure of the fairy Presine? And 
finally, how can we believe Geoffrey of Monmouth’s praise of the British Trojans, when 
we know that the land’s glory actually came from Alexander’s Greeks?  
 
13 Perceforest, III.ii. p. 197.  
14 Kay, The Chansons de Geste, p. 42. 





Yet if these relations, as Strathern points out, affect both parties mutually, we must 
assume that our romances, too, are altered by the connection they have initiated. This is 
more clearly evident in the body of the romances themselves, which quite literally 
englobe parts of the textual components of their models, to the point of interpolation 
(Tristan, Perceforest). Yet it is not only the materiality of the text which is transformed: 
the significance of the works themselves is challenged by the literary associations they 
seek. Who, indeed, are the real intruders in Britain? the Trojans – whom the author of 
Perceforest seeks to vilify – or the Greeks, whose presence in the island could quite 
rightly seem preposterous after two hundred successful years of the Historia Regum 
Britanniae? And if the Greeks have truly marked Edward III as their own (by allowing 
their history and their crown to be reunited during his reign), doesn’t this connection put 
him in a position of difference in relation to his royal predecessors, not worthy enough, 
not Greek enough to know their own past? Is Edward, who, like Perceforest, has come 
from over the sea to conquer Britain, the saviour of the kingdom or a deadly intruder? 
And what are we to think of Tristan’s amorous and chivalrous exploits when we are 
constantly reminded of the power of the Grail and the invincibility of the knight anointed 
by God? Where is the line between courtly love and adultery, engin and trickery, 
hardement and treason set? And what should we think of the Lusignan dynasty when 
Mélusine’s treacherous half-brother Mataquas initiates the lineage of Alexander the 
Great? Or, if my reading of the Presine-Nectanebo connection is correct, is Jean de 
Berry’s conquest of Lusignan such a glorious enterprise when the romance not only 
constantly reminds us that the dynasty’s possessions once stretched out across Europe, 
but actually tells us that another member of Presine’s lineage managed to conquer half 
the world? The material presence of the intertexts within these romances constantly 
reminds us readers of the existence of these alternative histories, and proves that, in 
Strathern’s words, ‘there is nothing inherently benign about entering into relationships’.16 
It is in the textual relations established by these works – and often directed by 
founding women such as Presine and Lydoire – that we see the establishment of a gift 
economy, rather than in the fictional kinship alliances described in our romances. Thus, I 
ask: what are the genealogies that these women are founding? Should we look at their 
 





lineages, doomed to suppression, annihilation, and fragmentation, whose very 
establishment is actively contested by some (Chelinde), whose success is silenced and 
hidden (Presine, Lydoire), and whose descendants are only recognised thanks to the 
doomed destiny of its foundress (Mélusine)? Rather, we might look at these founding 
women, these avid writers of histories, as the origins of a textual genealogy, as roots of a 
network of literary relationships that firmly places their own works in an ideal line of 
books – an ordered library – made up of infinite ramifications of one story,  the universal 
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